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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In Non-Archimedean Functional Analysis (see [20] f or a background account) 
one is concerned with complete valued base fields К other than R or c, such 
as the field of p-adic numbers. The valuation | | on К satisfies the strong 
triangle inequality 
|λ + μ | * π ω χ ( | λ | , | μ | ) (λ,μ e К) 
which has far-reaching consequences, for example it follows that 
BK:={\eK\ | λ | < 1 } 
is a ring; a so-called valuation ring. Usually seminorms ρ on a K-vector space 
E are also required to satisfy the strong triangle inequality 
p(x + y) <max(p(x),p(y)) (x,yeE). 
Monna [15] defined a subset С of a K-vector space E to be convex if 
Xi,X2,*3 e С, ЛьЛ2,Лз e Βκ, Σ Ai = 1 implies λχΧι + \2Хг + Аз*з e С. 
То understand why this definition is suitable observe that (i) for each semi-
norm ρ all p-balls (that is a set of the form {x e E \ p{x - α) < ε] for some 
a e Ε, ε > 0) are convex and that (ii) each convex subset is the intersection 
of p-balls, where ρ runs through some collection of seminorms. (See Propo­
sition 4.2 in [25].) It was van Tiel [31] who introduced the notion of a locally 
convex vector space over К as a topological ^-vector space having a base of 
zero neighborhoods consisting of convex sets. Thus, in Non-Archimedean 
Functional Analysis the above convex sets take over the role played by the 
convex sets in real or complex analysis. 
If a convex subset С of a K-vector space A contains 0 then it is absolutely 
convex in the sense that х\,хг e С, ЛьЛг e Βχ implies λιΧι + \гхг e С. 
Stated otherwise — and this is a crucial observation for this thesis — С is a 
Вк-submodule of E ! And non-empty convex sets are nothing else but addi­
tive cosets of absolutely convex sets. 
Thus, our convex sets carry a natural algebraic structure, richer than their 
real counterparts. For example, we may define quotients of convex sets: if 
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fi с A are absolutely convex then A/B has the structure of a Βχ-module 
(although it may not be absolutely convex i.e. not isomorphic to a Βχ-
submodule of some K-vector space). 
We did not delve deeply into the algebraic theory of Bjç-modules; there ex-
ists extensive literature, see for instance [11]. In Chapter 2 we have collected 
the material we needed. The purpose of this thesis, however, is to study 
normed and locally convex Βχ-modules thereby proposing a new tool in Non-
Archimedean Functional Analysis. Hence, for example, rather than consid­
ering A/B algebraically we assume that А, В are closed in a normed space 
and introduce the quotient norm on A/B by the formula 
Цх + ВЦ = inf Цх-ЫІ ( X E A ) . 
beB 
This norm satisfies the strong triangle inequality and 
| |λχ + Β | | < | λ | | | χ + Β|| (λ€Β
κ
, χ e A) 
but equality does not hold in general. Thus, the requirements for a norm 
will be relaxed compared to the standard ones (see Definition 2.8 in [31]). 
In Chapter 3 and 4 we develop some general theory on locally convex Βχ-
modules. Apart from some very basic and natural questions we treated ma­
terial needed for the main Chapter 5 only. Here we characterize the (local) 
compactoids among all locally convex ifr-modules. It grew out of an infor­
mal note by S. Caenepeel [8] on behalf of the p-adic Seminar of the VUB in 
Brussels. We feel that the existing theory of absolutely convex (local) com­
pactoids of [19], [21] and [26] is better understood in the framework of gen­
eral locally convex ifr-modules. In fact, the thesis was actuated by the fol­
lowing problem. 
Let E,F be K-Banach spaces, let Γ e £(E,F) and let С с £ be a absolutely 
convex complete compactoid. How open is the map Τ :C— TCI 
The answer, given in [27], can be made more accurate by using the plus and 
minus topology. See Theorem 5.4.10 in Chapter 5. 
For more about the content of this thesis we refer to the Summary on page 
187. 
The concept of a normed ifr-module also appeared in [5], where for a pur­
pose different from ours, some basic facts were proved. 
In [4], [3] and [2] one meets a related but different approach: an absolutely 
convex closed subset Λ of a K-Banach space is studied by looking at the quo­
tient A/A\ where Ai = U|AI<I λΑ, not viewed as a Βχ-module but considered 
as a Banach space over the residue class field of K. 
Chapter 2 
βχ-modules 
2.1 Elementary Algebra 
In this section we will give some definitions, propositions and theorems 
from elementary algebra concerning Βκ -modules. We also introduce some 
notation. Furthermore, we provide some examples to illustrate the dif­
ference between Ifr-modules and (absolutely convex subsets of) K-vector 
spaces. The whole theory in this chapter, except that of edged complete­
ness in Section 2.4, is for the use of the rest of the thesis. 
The proofs of the propositions and theorems given in this section can also 
be found in books about modules (for instance, [12], [1]). Yet they are given 
here to make the reader, who is used to work with К -vector spaces, familiar 
with some basic technics in (locally convex) βχ-module theory. 
First we recall some notation. (K, \ \) or, shortly, К denotes a field with a 
non-archimedean valuation | |. Our fields are always commutative. For a 
prime number p, (Qp, | \v) or, shortly, Qp denotes the field of the p-adic 
numbers and (Cp, | | p ) or, shortly, Cp denotes the field of the p-adic com­
plex numbers. (See [22] pages 10 and 45.) 
Recall from [20] that a non-archimedean valuation | | on a field К is a map 
К — [Ο,οο) suchthat 
1) |λ| = 0 «=> λ = 0 (λ e Κ), 
2) \λμ\ = \\\\μ\ (λ,μεΚ), 
3)|λ + μ |<πΐ3χ( |λ | , |μ | ) (λ,μεΚ). 
For a subset V of К we denote the set {|λ| | λ e V] by |V|. 
The valuation | | on К is called dense if \K\ is dense in [0, oo), | | is called 
discrete if \K\ \ {0} is discrete in (0, oo) and | | is called trivial if |tf | = {0,1}. 
A ball in К is a set of the formt Л e К | | λ - α | < г} or {λ e К \ \\-a\ <r], 
where a e К and r e (0, oo). The first ball is denoted B(a,r); the second 
one is denoted B(a,r"). If r ί \K\ thenB(a,r) = B(a,r"). 
К is called spherically complete if for every collection (B
n
)neN of balls in К 
such that BQD BiD B2D ... it holds that DneNB
n
*<Z>. 
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The unit ball of К is denoted BK, that is to say 
BK = [heK | | λ | < 1 } . 
Βκ is a ring; a so-called valuation ríng. B¿ denotes the unique maximal ideal 
of BK, i.e. 
Bi¿ = {\eK\ |Λ |<1}. 
The field ΒκΙΒχ is called the residue class field and is denoted by k. 
For elementary theory on non-archimedean valuations we refer to chapter 
1 of [20]. 
We assume elementary algebraic ^-vector space theory to be known. We 
introduce here only some notation. For a K-vector space E we write dimf 
for the dimension of E. For a subset X of a K-vector space E the linear span 
of X is denoted [X]. 
We end with with some very general notation. 
For a subset X of R we denote by convX the convex hull of X; that is to say 
convX = {tx + (1 - t)y | x,y 6 X, t G [0,1]}. 
Let A be a set and let ƒ : A — [0, oo) be a map. Then ƒ is called bounded if 
sup{/(x) | χ e A} < oo. 
For a bounded map ƒ : A— [0, °o) we define sup ƒ = sup {ƒ(*•) | χ e A}. 
Definitions and Notation 
2.1.1 Definition A Βχ-module is an abelian group A together with a map 
(λ, χ) -. λχ from Βκ Χ A to A, called scalar multiplication, satisfying the 
following properties. 
Ml. λ(χι + Хг) = λχχ + λχ 2 (λ G Βκ, х\,хг £ А) 
Μ2. (λι + λ 2 )χ = λ ιχ + λ 2 χ (λι, λ2 G Βκ, χ G Α) 
Μ3. (λιλ 2 )χ = λι(λ 2 χ) (λι,λ2 eßjf, χ G Α) 
Μ4. 1χ = χ (x G Α) 
Α (Βχ)-submodule of a ifr-module A is a subgroup В of A such that λχ G В 
for every λ G BK and every χ G В. 
Special examples of Ifo-modules are Βκ itself and K-vector spaces 
2.1.2 Definition Let £ be a K-vector space. A Βχ-submodule of E is called 
an absolutely convex set. 
Absolutely convex sets are naturally Βκ -modules. 
2.1.3 Definition Let A and В be Bjf-modules. A homomorphism from A to 
В is a map φ:Α^ В with the following two properties. 
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(i) φ{χ + y) = φ(χ) + φ(γ) (χ, y e A). 
(ii) φ(λχ) = λ<ρ(χ) (λ e Βκ, χ e A). 
Let φ : A — В be a homomorphism and let X be a subset of A. Then the 
restriction of φ to X is denoted by ψ\Χ. For a subset X of A we denote 
the set {φ(χ) \ χ e X} by φ»(Χ). For a subset У of В we denote the set 
{x e A | <p(x) e Y} hyçp-l(Y). The set ф_1({0}) is denoted Kerq?. 
The set of all homomorphisms A —• В is denoted Hom {A, B). It is in an 
obvious way again а Βκ -module. 
The following proposition is easy to verify. 
2.1.4 Proposition Let A and В be Вк-modules, let φ : А— В be a homomor­
phism. Let U be a submodule of A and V a submodule of В. Then <p(\J) isa 
submodule of В and φ'1 (V) is a submodule of A. 
2.1.5 Definition Let A and В be B^-modules. Then A is called embeddable 
in В if there exists an injective homomorphism from A to В. В is called a 
homomorphic image of A if there exists a surjective homomorphism from 
AXoB. A is called isomorphic to В if there exists a bijective homomorphism 
from A to B. We write A ~ В to express that A is isomorphic to B. A bijective 
homomorphism from a module A in itself is called an automorphism. 
2.1.6 Definition Let A be a Βχ-module and let X be a subset of A. Like in 
vector space theory, by coX we denote the submodule of A generated by X. 
That is to say 
coX= {λιχι + · • · + λ„χ„ Ι η e Ν, χ ι , . . . , χ
η
 e Χ, λι λ
η
 еВ
к
}. 
A is called finitely generated if there exists a finite subset X of A such that 
A = со X. A is called countably generated if there exists a countable subset 
X of A such that A = coX. 
In section 4.2 we will prove that a submodule of a countably generated Βκ-
module is again countably. generated. If the valuation on К is discrete then 
every submodule of a finitely generated module is finitely generated (we will 
see this in Proposition 2.2.38). If the valuation on К is dense this is in general 
not true. For example, let A = Βκ. Then A = со {1} and hence A is finitely 
generated. Now B¿ is a submodule of A but B¿ is not finitely generated. 
Now we will introduce some machinery. The following proposition is easy 
to verify. 
2.1.7 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module and let В be a submodule of A. On 
the group А/В we define a scalar multiplication by 
(λ,χ + Β) ~ λ χ + Β (λ e Βκ, x e A). 
Then A/В provided with this scalar multiplication is a Вк-module. The map 
π : А— А/В defined by χ — χ + в (χ e A) is a homomorphism. 
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Sometimes we call the above map π the canonical map. 
2.1.8 Definition Let ƒ be an index set and, for every i e I, let At be a Вк-
module. Then the (direct) product of (Ai)te¡ is the set 
П Л = {х \x:I-~{JA
u
x(i)eAl (i G I)}, 
tei tei 
An element χ of Піе/ At is also denoted (x(i)) t e/ where x(i) e At for every 
i € I. The (direct) product is in an obvious way again а Вк -module. 
For every j el the map P} : Y[ie¡ At — A} defined by 
P j (x )=x ( j ) ( х е П Л ) 
te/ 
is a surjective homomorphism and is called the projection map from 
Y\lEi At on Aj. 
The direct sum of (А
г
)
іе
і is the set 
φ А
г
 = {χ e ]~[ А
г
 Ι χ(ί) * 0 for only finitely many i e /}. 
ie/ iel 
The direct sum is again a B^-module. By restriction, for every j e I, we also 
have a projection map P} : ® i e / At — A} . 
Let Л be а Вк -module and let ƒ be an index set. Let At = A for every í s I. 
Then the direct product of (A t) i e; is also denoted by A1. The direct sum of 
(At)iei is also denoted by A(/). 
2.1.9 Definition Let A be a ifo-module. Let (A t) te/ be a collection of sub-
modules of A. By Σιε/ At we denote the submodule 
{χι + · · • +x
n
 I n e N , ii i „ e / , χι E A „ x„ e AIn}. 
If A = Σιε/ Αι and in addition for every n e N , every i i , . . . , in e I and every 
xi e А
ч
 Xn e A^: 
χι + · · • + x
n
 = 0 «=> Χι = ... = х„ = О, 
then А ~ 0
і е / At (where 0 t e / A t is denned as in Definition 2.1.8) and we 
write A = ©ig; At. 
2.1.10 Definition An element χ of a Βχ-module A is called a torsion element 
if there exists a A e Вк \ {0} such that λχ = 0. A Bjc-module A is called a 
torsion module if every element of A is a torsion element. A is called torsion 
free if 0 is the only torsion element in A. 
A is called divisible if for every χ e A and every Λ e В* \ {0} there exists a 
у e A such that Ay = x. 
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2.1.11 Definition Let A be a Bjc-module. Then the torsion part of A is the 
set {χ E A | χ is a torsion element}. It is denoted At. 
2.1.12 Proposition Let Abe а Βκ-module. Then At is a torsion submodule of 
A and A/At is torsion free. 
Proof: It is easy to check that At is a torsion submodule of A. We prove that 
A/At is torsion free. Let χ e A/At and λ e Βκ such that λχ = 0. Suppose 
λ * 0. We prove that χ = 0. To this end let и e A be such that χ = и + At. 
Then\u+At = λχ = OandhenceAw e At. Hence, there exists a μ e 5jc\{0} 
such that ці\и) = 0. Then μλ e BK \ {0} and (ц\)и = 0. Hence, и e At 
and thus χ = u + At = 0. • 
2.1.13 Examples Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. The following is eas­
ily verified. 
1. A = .K/BK is a divisible torsion ifr-module, At = A, A/At = {0}. 
2. Let ei,e2 be the canonical base for K
2
. Then Λ = ([ei]+ со{ег})/со {ei} 
is neither torsion free nor a torsion ifr-module. It is also not divisible. 
Furthermore, At ~ [ei]/co{ei} and A/At ~ со{ег}. 
If the valuation on К is trivial then each Bjt-module is also a iC-vector space. 
In general, a ^-vector space £ is а Βκ -module that is divisible and torsion 
free. We also have the following converse that we will prove at the end of 
this section, after Lemma 2.1.34 
2.1.14 Theorem Let A ЬеаВк-module that is divisible and torsion free. Then 
the scalar multiplication Βκ x A —· A can be extended uniquely to a scalar 
multiplication Κ χ A— A making A into a К-vector space. 
On Scalar Multiplication 
On Βκ -modules the scalar multiplication works differently from that on K-
vector spaces, on which the scalar multiplication by a scalar Φ 0 is a bijective 
linear map. For Βκ -modules we have the following proposition. 
2.1.15 Proposition Let A be α Βκ-module and λ e Βκ \ {0}. Then the map 
M\ : A— A defined by M\(x) = λχ (χ e A) is a homomorphism. Further­
more, M\ is injective if and only if A is torsion free andM\ is surjective if and 
only if A is divisible. If |λ| = 1 the map M\ is an automorphism. 
2.1.16 Definition Let A be a Βκ -module and X a subset of A. Let λ e К. 
If |λ| < 1 we define λΧ = {λχ | χ e Χ]. 
If |λ| > 1 we define λΧ = {χ e A | λ _ 1 χ e X). 
It is easily verified that {λχ | χ e Χ} = {χ e Α | λ - 1 χ e Χ} for all λ e Β
κ 
with |λ| = 1. 
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2.1.17 Proposition Let A ЬеаВк-module and let В be a submodule of A. Let 
Α, μ e К such that |λ| > |μ|. Then λΒ and μΒ are submodules of A and 
μΒ с Aß. In particular, |λ| = |μ| implies AB = μΒ. 
Proof: First we prove that \B and μΒ are submodules of A. 
If |λ| < 1 then Aß = Μ
λ
(β). Combining the Propositions 2.1.15 and 2.1.4 we 
obtain that Aß is a submodule of Λ. If |Λ| > 1 then \B = M^\ (В) which is 
again a submodule of A. In the same way we obtain that μΒ is a submodule 
of A 
Now suppose |μ| < 1. Let χ e μΒ. Then there exists а и e В such that 
χ = μπ. If |A| < 1 then (λ_1μ)Μ e В and λ ( λ _ 1 μ ) ^ = μΜ = χ. Hence, 
χ e AB. If |λ| > 1 then μΒ с В с Aß as is easy to verify. 
Suppose |μ| > 1. Then also |A| > 1. Let χ e μβ. Then μ _ 1 χ e ß. Hence, 
λ
_ 1
χ = ( λ _ 1 μ ) μ _ 1 χ e ß and thus χ e Aß. D 
The next proposition is about compositions of scalar multiplication. 
2.1.18 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module and let X be a subset of A. Let 
Α,μεΚ. 
1. /ΠΑΙ,ΙμΙ £ 1 ΜεηΑ(μΧ) = (λμ)Χ. 
2. If |λ|, |μ| > 1 then Α(μΧ) = (Αμ)Χ. 
3. If\A\ < 1 and |μ| > 1 ΜβηΑ(μΧ) с (λμ)Χ. 
If A is divisible then λ(μΧ) = (λμ)Χ. 
4. If\A\ > 1 αηά\μ\ < 1 ΜεηΑ(μΧ) э (Αμ)Χ. 
If A is torsion free then Α{μΧ) = (Αμ)Χ. 
Proof: The proofs of 1. and 2. are straightforward. We prove 3. The proof 
of 4. is similar. We first prove that λ(μΛ:) с (Αμ)Χ. Let χ e Α(μΧ). Then 
there exists aye μΧ such that χ = Ay. Then μ - 1 ^ e X. Suppose |λμ| < 1. 
Then χ = Ay = (Aμμ-1)y = (Αμ)(μ~1γ) e (λμ)*. Suppose |λμ| > 1. Then 
( λ μ Γ 1 * = (μ7 1 λ" 1 )χ = (μ-1Α~1)(Αγ) = (μ~1Α~1Α)γ = μ~ιγ e Χ and 
hence χ e (λμ)Χ. 
Suppose A is divisible. Let χ e [Αμ)Χ. Suppose |λμ| < 1. Then there exists 
а у € X such that χ = (λμ)>'. As A is divisible there exists a ζ e Л such that 
μ~λζ = у. Then ζ Ε μΧ and λζ = (λμμ _ 1 )ζ = (λμ)(μ - 1 ζ) = (λμ)>- = χ 
and hence χ e Α(μΑΓ). Suppose |λμ| > 1. There exists a ζ e Λ such that 
λζ = χ. Then ζ e λ_ 1(λμ)Χ = μΧ (according to 2.). Hence, χ e λ(μΛ"). Π 
Next we will present an example in Which the inclusions in 3. and 4. may be 
strict. 
2.1.19 Example Let ρ be a prime number and let К = Qp. 
Let A = BK/P2BK and let X = pBK/p
2BK. Then it is easily seen that 
p~2(p2X) = A, p2(p~2X) = {0} and (p~2p2)X = X. 
The following proposition collects some results on homomorphisms. 
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2.1.20 Proposition Let A and В be BK-modules and Τ : A — В a homomor-
phism. 
1. Let λ e К and let X be a subset of A. If\A\ < 1 then T{\X) = \T(X). 
If\\\ > 1 then Τ(λΧ) с \T(X). 
If, in addition, Τ is byective, then Τ(λΧ) = λΤ(Χ). 
2. Let λ e К and let Y be a subset ofB. If\\\ > 1 thenT~l(\Y) = \T~l(Y). 
If\\\ < 1 then\T~l(Y) с Τ'ΗλΥ). 
If, in addition, Τ is bijective, then ЛГ _ 1 (^) = Г"1 (Aft). 
3. Let Χι, Х
г
 be subsets of A. Then Τ(Χχ + X2) = 7 f t ) + T{X2). 
4. Let Yi,Y2 be subsets ofB. Then T^iYi) + T~l(Y2) с Τ~ι(Υι + Уг). 
If, in addition, Τ issurjective then T'HYi) + Т~1(У2) = Τ~λ{Υι + Y2). 
Proof: As an example we prove 4. 
We first prove Γ"1 (ft) + T~1(Y2) с T~1(Y1 + Y2). Letx e T-1(YÍ) + T-1(Y2). 
Then Τ (χ) e Τ(Τ~ι(Υι) + Т^Ш) = TiT'HYi)) + ТІТ^Ш) с ft + Y2. 
Hence, χ е Г 1 (ft + ft). 
Suppose Г is surjective. Let χ e Γ - 1 (ft + ft). Then Γ(χ) e ft + ft- Let 
3Ί e ft and y2 e ft such that Γ(χ) = > Ί + ;У2- Let щ,и2 e A such that 
r ( u i ) = yx and r ( u 2 ) = y2. Then ui e Г"1 (l'i) and u 2 e Г"1 (ft) and 
T{x-(ux+u2)) = 0. Thus,x-(w!+M2) £ KerT. Thenx 6 Mi+мг+КегГ с 
Τ~
ι(Υι) + T~l(Y2) + КегГ = Γ - ^ Ι Ί ) + ^ ( f t ) · • 
2.1.21 Corollary Let A be a Вк-module and letX and Y be subsets of A. Let 
λ&Κ. 
If\\\ < 1 then λ(Χ+ Y) = ΑΧ + λΥ. 
If\\\ > 1 then\X + \Y с λ(Χ+Υ). If A isdivisible, then\X + AY = \{X+Y). 
Proof: For |Λ| < 1 apply 3. of the previous proposition with В = A, Τ = M\, 
Χι = X and X2 = Y. 
For |λ| > 1 apply 4. of the previous proposition with В = A, Τ = Мд-і, 
ft = X and ft = У. Recall that Μ
λ
-ι is surjective if A is divisible. D 
We now give some examples to show that the inclusions in Proposition 2.1.20 
and Corollary 2.1.21 maybe strict. 
2.1.22 Examples We start with two examples for which the inclusions in 1. 
and 2. from Proposition 2.1.20 are strict, the first example concerning an 
injective map and the second example concerning a surjective map. 
Let ρ be a prime number and let К = Qp. Let A = Βχ and В = К. Let 
Г : A —• В be the inclusion map. Then Г is injective. Let X = Βκ· Then 
T(p~lX) = BK, while ρ - 1 Γ(Χ) = ρ_ 1Βχ. This shows the inclusion in 1. 
may be strict. 
Let Y = p~lBK- Then T'HpY) = BK, whereas рГ _ 1 (У) = pBK. This shows 
the inclusion in 2. may be strict. 
Now let A = BK x К and В = К. Let Г : A — В be defined by 
Γ((λ,μ)) = λ + μ (λ e Β*,μ e Κ). Then Τ is surjective. Let X = Β* χ {0}. 
Then Γ(ρ-χΧ) = Bjc, while р^ТІХ) = p~lBK. 
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Let Y = p~lBK. Then T~
l(pY) =BKx BK, whereas pT~1{Y) = pBK x BK. 
From ^-vector space theory we already know that the inclusion in 4. may 
be strict. We give an example in which the inclusion in Corollary 2.1.21 is 
strict. 
Again, let ρ be a prime number and let К = Qp. Let e\,e2 be the 
canonical base of K2. Let A = co{pei,e\ + e2}· Let X = co{pei) and 
Y = zo{pe2). Then p~xX = co {pei} and p _ 1 У = co{pe2}- Hence, 
ρ~
ι
Χ + ρ~λΥ = со {pe\,pe2}, whereas p~l(X + Y) = p~1co{pe\,pe2} = 
co{pei,ei + e2) = A. 
We now introduce the notion of an absorbing subset of a Βχ-module, that 
we will use frequently further on. 
2.1.23 Definition Let A be a βχ-module. A subset U of A is called absorbing 
(m A) if for every χ e A there exists a λ 6 Вц \ {0} such that Ax G U. 
Let F be a subset of A. We say U absorbs all elements of Y if for every χ G Y 
there exists a λ б Βκ \ {0} such that λχ e U. 
Homomorphisms 
2.1.24 Proposition Let E and F be K-vector spaces. Let φ : £ — F bea ho-
momorphism. Then φ is linear. 
Proof: Let χ G E and λ G К with |λ| > 1. Then χ = λ _ 1 (λχ) and hence 
<p(x) = λ _ 1 φ ( λ χ ) . That is to say φ»(λχ) = λ φ ( χ ) . Π 
The following theorem is the well-known (at least for groups and vector 
spaces) homomorphy theorem. 
2.1.25 Theorem Let А, В be Вк-modules and let φ : А— В be a homomor-
phism. Then there exists a byective homomorphism ρ : А/Кет φ — φ{Α) 
such that the following diagram commutes. 
A *<p(A) 
A/Kercp 
Here π : A—- A/Ker<p is the canonical map. 
2.1.26 Corollary Let A be a Вк-module and let B,C be submodules of A. 
ThenC/(CnB) ~(B + C)/B. 
Proof: The map φ : С— (В + С)/В defined by φ ( χ ) = (0 + χ) + Β (χ G С) 
is a surjective homomorphism and Ker φ = С η В. Now apply the above 
theorem. D 
It is not hard to prove the following proposition. 
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2.1.27 Proposition Let АЪеаВк -module and В and С submodules of A such 
that С с В. Then there exists a surjective homomorphism φ : А/С —• А/В 
such that the following diagram commutes. 
A/C + A/B 
φ 
Here щ : A — A/C and ттг : A— A/B are the canonical maps. 
2.1.28 Corollary Let А, В be B^-modules and let φ : A — В be a surjective 
homomorphism. Let С be a submodule of A such that С с Ker φ. Then there 
exists a surjective homomorphism φ : A/C~> B. 
2.1.29 Theorem Let A ЬеаВк-module andX с A such that A = coX. Let В 
be а Вк-module and let φ: Χ— В be a map with the following property. 
If η e Ν, χ ι , . . . , χ
η
 e Χ and Αι,... ,λ
η
 еВк such that λ\Χι + · · ·+λ
η
Χη = О 
then λι<ρ(Χι) + · · · + λπφ(Χπ) = 0. 
Then there exists a homomorphism φ : А— В such that<p\X = φ. 
Proof: Let у e A. There exist η eN , x\,... ,x
n
 e X and λ ι , . . . , λ
η
 e Вк 
such that у = λιΧι + • • · + λ
η
χ
η
. We define 
Ф(у) = λ ι φ ( χ ι ) + • • • + λ
η
φ(χ
η
). 
This is a good definition. In fact, suppose also m e N , z i z M e X and 
μι,...μ„ιΕΒ
κ
 such that у = μ
λ
ζ
λ
 + • • • p
m
z
m
. Then 
λιχι + · · · + λ
η
χ
η
 + (-μι)ζι + · · • + {-ц
т
)г
т
 = 0 
and hence 
λ χ φ ( χ ι ) + • · · + λ „ φ ( χ
η
) + ( - μ ι ) φ ( ζ ι ) + · · · + (-μτη)φ(ζτη) = 0. 
This implies that 
λιφ(Χι) + · · · + λ
η
φ(Χη) = μιφ{ζι) + ... + μ„
ι
φ(ζ
τη
). 
We prove that φ is a homomorphism. 
Let u, ν G A. Let η 6 N, xi x
n
 e X and λι , . . . , λ
η
 e BK be such that 
и = λ ιχ ι + · · · + λ
η
Χη· Let m e Ν, y\,..., y
m
 e X and μ ι , . . . , μ„ι e Вк be 
such that ν = ціуі + · · • + μmУm• Then 
u + ν = λιχχ + • • · + λ „ χ
η
 + ціуі + ··•+ μ
γη
γ
Ύη 
and hence 
ф(и + ν) = λ ι φ ( χ ι ) + · · · + λ „ φ ( χ
η
) + μιφ(>Ί) + · · • + μ,ηφΟ'τη) = 
(Αιφ(χι) + •···+ λ „ φ ( χ
η
) ) + (μιφ(>Ί) + • · · + μ,ηφί}'»*)) = 
ф(и) + ф(г>). 
In the same way we obtain that φ (Au) = Аф(и) for A e Вк and и e Α. Π 
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On the Structure of a Module 
2.1.30 Lemma Let A be a divisible Вк-module and let a e A. Then there 
exists a homomorphism φ:Κ—> A with φ(1) = a. 
Proof: If the valuation on К is trivial then К = Βκ and we define φ : К — A 
by φ(λ) = λα (λ e К). 
Suppose that the valuation on К is non-trivial. Let ν e К such that |v| > 1. 
Then К = со {1, ν, ν 2 , . . . } . Let yo = α. As A is divisible we obtain that 
there exists a y\ e A such that v~ly\ = y<¡. There exists a ^ E A such 
that ~хуг = y\. Continuing this way we find yo, у\,уг,... e A such that 
v
_ 1;y
n +i = yn for every η G N. It is not hard to prove that v
m
~
ny
n
 = y
m 
for every n, m G N with η >m. We define a map φ : {1, ν, ν 2,...} — A by 
<p{vn)=y
n
 ( n e u ) . 
Let η e N and Λ0,..., λ η e Βκ be such that λο + λ ι ν + · · · + λ η ν
η
 = 0. 
Then А0уо + λι3Ί + · • · + \пУп = Mv~
ny
n
 + \і п~1у
п
 + • • • + ληΎη = 
ν
_ η (λο + λ ιν + · · · + λ
η
ν
η)γ
η
 = ν
η
 • 0 · y
n
 = 0. By applying Theorem 
2.1.29 we obtain that there exists a homomorphism φ : К — A such that 
φ Κ Ι , ν , ν
2
, . . . } = ср. ТпепфЦ) = <p(l) = y0 = α. Π 
2.1.31 Proposition Let A be a torsion free Вк-module. Then there exist a K-
vector space E and an injective homomorphism i: A— E with [i{A) ] - E. 
Proof: We define an equivalence relation ~ on Κ χ A as follows. Let λ, μ e К 
and χ, у s A. Then (λ, χ) ~ (μ, y) if there exists a ν e Βκ \ {0} such that 
νλ,νμ e Βκ and (νλ)χ = { ц)у. 
Let E = ( í x A ) / ~. For \ G К and χ G Д we denote the equivalence class 
of (λ, χ) by (λ, x)~. We define an addition on E as follows. Let λ, μ G К and 
χ, у e A. Let v e ß j c \ {0} such that νλ, νμ G Βκ. Then 
(λ,χ)~ + (ц,у)~ := ( ν Λ ν λ χ + νμ^)-.. 
It is not hard to check that this addition is well denned and that it makes E 
into a group. We define a scalar multiplication Κ χ E — £ by 
ρ ( λ , χ ) - : = (ρλ,χ)~ (ρ e Κ, (λ,χ) ε Κ χ Ε). 
It takes a standard verification that this scalar multiplication is well denned 
and that it makes the group E into a X-vector space. 
Now the map i : A—·• E defined by i(x) = (l,x)~ is obviously a homomor­
phism. The following shows that i is also injective. Let χ G A be such that 
i(x) = 0. Then (l,x) ~ (1,0) and hence there exists a ν G BK \ {0} such 
that vx = vO = 0. As A is torsion free it follows that χ = 0. 
Finally we prove that [ i( A) ] = E. To this end, let и e E. Let λ G К and χ e A 
be such that и = (λ,χ)-. Thenu = (λ,χ)~ = λ(1,χ)~ G [i(A)l • 
2.1.32 Remark The JC-vector space f i n the above proof is known as the ten­
sor product of К and A over Βκ and is usually denoted К ®Bjf A. (See, for 
instance, [1] pages 24-35.) 
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2.1.33 Proposition 
(i) Every BK -module is a homomorphic image of an absolutely convex set. 
(ii) Every divisible Βχ-module is a homomorphic image of a К-vector space. 
(iii) Every BK-module is embeddable in a divisible Вк-module. 
(iv) Every torsion free Вк-module is embeddable in a K-vector space. 
Proof: (i) Let Л be a Βχ-module. Then B^ is a torsion free Bjç-module. Now 
KlA) is a K-vector space and B¿A) с K(A), hence B^ is absolutely convex. 
Let φ : B(K
A)
 •— A be denned by 
qp(u) = X u(x) Χ (u e B¿A)). 
xeA 
This is a map since the sum ΣΧΕΑ U(X) · χ is finite for every u e В^Д). It is 
not hard to prove that φ is a homomorphism. Furthermore, φ is surj écrive. 
For let y 6 A. Let и e B¿A) be defined by 
. [1 ifx = y, 
[0 i f x * y . 
Then cp(w) = £хел U(X) • χ = 1 · y = y. 
(ii) Let Λ be a divisible ifr-module. By Lemma 2.1.30 there exists, for every 
a e A, a homomorphism φ
α
 : К—• Л with q?
a
(l) = л. Now К ( л ) is а K-vector 
space and we define a map ρ : K^A) — A by 
p(u)= X ф
х
(и(х)) ( t t e X w l ) . 
xeA 
In the same way as in the proof of (i) we obtain that ρ is a well-defined, sur-
jective homomorphism. 
(iii) Let A be a Bjc-module. From (i) we obtain that there exists an abso­
lutely convex subset В of some K-vector space E and a surjective homo­
morphism φ : В — A. From Theorem 2.1.25 it follows that A ~ В /Кет φ. 
Now Е/Кегф is a divisible Βχ-module and ρ : В — E/Кет φ defined by 
ρ (χ) = χ + Кет φ (χ e 5) is a homomorphism. Again by using Theorem 
2.1.25 we obtain that ß/Кег <p(= В/Кет ρ) is embeddable in £/Ker φ and as 
A ~ В /Кет φ it follows that also A is embeddable in £/Ker φ. 
(iv) This is Proposition 2.1.31. Π 
The following lemma we need for the proof of Theorem 2.1.14. 
2.1.34 Lemma Let E bea K-vector space and let АЬеаВк -module. Suppose 
that there exists a bjjective homomorphism φ : E —* A (that is to say E and 
A are isomorphic as Вк-modules). Then the scalar multiplication on A can 
be extended uniquely to a scalar multiplication KxA^ A, making A into a 
K-vector space. 
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Proof: We define a scalar multiplication ρ : Κ χ A— A as follows. Let λ e К 
andx e A. Thenp(A.x) := φ(\φ~1(χ)). It is not hard to see that this scalar 
multiplication is an extension of the initial scalar multiplication Βχ χ Λ—» Α. 
It takes a standard verification to show that A, provided with this scalar mul­
tiplication, is a K-vector space. 
Suppose p ' : Κ χ A— A is also a scalar multiplication, which is an extension 
of the initial scalar multiplication Βκ x A— A and makes A into a K-vector 
space. Then for χ e A and λ e К with |λ| > 1 we have that 
λ-^ρίλ,χ) - ρ'(λ,χ)) = А- (Л.х) - λ - у (λ,χ) = 
ρ(λ-\ρ(λ ,χ) ) - ρ ' (λ-\ρ '(λ,χ)) = ρ(1,χ) - ρ ' (Ι ,χ) = χ - χ = 0. 
As A is torsion free it follows that ρ (λ,χ) = ρ'(λ,χ). Π 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.14: From Proposition 2.1.33 we obtain that there exist 
a vector space E and a surjective homomorphism φ : E —« A. From Theorem 
2.1.25 we obtain that there exists a bijective homomorphism from £/Ker φ 
to A. 
Let χ e [Kerq?]. Then there exists a λ e % \ {0} such that λχ e Kercp. 
Then λ<ρ(χ) = ς?(λχ) = 0 and as A is torsion free it follows that <p(x) = 0 
and hence χ e Ker φ. 
We obtain that [Ker φ] = Ker φ and hence Ker φ is a linear subspace of E. 
Then £ /Ker φ is a ^-vector space and with the previous lemma we obtain 
that A is also a K-vector space. Π 
2.2 Як-modules of Finite Rank 
Most of the things that are proved in this section are well-known facts in 
algebra. They can be found in [1], [7], [10], and [11]. 
Finitely generated ifo-modules 
2.2.1 Definition Let Λ be a ifo-module. We define 
A~ = {λχ | λ eB¿, χ e A]. 
For an absolutely convex set A the set A~ is also denoted A'. It is not hard 
to prove that A~ is a submodule of A. Hence, A/A~ is a Βχ -module. It is 
also a k-vector space as we will see in the following proposition. 
2.2.2 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module. Then there exists a unique map 
ρ : k χ A/A~ — A/A~ such that the following diagram commutes. 
π'χπ 
BKxA *- k X A/A~ 
scalar multiplication 
Λ »- AIA-
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(Here, π : A— AIA' is the canonical map and the map π' χ π is defined by 
(A,x) ~ (A + B¿,x + A_) (λ e Βκ, Χ e A).) 
Furthermore, ρ isa scalar multiplication making AIA' into a k-vector space. 
Proof: We define ρ : к χ AIA' — A/A~ as follows. 
Let ν e к and χ e AIA'. Let λ e Βκ and и s A such that ν = λ + B¡¿ and 
χ = и + Α~. Then ν χ := Au + A'. Suppose also μ еВк and ν G A such that 
ν = μ + Βκ and χ = ν + A'. Then 
(μν - Au) = μ(ν - u) + (μ - А)м e μΑ' + (μ - λ)Λ c A " + A " = A " 
and hence Au + A' = μν + A'. Thus, ρ is well deñned and it is obvious 
that the above diagram commutes. It takes a standard verification that ρ is 
a scalar multiplication making A /A' into a k-vector space. Π 
2.2.3 Definition Let A be a finitely generated Βχ-module. A collection 
£ i , . . . , e
n
 e A is called a minimally generating collection for A if 
1) A = co{e b . . . ,e„} 
2) if also yi,... ,y
m
eA such that A = co {y\,...,y
m
} then m>n. 
2.2 A Proposition Let A be a finitely generated Βκ-module, 
say A = со {gi,... ,9m\· Let χ e A~. Then there exist Αχ,... ,А
Ж
 e B¿ such 
thatx = Z™ih0i. 
Proof: There exists а у e A and a A e Βκ such that χ = Ay. There exist 
vi v
m
 s Βκ such that y = vigi + • • · + v
m
g
m
. Then AVJ e Bj¿ for every 
t e {1 m] andx = λνχ^χ + • • • + Av
m
g
m
. Ώ 
2.2.5 Proposition Let A be a finitely generated Вк-module. Letei,... ,e
n
 be 
a minimally generating collection for A. 
Let Ai A„ e Βκ such that Aißi + • · · + A„en = 0. Then |At| < 1 for every 
i e {1 n}. 
Proof: Suppose there exists an i e {1 η} suchthat |AJ = 1. Byrenumer-
ation we may assume that i = п. ThenA^Ai e Βκ for every i e {1,... ,η-1} 
and e„ = (-A^AOei + · · · + (-\ñl\n-\)en-i £ co{ei e„_i}. Hence, 
co{ex,... ,en] = co lex βπ-ι}· This is in contradiction with the mini­
mality of n. Thus, |At| < Γ for every t e l l , . . . , η}. Π 
2.2.6 Proposition Let A be a finitely generated Вк-module and lete\ e
n 
be a minimally generating collection for A. Let χ e Λ and Αχ A
n
 e Βκ 
such that χ = ΣΓ=ι K^i- Then 
χ e A' <=> |Ai| < 1 for allí e {1 η}. 
Proof: =>) From Proposition 2.2.4 we obtain that there exist μχ,..., μ
η
 e B¿ 
such that χ = ΣΓ=χ μ&. Then ΣΓ=ι(λι ~ Mi)«¿ = ΣΓ-ι λ ι β ι ~ Σ?=χ μ%&\ = 
χ - χ = 0 and hence, by the previous proposition, |A¿ - μί| < 1 for every 
i e {1,... ,n}. Then also |λχ|,.. ., |λ„ | < 1. 
<=) Aje, e A~ for every i e {1,..., η} and hence χ = ΣΓ=ι λί^ί e -Α-. Π 
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2.2.7 Theorem Let A be a finitely generated Вк-module. Let π : Α — A/A~ 
be the canonical map. Let e\,... , e
n
 G A. Then: 
e\,..., e
n
 is a minimally generating collection for A <=> тг(еі) n{e
n
) 
is a base for the k-vector space A/A~. 
Proof: =>) That [тг(еі),... ,тг(е„)] = A/A~ follows from the surjectivity 
of π. We prove that тт(еі),... , тг(е
п
) are independent. To this end, let 
P\ Pn eksuchthatpiTT(ei) + • · · +р
п
тг(е„) = 0. Let Λι,... ,λ„ e Βκ 
such that Pt = At+B¿ (i G {1, . . . ,η}). Τηεηλιβι + · • · + λ
η
β
η
 e A". From 
the previous proposition we obtain that At e B% for every i e {1,..., η} and 
hence, p\ = ... = p
n
 = 0. We see that тг(сі),.... n(e
n
) is a base. 
^ ) Let m e N a n d # i , . . . ,g
m
 e A such that Λ = co{gi,... ,g
m
}. Let ¿be 
the mininimal number among all fe e N for which there exist i ( l ) , . . . , i(k) G 
{1 m} such that Λ = co{#[(i) 0i(fc).ei en]. Suppose I > 0. 
Let ί(1),.. . ,ι(ί) G {1,... ,m] suchthat A = CO{# I ( D gt(i),ei en]. 
Then there exist p i , . . . ,p
n
 G к such that Tritìi)) = Ριττ(βι) + · • ·+ρ
η
π(ε
η
). 
Let λι λ
Μ
 e Βκ such that р
г
 = At + B¿ for i = 1 , . . . , η . Then 
il 
did) +Α~ = Υ^λ
ι
ε
ι
 + Α~. 
1=1 
Hence there exists a ζ G A - such that #ι(ΐ> = ΣΓ=ι λ ^ + ζ. As A is generated 
by#i(i) gi(i),ei e
n
 there exist vi
 и
ці μ
η
 E B ¿ suchthat 
ζ = Σί- i Vj9i(j) + ΣΓ=ι μ»βι- Then 
1-1 η 
(1 - νι)0
ι(ΐ) = Χ v3gl(j) + £ ( A t + p t )e t . 
J = l 1=1 
Now 11 — vi| = 1 and hence (1 - vj) - 1 e Βκ. Thus, 
l - l η 
#i(t) = Σ ( 1 - ν ι ) _ 1 ν ^
ι 0 ) + £ ( 1 - νι) - 1 (λι + μ ι)β ι· 
j = l 1=1 
Hence, # l (t) Gco{# l ( i), . . . ,#ι([-ΐ),βι e„}, implying that 
A = co{#i(D,... ,5i(i),ei,... ,e
n
} = co{#td),... ,#і(і-і).еь··· .e
n
}· 
This is in contradiction with the minimality of I. 
Hence, 1 = 0 and A = co{ei,... ,e
n
]. 
Suppose also /i , . . . ,f
m
 G A such that A = co {fi,..., f
m
}. As π is surjec-
tive we obtain that [тг(/і),..., тг(/
т
)] = AlA" and from dim A/A- = η it 
follows that m>n. 
We obtain that e\,..., e
n
 is a minimally generating collection for Α. Π 
2.2.8 Corollary Let A be a finitely generated Вк-module andgi g
m
 G A 
such that A = co{#i,... ,#
m
}· Then there existn< m andi(l) i(n) G 
{1,..., m] such that ^ щ ) , . . . , д
г
(
П
) is a minimally generating collection for 
A. 
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Proof: We have that [n(gi),... ,n(g
m
)] = A/A~, where π : Α — A/A~ is 
the canonical map. Hence there exist n<m and i(l) i(n) G {1,..., m} 
such that Tr(# t(i)),.... n(gt(n)) is abase for the k-vector space AIA'. By us­
ing the previous theorem we obtain that #i(u,. . . ,д
г
(
П
) is a minimally gen­
erating collection for A. D 
2.2.9 Corollary Let A be a finitely generated Вк-module. Letgi,... ,g
m
 e A 
such that for every Ai A
m
 e Вк 
Áigi + •· · + \mgm e Л" «=> Ai,··. ,Am eB¿ . 
Then there exist n>m and gm+\,... ,gn& A such that g\,... ,gnisa min-
imally generating collection for A. 
Proof: From the fact that A is finitely generated we obtain that the k-vector 
space A/A~ is finite-dimensional. Just like in the proof of Theorem 2.2.7 we 
obtain that n(gi) n{gm) are independent. Hence, n(gi),... ,n(gm) 
can be completed to a base. That is to say that there exist v\,..., Vk e A/A~ 
suchthat тг(#і ) , . . . , n(g
m
), v\,..., Vk is a base for the k-vector space A/A~. 
Let η = m + k and for every ί e {1 k] let g
m
+i e Abe such that 
тт(д
т
+і) = vt. From Theorem 2.2.7 we obtain that g\,... ,gn is a minimally 
generating collection for Α. Π 
2.2.10 Proposition Let A he a finitely generated BK-module. 
Letei e
n
 e A such that A = co{ei,.... e
n
}. Then the following two as­
sertions are equivalent. 
(i) e\,..., e
n
 is a minimally generating collection f or A 
(ii) IfX\,... ,λη e Вк such that λχβι + · · · + \
n
e
n
 = 0 then |At| < 1 for 
every i € {1, . . . , n} . 
Proof: (i) =» (ii): This is Proposition 2.2.6. 
(ii) =» (i): For every i e { 1 , . , . , η} we have that 
et $ co{ei ei_i,e l+i en]. 
By using Corollary 2.2.8 we obtain that e\,..., e
n
 is a minimally generating 
collection. D 
2.2.11 Remark The following is not true. 
Let Л be a finitely generated ifa-module and let g\,... ,g
m
 e A \ A~ such 
that for every Ль. . . , A
w
 e Вк 
Mdi + • ·· + Ьтд
т
 = 0 = > Л
Ь
. . . ,A
m
 eB¿ . 
Then gì,... ,gm can be completed to a minimally generating collection for 
A. (Compare with Corollary 2.2.9.) 
For example, let ρ be a prime number and К = Qp. Let e\, ег be the canonical 
base fortf2 and let A = co{pei,ei + 62Í(c К2). Let gì = pei and g-¿ = pez. 
Then ді,дг e А\А~ and for every Αχ, Аг e Вк we have that 
λι#ι + λ2#2 = 0 => Αι = λ2 = 0. 
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But ді,дг can not be completed to a minimally generating collection for A. 
2.2.12 Definition Let A be a B^-module. Let η e N be such that there exist 
a minimally generating collection consisting of η members of A. Then A is 
called n-generated. 
2.2.13 Proposition Let A be an η-generated Βκ-module. Then there exists 
a minimally generating collection e\,..., e
n
 for A and a k ¿ η such that 
co [ei,...,eu) is torsion free, At = co {ßk+i,..., e„} and 
A = co{ei,. . . ,ek} ®At. 
Proof: Let π : A — A/At be the canonical map. Now A/At is fc-generated 
for some k < n. Let u\,... ,Uk be a minimally generating collection for 
A/At- Letei,.. .,ek e A be such that u t = n(et) (i = l,...,k). Then 
A = co {ei,..., eit) + At. We prove that this last sum is direct. To this end, 
let χ e co{ei,... ,ekì η At. Then there exist Ai,... ,Ak e Βκ such that 
χ = Σ?=ι Kei- Now χ e At and hence 0 = π(χ) = Σ{=ι AiUt. Suppose not all 
Ai vanish. By remuneration we may suppose that |Ail = max{|Ail,..., |At|}. 
Then λ ^ λ ! G Βκ for every ί б {1,... k] and as A/At is torsion free we ob­
tain that Σί=ι(λΓ1λ
ι
)ι*
ι
 = 0. Then u i = 2?=2(-ЛГ1Л1)и1 e c o { u 2 uk]. 
This is in conflict to the minimality of щ,... ,Ufc. Thus, Ai = · • · = At = 0 
and hence χ = 0. As a special case we have seen that if Л ь . . . , At e Βκ 
are such that λιβχ + • • • + Afcßt = 0 then Αι = ... = At = 0. In particular, 
co {ei eu.} is torsion free. We have A = co {ei,..., е&} At and hence 
At ~ A/co {ei,... ,ßk}. Thus also At is finitely generated. Let ek+i,... , en 
be a minimally generating collection for At. Suppose that Ai An e Βκ 
are such that λχβχ + · • • + A
n
e
n
 = 0. Then λιβι + · • · + Аквк = 0 and 
Afc+ißfc+i + · • · + Anen = 0. Then Ai = . . . = Ak = 0 and from the fact 
that ek+i en is a minimally generating collection for At it follows that |At| < 1 for every i e {k + 1 , . . . , η}. From Proposition 2.2.10 we obtain that 
e\,..., e
n
 is a minimally generating collection for Α. Π 
2.2.14 Proposition lef A be an η-generated Βκ-module and let В be a sub-
module of A. Then one of the following assertions is true. 
(i) В is not finitely generated. 
(ii) В is m-generated for some m <n. 
Proof: By induction with respect to n. 
1: η = 1. Let y e A such that A = co{y}. Suppose that (i) is not true. 
Then В is finitely generated. Hence there exist χι,... ,x
m
 e В such that 
В = co{xi x
m
}· For every i e {1,... ,m] there exists a Ai e Βκ such 
thatXt = Aty. Let jo e {1 m] suchthat | λ Λ | = max{|Ail,..., |Am |}. 
Then В = co { λ ^ } . 
2. Let η > 2 and suppose the assertion is true for all (n - l)-generated 
Βκ -modules. Let A be an η-generated Βκ -module. Let e\ e
n
 be a min­
imally generating collection of A. Let В be a submodule of A and sup­
pose (i) is not true. Then В is finitely generated. Let x\ xu. e В such 
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that В = co{xi,... ,Xfc}. By using A = co{ei,... ,e„} and Proposition 
2.2.6 we can find yi yk e A \ A~ and λι At e В* such that 
ХІ = ЬІУІ ( t = l k). Let d = {λ e BK \ \\\ < \\i\] ( ¿ = 1 fe). 
Then В = С\уі + · • · + СкУіс- The Q's are ordered by inclusion. By renu-
meration we may suppose that Q с Q for every i e {1,..., fe}. There exist 
μί μΙι<··- . Μ ι μ^ e Β
χ
 such that yi = Σ"=ι MJej (i = 1 *0· As 
;Ук e Л \ A - we obtain that there exists a jo e {1,..., η} such that |μ*
ο
 \ = 1. 
By remuneration of e\,..., e
n
 we may suppose that jo = n. 
Let zi Zfc-i be defined by Zj = Уі - (μ^)'1 ЦІУк (i = 1 fe - 1). 
Then Zj = Σ]=ιμ)^ - I "
= 1 ( ^ ) - V n ^ e j e «Hei en-i} for every 
і е { 1 fe-1}. 
Furthermore, В = C\Z\ + · · • + Ck_iZfc_i + Q^k- For let χ e В, There exist 
vi e Ci,.. . , Vfc e Cfc such that χ = Viyi + · · · + кУь Then 
χ = vi(zi + ( ^ Г Ъъ) + · • • + vfc-i(Zfc-i + (μη)~1μη~1Ύ^ + кУк 
and thus, 
χ = vizi + ••• + Vk-iZk-i + (Vfc + ((^n)~VÄvi + · · · + ^ £ ) " п" 1 к-і));Ук-
NowCi с Cfcforeveryi e {1,... ,fc-l} and hence (μ£) - 1 μη ν ί e Ck for every 
i e {1 fe-1}. Hence, Vfc + ((μ^) "Viv i + • · • + (μ£) _ 1 μί ί~^- ι ) e Ck, 
which implies that χ e CiZi + · · • + Ck-iZk_i + СкУк-
We see that В с CiZi + · · · + Ck-izk_i + СкУк-
In the same way we obtain that Q z i + • · · + Cfc-iZk-i + СкУк с В. 
Let Â = co {ei,... , /n- i ] and let В = CiZi + · · • + Ck-iZk-i. Then A is 
(n - 1)-generated, В с A and (i) is not true. Hence there exist m < η - 1 
and w\,..., w
m
 e ß such that В = co {u>i w
m
} . Then 
В = В + СкУк = co{wi,... ,w
m
} -i-cotAkjk} = co{u/i ги
т
,х
к
}. 
We see that ß is (m + 1)-generated and m + 1 < η . Π 
2.2.15 Proposition Let E be an η-dimensional К-vector space. Let A be an 
absolutely convex subset ofE. Then one of the following assertions is true. 
(i) A is as α Βχ-module not finitely generated. 
(ii) A is m-generated for some m <n. 
Proof: Let e\,... ,e
n
 be a vector space base for E. Suppose (i) is not 
true. Then A is finitely generated. Let у\,... ,yk e A such that 
A = co [yi yk). There exist λ\,... ,λ^,... ,λ\,... ,л£ e К such 
that yi = Σ"-ι fyj (ί = 1 fe). 
Let μ e Κ such that \μ| > тах{|Л}| \λ\\,..., |λ^|,..., |λ£|} and let 
M = со{це\,... ,це
п
]. Then M is an η-generated ß^-module and A is 
a finitely generated submodule of M. From the previous proposition we 
obtain that there exist an m <, η such that A is m-generated. Π 
We recall the following definition from [23], 2.1 and 2.5(v). 
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2.2.16 Definition An absolutely convex subset A of an η-dimensional K-
vector space £ is called elementary if there exist m<,n, absolutely convex 
subsets Ci , . . . , C
m
 of К and x\ x
m
 e £ with A = C\X\ © • · • C
m
x
m
. 
2.2.17 Lemma Let η e N And let E be an η-dimensional K-vector space. Let 
A be a finitely generated absolutely convex subset of E such that [A] = E. 
Suppose В с A is an elementary absolutely convex subset such that also 
[B] = E. Then there exist xi,... , x
n
 e A \ A~ and absolutely convex subsets 
Ci C
n
 ofBjt such that A = co{xi,... ,x
n
} andB = C\X\ + · · • + C
n
x
n
. 
Proof: By induction. 
For η = 1 it is clear. 
Let η > 1. Let £ be a AT-vector space with dim£ = n. Let A and В be abso­
lutely convex subsets of £ such that A is finitely generated, В is elementary, 
В с Л and [В] = [Л] = £. Letyi , · · · ,Уп e Л suchthat А = co{ji,... ,у
п
]. 
There exist z\,... , z
n
 e £ and absolutely convex subsets B\,..., Bn of К 
such that В = BiZy + ... + B
n
z
n
. As В с A and A is finitely generated 
we may assume that zi,... ,z
n
 e A \ A~ and Βχ,... ,B
n
 с Вк. There ex­
ist λ} A
n
,..., λ? λ£ e BK such that 
η 
Now Βχ Bn are ordered by inclusion. Hence, there exists an io e 
{1,... ,n} such that Bj с B¿0 for every j 6 {1 n}. As Zt„ e A \ A " there 
exists a jo e {1 , . . . ,n} suchthat |λ^ | = 1. By remuneration of yi,... ,y
n 
and z\,..., z
n
 we may suppose that io = jo = n. Now define z.\ z
n
-\ 
by z¿ = Zi -{λΙΥιλ
η
ζ
η
 (ί = 1 ,η). 
In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 2.2.14 we obtain that 
z\ ¿η-i e c o { y b . . . ,yn-\} 
andß = ß i i i + . . . + Bn-\Zn-\ +Bnzn. As[B\Zi + . . . + ßn_iz„_i +Bnzn] = 
[B] = [yi,...,yn] and[Bi¿i + . . . + ßn_izn_i] с [>ь .. .З'п-1] we obtain 
that [Bi¿i + . . .+B„_i¿ n_j] = [у і , . . . ,у
и
-і] · Let £ = [yi,... ,yn-i], 
Â = co{yi, . . . ,уп-і) andB = Bi¿! + . . . + Β
η
-ιζ
η
-ι· Thendimf = η-1, 
Β is an elementary subset of £, Â is a finitely generated subset of £, В с Â 
and [В] = [Â] = £. By induction there exist х
ь
. . . ,x
n
-i e A\A~ and ab­
solutely convex subsets Ci,... ,C„_i of Βχ such that A = co{xi x
n
-ii 
and ß = C\X\ + • • · + Cn_ix„_i. 
Let Cn = ß n and x n = zn . Then X i , . . . , x n e A \ A - , C i , . . . . Cn are abso-
lutely convex subsets of Вк and ß = C\X\ + · • • + Cnxn · 
Now A = co{xi,... ,xn} as we see as follows. It is obvious that 
co{xi, . . . ,x n} с A. Supposes e A. Then there exist μι μ
η
 e Вк 
such that ν = ЦіУі + ... + ц
п
Уп- Then ν equals 
J=l J=l J=i 
and hence υ e co{;yi,... ,yn-iì + co{zn} = с о { х
ь
. . . ,x„}. Π 
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2.2.18 Remark From the previous lemma one can prove the following. 
Let £ be a finite dimensional K-vector space and let || Hi and || Иг be vec­
tor space norms (see Definition 3.3.3) on E, such that there exist orthogonal 
bases with respect to these norms. Then there exists a base of E that is or­
thogonal with respect to both || Hi and || II2. 
(Compare [19], Theorem 1.11 applied to E = (E, || Hi), F = {E, || | |2) and 
Γ = id£.) 
2.2.19 Theorem Let К be spherically complete. Let A be an n-generatedBK-
module. Then there exist x\,... ,x
n
 s A such that A = со {χι,..., x
n
} and 
η 
ι/λι,..., Λ
η
 e Βκ such that £ AiX¿ = 0 then λ\Χι = ... = λ
η
χ „ •= 0. 
ι=1 
Proof: According to Proposition 2.2.13 there exist a minimally generating 
collection &\ e
n
 for A and к < η such that со {e\,..., ejt} is torsion free, 
At = co{ek+i en] andA = со{ех ek} ® At. 
Then, in particular, со {e\,..., ek} is fc-generated. Thus if A b . . . , Ak e Βκ 
such that λιβι + · · · + Akek = 0 then Αι = ... = Ak = 0 (see the proof of 
Proposition 2.2.13. 
Observe that if η = к, we can take x\ = e\,..., x
n
 = e
n
, so assume η > к. 
Furthermore, E = Kn~k is ann-fc-dimensional vector space. Let/i, . . . ,f
n
-k 
be the canonical base for E. Let С = co {fi,... ,fn-kì· We define a homo-
morphism φ : С — At by 
n-fc η 
< Ρ ( Σ λ
έ
/ ί ) = X Ai_ke¿ (Ai,...,An_fceBji:). 
t=l i=fc+l 
Then φ surjective and [Кегф] = [С] = E. By [23], Corollary 2.13, Kercp is 
elementary. Hence there exist y\ y
n
-k &C\C~ and absolutely convex 
subsets Di , . . . ,D
n
-k of Βκ such that С = co{yi,... ,y
n
-k\ and Kerq? = 
D
x
yi + • • · + D
n
-kyn-k. Then At is generated by {<p{yi) <p(yn-ic)} 
and if Ai,... , A
n
-fe 6 BK such that Aicp(yi) + · • • + \п-кЯ>(Уп-к) = 0 then 
Φ ( Α Ι > Ί + · · · + λη-кУп-к) = OandhenceAiyi + · · · + λ „ _ ^
π
_ * : eKerg? = 
D\yi + · · · + Dn-кУп-к- As yi,... , y
n
-k are independent this impUes that 
Ai e Di,...,A
n
_fc e D
n
_ f c. Hence, λιγλ An_k>-n_k e Kerq? and thus 
А і ф ( у і ) = . . . = А
п
_
к
ф(;у
п
_
к
) = 0. 
Then A = с о { е
ь
. . . ,е
к
,ф(уі) , . . . ,<р(у
п
-к)} and if A b . . . ,A„ e BK are 
such that Aiei + • • · + Akek + Ак +іф(уі) + • · · + А„ф(^п_к) = 0 then 
λιβι+ · • • + Akek = 0 and А к + іф(^і) + · · · + Ап(р(уп-к) = 0. This im­
plies that Ai = ... = Afc = 0 and А
к+іф(;ук+і) = ... = А„ф(з/„_к) = 0. 
Take Xi = e¿ for i e {1 , . . . ,fc} andx ¿ = ф(уі-ік) for i e {fe + 1,... ,n}. D 
2.2.20 Remark For the proof of this theorem we need the spherically com­
pleteness of К only to ensure that Ker φ is elementary. Hence, we also have 
the following. 
Let A be an n-generated Вк-module such that At is m-generated. Suppose 
there exists a finitely generated absolutely convex subset С ofKm and a sur­
jective homomorphism qp:C— At such that Кет φ is elementary. Then there 
exists x i , . . . , x
n
 as in the above theorem. 
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2.2.21 Corollary Let К be spherically complete and let A be an n-generated 
Bit-module. Then there exist к <, η and absolutely convex subsets 
C k + i , . . . , C„ ofBK such that A ~ Βκ χ BK/Ck+1 χ ... χ BK /Cn. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.2.19 there exist k < η and x i , . . . , x
n
 e A such that 
A = co{xi,... ,x
n
] and 
η 
if λ ι , . . . , λ
η
 e Βκ such that ]Γ A¿Xj = 0 then λ\Χ\ = ... = λ
η
χ
η
 = 0. 
i=l 
For every i e {fc + 1,..., η} let d = {λ e BK | Ax¿ = 0}. Then 
Л = co{xiJ · • • eco{xfc} eco{xfc+i} ® · • · eco{x n } ~ 
k 
0 BK Bjc/Cfc+i · • • θ BK/Cn ~ Βκ χ BK/Ck+1 x ... x Вк/Сп. 
i=l 
Π 
2.2.22 Remark The spherically completeness of К in Corollary 2.2.21 can 
not be omitted. To show this, we will construct a 2-generated Bjf-module A 
such that A = со {щ } со {иг} for no u\, иг e Α. 
Let К be not spherically complete. Let ν be a norm on K2 such that K2 has 
no orthogonal base with respect to v. We assume that v(K2) = \K\. In the 
remarks after Lemma 3.14 in [20] it is shown that such a norm exists. 
Let ei, 62 be the canonical base for K2. Every two norms on K2 are equiv­
alent. Let (An)neN be a sequence in Βκ. Now (μι6ι + ^г^г) *-* ΙμιΙ ν \цг\ 
is a norm on K2 and 1 ν |λ
η
| -h 0 and |λ
η
| v i f 0 (η — α>). Hence, 
y(ei + А
п
ег) -h 0 and v(A„ei + ег) Ά 0 (η — α>). We obtain that there 
exists an ε > 0 such that v(ei + Кег) > ε and v(Aei + ег) > ε for every 
A e BK. Let μ e £ with |μ| > \. 
LetB
v
(0,l) = {x e К2 I v(x) ^ 1}. Let Л = со^е!^е 2 }/Ву(0,1). 
As not це\ e цег + B
v
(0,1) and not цег e μβι + B
v
(0,1) we obtain that 
A = со{цеі +BV(0,1),μβ2 + BV(0,1)} is 2-generated. 
Letui,U2 e A such that Λ = со{иі,иг}. Letzi,Z2 e co{μel,μe2} such 
that щ = zi + BV(0,1) and u2 = z2 + BV(0,1). Then v(zi),v(z 2) > 1. 
By symmetry we may assume that v(zi) > (гг). As zi,Z2 is not an or­
thogonal base for K2 with respect to ν there exists a A e Βκ such that 
v(Azi + Z2) < max(v(Azi),v(z2)). Then v(Azi) = v(z 2). Let ρ e Βκ such 
that v(z2>-1 < |p | < v(Azi + z 2 ) _ 1 . Then ν(ρλζι + ргг) <. 1 and hence 
pAui + риг = 0. But (ргг) > 1 and hence риг * 0. 
We obtain that not A = co {ui} ® со {иг}. 
We see that, according to Remark 2.2.20, B
v
 (0,1) apparently is not elemen­
tary. 
UK-modules of Finite Rank 
2.2.23 Definition A Bjç-module A is called (a Вк-nwdule) of finite rank if 
there exist η G Ν, an absolutely convex subset В of Kn and a surjective ho-
momorphism 5— A. 
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The class of all B^-modules of finite rank is denoted by JK· 
2.2.24 Remark If |X| is trivial then JK coincides with the class of all finite-
dimensional K-vector spaces. 
2.2.2 S Examples Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. 
A K-vector space £ is a member of JK if and only if it is finite dimen­
sional. Furthermore, every absolutely convex subset of a finite dimensional 
X-vector space is a member of JK-
A non-trivial member of JK is, for instance, Κ/Βχ. 
2.2.26 Proposition JK is the smallest class С of Вк-modules such that 
1) К e С. 
2) С is closed with respect to finite direct sums. 
3) С к closed with respect to submodules. 
4) С is closed with respect to homomorphic images. 
Proof: We first show that С = JK has properties 1), 2), 3) and 4). 
1) As К с К and the identity map on К is a surjecüve homomorphism we 
obtain that К e JK. 
2) Let N G N and A\,..., AM S JK. There exist fci ks e Ν, absolutely 
convex subsets B\ с Kkl,... ,BN С KkN and surjective homomorphisms 
Φι : Bi - Ai φ
Ν
:Β
Ν
~ AN. Let m = ΣΪίι kf Then 0^ = 1 K^ ~ K
n 
and hence В := ФІ!
Х
 Bt ~ С for some absolutely convex subset С of K
m
. Let 
ρ : С— В be a bijective homomorphism and let <p : В— ф ^ At be defined 
by 
g?((xi,... ,xN)) = (<ρι·(χι),... ,ΨΝ(ΧΝ)) ( * I SBU... ,XN e BN). 
Then φ is a surjective homomorphism. Then φ ο ρ is a surjective homomor­
phism C - e î i j A» Hence, 0 ? = 1 At e JK. 
3) Let A e JK and let ß be a submodule of A. There exist η e Ν, an abso­
lutely convex subset С of Kn and a surjective homomorphism φ : С — Α. 
Then ф - 1 (ß) is an absolutely convex subset of Kn and ф | ф _ 1 ( Б ) is a sur­
jective homomorphism φ~ι (В) — В. Hence, В e JK-
4) Let A e JK and let В be а Вк -module such that there exists a surjective 
homomorphism ρ : A — B. There exist η e Ν, an absolutely convex subset 
С of Kn and a surjective homomorphism φ : С— A. Then ρ о ф ; с—- В is 
a surjective homomorphism and hence В e JK. 
Now Suppose С is a class of B^-modules that has the properties 1), 2), 3) and 
4). We show that JK с С. In fact: (i) К e С and £ n = ©Hi К. With 2) we obtain that Kn e С. 
(ii) If η e N and В is an absolutely convex subset of Kn then, by (i), X n e C 
and from 3) we obtain that В e С 
(iii) Let A e JK- Then there exist η e Ν, an absolutely convex subset В of Kn 
and a surjective homomorphism φ : В— A. From (ii) we obtain that В e С 
and from 4) it follows that A e С 
We see JK С С. D 
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2.2.27 Definition Let Λ be a Bjç-module of finite rank. Then the rank of A 
is the minimal number among all η e N for which there exists an absolutely 
convex subset В of Kn and a surjective homomorphism B —<• A. The rank of 
A is denoted by rank A 
2.2.28 Proposition Let A e JK- Let η = rank A. Let В be an absolutely con­
vex subset ofKn and let φ : В —> A be a surjective homomorphism. Then 
[B] = Kn and for every у e Kn with у Φ 0 there exists α ζ e [у] η Β such 
that φ (ζ) *0. 
Proof: Suppose the assertion is not true. Then there exists aye Kn, у Φ О 
such that φ(ζ) = 0 for every ζ e [у] η В. Let π : Κη —• Kn/[y] be the 
canonical map. We have that [у] η В с Кет φ and, by Corollary 2.1.28, φ 
induces a surjective homomorphism from B/{[y] η В) to A. From Theorem 
2.1.25 we obtain that B/([y] η Β) ~ π(Β). Now Kn/[y] ~ K71'1 and hence 
π(Β) ~ С for some absolutely convex subset С of K n _ 1 . This implies that 
there exists a surjective homomorphism С — A which is in contradiction 
with rank A = η . Π 
2.2.29 Remark For a torsion free ifo-module A it is not hard to prove that 
rankA = dimK ®в
к
 A. 
In [10] modules of finite Fleischer rank over valuation domains are defined. 
For a ßjrmodule A this definition sounds as follows. If A is torsion free then 
A is called of finite Fleischer rank if dimK ®в
к
 A < ~. A general Βχ-module 
is called of finite Fleischer rank if there exists a torsion free Βχ -module of 
finite Fleischer rank having A as homomorphic image. 
The Fleischer rank of a torsion free B^-module A of finite Fleischer rank is 
defined by dimK ®в
к
 A. The Fleischer rank of a general Βχ-module A of fi­
nite rank is defined as the minimum among all numbers η such that there 
exists a torsion free Βχ -module of Fleischer rank η having A as homomor­
phic image. 
It is not hard to see that, for B^-modules, the rank that we have introduced 
here is the same as the Fleischer rank in [10]. 
2.2.30 Definition If the valuation on К is non-trivial, then an absolutely con­
vex subset В of a finite dimensional K-vector space E is called bounded if 
for every absorbing submodule U of E there exists a λ e Βχ \ {0} such that 
Aß с U. 
If the valuation on К is trivial then every absolutely convex subset of a finite 
dimensional K-vector space is bounded. 
This notion of boundedness coincides withboundedness in the sense of Def­
inition 4.3.1 and Definition 4.3.3, with respect to the unique locally Convex 
Hausdorff topology on E. 
If the valuation on К is non-trivial then it is not hard to prove that for an 
absolutely convex subset В of Kn: В is bounded «=> В contains no linear 
subspaces apart from {0}. 
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2.2.31 Definition Let A be a Βχ-module of finite rank. Then A is called 
boundedif A is a homomoiphic image of a bounded absolutely convex sub­
set of Kn for some η e N. 
The class of all bounded Bjf-modules of finite rank is denoted by Ък-
2.2.32 Proposition Let A e Ък- Let U be an absorbing subset of A. Then 
there existsα λ e В* \ {0} such thatЛА с U. 
Proof: There exist η e Ν, a bounded absolutely convex subset В of Kn and 
a surjective homomorphism φ : В—· A. Now φ~ι(υ) is an absorbing sub-
module of B, and hence also an absorbing submodule of [B]. Since В is 
bounded in [B] there exists a λ e В
к
 \ {0} such that \B с <p_1(L0· Then 
ΛΑ = λφ(Β) = φ(\Β) С φ(φ~1{υ)) = U. Π 
2.2.33 Proposition Let Д e % and let η = rank Λ. Let В be an abso­
lutely convex subset ofKn such that there exists a surjective homomorphism 
φ : В — A. Then В is bounded. 
Proof: Let U be an absorbing submodule of Kn. Then U η В is absorbing in 
В and hence <p(C/ η В) is absorbing in A. Thus there exists a λ e Вк \ {0} 
such that λΑ с q>(U η В). Then λΒ с φ~1(φ(υ η В)) = U η В + Kerq?. 
From Proposition 2.2.28 it follows that Ker<p contains no non-trivial linear 
subspaces and is therefore bounded. Thus, there exists a μ e Вк \ {0} such 
that ^Ker<p с U. Then ц\еВ
к
\ {0} and 
(μλ)Β = μ(λΒ) с μ([/ η В + Kerq?) = μ((/ η В) + ¿іКегф с U + U = U. 
We see that В is bounded. Π 
The proof of the following proposition is in the same spirit as the one of 
Proposition 2.2.26 and will be omitted. 
2.2.34 Proposition к is the smallest class С ofBK-modules such that 
1) BK e С. 
2) С is closed with respect to finite direct sums. 
3) С is closed with respect to submodules. 
4) С is closed with respect to homomorphic images. 
2.2.35 Proposition Let A be an η-generated Вк-module. Then A e Ък and 
rank-A = n. 
Proof: Let x\,... ,x
n
 be a minimally generating collection for A. Let 
ei e
n
 be the canonical base for Kn. LetB = co{ßi,... ,enì- Let<p :B— A 
bedefinedby(p(Aiei-t-- · · + λ
η
^η) = λιΧι + · · · + λ „ χ
η
 (λι λ„ e Βχ). 
Then Β is bounded and φ is a surjective homomorphism. Hence, A e Ък 
and rankA < n. 
Now let m G Ν, let С be an absolutely convex subset of Km and let 9 : С — A 
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be a surjective homomorphism. We prove that m>n. 
Let yi,... ,Уп e С be such that &(yì) = x¿ ( t e {Ι,.,.,η}). Let 
λι,. . . ,λ
η
 e Κ be such that ΑΙ>Ί + · · · + А
п
Уп = 0. Suppose that not 
all Ai vanish. Leti e {1,... ,n} be such that |A¿ | = max{|Ai|,... , |A„|}. 
Then^i = Σ}*№ί1λ№ί· and hence φ»(yi) = Zj+i(bïlbj)<P(yj)· Hence, 
Xi e co{xi Xí_i,Xf+i,... ,x„}. This is in conflict to the minimality 
of Χι,... ,x
n
. Thus, Ai = Аг = ... = A
n
 = 0. We obtain that the vectors 
У\, • · · ι У η are linearly independent and hence m > η. Π 
2.2.36 Proposition Let A e fa. Let В be a BK-module and letj:B^A be 
an injective homomorphism. Then Befa. If A e к, then В е к-
Proof: We have that В ~ С f or some submodule С of A. Now Cefa ac­
cording to 3) of Proposition 2.2.26. Then, by 4) of the same proposition, also 
В e fa. If A e
 к
, then С e
 к
 and hence В e
 к
. • 
2.2.37 Proposition l e i n e N. Let A be an absolutely convex subset ofKn. 
Let λ e К with |λ| > 1. 
(i) There exists an elementary set X such that Ac X с АЛ. 
(ii) If A is bounded there exists an elementary set X that is m-generated as 
а Вк-module for some m < η such that Ac X с AA. 
(iii) If К is spherically complete then A is elementary. 
Proof: (i) This is Lemma 4.6 in [23]. 
(ii) Suppose that the valuation on К is discrete. From (i) we obtain that there 
exists an elementary set X such that А с X с AA. There exist m < η, 
absolutely convex subset C\,... ,C
m
 of К and x\,...,x
m
 e Kn such that 
X = CiXi · · • C
m
x
m
. As A is bounded we obtain that each Q is bounded. 
Hence there exist Ai,..., A
m
 e К such that Q = A¿ifr (i = 1,... , m). Then 
Χ = Βκ(λΐΧΐ) + ... + Βκ(λτηΧτη) =СО{АіАГі A
m
x
m
} . 
Suppose that the valuation on К is dense. Let μ, ν e К such that |μ|, | v| > 1 
and A = μν. By (i) there exists an elementary set Y such that А с У с μΑ. 
Let m < η, Ci C
m
 absolutely convex subsets of К and x i , . . . , x
m
 e Kn 
be such that Y = CiXi · • • © C
m
x
m
. Now each Q is bounded and hence 
for every i e {1,..., m] there exists a Aj e К such that Q с АІВК С VC¿. 
Then А с У с со {Аіх
ь
. . ., A
m
x
m
} с vY с ν(μΑ) = (νμ)Α = AA. We take 
Л: = со{АіХі A
m
x
m
}. 
(iii) This is Corollary 2.13 in [23]. Π 
2.2.38 Proposition Let the valuation on К be discrete. Let A e к. Then A 
is finitely generated. 
Proof: There exist η e Ν, a bounded absolutely convex subset В of Kn and 
a surjective homomorphism φ : В— A. From (iii) of Proposition 2.2.37 we 
obtain that В is elementary and in the proof of (ii) of the same proposition 
we have seen that В is finitely generated. Hence, A = φ(Β) is also finitely 
generated. Π 
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2.2.39 Remark If the valuation on К is dense then BK is a member of Έκ 
that is not finitely generated. 
2.2.40 Proposition Let A £
 к
. Let η = rank Λ. If \K\ is discrete let\ = l, if 
\K\ is dense let λ e B¿. Then there exists an η-generated Вк-module Y and 
an injective homomorphism i : A—• Y such thatKY с і(Л). 
Proof: If \K\ is discrete this is Proposition 2.2.38, so suppose \K\ is dense. 
Let В be an absolutely convex subset of Kn and let φ : В — A be a surjec-
tive homomorphism. By Proposition 2.2.33, В is bounded and hence there 
exists an elementary set X that is finitely generated as а Вк -module such 
that В с X с Aß. By Theorem 2.1.25 there exists a bijective homomor-
phism ρ : A—' В/Кет φ. Let j : В/Кет φ —· Χ/Кет φ be the inclusion map. 
Then j ο ρ : л — X/Кет φ is an injective homomorphism. Furthermore, 
λ(Χ/Кет φ) С j (Β/Κα φ) = j(p(A)) = j ° p(A). 
Now X is η-generated and hence Х/Кетср is m-generated for some m <n. 
As A is embeddable in X/Ker φ we obtain m = n. 
Take Y = X/Ker φ and i = j ° ρ.Π 
2.2.41 Proposition ІеГЛ e ц and/ef rank A = n. If|K! is discrete let \ = 1, 
ƒƒ |ίΓ| is dense let λ e B¿. TTien fhere exist an m < η and an m-generated 
submodule X of A such that \A с X с Α. 
Proof: For IKI discrete this is Proposition 2.2.38, so suppose \K\ is dense. 
There exists a bounded absolutely convex subset В of Kn and a surjective 
homomorphism φ : В—» A. There exists an elementary set Y that is finitely 
generated as a Βχ-module such that В с Y с λ - 1 Β. From Proposition 2.2.28 
we obtain that Y must be η-generated. Then also λ У is η-generated and 
\B с λΥ с λ(λ - 1Β) = Β. Then Χ := φ(λΥ) is m-generated for some m<n 
and \A с ЛФ(У) = X с Α Π 
2.2.42 Theorem Let Κ be spherically complete. Let A e JK· Let η = rank Л. 
Then there exist submodules A\,... ,A
n
 of A with rank A; = 1 for each 
is {1,... ,n] such that A = A\ + • • · + A
n
. 
Proof: There exist an absolutely convex subset В of Kn and a surjective 
homomorphism φ : В — A. From (iii) of Proposition 2.2.37 we obtain 
that В is elementary. Hence there exist m < n, absolutely convex subsets 
Ci,... , C
m
o f ^ a n d x i x
m
 eKn\{0] such that В = СіХі - • - С
т
х
т
. 
From Proposition 2.2.28 we obtain that [B] = Kn, hence m = η and all 
the Ci's are non-trivial. Now rankCiXt = 1 for every i e {1 η] and 
again from Proposition 2.2.28 we obtain that cpiQxi) Φ {0} and hence 
гапкф(СіХі) = lforeveryí e {1, . . . , n ] . ThenA = φ(0\ΧιΦ· · -®C
n
x
n
) = 
( p í Q x i ) + · • • + cp(CnXn)- • 
We do not know whether a rank η module over a spherically complete Вк is 
also a direct sum of rank 1 submodules. 
We now prove that a βχ-module of finite rank is countably generated. First 
we prove this for Вк -modules of rank 1. 
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2.2.43 Proposition А Βκ -module of rank 1 is countabty generated. 
Proof: Let Л be a Βκ -module of rank 1. There exist an absolutely convex 
subset С of К and a surjective homomorphism φ : С — A. It is not hard 
to prove that С is countably generated. Then also A = q>(C) is countably 
generated. Π 
2.2.44 Proposition Let A e JK- Then A is countably generated. 
Proof: There exist η e Ν, an absolutely convex subset В of Kn and a surjec­
tive homomorphism φ : В — A. We prove that В is countably generated. 
If the valuation on К is discrete then В is elementary. Hence there exist 
m < η, Χι,..., Хщ £ Β and absolutely convex subsets C\ C
m
 of К such 
that В = C\X\ + · • · + C
m
x
m
. Now rankQXi < 1 for every i e { l m} 
and hence each Qxi is countably generated. Then also В is countably gene­
rated. 
Suppose \K\ is dense. Let Аі.Аг.Аз,... e B¿ such that |А
г
I < |ЛгI < ·•· 
and limbec |Ajt| = 1. For all k > 1 there exists an elementary set Xk such 
that Afeß с Xk с В for all fe > 1. As each Xk is the sum of finitely many 
modules of rank 1 we obtain that each Xk is countably generated and hence 
so is Uitsluit- By applying Lemma 2.8 in [23] we obtain an m < η and 
χι,... ,x
m
 G B\B~ such that ß = B~ + со {χι,... ,x
m
}· As B~ с Ujt>i^fc 
we obtain that В = (Jjtsi Xk + со {χι,... ,x
m
} and hence В is countably ge­
nerated. As A = φ(Β) we obtain that A is also countably generated. D 
2.2.45 Remark Let Λ denote the collection of all finitely generated Βχ-
modules and let be the collection of all countably generated Βκ -modules. 
We have seen that Л с
 к
 с JK с Ъ. 
If the valuation on К is dense then all these inclusions are strict: 
B¿ e Ъ
К
 \ Л, К e JK \ Ък andtfW e Ъ \ JK-
If the valuation on К is discrete and non-trivial then the first inclusion is an 
equality, and the next two inclusions are strict: 
КеТк\Ъ
к
шаК^^ \Тк. 
Finally, if \K\ is trivial even the first two inclusions are equalities and the 
last inclusion is strict: Km e S \ Ä . 
2.3 Linear Compactness 
Convex Filters 
2.3.1 Definition Let С be a collection of non-empty sets. С is said to have 
the finite intersection property if every intersection of finitely many mem­
bers of С is non-empty. 
2.3.2 Definition Let Л be a BK -module. A subset С of A is called convex if 
λιΧι + АгХг + A3x3 e A for every X1.X2.X3 e A and every Аі.Аг.Аз e Βκ 
with Αι + Аг + Аз = 1. 
We define convex filters in the spirit of [29]. 
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2.3.3 Definition Let A be a B^-module. A convex filter on Λ is a filter on A 
that has a base consisting of convex sets. Such a base is called a convex base 
for the filter. 
Recall that a filter on Л is a collection J consisting of subsets of A with the 
properties 
1) A e J , 0 ί J , 
2) if Χ, У e J then Χ η У e f, 
3) if X e J and У с Λ such that XcY then У e J . 
A sub-collection S of ƒ is called a base for J if for every X e f there exists 
а В e such that В с Χ. 
The following proposition is not hard to prove. 
2.3.4 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module. Let С bea non-empty collection of 
convex subsets of A with the finite intersection property. Let 
η 
= {f)Ci I neN.Ci C
n
eC}. 
¿=i 
Then Ό isa base for a convex filter J7 on A. 
J is called the convex filter generated by C. 
2.3.5 Definition Let A be a ifr-module. A filter M on A is called a maximal 
convex filter iï M is a convex filter on A and every convex filter on A in which 
M is contained equals M. 
The following proposition can easily be proved by using Zorn's Lemma. 
2.3.6 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module and let f be a convex filter on A. 
Then there exists a maximal convex filter M on A such that J с M. 
The following two propositions can be found in [29], (1.6) and (1.7), for K-
vector spaces instead of Б/f-modules. The proofs remain valid in our more 
general situation. 
2.3.7 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module. Let M be a maximal convex filter 
on A. Let С be a convex subset of A. Then С e M or С n ß = 0 for some 
DSM. 
2.3.8 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module. Let С be a system of convex sets 
that generates a convex filter J on A. Suppose that for every convex subset 
D of A either D 6 С or D r\C = 0 for some С e С. Then J is a maximal 
convex filter and С = {D e J \ D is convex]. 
2.3.9 Corollary lef A be a Вк-module and let χ G A. Let f{x) be the col­
lection of all subsets of A such that χ e A. Then J(x) is a maximal convex 
filter on A. 
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Linearly Compact Ifa-modules 
2.3.10 Definition А Βκ-module A is called linearly compact if for every col­
lection С of convex subsets of A with the finite intersection property we 
have that Π С Φ 0 . 
2.3.11 Remark For non-spherically complete К there exist B^-modules 
Α Φ {0} such that A is linearly compact. 
We will prove that Βκ/Β
κ
 is linearly compact, even if AT is not spherically 
complete. To this end let (С,)
і е
/ be a collection of non-empty convex 
subsets of Bfc/Βχ. Let, for every is I,Bt be the subset of Βχ defined by 
Bt = {\eBK | A + B¿eC,} . 
It is not hard to verify that each Bt is convex. Hence, for every i e I there 
exists a At G Βκ and a n r , > 0 such that Bt = Ъ(\игг). (If r t = 0 then 
B(Ai,rt) := {At}. Suppose η < 1 for some i e I. Then C, = {At + ß^}. (In 
fact, let μ + B¿ e Ct. Then μ e B(At,ri) and hence |μ - At| < r t < 1. Thus, 
μ - At G B¿, which implies that μ + B¿ = At + В .^) As (C t) i e/ has the finite 
intersection property we obtain that At + BK e f]je[ C}. 
If η = 1 for all t e Λ then Ct = BK/Bj¿ (i G ƒ) and hence fite/ Ci = BW-B -^
A torsion free B^-module Α Φ {0} over a non-spherically complete К can 
never be linearly compact. This is a well known fact from X-vector space 
theory. 
We will concentrate only on linearly compact modules over spherically com­
plete K. 
2.3.12 Proposition Let A be α Βκ-module. Then 
A is linearly compact <=> For every maximal convex filter M on A there 
exists anx e A such that M = J {χ). 
Proof: =>) Let M be a maximal convex filter on Α. M has a base, say (Ct)ie/i 
consisting of convex subsets of A. Now (C t) t e/ has the finite intersection 
property. Since A is linearly compact there exists an χ e Λ such that 
χ e Die/ ci· T h e n W с\С
г
 Φ <Z> for every i e I and hence, by Proposi­
tion 2.3.7, {x} e M. This implies that M = f (χ). 
«=) Let (Ci) tei be a collection of convex subsets of Λ with the finite intersec­
tion property. Let (g be the convex filter on A generated by (Ci) te/. By Propo­
sition 2.3.6 there exists a maximal convex filter M on A such that Q с M. 
Let χ e Л be such that M = J (χ). Then χ e Ct for every i e I and hence 
n i e i G * 0 . n 
2.3.13 Proposition Let К be spherically complete. Then 
1) К is linearly compact. 
2) Finite direct sums of linearly compact modules are linearly compact. 
3) Submodules óf linearly compact modules are linearly compact. 
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4) A homomorphic image of a linearly compact module is linearly compact. 
Proof: 1) Linear compactness of К means the same as spherical complete­
ness. 
2) Let η e N and let Л ь . . . . Л
м
 be linearly compact B^-modules. Let M be 
a maximal convex filter on 0jLi Ai. Let S be a convex base for M. For ev­
ery j e {1,..., η} let Ρ, : 0f
= 1 Ai — Aj be the projection map. Then the 
collection (Pj(B))Be3 consists of convex subsets of Aj and has the finite in­
tersection property. Hence, Пвег-Р/'(Я) φ ®· For every j ' e {l,...,n} let 
Xj e Ibes*!/(*)• Let Χ = ( х
ь
. . . ,Χη) e ©?
= 1 A¿. Let j e {1 η}. Then 
Pjl({Xj}) is a non-empty convex subset of ®¿Li At and PJ"1({xJ·}) πX * 0 
for every X e . Since JW is a maximal convex filter on A we obtain that 
Pjl{{Xj}) e M. Hence {χ} = ПГ=і Λ - 1 ({*(}) e M<thus ^ = -Я*)· 
By Proposition 2.3.12, 0 ^ Ai is linearly compact. 
3) Obvious. 
4) Let A be a linearly compact ifc-module. Let В be a B^-module and let 
φ : A —· В be a surjective homomorphism. Let (Q)i
e
/ be a collection 
of non-empty convex subsets of В with the finite intersection property. 
Then (g?-1(Ci))ie/ is a collection of non-empty convex subsets of A and 
it is standard to verify that it has the finite intersection property. Hence, 
Піеіф-ЧСі) Φ 0 . Thus Пі6/С< = φίΠίΕΐΦ - 1 «})) Ψ 0 . Π 
2.3.14 Corollary LetK be spherically complete. Then everyВк-module in JK 
is linearly compact. 
Proof: Combine Proposition 2.2.26 and Proposition 2.3.13. Π 
We now start proving the converse (see Theorem 2.3.22). 
2.3.15 Proposition Let Α Φ {0} be α Βχ-module such that every finitely gene­
rated submodule Β Φ {0} of A is 1-generated. Then A e jTjc and rank A = 1. 
Proof: Let χ e A with χ Φ 0. Let V = {λ e К | λ{χ} Φ 0} (see 2.1.16 for the 
definition of λ{χ}). Then V is absolutely convex and Вц с V. We distinguish 
two cases. 
case 1. Suppose that sup |V| e |V|. Let μ E V such that \μ\ = sup |V| and 
let у e A such that ц_1у = χ. We prove A = со {у}. (Then rankA = 1.) 
Let и s A. Then со {и, χ] is 1-generated. Then u e co {χ} or χ G co {u}. 
In the first case we obtain и e со {χ} с со {у}. In the second case there 
exists av s Βχ such that vu = χ. Then v _ 1 e V and hence | v - 1 | ^ |μ|. 
Now u e со {у} от y e со {и}. Suppose u i co [у]. Then there exists a 
λ &BJ, such that у = Au. Then 
(ν - u _ 1A)u = vu- u_ 1(Au) = vu - u _ 1 y = χ - χ = 0. 
Now |v - μ _ 1 λ | = |v| and 
(v-!(v - μ _ 1 λ))χ = ( ν _ 1 ( ν - μ~λλ)){νιι) = (ν - ^"xA)u = 0. 
This is in contradiction with χ Φ 0. Hence, и e со {y}. 
case 2. Suppose that sup|V| £ |V|. Let λο,λι,λ 2 >... e К be such that 
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1 =λο < |λχ| < .. . andlim
n
-oo |λ„ | = sup|V|. ThenV = со{Ло,Лі,А2,...}. 
Let у о = x. Since λ ι e V there exists а у ι e A such that A^yi = Уо- Let 
Уг e A such that ^ у г = У ι- Such an ;уг exists as we may see as follows. 
There exists a ζ e A such that λ ^ ζ = χ. Then rank co {;>Ί,Ζ} = 1. In the 
same way as in case 1. we obtain that y\ e co {ζ}. Let μ e Βκ be such that 
3Ί = μζ. Then ( λ ^ μ - λ ^ ζ = χ - χ = 0 and hence, |λ^χμ — Ajx | < lAj1! 
which implies that |μ| = | ^ | . Let j 2 = (^μ)ζ. Then ~^y2 = У\-
Continuing this way we obtain elements уо>Уі,У2,··· of A such that 
л^-Уп+і =Уп (η e Ν). WeprovethatA = co{3/0,3/i-3'2,·..}. 
Let u e A. Then rank co {yo,u} = 1. If и e со {yo} then we are done. If not 
u e со {yoi then there exists a μ e Bj, such that yo = μΜ. Then μ - 1 e V 
and hence there exists an η e N such that |μ_ 11 < |A
n
|. As we have already 
seen before this implies that и e со {y
n
} and again we are done. 
We define a map φ : {Ао.Аі.Аг,...} — Λ by φ ( λ
π
) = y
n
 (ne Ν). 
We prove by induction that for all η Ε Ν: If μο μ
η
 e Βκ such that 
μ 0λο + · · · + μ η λ η = 0 then μ 0 ^ο + · · · + μ-пУп = 0. 
For η = 0 this is clear. To prove the induction step from η - 1 to n, let 
η > 1 and let μο,. . . , μ
η
 e BK such that μ0λο + · · • + μ η λ η = 0. Then 
\μ
η
λ
η
\ £ |λ
η
-ι | . Hence, μ
η
ληΚ-ι
 е Β
κ and 
μόλο + • · • + μ„-2λ„-2 + (μη-ι + μηληΚ-ι)λη-ι = 0. 
Thus, 
ЦоУо + • • • + μ
η
νη = μoУo + ••· + μη-іУп-і + (μ
η
ΚΚ-ι) (~г±)Уп = 
л
п 
μάγο + · ··+ μη-гУп-г + (μη-1 + ЦпКК-і)Уп-і = 0 
(by the induction hypothesis). By Theorem 2.1.29 there exists a homomor­
phism φ : V — A extending φ. As A = со {yo, Уі, Уг, • • ·} we obtain that φ 
is surjective. Hence, A e J к and rank Л = 1. D 
2.3.16 Definition Let A be a ifa-module. A submodule Б of Л is called a 
maximal rank 1 submodule if rank В = 1 and for all rank 1 submodules С 
of A: if В с С then В = С. 
2.3.17 Proposition let A be а Вк-module and χ e Α, χ * 0. Then there 
exists a maximal rank 1 submodule В of A with χ e В. 
Proof: Apply Zorn's Lemma to the class (С, э) , where С consists of all rank 
1 submodules В of A with χ e В. (Use Proposition 2.3.15 to show that for 
every chain (Bihe/ the module Ute/ Bi is an upper bound.) Π 
2.3.18 Proposition Let A be a linearly compact Вк-module. Let В be a Вк-
module and let φ : A — В be a surjective homomorphism. Let С be an ab­
solutely convex subset of К and let ρ : С —• В be a homomorphism. Then 
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there exists a homomorphism 9 : С — A such that the following diagram 
commutes. φ 
A *B 
\ / 
С 
Proof: case 1. There exists а μ e К such that С = со {μ}. Let χ e A such 
that φ(χ) = ρ(μ). We define 9 : C~ A by 9(A) = £x (λ e С). Obviously 
θ satisfies the requirements. 
case 2. There does not exist a μ e К such that С = со {μ}. Then there exist 
Лі.Аг.Аз,... e К with |λχ| < |λ 2 | < ... such that С = со {Αι,А2,Аз,...}. 
For every n ï l the set χ 1 Φ - 1 (p(A„)) is non-empty and convex. 
Letn.m e N with m > η . L e t z e τ1-φ~1(ρ(ληι))· Letw e Ф _ 1 (р(А
т
)) be 
such that ζ = ^ w . Then (ρ(τ*-υ;) = j*-<p(u>) = т*-р(А
т
) = p(A„). Hence 
" 7 7 1 " Т П " 7 7 1 " 7 7 1 
We see that ^φ-Ηρ(λτη)) с ^φ-Ηρ(λη)). Thus, {^ф-ЧрСАпШпаі is 
a collection of non-empty convex subsets of A with the finite intersection 
property. As A is linearly compact we obtain that final χ 1 * ? - 1 (P(A
n
)) * 0-
ΐ Λ ΐ ζ ι ε η η ϊ ΐ έ φ
_ 1 ( ρ ( λ
η
) ) . 
hi the same way we see that {r1q?"1(p(A
n
))}nj:2 is a non-empty collection 
of convex subsets of A with the finite intersection property. 
Let z 2 e Пиь2 д^Ф
_ 1(р(А
и
)) such that ^ z 2 = z\. We can choose z 2 in such 
a way since 
λ 2 ή*2 λ » π>1 λ " 
Continuing this way we find zi,Z2,Z3,... e A such that z
n
 e Φ
_ 1 (ρ(λ„)) 
and д^-Zn+i = z
n
 for all η > 1. 
Let ê : {Αι, Λ2, λ3,...} — A be defined by £(A„) = z n (n > 1). 
In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 2.3.15 we obtain for ev­
ery η e Ν: if pi μ
η
 e Βκ such that μίλι + · · · + μ
η
λ
η
 = 0 then 
Pizi + · · · +μ
η
ζ
η
 = 0. 
By Theorem 2.1.29 there exists a homomorphism 9 : С -+ A such that 
9(λ
η
) = zn ine Ν). 
Let μ e С. Then there exists an η > 1 such that |p | ^ |A
n
|. Then 
φ ο 9(μ) = <ρ(9(£λ
η
)) = <ρ(£9(λ
η
)) = £ψ(ζ
η
) = £ ρ ( λ
η
) = Ρ (μ). 
We see that 9 fulfills the requirements. Π 
2.3.19 Remark In the above proposition we can take for С any absolutely 
convex subset of some Kn. 
For let A be linearly compact and let φ be a homomorphism from A to a 
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Βκ-module В. Let С be an absolutely convex subset of Kn. Let ρ : С •— В 
be a homomorphism. From (iii) of Proposition 2.2.37 we obtain that there 
exist к ¿ η absolutely convex subsets F i , . . . , Fk of К and xi , . . . , Xfc e Kn 
such that С = FiXi · · · FfcXfc. Let the map pi : Fi — В be defined by 
РІ(Л) = p(\xj) (λ e F») (i e {1 к}). For every i e {1,...,к] there 
exists a map Pi'.Fi— A such that the following diagram commutes. 
Then ρ : С— Л defined by 
ρ(λι*ι + · • • + AfcXfc) = pi(λι) + • • · + pfe(Ak) (Ai e Fi Ak e Fk) 
is a homomorphism such that the following diagram commutes. 
Φ 
A * Λ 
\ / 
С 
2.3.20 Proposition Let К be spherically complete. Let A be a finitely gene­
rated Βχ -module. Let S be a maximal rank 1 submodule of A. Then S is 
1-generated. 
Proof: Let Xi,... ,x
n
 be a minimally generating collection for A. Let 
ei, . . . ,e
n
 be the canonical base for Kn. Let φ : co{ci,... ,e
n
i — A be 
defined by <ρ(λιβι + · · • + A
n
e„) = A
x
xi + · · · + A„x
n
 (Ai A
n
 e BK). 
Let С be an absolutely convex subset of К and let ρ : С — S be a surjective 
homomorphism. By using Proposition 2.3.18 we obtain that there exists 
a homomorphism ρ : С —- co{ei,..., e
n
) such that the following diagram 
commutes. <P 
co{ei e
n
} *• A 
Let D = [p(C)] η co{ei,... ,e
n
}. Then rankD = 1 and there exist an 
i e {1,... ,nj and λι,. . . ,λί-ι,λί+ι λ η e Βκ suchthat 
у := λιβι + · • · + λί_ιβί_ι +ві + Λ
ί+ι6 ΐ+ι + · • · + Anen e D. 
Now <p(D) is a rank 1 submodule of A and S с φ(Ό). Hence, S = φ(Ό). We 
prove5 = co{q?(;y)}. To this end let и e S. Thenrankco {<p(;y),u} = 1 and 
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hence there exists а Д е В « such that и = λφ(γ) or there exists a μ e Βκ 
such that qp(y) = μη. In the first case we obtain that u e co {φ(γ)} and 
we are done. As ep(y) e A \ A~ we obtain in second case that |μ| = 1 and 
hence и = μ - 1 φ (у) e со {φ(γ)}. Π 
2.3.21 Lemma Let К be spherically complete. Let Α Ψ {0} be a linearly com­
pact Вк-module. Suppose there exists an и e N such that every finitely gene­
rated submodule of A is m-generated for some m<n. Then there exist rank 
1 submodules Bi,... ,B
n
 of A such that A = Bi + • • • + B
n
. 
Proof: By induction. The case η = 1 is Proposition 2.3.15. 
Let η ^ 2. From Proposition 2.3.17 we obtain that there exists a max­
imal rank 1 submodule S of A. Let π : A —· A/S be the canonical 
map. We prove that each finitely generated submodule of A/S is re­
generated for some m < η - I. To this end suppose there exists an 
η-generated submodule В of A/S. Let xi, . . . ,x„ e Л be such that 
В = со{тг(хі),... ,тг(х
п
)}. Then5 с co{xi,... ,x
n
}. For suppose s e S. 
Then co{xi,... ,Χηι-s} is η-generated. From Corollary 2.2.8 we obtain 
that co{xi,... ,x
n
,s] = co{xi,... ,x
n
} or there exists an ί e {1,... ,η} 
such that co {χι,... ,χ
η
, ί } = co {χι,... ,XÍ - I ,X¿ + I xn,s]. The lat-
ter can not occur since co{7r(xi) тг(х„)} is η-generated. Thus 
co{xi,... ,x„,s) = co{xi,... ,x„} and hence s eco{xi, . . . ,x
n
}-
As S is a maximal rank 1 submodule of A it is also a maximal rank 1 
submodule of co{xi,... ,x
n
} and from Proposition 2.3.20 we obtain 
that S is 1-generated. Let y e S such that S = со {y}. There exist 
λι,... ,λ
η
 e Βκ such that y = λ ιχ ι + ... + λ
η
χ
η
. Let ί e {1,... ,η} 
such that |λί| = max{|Ail,..., |λ
η
| } . By remuneration we may sup­
pose that i = 1. Then Xf1Ai G BK for every ί e {1 η} and 
ζ := χ ι + AjXA2X2 + • · · + \îl\nXn £ co{xi,... , x n } . Since λ ιζ = y 
we obtain that со {у} с со {ζ}. Thus, со {у} = со {ζ}. 
Then со {ζ, Х2,... ,χ
η
} = co{xi,... , x
n
b This implies that 
В = CO{TT(Z),TT(X2),... ,ТГ(Х„)} = со{тг(Х2),... ,ττ(Χη)}, a contradiction. 
By the induction hypothesis there exist rank 1 submodules B\,... ,B
n
-\ 
of A/S such that A/S = Bi + • · · + B
n
-\. By using Proposition 2.3.18 
and Remark 2.3.19 we find rank 1 submodules Ci , . . . . C
n
 of A such that 
ТГ(СІ) = Bi (i = 1 n - 1 ) . Then A = Ci + · • · + C„_i + S.U 
Now we have enough machinery for: 
2.3.22 Theorem Let К be spherically complete, let A be Βκ-module. Then 
A e J к «=> Ais linearly compact. 
Proof: =») This is Corollary 2.3.14. 
«=) Suppose there exist еі.ег.ез,··· e A such that co{ei,... ,e
n
} is n-
generated for every η ^ 1. Let Bo = со {e\, ег, • • • Ì and 
Bn = (ei + . . . + e„) + co{e„+i,e„+2 , . . .} (n > 1). 
Then each Bn is convex and Bo D Bi D ... . As A is linearly compact we 
obtain that flneN^n * 0-
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Let χ e ΠηεΝ^η- Then χ e Во = co {ei,ег, ез.···} and hence there exist an 
τη e N and Λι A
m
 & BK such that χ = Aißi + · • • + \mem. Now also 
χ G B
m
+i and hence there exist s > m + 2 and A
m+2 A^  e Βχ such that 
χ = βι + · · · + e
m+i + ZUm+2
λ
ι
β
ι· Then 
e
m
+i = (λι - Dei + · · • + ( A
m
- l ) e
m
 + Χ - λ ^ ί 
i=m+2 
and hence e
m + i e co {ei,..., e m , em+2, •. •, es}. This is in conflict to our as­
sumption on A. 
We may conclude that there exists an η G N such that every finitely genera­
ted submodule В of A is m-generated for some m <n. 
From the previous lemma it then follows that there exist rank 1 submodules 
Bi B
n
 of A such that A = Β
λ
 + · · · + B
n
. Now 0 f
e l Bt e fK and there 
exists an obvious surjective homomorphism φ "
= ϊ
 ß t— Bi + · · · + Bn(= A). 
Hence also A e Ju- Ó 
2.4 Edged and Edge Complete 
Recall from [24] that an absolutely convex subset Λ of a X-vector space E 
is called edged (in E) if for every χ e E the set {|λ| | λ s Κ, λχ e A} is 
closed in IKl. If |ΑΊ is discrete then every absolutely convex set is edged, so 
the notion is not interesting. 
Therefore, in this section the valuation on К is supposed to be dense. 
We now have the following, see also [24]. 
2.4.1 Proposition Let E be а К-vector space and let A be an absolutely convex 
subset ofE. Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(a) A is edged. 
(β) П { Л Л | Л е К
І
| Л | > 1 } = Д. 
(у) For every χ e Ε, ι/Λχ e A for every \eBj¿ then χ e Α. 
In this section we will be dealing with the concept edged in the more general 
context of BK -modules. 
Edged Aje-modules 
The initial definition of edged is not useful for BK -modules, so we take one 
of the equivalent formulations. 
2.4.2 Definition Let A be a BK -module and let В be a submodule of A. Then 
В is called edged in A if []{λΒ | λ e Κ, |λ| > 1} = В. 
(For the definition of AB see 2.1.16). 
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2.4.3 Remark A submodule В of Λ is edged in Λ if and only if for every 
χ s A the following holds. If λχ e В for every Aefi¿ then χ e В. 
A drawback of this definition is that, contrary to the vector space case, the 
'edgedness' of В depends on the module where В is embedded in. For ex­
ample, Bj¿ is edged in B% but B¿ is not edged in B¡c. 
2.4.4 Definition Let Λ be a Вк-module. Let Б be a submodule of A. We de­
fine Be = f){AB \\sK, | λ | > 1 } . 
2.4.5 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module and let В and С be submodules of 
A. Then 
(i) BcBe andBee=B*. 
(ii) (B + C e ) e = (B + C) e. 
Proof: The proof of (i) is straightforward. We only prove (ii). From (i) it fol­
lows that (B + C e ) e D (B + C) e. We prove (В + C e ) e с (В + C)e. To this end 
suppose χ e (В + C e) c. Let λ e Bj¿. Let μ e B¿ such that |μ| > |λ|. Then 
μχ (ΞΒ + Ce, hence λχ = {Αμ~1)(μχ) e (λμ~1)(Β + Ce) с В + С. 
We see that λχ e В + С for every λ e B¿ and hence χ e (В + С) е. D 
2.4.6 Remark The following statement is not true. 
Let К be spherically complete. Let A be a linearly compact Вк-module. Let В 
be a BK -module and let φ : А^ В be a homomorphism. Let С be an edged 
submodule of A. Then cp(C) is edged in B. 
For example, Let К be spherically complete, A = В = С = BJC/B¿ and φ = 0. 
Then φ {С) = {0}, which is not edged in B. 
This is one of the reasons why we will introduce the notion edge complete 
in Definition 2.4.7. This notion is another generalization of 'edgedness' in 
vector space theory, one that does not depend on the embedding module. 
In Theorem 2.4.10 we will prove the following property of edge complete­
ness. 
Let К be spherically complete. Let A be a linearly compact BK -module. Let В 
be a Вк-module and let φ : Λ— В be a homomorphism. If A is edge complete 
then so is φ (A). 
Edge Complete B^-modules 
2.4.7 Definition A B^-module A is called edge complete if every homomor­
phism φ : BK —* A can be extended to a homomorphism φ : Βκ —» Α. 
2.4.8 Remark The map φ in the previous definition need not be unique. For 
example, let К be spherically complete and let e\, ег be the canonical base 
for K2. Let A = со {еі.егІ/Шеі - ег) | λ e Βκ}. Then A is edge complete 
(we will not prove this here, it follows from Corollary 2.4.14). 
Let φ : B¿ — A be defined by φ(λ) = λβι + B¿(ei - e2) (λ e B¿). Then 
ρ : Βκ — A defined by ρ(λ) = Aei + Bj¿(ei - e¿) (λ e Βκ) and ψ : Β
κ
 — А 
defined by ψ (λ) = Лег + B¿(ei - ег) (λ e Βκ) are both extensions of φ 
and ρ * ψ. 
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2.4.9 Proposition Let E be а К-vector space and let A be an absolutely convex 
subset ofE. Then: A is edged (in E) <=> Ais edge complete. 
Proof: =>) Let φ : B¡¿ —· Λ be a homomorphism. Let μ e Bj¿ \ {0}. Let 
у = μ~ιφ(μ) e E. Then φ(λ) = \y for every λ e B¿\ This implies that 
\y e A for every Λ e B¿ and thus у e Ae = A. Then φ : Βκ — A defined by 
φ(λ) = λ>* (λ e Bjf ) is an extension of <p. 
We see that A is edge complete. 
«=) Let у e £ such that Ay e Л for every λ e B¿. The homomorphism 
Φ : B¿ —- A defined by <p(\) = Ay ( A E 5 ¿ ) has an extension φ : Βκ — Α. 
As A is torsion free we obtain that φ{1) = у and hence у e A. We see that 
A = Ae and hence A is edged. D 
2.4.10 Theorem Let К be spherically complete. Let A be a linearly compact 
and edge complete Βκ -module. Let В be a Βκ -module and let φ : Α-— В bea 
surjective homomorphism. Then В is linearly compact and edge complete. 
Proof: From 4) of Proposition 2.3.13 it follows that В is linear compact. We 
prove that В is edge complete. To this end let ψ : B¿ — В be a homomor­
phism. From Theorem 2.3.22 it follows that А, В e JK and by Remark 2.3.19 
there exists a homomorphism ρ : B¿ —• A such that φ ° ρ = ψ. As A is edge 
complete there exists a ρ : Βχ —* A extending p. Then φ°ρ:Βκ^> В extends 
ψ. Π 
2.4.11 Proposition Let К be spherically complete. Let С be a submodule of 
Βκ· Then BK/C is edge complete. 
Proof: It is obvious that Βκ is an edged subset of К and from Proposition 
2.4.9 we obtain that Βκ is edge complete. From Corollary 2.3.14 we obtain 
that Βκ is linearly compact. The canonical map π : Βκ —> Вк/С is a surjec­
tive homomorphism. By using the previous theorem we obtain that Вк/С is 
edged complete. Π 
If К is not spherically complete then there exists a submodule С of Βκ such 
that Вк/С is not edge complete, as we see in the following example. 
2.4.12 Example Let К be not spherically complete. Let а.\,аг,аз,... e Βκ 
and 1 ä r\ > Tz > гз > ... suchthat В(аі,Гі) э Ъіаг.гг) э В(аз,гз) э ... 
and final Β ( α πι τ 'η) = 0- Let г = 1іт
м
_соГ„. Let Лі.Лг.Лз,... e B¿ be such 
that η > |Ai l - 1 r > r 2 ^ |A 2 | _ 1 r > r 3 > ... . Then |Ai| < |A2| < ... and 
lim„-„ |λ„ | = 1. Let s
n
 = |A„]_ 1r (n > 1). 
ThenB(ai,ii) эВ(а 2,*2) э ... and finalB(^n,sn) с \пъіЪ{ап,гп) = 0 . 
LetC = B(0,r). ThenB(a„,5
n
) = a
n
 + А"1 С f or each η > 1. 
Let φ : {λ ι ,λ 2 ,λ 3 , . . . }^ BK/C be defined by Ф ( А П ) = \nan + C (n > 1). 
We prove inductively: if η e Ν, μι,.. . , μ
η
 e Βκ and μίλι + • · • + μ
η
λ„ = 0 
then μίλι αϊ + · • • + μ η λ
η
α
η
 e С. 
For η = 1 this is clear. 
Let η > 2 and suppose μι μ
η
 е 5 к such that μίλι + · · · + μ
η
λ
η
 = 0. 
Then | μ
η
λ
η
| ^ |λ„_ιΙ and hence μ
η
ληΚ-ι
 e Β
κ· 
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Ίηεημιλι + · · •+μη-2λη-2 + (μπ-ι + μπλ
η
λ
η
ΐ. 1)λη_ι = 0. By induction then 
μιλιαι + • • · + μη-2λ
η
-2«π-2 + (Цп-і + μηλ
η
ληί ι )λ
η
- ια
η
- ι e С. Then 
μιλιαι + · • · + Цп^пЛп = μιλιαι + · · • + μ
η
-2^η-2θ-η-2 + 
(Цп-ιλη-ι + μηληλη1ι)λ
η
-ια
η
-ι + μ
η
λ
η
( α
η
 - Οη-ι). 
Hence, ХыіШМсц e p
n
X
n
{a
n
-a
n
-i) + C с μ η λ η ί λ ^ Ο + Γ с С + С = С. 
Thus, if η € N and μ ι , . . . , μ
η
 e Я* are such that μίλι + · · · + μ„λ
η
 = 0 then 
μιφ(λι) + · · · + μ
η
φ ( λ
η
) = 0. Byusing Theorem 2.1.29 we obtain that there 
exists a homomorphism ψ : B¿ — Βκ 1С with ψ(λ„) = λ
η
α „ + С (η ~¿. 1). 
Suppose φ : Βκ — ßjc/C is an extension of ψ. Let a e Βκ be such that 
ф(1) = α + С. Then for all η > 1: А„а
и
 + С = ψ(λ„) = λ
η
<//(1) = λ„α + С, 
hence λ
η
α - Λ
η
α
η
 € С Thus, а- а
п
е Л~
1
С, implying that я e Β(α
η
,s
n
). 
This is in contradiction to final B(a
n
,s
n
) = 0 . 
We see that Вк/С is not edge complete. 
2.4.13 Proposition Leti be an index set and for every i e I let Ai be an edge 
complete Вк-module. Then A := Піе/Ai is edge complete. 
Proof: Let φ : B¡¿ — A be a homomorphism. For every i e I there exists a 
homomorphism φι : BK —* Ai such that <Pi|B¿ = P¿ ο φ. (Here Ρ» : Λ—· A¿ 
is the projection map.) Define φ : Я* — A by ф(Л) = (фі(\))іеі (λ e В*). 
Then φ is an extension of (p. Π 
2.4.14 Corollary le t tf be spherically complete. Then all finitely generated 
Вк-modules are edge complete. 
Proof: Let A be a finitely generated ifr-module. From Proposition 2.2.21 
we obtain that there exist η e Ν, к < η and absolutely convex subsets 
Cfe+i,... , C
n
 of Kn such that A ~ ß£ xBK/Cjt+i x • • • x Βχ/Cn. Now combine 
Proposition 2.4.11 and Proposition 2.4.13. Π 
2.4.15 Definition A Βχ-module A is called simple if for every submodule В 
of A either В = {0} or В = A. 
2.4.16 Proposition Lef A be a non-trivial simple Вк-module. Then A is 1-
generated. Let χ e A, χ =*= 0. Then \x = 0 for every λ e B¿. Moreover, A is 
edge complete. 
Proof: Let χ e A with χ Φ 0. Then {0} * co {χ} с A and hence со {χ} = Α. 
Let λ e Βκ- Then |1 - λμ| = 1 and hence χ - μλχ = (1 - μλ)χ * 0 for 
every μ e Βκ- Thus, χ £ co {λχ}. Now со {Λχ} Φ СО {Χ} = A and hence 
со {λχ} = {0}. Thus, λχ = 0. 
Moreover, it is not hard to verify that 0 is the only homomorphism B¿ — A. 
Hence, A is edge complete. Π 
2.4.17 Proposition Let A be an edge complete Βκ -module and let В be a sim­
ple submodule of A. Then A/В is edge complete. 
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Proof: Let φ : B% —• A/В be a homomorphism. To show that φ can be 
extended to a homomorphism φ : B¡c — А/В we may suppose φ Φ 0. 
Let λ e B¿ such that φ(λ) Φ 0. Let Ai,A2lA3l... e B¿ be such that |λ | < |λι | < |A2| < ... and limn_oo |λ η | = 1. Let ХіДгДз· • • · e A be 
such that g?(A
n
) = x „ + B (η > 1). 
WedefineS:{Ai,A 2,A 3,...}-AbyS(An) = τ ^ - χ η + ι (η > 1). 
" 7 1 + 1 
For every η > 1 it follows that ^-Хп+г - Xn+i e В and as В is simple we ob­
tain that ¿ ^ ( f ^Xn+2 -Xn+i) = 0. This implies that ¿^-£(An+i) = 9(x«) 
for every η > 1. From here one easily deduces: if η € N and μι,..., μ
η
 G BK 
are such that μίλι + • • • + μ
η
λ
η
 = 0, then μιφ(λι) + · · • + μ
η
φ{λ
η
) = 0. 
By using Theorem 2.1.29 we obtain that 9- can be extended to a homomor-
phism 9- : Bj¿ — A. Since A is edge complete, 9 can be extended to a homo-
morphism ρ : Βκ — A Let φ = π ° p, where тг : A — A/B is the canonical 
map. Then φ is an extension of φ. Π 
In the same way we can prove the following proposition. 
2.4.18 Proposition Let A ЬеаВк-module and ¡et M be the union of all simple 
submodules of A. Then M is a submodule of A, 
Μ = {χ e A I Ax = 0 for every A e B¿} 
and M is edge complete. Moreover, if A is edge complete then also A/M is 
edge complete.-
2.4.19 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module and let M be the union of all simple 
submodules of A. Then: 
Hom(B¿,A) ~ Horn (Bj¿, A/M). 
Proof: Let π : A— A/M be the canonical map. We define a homomorphism 
Γ : Hom(B¿, A) — Hom(£¿, A/M) by Γ(φ) = π ο φ (φ e Hom(B¿,A)). 
Let φ e Hom(B¿,A) be such that Τ(φ) = 0. Then π ο φ = 0 and hence 
φ: ВЦ-* M, implying φ = 0. Hence, Γ is injective. 
In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 2.4.17 one shows that for each 
φ è Hom (B¿, A/M) there exists a 9 e Hom(B¿,A) such that π о 9 = φ. 
Hence, Γ is surj écrive. D 
We denote the class of all Βκ -modules that contain no non-trivial simple sub-
modules by M. The following proposition we will use frequently. 
2.4.20 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module. Then: 
A e M <=*
 х
,у
е А
[
 ЛбВ
-[Ах = Xy] => χ = y]. 
Proof: Straightforward. Π 
Next we study the connection between the two notions of 'edged' as defined 
in Definition 2.4.2 and Definition 2.4.7. 
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2.4.21 Proposition Let A be an edge complete Βχ -module and В a submodule 
of A that is edged in A. Then В is edge complete. 
Proof: Let φ : B% —· В be a homomorphism. Then there exists a homomor-
phism φ : Βχ —• A that is an extension of φ. For all λ e Βχ we have that 
λφ(1) = φ(λ) = φ(λ) e В. As В is edged in A we obtain that ф(1) e В and 
hence φ : Βκ —<• В. Π 
2.4.22 Remark If Λ is an edge complete Βκ -module and В a submodule of 
A such that В is edge complete, then В is not necessarily edged in A. 
For example, take Л = Bx/B¿ and В = {0}. 
2.4.23 Proposition Let A e M be edge complete. Let В be a submodule of 
A. Then: В is edge complete <=> В is edged in A. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.4.21 we only have to prove => ). To this end let χ e Л 
be such that \x e В for every λ 6 B¿. Define φ : B¿ —• В by <ρ(λ) = λχ. 
As Β is edge complete there exists a homomorphism φ :Βχ-~ В extending 
φ. For every λ e Βχ w e n a v e t n a t λχ = Φ (λ) = <ρ(λ) = λ<ρ(1). From 
Proposition 2.4.20 it follows that х = ф(1) еВ.П 
2.4.24 Proposition Let A be α Βκ-module and let В be a submodule of A. 
Then: В is edged in A <=> А/В e M. 
Proof: =*) Let у\,уг e А/В such that λ>Ί = \уг for every λ e Bj¿. Let 
χι,ΛΓ2 e A such that > Ί = x\ + В and ;y2 = хг + В. Then λ(χι - хг) e В for 
every λ e B¿ and hence X\ - Хг e В. This implies > Ί = уг-
«=) Let χ € Л such that λχ e В for every λ e B¿. Then λχ + В = 0 for every 
λ e B¿. As А/В e M we obtain that χ + В = 0 and hence χ e В. D 
2.4.25 Proposition Let A ЬеаВк-module and let M be the union of all simple 
submodules of A. Then M is edged in A and A/M e M. 
Proof: Let χ 6 A such that λχ e M for every λ e B£. Let μ e B¿. There 
exist ν, λ e B¿ such that μ = νλ (recall that the valuation on JT is supposed 
to be dense). Then μχ = ν(λχ) = 0 since λχ 6 M. 
We see that μχ = 0 for every μ e B¿ and hence x e M . 
We see that M is edged in A. By using Proposition 2.4.24 we obtain that 
A/M eM. Π 
We now show the existence of an 'edge completion' and discuss its unique­
ness. 
2.4.26 Theorem Let A e M. Then there exist an edge complete Βχ -module 
Aedse s M and an injective homomorphism i : Λ— Aedge such that for every 
injective homomorphism Τ from A to an edge complete Βχ-module В there 
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exists exactly one injective homomorphism Τ 
¡owing diagram commutes. 
¿edge _ β
 s u c h t n a t t n e f0j. 
¿edge 
Furthermore, if С e M is an edge complete Βχ -module and j an injective 
homomorphism А— С such that for every injective homomorphism Τ from 
A to an edge complete module В there exists exactly one injective homomor­
phism T' : С— В such that the diagram 
τ 
A *-B 
commutes, then there exists a unique bijective homomorphism Γ : А е а в е — с 
such thatT(í(x)) = j(x) for every χ e Α. 
Proof: 1. The construction of Aedge and i : A— Aedge. 
L e t A e d g e = H o m ( ß - A ) 
Let φ, 9 e Aedge such that λ φ = \9 for every λ e B¿. Let μ e B¿. There 
exist vi,V2 e Bj¿ such that μ = viv2. Then φ(μ) = Φ(νιν 2 ) = ν ιφ(ν 2 ) = (νιφ)(ν 2 ) = ( і»)( 2) = 9(μ). Hence, φ = 9. 
From Proposition 2.4.20 it follows that Aedge e Ж 
Let χ e A. We define φ
χ
 : Bj¿ — A by <ρ(λ) = λχ (λ e B¿). 
For χ, у e Л and λ e В* we have that φ
χ+ν = φχ + qpy and <ΡΛ* = λ φ χ . 
Hence, ί: A—> Aedge defined by i(x) = φ
χ
 is a homomorphism Λ — Aedge. 
Now i is injective. In fact, suppose x,y e A such that φ
χ
 = ф
у
. Then 
λχ = \y for every λ e B¿ and as A e 3Í this implies χ = у. 
2. Aedge is edge complete. 
Let λ — ΦΑ : B¿ — Aedge be a homomorphism. We define φι : Βχ — A as 
follows. 
Let λ e B¿. Choose μ, ν e B¿ such that λ = μν. Then set φι (λ) := φμ(ν). 
This is a well-defined map for suppose also μ', ν' e Βχ such that λ = μ'ν'. 
By symmetry we may assume that |μ| > |μ' |. Then 
и' и' λ 
φ μ ' ( ν ' ) = φ^Λν') = — φ μ ( ν ' ) = φμ( —V') = φ μ ( - ) = φ μ ( ν ) . 
μ μ μ Ц Ц 
Now we show that φι is a homomorphism. 
Let λι,λ 2 e B¿. Let μ,νι,ν2 e B¿ such that Αι = μνι and λ2 = μν 2. 
Then φι(λι + λ2) = Φι(μ(νχ + ν2)) = φ μ (ν ι + ν2) = φμ(νι) + φμ(ν2) = 
φΐ(λι) +φΐ(λ2). 
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Let λ e B¿ and μ e Βχ. Let vi,v2 e B]¿ such that λ = viv2. Then 
<Ρι(μλ) = φι(μνιν 2 ) = Φνι(μν2) = μφνι(ν 2) = μφι(λ). 
We see that φ ι E Aedse. 
We define a homomorphism Вк —- Л"1«6 by λ — λφι. This homomorphism 
is an extension of λ — фд : В
к
 —· A e d g e as we can see as follows. 
Let λ e Βχ. Thenfor every ν e B¿ we have that λφι(ν) = φι(λν) = фл( ), 
hence λφι = фд. 
We conclude that A e d g e is edge complete. 
3. The universal property. 
Let В e M be an edge complete B^-module. Let Г : A — В be an injective 
homomorphism. We prove that there exists exactly one injective homomor­
phism T' : A e d g e —- В such that the following diagram commutes. 
г 
A **B 
j\edge 
Let φ e Ae d g e. Then Γ ο φ is a homomorphism B¿ — В. As В is edge com­
plete there exists a homomorphism Γ ° φ : Вк —· В that is an extension of 
Г о cp. We define Г : Aedse — Б by Τ'(φ) = Γ ο φ ( ΐ ) (φ e A e d g e). 
Let χ e Λ. For every λ e B¿we obtain that \T' ο ί(χ) = \Τ'(φ
χ
) = 
λ Γ ^ φ χ ( Ι ) = Γ ^ φ
χ
( λ ) = Γ ο <ρ
χ
(λ) = Γ(λχ) = ΛΓ(χ). As Β e JW we 
obtain that Τ' ο ΐ(χ) = г(х). 
We see that Г' o i = г. The following shows that T' is a homomorphism. 
Let φ, 9 e Ae d g e. Then for all λ e B¿ we have that 
λΤ'(φ + 9) = λΤο'{φ + 9)(\) = Γο"(φ~ΐ £)(λ) = Γ ° ( φ + 9)(λ) = 
Γ(φ(λ) + 9(A)) = Τ ο φ(λ) + Γ ο 9(λ) = ί~^φ(λ) + т7Ь(\) = 
λΓ"Τφ(ΐ) + λίΤί»(1) = λ ( Γ ^ φ ( ΐ ) + í T á ( l ) ) = λ(Τ'(φ) + Γ'($)). 
AsBeMwe obtain that Τ'{φ + &) = Τ'(φ) + Τ'(9). 
In a similar way we find that Τ'(μφ) = μΤ'(φ) for every φ e A e d g e and 
every μ e Вк. 
Furthermore, Г' is injective. For suppose φ e A e d g e such that Γ'(φ) = 0. 
Then Τ ο φ ( ΐ ) = о and hence Τ ο φ = о, which implies Γ ο φ = о. As Г is 
injective we obtain that φ = 0. 
To prove the uniqueness of T', suppose that S : A e d g e —• В is also an injective 
homomorphism such that 5 o i = Г. 1Ъеп5(ф
х
) = Г (χ) = Τ'(φ
χ
) for every 
χ e Α. Let 9 e Ae d g e. For every λ e 5¿ we have that λ9 = Фз(д) and hence 
AS(9) = S(A9) = 5(φ5(λ)) = Γ'(Φ»(λ)) = Γ(λ9) = λ Γ ( 9 ) . As Β e 3Í we 
obtain that S(&) = T'(9). We see that S = Г . 
4. We now prove the uniqueness of Ae d g e. Suppose that also С e 3Í is an 
edge complete Ifr-module and j an injective homomorphism A^> С such 
that for every injective homomorphism Τ from A to an edge complete Βκ-
module В there exists exactly one injective homomorphism T' : С— В such 
г 
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that the following diagram commutes. 
τ 
A •*»B 
There exist exactly one injective homomorphism Γ : Aedee —• С and exactly 
one injective homomorphism S : C—> Aed&e such that the following diagram 
commutes. i 
A *• Aed& 
ThenSoTUix)) =S(T(i{x))) = S{j(x)) = i(x) for every χ e Λ and hence 
the following diagram commutes. 
-*- Aedge 
SoT 
^edge 
This implies that S ° Τ = id^ edge (id^ edge is the identity map on Ae d g e). In the 
same way we obtain that Τ о s = idc and hence Г is a bijective homomor­
phism. 
Thus, by taking Г = Г, the last part of the theorem is proved. Π 
Chapter 3 
Locally Convex Βχ-modules 
In this chapter we will introduce the notion of a locally convex ifr-module 
and we will set up some general theory about locally convex Bjf-modules, 
mainly in relation with seminorms. Seminorms are introduced in section 
3.3. 
From now on we consider K, equipped with the metric induced by the valua­
tion on K. We always assume that К is complete with respect to this metric. 
3.1 Topological βχ-modules 
3.1.1 Definition A topological Вк-module is a pair (Α, τ), where Λ is а Βκ-
module and τ a topology on A such that the addition A χ A —* A and the 
scalar multiplication Βκ x A— A are continuous maps. 
Let (Λ, τ) be a topological βχ-module. Let (x
a
)
a
ei be a net in A. We write 
x
a
 -~ x to express that the net (x
a
)aei converges to x. If there is no am­
biguity about the topology we also write x
a
 — x. Let (X
a
)aei be a net of 
subsets of A such that for every zero neighbourhood U of A there exists a 
γ el such that X
a
 с U for all a > γ then we denote this by X
a
 -^  {0}. 
The closure of a subset X of A is denoted X. We also write coX instead of 
соЛ\ 
Let σ be a topology on A. By σ < τ we express the fact that σ is weaker 
thanT. 
The following proposition is not hard to prove. 
3.1.2 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a topological Вк-module. Let В be a submod­
ule of A. Then B, equipped with the relative topology, is a topological Вк-
module. 
The relative topology on В induced by τ is also called the restricted topology 
and is denoted τ\Β. 
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We recall the following definition from topological vector space theory. 
3.1.3 Definition Let A be a if-vector space. Let τ be a topology on A. Then 
(Ε, τ) is called a topological K-vector space if the addition A χ A — A and 
the scalar multiplication Κ χ A— A are continuous. 
3.1.4 Examples Every topological A>vector space is also a topological Βχ-
module. (If \K\ is trivial then the notion of a topological Βκ-module is the 
same as that of a topological if-vector space.) Each absolutely convex subset 
of a topological if-vector space equipped with the restricted topology is a 
topological Βκ -module. 
3.1.5 Definition Let (Α, τ) and (Β, σ) be topological ifr-modules and let 
φ : A — В be a homomorphism. Then φ is called a quotient map if φ is 
surjective, open and continuous. The map φ is called a homeomorphism 
from A in В if the map φ : (Α, τ) — ( Im φ, σ\ Im φ) is a homeomorphism. 
(Α, τ) is called topologically embeddable in (Β, σ) if there exists a homeo­
morphism from (Α, τ) into (Β,σ). 
For a topological ifa-module (Α, τ) the addition: AxA-^A and the multi­
plication by - 1 : A— A are continuous, hence (Α, τ) is a topological group. 
The following proposition is a consequence of this fact. (See [13], (4.2), (4.5) 
and (4.7)) 
3.1.6 Proposition let (Α, τ) be a topological Βκ-module. 
1. For every у'-e A the map Ty : A— A defined byTy(x) = у + x (x e A) 
is a homeomorphism. 
2. For every zero neighbourhood U there exists a zero neighbourhood V such 
thatV + V cU. 
3. (Α, τ) has a base of zero neighbourhoods consisting of closed sets. 
4. Lef С bea base of zero neighbourhoods for (Α, τ ) . Then: VcAis open 
<=> For every χ e V there exists aU б С such that χ + U с V. 
5. (Α, τ) is Hausdorff <=> For every χ e Α, χ Ψ 0 there exists a zero neigh­
bourhood U such that χ £ U. 
6. Lef (Β, σ) be a topological Вк-module and let φ : A — В bea homomor­
phism. Then φ is uniformly continuous <=> φ is continuous *=* φ is 
continuous at 0. Furthermore, φ is open <=> φ is open at 0 (that is 
to say for every zero neighbourhood U of A the set q>(U) isa zero neigh­
bourhood in B). 
From the continuity of the scalar multiplication B ^ x A - A w e obtain the 
following. We omit the straightforward proofs. 
3.1.7 Proposition Lef (Α, τ) be a topological Βχ-module. 
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1. If the valuation on К is non-trivial, then every zero neighbourhood in A is 
absorbing. 
2. For every zero neighbourhood U and every λ e Βκ \ {0} the set λ - 1 U isa 
zero neighbourhood. 
3. For every λ e BK the map M\ : A —• A defined by M\ (χ) = λχ (χ e A) 
is continuous. 
4. Let В be a submodule of A and λ e Βκ. Then \B с λΒ. 
Proof: We only prove 1). Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let U be a zero 
neighbourhood in A. Let χ e A. Since the scalar multiplication Βκ χ A—> A 
is continuous we obtain that there exists a δ > 0 such that λχ e U for 
every λ e Βκ with |λ| < δ. As \Κ\ is non-trivial there exists а μ e Βκ with 
0< |μ| < δ. Then^x 6 U. 
We obtain that U is absorbing. Π 
3.1.8 Remark If the valuation on К is trivial, then it is not true that every 
zero neighbourhood in a locally convex B^-module is absorbing. In fact, let 
Α Φ {0}. Let d be the discrete topology on A. Then (A,d) is a topological 
Βκ -module and {0} is a zero neighbourhood, which is not absorbing. 
3.1.9 Remark In a topological ifr-module (Α, τ) the map χ ·- λχ is a con­
tinuous homomorphism A — λΛ for every A e B j . (It is easily seen that 
if |λ| = 1 the map χ — λχ is a homeomorphism A — A.) But, contrary to 
the case in vector space theory, this map need not be a homeomorphism. 
Indeed, if A has torsion elements the map is not injective f or all λ e Bj¿. In 
Example 3.2.13 we will see that there exist even torsion free Βχ-modules for 
which the map χ «· λχ: Λ— λΛ is a homeomorphism for no λ e Bj¿. 
The following simple observation plays a key role in the sequel. 
3.1.10 Proposition Let {Α, τ) be a topological В к-module and let U bea zero 
neighbourhood that is a submodule of A. Then U is open and closed. 
Proof: We first prove that U is open. To this end observe that for every χ e U 
we have that χ + U с U + U = U and hence, by 4. of Proposition 3.1.6, U 
is open. To show that U is closed, let χ e A \ U. Then the coset χ + U is a 
neighbourhood of χ and (x + U) η U = 0. We see that A \ U is open and 
hence U is closed. D 
3.1.11 Definition A Hausdorff topological Βκ -module is called complete if 
every Cauchy net in A converges. 
Recall that a Cauchy net in a topological Βχ-module (Α, τ) is a net (x
a
)«e/ 
such that for every zero neighbourhood U of A there exists а у e ƒ such 
that x
a
 - Χβ eU for all ex, β > у. 
The following proposition has its counterpart in vector space theory. The 
proof is similar. 
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3.1.12 Proposition Let (Α,τ) be a topological Вк-module and let В be a 
dense submodule of A. Let (C,a) be a complete Hausdorff topological Вк-
module and φ : В — С a continuous homomorphism. Then there exists pre­
cisely one continuous homomorphism φ : А— С such thatq>\B = φ. 
3.1.13 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a topological Вк-module and let В be a sub-
module of A. Let π : Α— A/В be the canonical map. Let 
σ = {π{ϋ) I U open subset of A]. 
Then (Α/Β,σ) is a topological Вк-module and π : (Α,τ) — (Α/Β, σ) is a 
quotient map. Furthermore: (Α/Β, σ) is Hausdorff <=> В is closed. 
The topology σ defined in the previous proposition is called the quotient 
topology. 
The Product Topology 
3.1.14 Definition Let ((A
u
 T t)) i e j be a collection of topological Βκ-modules. 
Let A = ΠίΕ/ Αι· The product topology τ on Λ is the weakest topology on A 
such that the projections ?
x
 : (Α, τ) — (Alt тг) (ι e ƒ) are continuous. 
The following proposition has its counterpart in vector space theory. The 
proof is similar. 
3.1.15 Proposition let ((A t,T l)) t e/ be a collection of topological Βκ-
modules. Let A = flie/ At and τ the product topology on A. Then (Α, τ) is a 
topological Βκ -module. 
1. If, for every i e I, J
x
 is a base of zero neighbourhoods for rt then the col­
lection {P^iU) | U e Jι ( i e I)} is a subbase of zero neighbourhoods 
for τ. 
2. If(Xa)aej is a net in A and χ G A then 
x
a
 ~ χ in A <=> x
a
{i) ~ x{i) in At for every ι e I. 
3.1.16 Corollary A product of complete topological Βκ-modules is complete. 
The following two propositions are special cases of Theorem 2.5 in chapter 
Г of [9]. 
3.1.17 Proposition Let ((A t,T t)) t e / and ((Bi, σ , )) ί € / be topological Βκ-
modules. Suppose that for every i e ƒ there exists a homeomorphism j t from (At, Tt) in (Bu at). Let A = Y\ieI At and let τ be the product topology 
on A. Let В = Піб/ Bi and let σ be the product topology on B. Let the 
homomorphism Φ : (Α, τ) — (Β, σ) be defined by 
' Φ(χ)(ί)=Λ(χ(ί)) (i s I), (xeY[At). 
tel 
Then Φ is a homeomorphism from (Α, τ) in (Β, τ ) . 
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3.1.18 Proposition Let ((АиТі))
іеІ
 and ((Bi,ai))ieI be topological Βχ-
modules. Suppose that for every i e I there exists a quotient map 
qpi : (Ai, Ti) —• (Βί,σί). Let A = ПіеМі and let τ be the product topol­
ogy on A. Let В = YlieiBi and let σ be the product topology on B. Let 
Φ : (Α, τ) — (Β, σ) be defined by 
Ф(ЛГ)(І) = ФІ(Х(І)) ( ieJ) , (xeY\Ai). 
iel 
Then Φ is a quotient map. 
The following proposition can be proved from 2.7 from chapter IV of [9]. 
3.1.19 Proposition Let ((Α
η
,τ
η
))
η 6 Ν be topological Вк-modules that are 
topologically embeddable in (Κ14, σ), where σ is the product topology on KN. 
Let A = rinsN An and let τ be the product topology on A. Then (Α, τ) is also 
topologically embeddable in (KN, σ). 
Locally Convex Bjf-modules 
The notion of a topological Βχ-module is fairly general. To obtain interesting 
results we will concentrate on the class of the so-called locally convex Вк-
modules. In [31] the following definition of a locally convex K-vector space 
is given. 
3.1.20 Definition A topological .K-vector space (£, τ) is called a locally con­
vex К-vector space if there exists a base of zero neighbourhoods of E con­
sisting of absolutely convex subsets of E. 
We translate this definition to a Βχ -module version in the following way. 
3.1.21 Definition A topological Вк-module (Α, τ) is called a locally convex 
BK -module if τ has a base of zero neighbourhoods consisting of submodules 
of A. The topology τ is called a locally convex topology. 
3.1.22 Examples Every locally convex JC-vector space is also a locally con­
vex BK -module and each absolutely convex subset of a locally convex K-
vector space, equipped with the restricted topology, is a locally convex Βχ-
module. 
The next Proposition is not hard to verify. 
3.1.23 Proposition 
(i) Restricted topologies of locally convex topologies are locally convex (see 
Proposition 3.1.2). 
(ii) Quotient topologies of locally convex topologies are locally convex (see 
Proposition 3.1.13). 
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(iii) The product topology of locally convex topologies is locally convex (see 
Proposition 3.1.15). 
3.1.24 Definition Let Λ be a ifr-module. Let С be a non-empty collection of 
submodules of A such that for every finite subcollection J of С there exists 
a U e С such that U с Π J- If Ι.ΚΊ is non-trivial then every member of С is 
supposed to be absorbing (see also 1. of Proposition 3.1.7). 
A subset V of A is called С-open if for every у e V there exists a U e С such 
that у + U с V. The collection of all C-open subsets forms a topology that 
is called the C-topology. 
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward. 
3.1.25 Proposition let (Λ, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module and let bea 
base of zero neighbourhoods of τ consisting of submodules of A. Then for 
every finite subcollection f of Ό there exists aU e Τ) such that U с f] J 
and, if\K\ is non-trivial, every member ofD is absorbing. Moreover, τ is 
equal to the Ί) -topology. 
3.1.26 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module and let С be a non-empty collec­
tion of submodules of A such that for every finite subcollection J7 of С there 
exists a U e С such that U cÇ\J. If\K\ is non-trivial every member of С is 
supposed to be absorbing. Let τ be the C-topology. Then (Α, τ) is a locally 
convex Вк -module and С is a base of zero neighbourhoods for т. 
Proof: We first check that the addition S : A χ A — A is continuous. Let 
x, y e A and let V be а т-ореп subset with χ + у e V. There exists а С e С 
such that χ + у + С с V. Now ζ + С = χ + С for every ζ ex + C and hence 
χ + С is т-ореп. Likewise у + С is т-ореп and 
S((x + C)x(y + C)) = (x + C) + (y + C) = (x + y) + CcV. 
We now prove that the scalar multiplication M : Вк x A— A is continuous. 
Suppose \K\is trivial. Let λ G BK and χ e A. Let V be а т-ореп subset of A 
with Ал: e V. There exists a U e С such that λχ + U cV. Now {Λ} is open 
in Вк and χ + U is open in A and 
Μ({λ} χ χ + U) = λχ + \U с λχ + U с V. 
We see that M is continuous. 
Suppose |AT| is non-trivial. Then every member of С is absorbing. Let λ e Вк 
and x G A. Let V be а т-ореп subset such that λχ e V. There exists а С e С 
such that λχ + С с V. As С is absorbing there exists a μ G Вк \ {0} such 
that μχ e С. Let D = {ν e В
к
 | | - λ| < |μ|}. Then D χ (χ + С) is 
open in BK x A and (λ,χ) e D χ (χ + С). Let (ν,у) e D χ (χ + С). Then 
there exists а ' e Вк such that ν = λ + ν'μ. Furthermore, у - χ e С and 
vy = vx + v(y-x) = (λ + ν'μ)χ + ν(3>-χ) = λχ + ν'(μχ) + ν(γ-χ). Now 
ν'(μχ), v(y - χ) e С and hence λ^ = λχ + ν'(μχ) + ν (у - χ) e λχ + С. 
We obtain that.M(D χ (χ + С)) с λχ + С с V. 
We see that (А, τ) is a topological ifa-module. It is clear from the defini­
tion of τ that С is a base of zero neighbourhoods for τ and С consists of 
submodules of A. Hence, (Α, τ) is locally convex. Π 
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3.1.27 Remark From the previous proposition we obtain that every Βχ-
module can be equipped with a locally convex topology. The trivial topol­
ogy on a BK-module A is locally convex. It is obtained by taking С = {A}. 
If Α Φ {0} this topology is not Hausdorff. If \K\ is trivial we can take for С 
the collection of all submodules of A, if | К | is non-trivial, we can take for С 
the collection of all absorbing submodules of A. Then the C-topology is the 
strongest locally convex topology on A. In Lemma 4.1.11 we will prove that 
it is Hausdorff. (If |A"1 is trivial, it is the discrete topology). 
Not every topological B^-module is also locally convex as we can see from 
the following example. 
3.1.28 Example Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let 
oo 
Α = ΐ4Κ):={(λ0,λι,λ2,...)εΚ" | X |A„|<oo}. 
n=0 
Then Λ is a tf-vector space. Let || || on A be defined by 
oo 
| |(λο,λι,λ2....)ΙΙ= Σ ΙληΙ ((А 0 ,ЛьА 2 , . . .)еЛ). 
π=0 
This II II is an archimedean norm (or a so-called A-norm in the sense of [20], 
page 88) and the topology induced by it in the standard way is a vector space 
topology so it certainly makes A into a topological BK -module. Let λ e К 
with 0 < |λ| < 1. Let 0 < ε < |λ|. Let U = {χ e A \ \\x\\ < ε]. Let V be a 
zero neighbourhood such that V с U. We prove that V is not a submodule 
of A. In fact, there exists a δ > 0 such that {x e A \ \\x\\ < δ} с V. Let 
m e N such that |A|m < 5 and let i e N such that ¿|A|m > ε. Lete0,ei,e2,... 
be the canonical unit vectors in A. Then \meo, Amei,..., \mei-i e V. But 
|| Z[:¿Amei|| = ¿|A|m > ε and hence Σ £ ί AOTßi ί V. Thus, V* is not a sub-
module. 
We see that (A, || ||) is not a locally convex .Zfa-module. 
As a locally convex BK -module has a base of zero neighbourhoods consisting 
of submodules we can state the following. 
3.1.29 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex BK-module and let (x
a
)aei 
be a net in A with x
a
 -^ 0. Let (A
a
)
a e
/ be a net in BK. Then also \
а
х<х ~ 0. 
3.1.30 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module and let В be a 
submodule of A. Let U be a submodule of В that is open in В with respect 
to the restricted topology. Then there exists an open submodule V of A such 
that U = VnB. 
Proof: There exists an open set W such that U = W η В. Then 0 s W and 
there exists an open submodule W' of A such that W' с W. Let V = W' + U. 
Then V is a submodule of A and V is open since it is a union of additive 
cosets of W. Now U = UnBcVnB. Furthermore, V η В = (W + U)r\B = 
W'nB + UcWnB + U = U+U = U.We obtain that V η В = U. Π 
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3.1.31 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorff locally convex Вк-module and 
let С bea base of zero neighbourhoods consisting of submodules of A. Then 
(Α, τ) is topologically embeddable in Паес^/^» provided with the product 
topology. (Here each AfU is provided with the quotient topology which is the 
discrete topology). 
Proof: We define a homomorphism Φ : A— Пі/ес-А/^ by 
Ф(х)(и) = х + и (U e С, χ e A). 
Let χ e A be such that Ф(х) = 0. Then χ e U for every U e С. As (Α, τ) is 
Hausdorff we obtain χ = 0. We see that Φ is injective. 
Φ is also continuous. For let (x
a
)aei be a net in A such that x
a
 — 0. Let 
U e С. Then x
a
 e U for large α and hence Φ(χ
α
)(υ) = U = 0 in A/U for 
large of. By using Proposition 3.1.15 we obtain оіаіФ(х
я
) — 0ìnT\UBCA/U. 
Finally, Φ is open. For let (x
a
)aei be a net in A such that Ф(х
а
) -* 0 in 
UueCA¡U. Then for every i / e C w e have that xa + U = Ф(х„)([/) = 0 for 
large a and hence x
a
 e U for large or. As С is a base of zero neighbourhoods 
of τ it follows that x
a
 -^  0. Π 
3.1.32 Corollary Each Hausdorff locally convex Вк-module is topologically 
embeddable in a product of discrete Βκ -modules. 
Compare the fact that each Hausdorff locally convex space is a subspace of 
a product of Banach spaces. 
3.1.33 Definition Let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorff locally convex Bjç-module. A 
completion of (Α, τ) is a a complete (Hausdorff) locally convex B^-module 
(Β, σ) together with a homeomorphism t : (Α, τ) — (Β, σ) such that t(A) is 
dense in B. 
3.1.34 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorff locally convex Вк-module and 
let ((Β, σ), i) and ((Β', σ'), i') be completions of (Α, τ ) . Then there exists a 
unique homeomorphism j : (Β,σ)—· (Β',σ') such thatj(í(x)) = i'(χ) for 
every χ e Α. 
Proof: We consider i as a homeomorphism A — i(A). Now t(A) is dense 
in (Β, σ) and i' ° i~l : i(A) —- B' is a continuous homomorphism. From 
Proposition 3.1.12 we obtain that there exists a unique continuous homo­
morphism j : B—* B' such that j\i(A) = i' ° i _ 1 . In the same way we obtain 
that there exists a (unique) continuous homomorphism j ' : B' — ß such that 
ƒ It'(A) = ¿o(i ' ) -1 . T h e n / oj{i(x)) = f{i'(x)) = i (x ) fora l lx G A and 
hence, again by using Proposition 3.1.12, we obtain that j ' о j = idß. In a 
similar way we obtain j ° j ' = id^-. As j and j ' are continuous it follows that 
j : (Β, σ) — (Β', σ') is a homeomorphism. Π 
3.1.35 Proposition Every Hausdorff locally convex Вк-module has a comple­
tion. 
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Proof: Let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorf f locally convex Βκ -module. Let С be a 
base of zero neighbourhoods consisting of submodules of A. From Propo­
sition 3.1.31 we obtain that there exists a homeomorphism from (Α, τ) in 
Yluec A/U. As each A/U is complete (with respect to the discrete topology) 
the product Пиес A/U is complete. From Proposition 3.1.12 it follows that 
ЦА) is a completion of A. D 
Henceforth we will talk about the completion of a Hausdorff locally convex 
module (Λ, τ) and we will denote this completion (Λ, f ) or shortly A. And 
we will consider (Α, τ) as a submodule of A. 
3.1.36 Remark One can also prove that every Hausdorff topological Βκ-
module has a completion. But the proof is much more complicated and sim­
ilar to the one that every Hausdorff topological X-vector space has a com­
pletion (see 5. of part I in [32]). 
3.2 Normed ¿^-modules 
3.2.1 Definition A norm on a ifa-module A is a map || || : A — [0, «>) with 
the following properties. 
(i) ||x|| = 0 «=> x = 0 ( x e A ) . 
(ii) ||x + y\\ < max(llxll, \\y\\) (x,y e A). 
(Ш) | | λ χ | | < llxll (λ€Β
κ
, χ G A). 
In particular, | |λχ| | = | |x| | (x e Α, λ e Β
κ
, |λ| = 1). 
(iv) If χ e A and (A„)„
eN e BK such that λ„ - 0, then | |λ„χ| | - 0. 
If H II is a norm on A then (A, || ||) is called a normed Βκ-module. 
A norm || || on A is called a Bosch norm (see [5], Definition 1 of section 2.1) 
if || || has the properties (i) and (ii) and in addition 
(iii)' | | λχ | |< |λ | l lx l l (AeBjc.xeA). 
A norm || || is called faithful if, besides (i) and (ii), || || also fulfills 
(iii)" ||Λχ|| = |λ|llxll ( Л е В к . х е А ) . 
Note that a faithful norm is a Bosch norm and that a Bosch norm satisfies 
also property (iii) and (iv). 
To avoid confusion with norms on vector spaces we define the following. 
3.2.2 Definition Let E be а К vector space. A norm || || on E is called a vector 
space norm if | |λχ| | = |λ| | |x|| for every λ e К and every χ e E. 
A normed K-vector space is a pair (E, || ||) where £ is a K-vector space and 
Il || is a vector space norm on E. 
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3.2.3 Remark if Λ is an absolutely convex subset of a normed AT-vector 
space (E, || ||) then the restriction of || || to Л is a faithful norm on A. 
Next we give an example to show that not every norm is a Bosch norm and 
that a Bosch norm need not be faithful. 
3.2.4 Example Let \K\ be non-trivial. Let A = BK. Define η : A^ [0, °o) by 
rj(x) = VìxT (x ε A). Then η is a norm on Α. 
But, let χ e A\{0}. Thenrç(Ax) = J\X\n(x) > \λ\η(χ) for every λ e Β
κ
\{0} 
and hence η is not a Bosch norm. 
The map ν : A— [0, oo) denned by v(x) = \x\2 is a Bosch norm on A, but it 
is easily seen that it is not faithful. 
3.2.5 Theorem Let Α Φ {0} be a Вк-module and let В be a submodule of A 
with Β Φ {0}. Then any bounded norm || || on В can be extended to a norm 
|| H' on A such that sup || ||' = sup || ||. 
Proof: We consider the collection С of pairs (C, v) where С is a submodule of 
Λ with В с С and ν is a norm on С such that v|B = || || and sup ν = sup || ||. 
Then С Φ 0 since (В, || ||) e С. Let the partial order > on С be defined by 
(C, v') >- (C, v) if С с С" and ν ' is an extension of v. It is not hard to see 
that every chain in С has an upper bound. By Zorn's Lemma there exists a 
maximal element (D, v) in C. 
Suppose D Φ A. Let χ E A \ D. Suppose D absorbs x. We define ν on 
D + co {x} by 
v(d + Ax) = v(d + \x) if d + λχ G D, 
sup ν if d + λχ ί D, 
(d e D, λ e Βκ)- It is not hard to verify that ν is a norm on D +co {x}. Prop­
erty (iv) of Definition 3.2.1 is satisfied as D absorbs x. Now ν is an extension 
of ν and hence an extension of || ||. Furthermore, sup ν = sup ν = sup || ||. 
Hence, (D + co {χ}, ν) e С, (D + co {x}andv) > (D, v). But it is not true 
that (D + со {x}, v) = (D, v), a contradiction. 
Thus, D does not absorb x. Then со {χ} must be torsion free and the sum 
D+ со {x} is direct. We define ν : D + со {χ} — [0, oo) by 
ν(ίί + λχ) = max(v(íí),|A|supv) (deD.A еВк)-
It is not hard tò see that ν is a norm on D + со {χ} and (D + со {χ}, ν) e С, 
which leads again to a contradiction. 
Hence, D = A and ν is a norm on A, extending || || and sup ν = sup || ||. • 
3.2.6 Corollary Every BR-module can be provided with a (bounded) norm. 
Proof: Let A be a B^-module. If A = {0} then 0 is a norm on A. Suppose 
Α Φ {0}. Let χ 6 A with χ Φ {0}. Let || || on co {χ} be defined by 
Γ|λ| if. 
{θ if, | | λ χ | | = ^ " λ χ = 0, 
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(λ e BK). It is easy to verify that || || is a norm on co {χ}. By the previous 
theorem, || || can be extended to a bounded norm v o n A D 
3.2.7 Definition Let Λ be а Βκ-module and let || || be a norm on A. A subset 
V of A is called || || -open if for every у e V there exists an ε > 0 such that 
{xsA\ | | * - y | | < c } c V . 
The || ||-open subsets of Λ form the || || -topology. 
Different from the usual terminology, we call a norm || || trivial if the || ||-
topology is discrete. 
3.2.8 Remark From (iv) of Definition 3.2.1 it follows that a norm on a BR-
module A can be trivial only if the valuation on К is trivial or Л is a torsion 
module. 
For example, let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let 0 < r < 1 and let 
А = Вк7В(0,г). (Recall that B(0,r) = {Л e BK | |Л| < r}.) Let || Hon Л be 
defined by 
ііжіі 4 ° i f x = 0, 
11
 " (1 i f x * 0 . 
Then it is not hard to verify that property (i),(ii) and (iii) for a norm are sat­
isfied. Property (iv) is also satisfied since if χ e Л and А
ь
 Лг, Лз,... e Βκ 
such that Λ
η
 — 0, then |λ„ | < r for large η, and hence | |λ
η
χ| | = ||0|| = 0 for 
large n. Thus, || || is a trivial norm on A. 
3.2.9 Proposition Let A be α Βκ -module and || || a norm on A. Then (A, || || ) 
is a Hausdorf f locally convex Βκ-module. 
Proof: Let С be the collection ({x e A | | |x|| < ε])
г
>о. Then С is a collection 
of submodules of A. Trivially, for every finite subcollection J of С there ex­
ists a U G С such that U с f] J. If \K\ is non-trivial it follows from property 
(iv) of a norm that each U e Cis absorbing. Furthermore, the || ||-topology 
equals the C-topology. By Proposition 3.1.26 {A, || || ) is a locally convex %-
module. 
Let y e A with y Φ 0. Let 0 < ε < \\y\\. Then U := {x G A | | |x| | < ε} is a 
zero neighbourhood and y ί U. We see that (Λ, || ||) is Hausdorff. Π 
From vector space theory we know that every two norms on a finite dimen­
sional X-vector space are equivalent. That is to say: all norms on a finite di­
mensional K-vector space induce the same topology. Furthermore, the vec­
tor space is complete with respect to (the unique) norm topology. 
Surprisingly, the counterpart for B^-modules is not true. There exist Βκ-
modules generated by one element admitting two non-equivalent norms. We 
will see that in the following example. 
3.2.10 Example Let К be a field with a dense valuation. Let 0 < r < 1. Let 
B(0,r) = {AGBK Ι |λ| < r } . LetA = BK/B(0,r). Then A = co{l + B(0,r)} 
and hence Λ is 1-generated. Let || Hi on Λ be defined by 
1 1 x 1 1 1
 = ; i i f x * o . 
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From the example in Remark 3.2.8 we know that || || ι is a trivial norm on A. 
Let || || 2 on Λ be denned by 
||Л + В(0,г)|І2 = ( | Л | - г ) О (λ e В*). 
We first show that || | |2 is a well denned map. To this end, let λ, μ e BK be 
such that λ + B(0,r) = μ + B(O.r). 
If |Λ| < r, then |μ| < r and hence ||A + B(0,r)| | 2 = 0 = ||μ + B(0,r)| | 2. If |A| > r, then | λ - μ | < r < max(|A|,|^|) and hence |λ| = |μ| which implies 
that ЦЛ + B(0,r)| | 2 = |λ| - r = |μ| - r = ||μ + B(0,r)| | 2. 
It is not hard to verify that || | |2 is a norm on A. Now || | |2 is non-trivial, for 
letAi,A2,A3 e BK be such that |Ai| > |A2| > |A3| > ... andlimn-oo |A„| = r. 
Then A
n
 + B(0,r) - 0 in the || ||2-topology and A„ + B(0,r) Φ 0 for every 
n G N . 
3.2.11 Remark From K-vector space theory we know the following 'open 
mapping theorem'. 
Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let (E, || ||) and (F, || ||') be Banach 
spaces. Let Τ : (A, || ||) —» (B, || \\') be a continuous surjective homomor-
phism. Then Τ is open. 
The counterpart of this theorem for Як-modules is not true. In fact, there 
exist complete normed B/f-modules (Λ, || | |)and(B, || ||') and a continuous 
surjective homomorphism Τ : A—- В that is not open. 
For example, let К be spherically complete. Let (ifa/B(0,r), || | |2) be 
as in the previous example. (In Proposition 4.1.8 we will see that 
(Вк/В(0,г), || | |2) is complete.) It is easy to see that the canonical map 
π" : (BK, I I)-* (Вк/В(0,г), || | |2) is surjective and continuous. But, тг is not 
open, since B(Ó,r) is open in (BK, I I) and тг(В(0,г)) = {0}, which is not 
openin(BWB(0,r),| | | | 2 ) . 
In Section 5.4 of Chapter 5 we will prove an open mapping-like theorem for 
complete normable locally compactoid ifr-modules. 
Now we wül work out an example of a ifc-module generated by one element 
with a non-trivial norm || || on A for which (A, || ||) is not complete. 
3.2.12 Example Let К be not spherically complete. Let α ι , α 2 > . . . e Βχ 
and 1 £ η > r 2 > ... be such that Β(αι,η) э B(a 2,r 2) э ... and 
final B(On,r
n
) = 0 . Let r = limn-» *n- Then r > 0, since К is complete. 
Let A = Вк/В(0,г). Then A = со {1 + B(0,r)}. Let the norm || || on A be 
denned by ||A+ B(0,r) || = ( | A | - r ) vO (\eBK). 
Nowai+B(0,r),a 2 +B(0,r), . . . is a Cauchy sequence in A. For let m, η Ε Ν 
with m > η . T h e n a
m
 E B(a
n
, r
n
) which implies that \am-a
n
\ <r
n
. Thus, 
II(am + B(0,r)) - (an + B(0,r))|| = Ham - an) + B(0,r)| | = 
( l O m - a n l - r ) v 0 < r
n
- r - 0 ( n , m - o o ) . 
Suppose that there exists a y E A such that a„ + B(0, r) - y. Let χ E BK be 
such that y = x + B(0,r). Then ( | a
n
- x | - r ) vO = | |(aM -x) +B(0,r) | | = 
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| |(Яя + В ( 0 , г ) ) - у | | - 0 ( η - о о ) . 
Let m e N. Then there exists an N e N such that |x - a
n
\ -r <r
m
-r and 
hence |x - a
n
\ < r
m
 for all η > N. 
Let η > max(N,m). Then \x-a
m
\ < т а х ( | х - л „ | , |θη -a
m
\) <r
m
. That 
is to say χ G B ( a
m
, r
m
) . 
We obtain that χ e Ппгі B(a
n
,r
n
) = 0 , a contradiction. 
Hence, a\ +B(0,r), a 2 + B(0,r), аз+В(0,г),. . . is a Cauchy sequence which 
does not converge. Thus (A, || || ) is not complete. 
In the following section we will prove that every two norms on a torsion free 
¿fa-module Л e jFx are equivalent and that A is complete with respect to the 
unique norm topology. 
As promised in Remark 3.1.9 we now present an example of a complete 
normed torsion free B^-module such that for every A e í ¿ the map χ — Ax 
from A to \A is not a homeomorphism. Hence its norm is not equivalent to 
a faithful norm. 
3.2.13 Example Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. 
Let Л = B% = {(λ0,Λι,λ2,--·) | Ai e BK for all i e Ν}. Let || || on Λ be 
defined by 
||(Λο,λι.λ2,...)ΙΙ = |λοΙν8ΐ ιρ |λ«Γ ((Ло,Л1,А2 >...)еВ^). 
η>1 
It is not hard to verify that || || is a norm on A. 
We first show that (A, || ||) is complete. Let (xn)
n
eN be a Cauchy sequence 
in A Let к e N. Then |х£-х£Ч к < \\xn-xm\\ - 0. Hence, also x^-x^ 1 - 0 
in Вц. As BK is complete there exists a y^ e Βχ such that χ " — y^. Set 
У = (уо,Уі,У2,.-·) ε В%. We prove that lim
n
_„, | |x n - у\\ = 0. 
Let AT E N such that | |x n - xm\\ < ε for all m,η > N. Let к e N. Let 
m > N such that \x™ - yk\k < ε. Then for every η £ N we have that 
\χΐ - yk\
k
 ζ (I*? - * П v Ι*Γ - Ук\)к = I*" - x?\k v \Xk - y*\k * 
\\xn-xm\\ ν | x ^ - y f c l k <£V£ = ε. Thus, | | x n - y | | = sup k e N \x^-yk\k < ε 
for all η > І - Hence, x n - >> in (A, \\ \\). 
We now show that for every λ e Bj¿ \ {0} the map χ -- λχ is not a homeo­
morphism from A to λ A. Let λ e Bj¿ \ {0}. Let en be the element of A with a 
1 on the n t h place and a 0 on the other places. Then ||Ae„|| = | λ | η for each 
η > 1 and hence Ae
n
 -» Oin the || ||-topology. But not e
n
 — 0 in the || ||-
topology since | |e„| | = 1 for every η e N. 
Let 17 = {(λ 0,λι,λ 2,...) e A \ |λ„ | < 1 forlargen}. Then U is a sub-
module and {x e A \ ||x|| < 1} с U. Hence, U is open and therefore 
also closed. As (A, || ||) is complete it follows that also U is complete. Let 
λ e B¿ \ {0}. Let x n = (Λ Λ, 0,0,... ) (n e N) and let χ = (λ, λ, Λ,... ). 
η places 
Then ||χ - χ η ] | = | λ | η for all η > 1 and hence limn-» II* - xn\\ = 0. As 
x
n
 e AU for every η e N it follows that χ e At/. But not χ e AU. We obtain 
that \U is not closed. As At/ is a submodule of A this implies that At/ is 
also not open. Hence U is an example of an open and closed submodule of 
A for which MJ is neither open nor closed for every A e B¿. 
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3.2.14 Remark We can extend the norm || || on в£ to a norm || ||' on KN by 
defining 
ΙΙ(Αο.Λι,λ2,...)ΙΓ = (ΙλοΙ л 1) vsup( |A n | n л 1) ((Λ0,λι,λ2,...) e К"). 
η>1 
Then(KN, Il H') is a locally convex Bjf-module but not a locally convex vector 
space in the usual sense. It is even not a topological vector space as we may 
see as follows. Let eo, e\, e2, • · · be the canonical unit vectors in K
N
. Let μ e 
К, 0 < |μ| < 1. Then це
п
 - 0 (η - «>). Now μ~ιμε
η
 = e
n
 f or all η e Ν. 
Thus not μ~ι{μβ
η
) — 0 (η — eo). 
3.2.15 Proposition Let (A, || ||) be a normed Вк-module. Let В be a closed 
submodule of A. Then the map 
x + B~ inf | | x -b | | (xeA) 
beB 
is a norm on A/B; the so-called quotient norm. 
If || || is a Bosch norm then so is its quotient norm. 
Moreover, the topology on A/B induced by the quotient norm is equal to the 
quotient topology of the \\ \\ -topology. 
Proof: In this proof we will denote the quotient norm by || ||'. We prove 
property (i)-(iv) of a norm for || ||'. 
(i) As В is closed we obtain for every χ s A that 
||x + B||' = 0 <=> i n f | | x - b | | = 0 *=!· xeB. 
beB 
Hence Ну H' = 0<=»;y = 0 (ye A/B). 
(ii) Let xi,X2 e A. For every Ъ\, Ьг e В we have that bi + b-¿ s В and 
IKxi +X2) - (bi + b2)\\ < max(||xi - bi\\, | |x2 - b2\\). 
Therefore, | |(xi + B) + (x2 + B)\\' < max(||xi + ВЦ', | |x2 +B\\'). (iii) Let χ e Л and λ e Βχ. For every b e В we have that ЛЬ e В and 
| |λχ - ЛЫІ = | |λ(χ - Ь)|| s | |х - b\\ and hence | |λ(χ + B)||' < ||x + ВЦ'. 
(iv) Let χ e A. Let ( λ
η
)
η 6 Ν € BK be such that λ„ - 0 (η - oo). Then | |λ„(χ + B)|| ' ^ | |λ„χ - 0|| = | |λ
η
χ| | - 0 (η - во). 
If H II on A is a Bosch norm then || ||' on A/B is also a Bosch norm, which 
can be seen as follows. 
Let χ e A and λ e BK. Then ||λχ - \b\\ = | |λ(χ - b)| | <, \Щх - b\\ for 
every b e В. Andhence | |λ(χ + Β)||' = Ш
Ье
в І |Лх-Ь|| ^ Шьев | |Ах-ЛЬ|| < 
i n f b 6 B | A | | | x - b | | = |A|||x + B||'. 
Finally, we prove that the || ||'-topology and the quotient topology of the 
|| ||-topology coincide. To this end observe that for every χ G A and every 
ε > 0 
||x + B|| < ε <=> χ e {y e A | ||>Ί| < ε} + В. 
This implies that тг({х e A | | |x| | < ε}) = {w e A/B \ \\w\\' < ε] for every 
ε > 0. From here we easily derive the assertion. Π 
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3.2.16 Remark If Λ is а Βκ -module, || || a faithful norm on A and В a closed 
submodule of A then the quotient norm on A/B need not be faithful, even 
if А/В is torsion free. In the introduction of [17] one can find an example. 
3.2.17 Proposition Let {A, || ||) bea complete normed Вк-module. Let В be 
a closed submodule of A. Then the quotient topology on A/B is normable and 
complete. 
Proof: From Proposition 3.2.15 we obtain that the quotient topology on A/B 
is induced by the quotient norm || | |' on A/B. That (A/B, \\ \\') is complete 
can be proven in the same way as in the vectorial case. D 
3.2.18 Remark In the next section we will prove that every norm on a Bjf-
module A is equivalent to a norm ν on Л with sup ν < 1. That is to say that 
for a norm || || on a B^-module A there exists a norm ν on Λ with sup ν < 1 
such that || || and ν induce the same topology on A. From here we can prove 
the following. 
let ((A
n
. II lln))nsi be a collection of normed Βκ-modules. Let A = Ппеіч^п· 
Then there exists a norm || || on A such that the || || -topology equals the prod­
uct topology on A. 
A proof of this assertion can be given as follows. Let, for every η > 1, v
n 
be a norm on A
n
, with supv
n
 < 1 such that the v
n
-topology and the || | |
n
-
topology coincide. Let || || on A be defined by 
||x|| = max-v„(x(n)) ( x e A ) . 
nal Π 
Then || || is a norm on A and from 2. of Proposition 3.1.15 it follows that 
the || ||-topology equals the product topology on A. 
3.3 Seminorms 
3.3.1 Definition A seminorm on a Bjf-module A is a map ρ : A — [0, oo) with 
the following properties. 
(i) p(0) = 0. 
(ii) p{x + y) <max(p(x),p(y)) (x.yeA). 
(iii) ρ(λχ) < ρ (χ) (λ e Βκ, χ e A). 
(iv) If χ e Λ and (Λ„)
η(ΞΝ e Βκ such that λ η — 0 then ρ(λ„χ) — О. 
A seminorm ρ is called a Bosch seminorm if ρ has property (i) and (ii) and 
in addition 
(iii)' ρ(λχ) < |λ |ρ(χ) (λ e Β
κ
, χ e A). 
A seminorm ρ is called faithful if, besides (i) and (ii), ρ also satisfies 
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Gli)" ρ(λχ) = |λ |ρ(χ) (λ e Β
Κ
, χ e Λ). 
3.3.2 Notation Let Λ be a Bjf-module and ρ a seminorm on A. Let В be a 
submodule of A. Then the restriction of p, which is a seminorm on B, is 
denoted p\B. 
To prevent confusion with seminorms on K-vector spaces we make the fol­
lowing definition. 
3.3.3 Definition Let £ be a IC-vector space. A seminorm ρ on £ is called a 
vector space seminorm if ρ(λχ) = |λ |ρ(χ) for every λ e К and every χ e E. 
The following theorem can be proved in the same way as Theorem 3.2.5. 
3.3.4 Theorem Let A be a Вк-module and let В be a submodule of A. Let 
ρ be a bounded seminorm on B. Then there exists a seminorm qonA with 
sup q = sup ρ such that q \B = p. 
3.3.5 Definition Let Λ be a Bjc-module and let ρ be a seminorm on Л. A 
subset V of Λ is called ρ-open if for every y eV there exists an ε > 0 such 
that {x e Λ | p(x - y) < ε] с V. The collection of all p-open subsets is 
called the ρ-topology. 
3.3.6 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module and ρ a seminorm on A. Then the 
ρ-topology is a locally convex topology. 
The proof of this proposition is similar to that of Proposition 3.2.9. (Of 
course, we do not obtain the Hausdorff property). We will denote the Βκ-
module A provided with the p-topology by (A, p). 
The following proposition is easy to verify. 
3.3.7 Proposition Lef (Α, τ) be a topological Вк-module and let ρ bea semi-
norm on A. Then: 
ρ is continuous <=> ρ is continuous at 0 <=> For every ε > 0 the set 
{x 6 A | p(x) < ε} is open in A. 
3.3.8 Remark Openness of {x e A \ p(x) < 1} does not guarantee conti­
nuity of ρ ! 
Equivalence of seminorms 
The items 3.3.9 - 3.3.14 have their counterparts in vector space theory. The 
proofs are similar. 
3.3.9 Definition Let A be а Βκ -module and let ρ and q be seminorms on 
A. Then ρ is called q-continuous if ρ is continuous with respect to the 
q-topology. 
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3.3.10 Proposition Let A bea Вк-module and let ρ and a. be seminorms on 
A. Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
1. ρ is q-continuous. 
2. For every ε > 0 there exists α δ > 0 such that 
{x <=A\ q(x) < δ) с {x 6 A | p(x) < ε]. 
3. For every ε > 0 there exists α δ > 0 such that 
{x 6 A | q(x) < δ] с {χ e A | p(x) < ε}. 
4. For every sequence Χι, хг, хз,.. . in A for which x
n
 — 0 in the q -topology 
also x
n
 — 0 in the ρ-topology 
(i.e. q(x
n
) — 0 implies p(x
n
) — 0 (n — oo)). 
3.3.11 Proposition lef A be a Вк-module and let ρ and q be seminorms on 
A such that ρ is q-continuous. Then Kerq с Ker p. 
3.3.12 Definition Let Л be а Вк-module and let ρ and q be seminorms on A. 
Then ρ is called equivalent to q (notation: ρ ~ q) if the p-topology coincides 
with the q-topology. 
3.3.13 Proposition Let Abe a Вк-module and let ρ and q be seminorms on 
A. Then p~q <=> ρ is q-continuous and q is ρ-continuous. 
3.3.14 Corollary Let A bea Вк-module and let ρ and q be seminorms on A 
with ρ ~ q. Then Ker ρ = Kerq. 
In vector space theory two vector space seminorms ρ and q are equivalent iff 
there exist constants C\, сг > 0 such that c\p < q < c-¿p. ¿ι our case (where 
seminorms need not be faithful) this statement no longer holds. Yet we shall 
derive a result that has the same spirit (Theorem 3.3.20 and Theorem 3.3.19). 
The first step is to compose increasing functions and seminorms. 
3.3.15 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module and let ρ bea seminorm on A. Let 
ƒ : conv (p(A)) — [0, oo) be an increasing map such that f (0) = 0 and ƒ is 
continuous at 0. Then f ο ρ is a seminorm on A and f ο ρ is ρ-continuous, 
if, in addition, ƒ (t) = 0 <=» t = 0, then f °p ~ p. 
Proof: 1. ƒ (p) is a seminorm: 
(i) / ( p ( 0 ) ) = / ( 0 ) = 0. 
(ii) Let x,y e A. As ƒ is increasing we obtain that f(p(x + y)) <, 
f(max(p(x),p(y))) = max(/(p(x)), f(p(y))). 
(Ill) Let χ e A and λ e Вк. As ρ(λχ) < p(x) and ƒ is increasing we obtain 
t h a t / ( p ( A x ) ) < / ( p ( x ) ) . 
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(iv) Let χ e A and (Λ„)
η
εΝ e Βκ such that λ„ - 0. Then ρ ( λ
η
χ ) -* 0 and 
since ƒ is continuous at 0 then also ƒ (ρ(λ
η
χ)) — 0. 
2. f о pis p-continuous: 
Let (Xn)neN be a sequence in A such that x„ — 0 in the p-topology. Then 
p(*n) — 0 and as ƒ is continuous at 0 we obtain that / ( p ( x n ) ) — 0 and 
hence xn — 0 in the ƒ о p-topology. 
Suppose that, in addition, ƒ (t) = 0 «=> t = 0. Let (xn)neN be a sequence 
in A such that xn — 0 in the ƒ о p-topology. Then ƒ (p(xn)) — 0. Suppose 
not p(xn) — 0. Then there exists a ci > 0 such that p(xn) > d for infinitely 
many n. Then ƒ (p(xn)) ^ ƒ (<¿) for infinitely many η and as ƒ (d) > 0 this 
is in conflict to / ( p ( x
n
) ) — 0. Hence, p(x„) — 0 and thus x
n
 — 0 in the 
p-topology. 
We obtain that ρ is ƒ о p-continuous and hence ƒ ο ρ ~ p. π 
3.3.16 Corollary Lei A be a Βχ-module and let ρ bea seminorm on A. Then 
there exists a bounded seminorm qonA such that ρ ~ q. 
Proof: From the previous proposition we obtain that arctan op is a bounded 
seminorm and arctan ο ρ ~ p. Π 
3.3.17 Lemma Let A be α Βκ-module and let ρ and q be seminorms on A. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) ρ is q-continuous. 
(ii) There exists an increasing function ψ : conv(p(A)) —* [0, oo) with 
<//(t) = 0 <=> t = 0 such that ψ °p < q. 
(ii)' There exists an increasing function ψ : conv (ρ(Λ)) -¿ [0, oo) with 
ψ(ί) = 0 <=> t = 0 and ψ is continuous at 0 such that ψ ° ρ < q. 
If, in addition, ρ is bounded then (i) and (ii) are also equivalent with (iii) and 
(Ш)' below. 
(iii) There exists an increasing function φ : conv(q(A)) — [0, oo) with 
<p(0) = 0 and φ is continuous at 0 such that ρ < φ ° q. 
(iii)' There exists an increasing function φ : conv(q(A)) — [0, oo) with 
<p(t) = 0 <=> ί = 0 and φ is continuous at 0 such that ρ <,φ ° q. 
Proof: We first prove (i) => (ii) => (ii)' =» (i). 
(i) ^ (ii): If ρ = 0 there is nothing to prove. So assume ρ Φ 0. Let 
δ e conv (ρ(Λ)), δ > 0. We define 
Us = {ε > 0 Ι {χ e A I q(x) < ε} с {χ e Λ | ρ(χ) < δ}}. 
Now ρ is q-continuous, hence U¿ is not empty, even an interval. Since 
δ E conv(pOA)) there exists а у e A with p{y) > δ. Then Us с [0, q(y)], 
thus Us is bounded. Hence, we can define a map ψ : conv (p(A)) — [0, oo) 
by 
.. . f0 if 5 = 0, 
ψ ( δ ) =
 {
δ
ηρ[/
δ
 ϋδ>0. 
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It is clear that ψ is increasing. We have already seen that for every 
δ e conv (q(A)), δ > 0 there exists an ε > 0 such that ε € Us. This implies 
that t//(t) = 0 <=> t = 0. Moreover, ψ °p < q. For let y e Λ. If ÍJ(>0 = О 
then, by Proposition 3.3.11, p(y) = 0 and hence ф(р{у)) = 0 < q(y). 
Suppose q(y) > 0. For every s > q(y) we obtain that s ( UP(y) and hence 
ф{р{у)) <q(y). 
(ii) => (ii)': Let ƒ be the identity map on conv (p (A)). Then the function 
φ := ψ л ƒ : conv (p(A)) — [0, oo) is increasing, since ψ and ƒ are both 
increasing, $(t) = 0 «=> φ(ί) = 0 o r / ( t ) = 0 <=> t = 0 and from 
0 <. ψ < f it follows that ψ is continuous at 0. Furthermore, ψ <, ψ and 
hence $ o p < < / / o p < q . Hence, ψ satisfies the requirements, 
(ii)' =» (i): Again, for ρ = 0 there is nothing to prove, so assume 
ρ Ψ 0. Let ε > 0. We prove that there exists a δ > 0 such that 
{x e A | q(x) < J) с {x £ A | p(x) < ε]. If ε ί соп (р(Л)) we 
are done, Thus we may assume ε e conv (ρ(Λ)). Then ψ(ε) > 0. Let χ e A 
be such that q(x) < ψ(ε). Then i//(p(x)) < q(x) < ψ(ε) and since ψ is 
increasing we obtain that p(x) < ε. Hence we can take 5 = ψ (ε). 
From Proposition 3.3.10 we obtain that ρ is q-continuous. 
Suppose ρ is bounded. We prove (i) =* (iii) =* (iii)' => (i). 
(i) * (iii): Let δ e conv (q(Λ)). We define 
V5 = {ε > 0 | {x e A | q(x) < δ} с {χ e A | p(x) < ε}}. 
Let с > 0 such that с > sup p. Then с e V j and hence Vs * 0 for every 
δ e conv(q(A)). Thus we can define a map φ : conv (q(A)) — [0, oo) by 
φ(δ) = ìnSVs (δ G conv(q{A))). That φ is increasing is obvious. Fur­
thermore, Kerq с Kerp and hence φ(0) = 0. Moreover, φ is continuous 
at 0. For let ε > 0. As ρ is q-continuous there exists a δ e conv(q(A)), 
with δ > 0 such that {x e A \ q(x) < δ] с {χ e A \ p(x) < ε}. Then 
(ρ(δ) < ε. Since φ is increasing we obtain that [0,δ) с φ _ 1 ([0,ε)) . Fi­
nally we prove ρ < φ о q. in fact, let y e A For 5 < p(y) we obtain that 
j e {χ e A I q(x) < q(y)} but not у e {χ e A \ p(x) ^ 5}. Hence 
s € Vq(y). Thus ц(
У
) с [р(у),с] and hence фС^Су)) > р(у). 
(iii) =* (iii)': Let ƒ be the identity map on conv(q(A)). Then the function 
φ := φ ν ƒ : conv (q(A)) — [0,00) is increasing, ф(£) = 0 <=> t = 0 and <p 
is continuous at 0. Furthermore, φ < φ and thus p<<p°q<(poq. Hence, 
φ satisfies the requirements. 
(iii)' ^ (i): If q = 0 then ρ = 0 and we are done. Hence suppose q Φ 0. Let 
ε > 0. We have q?(0) = 0 and <p is continuous at 0, hence there exists a 
δ e conv {q(A)) with δ > 0 such that φ(δ) < ε. Suppose χ e A is such that 
q(x) < δ. Then p(x) < qp(q{x)) < ε. Thus, 
{x e A I q(x) < δ} с {x e A I p(x) < ε}. 
By Proposition 3.3.10 ρ is q-continuous. Π 
3.3.18 Remark If the seminorm ρ in the previous proposition is not 
bounded there need not to exist a map Φ as in (iii). 
For example, let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let A = K2. Let 
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ρ : A — [0, ») be defined by 
Ρ((λι,λ 2)) = | λ ι | ν | λ 2 | (Аі,Д 2 еЮ. 
Let q : A— [0, oo) be defined by 
q((AbA2)) = |λ ι | varctan|A 2 | (АЬА2 e К). 
It is not hard to verify that ρ and q are equivalent (semi-)norms on A. Yet, 
(ili) does not hold. In fact, let λ e Κ, |λ| > 1. Let (x
n
)neN e A be defined 
b y x
n
 = (0,An) ( n e N ) . Thenp(x„) = |A|n - oo (n - oo). Should there 
exist an increasing map φ : conv (q(A)) —• [0, oo) such that ρ < φ o q then 
p(x
n
) < <p(q{x
n
)) <• φ(\π) for all η G Ν, a contradiction. 
The following two theorems are an immediate consequence of Lemma 
3.3.17. 
3.3.19 Theorem Let A be a Вк-module and let ρ and q be seminorms on A. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) Ρ ~ q. 
(ii) There exist increasing functions ψι : conv(p(A)) —» [0, oo) and 
Ψ2 : conv(q(A)) — [0, oo), both continuous atO and ipi(t) = 0 «=> 
ψ 2 (ί) = 0 <=> t = 0 such that ψ\ ° ρ < q and (//2 о q < p. 
3.3.20 Theorem Let A be a Вк-module and let ρ and q be bounded contin­
uous seminorms on A. Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) Ρ ~ q. 
(ii) There exist increasing functions φ and ψ : conv {p(A)) — [0, oo), both 
continuous atO and cp(t) = 0 <=> ψ(ί) = 0 <t=> t = 0 such that 
ip°p<q<cpop. 
(iii) There exist increasing functions φ and ψ : conv(q(A)) — [0, oo), both 
continuous at 0 andçp(t) = 0 <=> ψ(ί) = 0 <=> t = 0 such that 
(poq<p<qpoq. 
In [30] one can find theorems like Theorem 3.3.19 and Theorem 3.3.20 for 
seminorms on topological groups. 
Equivalence of norms on modules of finite rank 
Warning; We remind the reader of the fact that norms need not be faithful so 
that, in particular on JC-vector spaces, the concept of a norm is more general 
than the usual one. 
Our purpose is to prove that all norms on a torsion free Вк-module of finite 
rank are equivalent. Before we start with this we first give a definition. 
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3.3.21 Definition Let η e N and let £ be an η-dimensional K-vector space. 
Let ei,..., e
n
 be a (vector space) base for £. Then the vector space norm || || » on£, defined by 
ЦЛібі + · · · + A„e
n
|U = max |ЛІ| ( А
Ь
. . . ,λ„ e К), 
l<isn 
is called the max norm with respect to ei,..., e
n
. 
3.3.22 Proposition Let E be a one-dimensional K-vector space and iet || || be 
a norm on E. Let e G E such that E = Ke. Then there exists an increasing 
map φ : [0, oo) — [0, oo), with qp(t) = 0 <=> ί = 0 and φ is continuous at 
0, such that \\\e\\ = <ρ(|λ|) λ e К Moreover, E is complete with respect to 
II I I . 
Proof: Let \,μ eK such that |λ| > \μ\. Then \\це\\ = ΙΚμλ-^λβΙΙ < ||Ле||. 
Thus also, if |λ| = \μ\ then ||Ae|| = ||μβ||. Hence we can define a map 
φ : \K\ —· [0, oo) by φ(|λ|) = ||Ле|| (λ e К). Then φ is increasing and 
Φ(|λ|) = 0 <=> |λ| = 0. We can extend φ to a map φ : [0, oo) — [0, oo) by 
defining 
Φ ( 0 = sup ф(тг) (te[0,oo)). 
тгеІАГІ 
TTSt 
(If the valuation on К is trivial then there exists an a > 0 such that | |£|| = {0,a}. We then define φ (t) = at (te [0, oo)).) Then (ρ is is 
increasing, q?(i) = 0 <=> t = 0 and φ is continuous at 0. Furthermore, 
<ρ(|λ|) = «Леи (ЛЕЮ. 
From Proposition 3.3.15 we obtain that || || is equivalent with the norm 
Ke — |λ| and £ is complete with respect to this norm. Π 
3.3.23 Proposition Let η e N. Let E be an η-dimensional K-vector space. 
Then all norms on E are equivalent and E is complete with respect to every 
norm. 
Proof: By induction. The case η = 1 is the previous proposition. 
Let η e N be such that all norms on a K-vector space £ with dim£ = η are 
equivalent and £ is complete with respect to every norm. Let £ be a K-vector 
space with dim£ = η + 1. Let e\ e
n+i be a vector space base for £. Let 
II ||» be the max norm with respect to ei e
n
+\. 
Let || || be a norm on£. We prove || || ~ || ||M. Let (Xk)keN be a sequence in 
£. For each k s N let Af,..., λ£+1 e К such that Xk = Afei +. . . + A^+1en+i· 
Suppose lutilo» — 0. Then |A |^ — 0 (k — oo) for every i e {1,... ,n + 1} 
and hence ||А£е
Е
|| - 0 (к - <»). Thus, 
llxfcll = ΙΙλΪβι + . . . + λ£+ιβη+ιΙΙ ^ max ||λ£βί|| - 0 (к - oo). 
lá i sn+l 
Suppose llxjtll — 0 (k — oo). Suppose there exists an i E {1,... ,η + 1} 
such that not |A |^ — 0. By symmetry we may assume that i = η +1. We may 
assume that there exists а с > 0 such that |λ£+1 \ > с (fc e Ν). 
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Let D = [ei,..., e
n
]. By induction D is || ||-complete and hence || ||-closed. 
Let μ e К such that 0 < |μ| < с. As μβ
η+ι £ D there exists an ε > 0 such 
that || χ + μβη+ι || > ε for all χ e D. In particular, 
j — \\ei + · · · + -~-\^е
п
 + μβη+ι II > ε for every к e : 
^ n + l ' v n + l 
Then llxfcll > Wjë-XkW = HjnMfo + • · · + т ^ л £ е
п
 + μβ«+ιΙΙ > ε for 
" n t l Λ π + 1 Λ η + Ι 
all fe e Ν. This is in contradiction to ||χ^|| - 0. Thus, |λ*| — 0 for every 
i e ( l , . . . , n + l ) and hence ||Xfc||» — 0. 
From vector space theory we know that E is complete with respect to || || „. 
As || || ~ || | |„ we obtain that also (£, || ||) is complete. D 
3.3.24 Proposition let A be a Вк-module such that every two norms on A 
are equivalent. Let В be a submodule of A. Then every two norms on В are 
equivalent. 
Proof: Let || Hi and || | |2 be norms on B. To show the equivalence we may, 
by Corollary 3.3.16, assume that || Hi and || | |2 are bounded. Theorem 3.2.5 
guarantees that there exist norms vi and г on A such that vi \B = || || ι and 
2 |Я = || | |2. Then vi ~ v2 and hence || Hi ~ || | |2. • 
3.3.25 Theorem Let A be a torsion free Вк-module in JK- Then all norms on 
A are equivalent and A is complete with respect to every norm. 
Proof: Let E = К ®в
к
 A (see Remark 2.1.32). Then £ is a finite dimensional 
vector space (see Remark 2.2.29). From Proposition 3.3.23 we obtain that all 
norms on E are equivalent. By using the previous proposition we obtain that 
every two norms on A are equivalent. To show completeness, let ei en 
be a vector space base for E. Let || ||M be the max norm with respect to 
e i , . . . , en on E. By Proposition 2.1.31, Л is an absorbing submodule of E. 
Thus A is open and hence closed with respect to || Ц«,. Since E is complete 
with respect to || | |„ we obtain that A is complete with respect to the re­
striction of || || „ to A. As all norms on A are equivalent we obtain that A is 
complete with respect to any norm. Π 
We have seen in Example 3.2.10 that even on 1-generated Вк-modules we 
may have inequivalent norms. In the following proposition we will see that 
there exist at most two equivalent classes of norms on a rank 1 Βκ -module. 
3.3.26 Proposition lef \K\ be non-trivial. Let A, В be absolutely convex sub­
sets of К such that (0 | ^ В с A . Let V = conv \B\. Let \\ \\ be a norm on 
A/B. 
1. If \K\ is discrete or \K\ is dense andV = [0,c) with с s \K\ then || || is 
trivial. 
2. If\K\ is dense and V = [0,c] withe e \K\ orV = [0,c) withe ί \K\ 
then || || is trivial or || || is equivalent with || ||', where \\ \\' is defined by 
ІІЛ + ВЦ' = (|Л| - e ) V0 (A G A). 
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Proof: 1. Let λ e Λ suchthat λ £ В and μ e В for every μ e Awith |μ| < |λ|. 
Let d = ||λ + ВЦ. Then d > 0. Let χ e Α/Β, χ Φ 0. There exist a μ G Λ such 
ώ 8 ΐ χ = μ + Β. T h e n ^ l > |λ| and hence d = \\\ + B\\ = ΙΚλμ-^ίμ + B)|| < 
||μ + ВЦ = ||х||. Then {χ G А/В | | |x| | < d} = {0} and hence {0} is open 
which is to say that || || is trivial. 
2. Suppose || || is non-trivial. Let ε > 0. Let U = {x G Λ/Β | | |x| | ' < ε]. 
Then Í/ is a non-zero submodule of A/B. Let y e U, y * 0. Let λ e A such 
that y = λ + Β. Let δ = ЦуЦ > 0. Let χ G Λ/Β such that | |x|| < δ. Let μ G Λ 
such that χ = μ + В. Then |μ| < |λ|. (If |μ| > |λ| then λ μ - 1 e Β
κ
 and hence 
\\y\\ = HA + ВЦ = ΙΚλμ^Ημ + B)|| ss ||μ + ВЦ = | |χ| | < δ, a contradiction.) 
Then χ = (μλ_ 1);ν e U. 
We obtain that {χ e Λ/Β | | |χ | | < δ} с {χ e Λ/Β | | |χ | | ' < ε}. By using 
Proposition 3.3.10 we obtain that || ||' is || ||-continuous. Observe that we 
used only the fact that || ||' is non-trivial. So by symmetry we obtain that 
|| || is || ||'-continuous. Hence, || || ~ || ||'. Π 
3.3.27 Corollary Let A be a torsion Βκ-module of rank 1. Then all non-trivial 
norms on A are equivalent. 
3.3.28 Remark The previous corollary is in general not true for Bjf-modules 
of rank η with η > 1. For example, Let К = Cp. Let A = Βχ/ρΒχ χ Βχ/ρΒκ· 
Then rank A = 2. 
Let vi on Βκ/ρΒκ be defined by νι(λ + ρΒ
κ
) = (|Λ| - ρ ) vO (λ G BK) and 
let V2 be a trivial norm on Βχ/ρΒκ- Let || || ι on Λ be defined by 
ΙΙ(ΧΙ,*2)ΙΙΙ =max(vi(xi),v2(X2)) (хі.хг eBK/pBK) 
Then || Hi and || Ц2 are both non-trivial norms but they are not equivalent. 
3.3.29 Remark It is an interesting open problem whether for a Bjç-module 
A that is a product of two Βκ -modules or rank 1 there exist at most four 
equivalence classes of norms. 
Some Special Seminorms 
3.3.30 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module and let U be a 
submodule of A. If\K\ is non-trivial, U is supposed to be absorbing. Then 
Pu : А^ [0, oo) defined by 
PuM = -
'0 ifxGt/, 
1 i f x í í / 
is a seminorm and: pu is continuous •<=> U is open. 
Proof: 1. As U is a submodule it is easy to verify that pu satisfies the prop-
erties (i),(ii) and (iii) for a seminorm. If \K\ is trivial, property (iv) is auto-
matically satisfied. If |AT| is non-trivial, property (iv) is satisfied since U is 
absorbing. Hence, pu is a seminorm. 
2. We prove рц is continuous <=> U is open. 
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=>) Suppose pu is continuous. Then U = {x e A \ puix) < 1} = ρ
υ
ι
 ([О,1)). 
And the latter set is open since pu is continuous. Hence, U is open. 
«=) Suppose U is open. Then U с {χ e A \ puW < ε} for every ε > 0 
and hence the latter set is open for all ε > 0. By Proposition 3.3.7, pu is 
continuous. Π 
3.3.31 Proposition Let A be α Βχ -module and let U bean absorbing submod-
ule of A. Then the so-called Minkowsky function qu • A— [0, ») defined by 
qu(x) = inf{|A| | λ e Κ,χ e At/} 
is a Bosch seminorm on Α. 
Proof: 
(i) qu(0) = 0, since 0 e OU. 
(ii) Let χ,y e A. To show that qu(x + у) ^ max(qu(x),qu(y)) we may 
assume that qu(x) ^ qu(y)· Set t = qu(x). 
If \K\ is discrete then there exists a λ e К such that |λ| = t. Then 
χ e At/ and y E AU and hence also χ + y e At/. Thus qu(x + y) ^ 
|λ| = t = max(iï[/(x), qu(y)). 
If |K| is dense then χ,y e At/ for every \s К with |λ| > t. Then also 
χ + y e \U for every λ e К with |λ| > t. Hence Í?C/(X + y) < |λ| for 
every \ G К with |λ| > t. As \K\ is dense we obtain that qu(x + y) ^ 
t = max(<ju(x),qy(;y)). 
(iii)' Let χ e Λ and μ e Вк. То prove qu(vx) ^ Ιμΐ4ί/(χ), set qu{x) = t. 
If |tf I is discrete then there exists a λ e К with |λ| = t. Then x e Al/ 
and hence μχ e μ(λυ) с (μλ)1/. Thus qufax) ¿, \μ\Μ = |μ|<ϊυ(χ). 
If |К| is dense then χ e λί/ for every À e i with |λ| > t. Then 
μχ e μ(\υ) с (μλ)1/ for all λ e К, |Л| > t. Hence зс/(^лг) <ί |μ | |λ | 
for every λ e ¿ with |λ| > t. Since |ΑΓ| is dense we obtain that 
íjiHjUX) ^ |μ | ί = |μ |<Μχ). 
Π 
3.3.32 Remark Observe that qu depends on the embedding module A. 
3.3.33 Proposition Let Abe a BR -module and let U be an absorbing submod­
ule of A. Then 
1. pu £ qu-
2. For every A e BK: {x e A \ qu(x) < |A|} с At/ с {χ e A \ qu(x) ^ |A|}. 
3. If τ is a locally convex topology on A then qu continuous => U is τ-open. 
The proof is straightforward. 
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3.3.34 Remark It is not surprising that the converse of 3. above is not true 
as we see from the following example. 
Let К = Cp, let B(0P ±) = {λ e Κ | |λ| =s ±}. Let A = BK/W, | ) . Let the 
norm II II on A be defined as 
||λ + Β(0,-) | | = ( | λ | - - ) ν Ο (λ e В*). 
Ρ Ρ 
Let τ be the || ||-topology. 
Now {χ e Λ I qA(x) <^} = {0}, for if qA(x) < ¿, then χ e pA = {0}. 
We see that {x e A \ qA (x) < \} is not open and hence qA is not continuous 
(while A is obviously open). 
3.3.35 Proposition Let (Α,τ) be a locally convexB¡c-module and let U be a 
submodule of A. If\K\ is non-trivial then U is supposed to be absorbing. Let 
ρ
υ
:Α^ [0, oo) be defined by 
Pu(x) = sup \λ\~ιρυ(\χ) (χ e A). 
АеВк 
λ*0 
Then 
1. Pu(x) < oo for all χ e Α. 
2. Pu(x) = 0 <=> pu(x) = 0 «=> χ e U. 
3. Pa(x) is a Bosch seminorm. 
4. the pxj-topology equals the pu-topology. 
5. ρ
υ
 is the smallest among all Bosch seminorms r for which r > pu-
Proof: If \K\ is trivial then ρ
υ
 = pu and there is nothing to prove, so suppose 
\K\ is non-trivial. 
1. Let χ e A. As U is absorbing there exists an r e (0,1) such that λχ e t/ 
for every AeB« with |Λ| < r. And hence ρυ(λχ) = 0 for every λ e ßjc with 
|λ| < r . Then 
Pu(x) = sup | λ | _ 1 ρ υ ( λ χ ) ^ sup | λ | - 1 ^ f_1 < °°· 
Αεί« \eBK |A|>r |A |ar 
2. Let x s A. Then Py(x) = 0 <=> ρυ(λχ) = 0 for every λ e В* <=> 
Pa(x) = Pc/U • x) = 0 <=> χ eU. 
3. (i) pu(0) = 0, since ρυ(λθ) = 0 for every λ e Β
κ
. 
(ii) Let χ,у e A. We show ρ
υ
(χ + у) < тах(ри(х),ри(у))· By symmetry 
we may assume that p
v
{x) > Рц(У)· Set P[/(x) = t. If t = 0 then х,з> e t/ 
andhencex+y e 17 which means that p
v
(x+y) = 0 = тах(ри(х),ри(у))· 
Suppose r > 0. Then ρυ(λχ) = 0 and pu(hy) = 0 for every λ s Βκ with 
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|λ| < t _ 1 and hence also py(A(x + у)) = 0 for every A e Βχ with |λ| < f1. 
Then 
Pu(x + y)< sup |АГ1р
и
(А(х + ;)')) < ί = тах(р
и
(х),р
и
(у)). 
Л е В
к 
(ііі)' Let χ e A and μ e BK. We prove Ρυ(μχ) < \μ\ρυ(χ). Set p y (x) = t. If 
t = 0 we are done. 
Supposeí > 0. Thenpu(Áx) = 0 for every A e В* with |λ| < t - 1 . If |μ| < t - 1 
then ρυ(μχ) = 0 and hence ρ
υ
(μχ) = 0 < |μ|ρμ(χ). If |μ| si г - 1 then 
Ρυ(λ(μχ)) = 0 for every A e B¡c with |λ| < | μ | _ 1 ί _ ' a n d hence 
Ρυ(μχ) < sup ΙΛΓ^υίλίμχ))^ |μ|ί = ΙμΙρυίχ). 
AeBjf 
ΙΑΐΑίμΙ-'ί-1 
4. {χ 6 Α | pu(x) < ε} = {χ e Λ | p y(x) < ε} = 17 for every ε e (0,1). It 
follows that the py-topology equals the p^-topology. 
5. Letx € A. Thenp[/(x) > |l|_1pu(l.x) = pu(x). Hence, pu > pu-
Suppose q is a Bosch seminonn on A with q > рц. Let χ e A. For every 
Aeíjf\ {0} we obtain that q(x) > |A|-1q(Ax) > |A|_1pi/(Ax) and hence 
q(x) ;> sup |λ|-1ρι/(λχ) = py(x). 
AeB K 
Thus, q > py. Π 
Now we connect ρ
υ
 with the Minkowsky function qu of Definition 3.3.31. 
If the valuation on К is trivial then the only absorbing submodule of a Βχ-
module Λ is Λ itself and q& is a trivial norm on A. If the valuation on К 
is non-trivial then, for every absorbing submodule U of A, qu is a Bosch 
seminonn with qu ^ pu- Hence qu > Pu- But there is a much more direct 
relation between qu and p
u
, as we see in the next proposition. 
3.3.36 Proposition lef \K\ be non-trivial. Let A be a Ba-module and let U be 
an absorbing submodule of A. 
If the valuation on К is dense then 
hi 
_ i fxei/, 
PuM
-lqu(x) i fxei/. 
If the valuation on К is discrete and then 
_ Го i fxei/, 
where тг = max{|A| | А еВк.Ш < 1]. 
Proof: 1. Suppose that \K\ is dense. Let χ e A If χ e Í/ then Pu (χ) = 0 as 
we have already seen before. If χ £ [/ then p y (x) > 1. Let 5 > py(x). Then 
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there exists a μ e К such that s > \μ\ > p
v
(x). This implies ρυ(μ_ 1χ) = 0, 
in other words μ~ιχ e U. Then |μ| e {|λ| | λ e Κ, χ e AU] and hence 
qjj(x) < \μ\ <s. _ 
We obtain that qu(x) ^ Pt/(x). And thus, by 5. of Proposition 3.3.35, 
qu(x) = PuM- _ 
2. Suppose |ATJ is discrete. Let χ e A. If χ e U then of course p
v
(x) = 0. If 
χ f í/thenpuíx) > 1. ίείμ б К such that р
у
 (χ) = |μ|. Τηεηρυίμ^χ) = 1 
and hence χ £ μΌ. That is to say |μ| f {|λ| | λ e Χ, χ e λί/}. Let ν G Β
κ 
suchthat |ν | = π. Thenpu(x) < | ν | _ 1 | μ | and hence, ρ
υ
{νμ~ιχ) = 0. This 
implies χ e (ν_1μ)[7 and hence, |ν | _ α |μ | e {|λ| \ λ e Κ, χ e AU}. Then 
qi/(x) = Μ - 1 |μΙ and hence pu (χ) = \v\qu(x) = тг<?и(х). Π 
3.4 Seminorms and Locally Convex Topologies 
3.4.1 Definition Let A be a Βχ-module and let Τ be a collection of semi-
norms A. A subset V of A is called T-open if for every у e V there exist 
и G Ν, pi,..., pn e Τ and ει,..., ε
η
 > 0 such that 
{xeA\ pi(x-y) κει (i = l n)}cV. 
The collection of all P-open subsets of A is called the Τ-topology. 
3.4.2 Proposition Let A be α Βκ-module and let Τ bea non-empty collection 
of seminorms on A. Then the T-topology is a locally convex topology on A. 
Proof: The collection 
С = ( { х е Л | ρ((χ)<ει (i = 1,... ,n)})
n e N i Pl P n e î >, £l £n>0 
is a collection of submodules of A such that for every finite subcollection J 
of С there exists aC/eC such that U с Ç\J. If \K\ is non-trivial then, by 
property (iv) for a seminorm, every member of С is absorbing. Furthermore, 
the C-topology equals the ÎMopology. Now apply Proposition 3.1.26. Π 
3.4.3 Proposition Let {Α, τ) bea locally convex Βκ-module and let Τ be the 
collection of all continuous seminorms on A. Then τ equals the T-topology. 
Proof: That every f-open submodule is т-ореп is an easy consequence of 
Proposition 3.3.7. Let U be а т-ореп submodule of A. Then the seminorm 
pu is T-continuous and hence U - {x e A \ pt/(x) < 1} is У-ореп. D 
3.4.4 Definition Let Τ be a collection of seminorms on a locally convex Βκ-
module (Λ, τ). We say that Τ generates τ if the P-topology equals т. 
The following proposition-has its counterpart in vector space theory. The 
proof is similar. 
3.4.5 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βκ-module. 
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(i) Let Τ bea generating collection ofseminorms for т. Let (x
a
)aei be a 
net in A. Then 
x
a
 — 0 <=» p(x
a
) — 0 for every ρ e T. 
(ii) If Τ is a collection seminorms on A such that for each net (xa)a<=¡ in A 
Xa — 0 <=> p(xa) - 0 for every ρ e У, 
then Τ isa generating collection of seminorms for т. 
3.4.6 Definition Let A be a Βχ -module. A collection Τ of seminorms on A 
is called separating if for every χ e A with χ Φ 0 there exists a ρ G У such 
that ρ (χ) * 0 . 
3.4.7 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex topology. Then 
(Λ, τ) is Hausdorff «=> There exists a separating collection Τ of seminorms 
on A such that τ = Τ-topology. 
An analogous theorem is known from vector space theory. The proof is sim­
ilar. 
3.4.8 Proposition Let {Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module. Let 
T= l Pu j ц open submodule of A• 
Then the T-topology equals т. 
Proof: Every q e Τ is continuous and hence the ^-topology is weaker than 
т. In the proof of Proposition 3.4.3 we have already seen that every т-ореп 
submodule is У-ореп. Π 
3.4.9 Corollary Every locally convex topology on а Βκ -module A is generated 
by a collection of bounded seminorms. 
3.4.10 Proposition Every locally convex topology on a Вк-module A is gene­
rated by a collection of Bosch seminorms. 
Proof: For every open submodule U of A the seminorm p
v
 is a Bosch semi-
norm. Let Τ = {рц I U open submodule of A]. From Proposition 3.3.35 we 
know that pu ~ Pu f° r every open submodule U of A. By using Proposition 
3.4.8 we obtain that τ equals the У-topology. D 
3.4.11 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module and let В be a 
submodule of A. If Τ is a collection of seminorms on A generating τ, then 
T' := {p\B | ρ e Τ) is a collection of seminorms on В generating τ\Β. 
Proof: For every ρ e Τ and every ε > 0 we have {χ e В \ р\В(х) < ε} = 
{χ e А \ р(х) < ε] η В. From here we easily derive the assertion. D 
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3.4.12 Proposition Let I be an index set and for every iel let (АІ, Ή ) bea 
locally convex Вк-module. Let A = Y[isI Ai and let τ be the product topology 
on A. For each ί e I let Qi be a collection seminorms on Ai generating T¿. 
Then £ : = ( p o Λ)ρεβ„ te/ is a collection seminorms on A generating т. 
Proof: Combine Proposition 3.1.15 and Proposition 3.4.5. Π 
3.4.13 Remark Let (Α, τ ) be a locally convex Вк-module and let В be a sub-
module of A. For a seminorm ρ on A we define the seminorm p' on ΑΙ В 
by 
p'(x + B) = inf p(x-b) (xeA). 
beB 
Suppose У is a collection of seminorms on A generating т. Then the collec­
tion T' := {p' | ρ e Τ] need not to generate the quotient topology on A/B. 
(Compare Proposition 3.2.15). 
For example, let К = Qp and let A = Вц x Вк. Let the seminorms p\ and p 2 
on A be defined by 
Ρι((λι,Λ2)) = | λ 1 - λ 2 | (ЛьЛ 2 еВк), 
Ρ2((λι,λ2)) = | λ ι + λ 2 | (Лі,Л 2еВк). 
Let Τ = {pi, рг) and let τ be the ÎMopology on A. Let В = {0} χ В
к
 с Α. 
Then 
Ρΐ((λι,λ 2 ) +B) < ρι((λι,λ 2 ) - (0,λ2 - λι)) = ρι(λι,λι) = О 
for every Λι,λ2 e Вк- Hence, р\ = 0 on Al В. In the same way we obtain 
that p 2 = 0 on A/B. Hence, T' = {0}. Now 
U := {χ G A I pi(x) < — and p 2(x) < —} 
is T-open and hence n(U) is open in the quotient topology on A/B. (Here 
π : A — A/B is the quotient map.) Now n(U) * A/B, since, for example, 
(1,0) + В £ тг(Ю. This implies that n(U) is not У'-ореп. Thus T' does not 
generate the quotient topology. 
Later on in this section we will introduce the notion of a weak base of semi-
norms for a locally convex topology. There we call a collection Τ of semi-
norms on a locally convex B/rmodule (Α, τ) a weak base of seminorms for 
τ if the collection {x e A \ p{x) < ε}
ρ ε
?, ε>ο is a base of seminorms for т. 
Then we have the following. 
Let (Α, τ) bea locally convex Вк-module and let В be a submodule of A. Let 
Τ be a weak base of seminorms for т. Then T' := {p' | ρ e Τ} is a weak 
base of seminorms for the quotient topology of τ on A/B. 
Proof: Let q e T' and let ε > 0. We prove that {x e A/B \ q(x) < ε) is 
open in the quotient topology. To this end let ρ 6 Τ such that q = p ' . Then 
{x e A/B | q(x) <ε} = n({y e A \ p(y) < ε} 
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and the latter set is open in the quotient topology. 
Now we prove that the collection [x e А/В \ q(x) < ε}4ε?', £>o is a base 
of zero neighbourhoods for the quotient topology. To this end let U be a 
submodule of A/В that is open in the quotient topology. Then there exists 
a T-open submodule V of Л such that n(V) = U. As Ρ is a weak base of 
seminorms for τ we obtain that there exists a ρ e У and an ε > 0 such that 
{y sA\ p(y) < £} с V. Then p ' e Τ' and 
{χ e Α/Β Ι ρ'{χ) <ε} = n{{y e Α | ρ(χ) < ε}) с тг( ) = U. 
a 
3.4.14 Proposition lef (Λ, τ) be a locally convex Βχ-module. Then: 
(Α, τ) is metrizable <=> There exist a countable, separating collection Τ of 
seminorms on A such that τ = T-topology. 
An analogous proposition is known in vector space theory. The proof is sim­
ilar. But since our notion of norm is more 'relaxed' we can even prove the 
following. 
3.4.15 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βχ-module. Then: 
(Α, τ) is metrizable <*=> There exists a norm || || on A such that τ equals 
the || || -topology. 
Proof: ^ ) Suppose {Α, τ) is metrizable. From the previous lemma we obtain 
that there exist a separating collection Τ = {pi, рг, Рз, • • •} of seminorms on 
A such that τ = TMopology. We may suppose that each p
n
 is bounded and 
sup pn ^ 1 for all η > 1. Otherwise we take р
п
л 1 instead of p„ for all 
η > 1 (p„ л 1 = φ о pn, where φ : conv(p
n
(A)) — [0, oo) is defined by 
qp(t) = t л 1 ( t e conv(p
n
(A))) and hence, by Proposition 3.3.15, p
n
 л 1 
is a seminorm and p
n
 л 1 ~ ρ for all η e Ν). Let 
1 1 
Я = \ v 2^2 v з Р з v · · · • 
One verifies easily that q is a seminorm on A and, as Τ is separating, even 
a norm. Let (x
n
)neN be a sequence in A. Then 
q(Xn) — 0 <=> pk(x„) - 0 for all k e N. 
By using Proposition 3.4.5 we obtain that the q-topology equals т. 
«=) is obvious. D 
3.4.16 Proposition Lef (Α, τ) be a Hausdorff locally convex Βχ-module. Let 
Τ be a collection of seminorms on A that generates т. Lef for every ρ G Τ 
the norm ρ on А/Кет ρ be defined by p(x + Kerp) = p(x) (x e A). Then 
(Α,τ) is topologically embeddable in П
р 6 у ( ^ / К е г Р > Р ) ' provided with the 
product topology. 
The proof of this proposition is similar to that of Proposition 3.1.31 and is 
omitted. 
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3.4.17 Corollary Every Hausdorff locally convex Вк-module is embeddable 
in a product of normed Βκ -modules. 
Continuous Seminorms 
First we prove a general proposition on continuous seminorms. 
3.4.18 Proposition Let Τ be a collection of seminorms on a Вк-module A. 
Then: 
1. Let ρ G Τ and let φ : соп (р(Л)) — [0, оо) be an increasing function 
such that q?(t) = 0 <=> i = 0 and φ is continuous at 0. Then φ ο ρ is a 
T-continuous seminorm. 
2. Let p,q e ? . Then ρ ν qis a T-continuous seminorm. 
3. Let pi,P2, Рз. · · · e Τ and let ρ be such that llmM_„ p„ = ρ uniformly on 
A. Then ρ is a T-continuous seminorm. 
Proof: 1. From Proposition 3.3.15 we obtain that φ ο ρ ~ p. Hence φ ο ρ is 
î>-continuous. 
2. It is not hard to see that ρ ν q is a seminorm. That pw qis У-continuous 
is even more obvious. 
3. First we show that ρ is a seminorm. 
(i) p(0) = limn—» Pn(0) = limn-» 0 = 0. 
(ii) Letx.y E A. Lete > 0, Let η e N be such that s u p
x e A \pn(x)-p(x)\ < 
\ε. Then p(x + y) < p
n
( x + y) + \ε < тах(р
п
(х),р
п
(у)) + \ε < 
max(p(x) + \e,p{y) + \ε) + \ε = max(p(x), p(.y)) + ε. 
We obtain p(x + y) < max(p(x), p(y)). 
(lil) Let χ e Λ and λ e BK. Let ε > 0. Let η e Ν be such that 
s u p
x e A |pn(x) - PM\ < \ε. 
Then ρ(λχ) < Ρη(λχ) + \ε < p„(x) + \ε < p(x) + ε. 
We obtain ρ(λχ) < p(x). 
(iv) Let χ e Λ and let (A„)
n e N e BK be such that Λη - 0. Let ε > 0. Let 
m e N be such that s u p
x e 4 \pm(x) - p(x)\ < \ε. Then р т (Л„х) <, \ε 
for large η and hence ρ ( λ
η
χ ) < ε for large n. 
We obtain ρ ( λ
η
χ ) — 0 (η — оо). 
The proof of the f-continuity of ρ is standard. Π 
Now we prove a lemma on extension of seminorms whose counterpart in 
vector space theory is well-known. 
3.4.19 Lemma Let A be a Вк-module and let В be a submodule of A. Let ρ be 
a seminorm on В and let qbea seminorm on A such that ρ < q onB. Then 
r : A— [0, oo), defined by 
r(x) = Inf max(p(fc),q(x - b)) (x e A), 
beB 
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is a seminorm onA,r <,q and r = ρ on В. 
Proof: 1. Letx e A Thenr(x) < max(p(0),q(x-0)) = q(x), hence r ^ q. 
2. It is easy to see that r > 0. We prove that r is a seminorm. We only prove 
property (Ш) and (iv) for a seminorm. 
(iii) Let χ e A and let λ e BK. Let E > 0. Let b e 5 be such that 
max(p(b),ij(x - b)) < r (x) + ε. Then also Λχ e В and г(Лх) <, 
max(p(\b),q(\x - \b)) < max.(p(b),q{x - b)) < r (x) + ε. 
We obtain that г(Лх) < r ( x ) . 
(iv) Let χ € A and let Лі.Лг.Аз,... e BK be such that l im n - M A n = 0. 
Now r(A„x) < q(A
n
x) and q(X
n
x) - 0 (n — oo). Hence, also 
r(A
n
x) ~ 0 (n - oo). 
3. Letx e Б. Thenr(x) < т а х ( р ( х ) , ч ( х - х ) ) = p(x). On the other hand, 
p(x) <max(p(b),p(x-b)) < max(p{b),q(x-b)) f or all b e В and hence 
p(x) <inf{,6fl(p(b),q(x- b)) = r ( x ) . Thus, r = ρ onB. • 
3.4.20 Theorem Let {Α, τ) bea locally convex Βχ-module and let В be a sub-
module of A. Let ρ be a bounded seminorm on В that is continuous with re­
spect to τ |B. Then there exists a bounded τ-continuous seminorm qonA with 
q\B = ρ and sup q = sup p. 
Proof: We first prove that there exists a continuous seminorm r on A such 
that ρ < r on B. Let s = sup p. Let V
n
 = {x e В \ p(x) < £} (n > 1). It 
is an open submodule of В for every η > 1. By Proposition 3.1.30 for every 
η > 1 there exists an open submodule U
n
 of A such that V
n
 = U
n
 η ß. As 
1Э 2Э 3 Э . . . we may assume that Ui э [/г э t/3 э ... .Let 
1
 1 , , , 
r-n=5p[/, Vpy2 V-pt/з V...V^—yP[/n ( П > 1 ) 
and 
1 
r = spm ν pc/j ν -pu, ν . . . . 
Then each r
n
 is continuous and r = lim„-.<«j r
n
 uniformly on A. By 3. of 
Proposition 3.4.18, r is a τ-continuous seminorm on A. Now ρ < r on B. 
For let χ e В. If ρ (χ) = 0 we are done. Suppose p(x) > 0. If χ í Vi then 
χ ί 17ι and hence r ( x ) = Í ¿ p(x). If χ e Vi then let η e N be such that 
χ € Vn and not χ e V
n+i. Then χ sUn\ Un+i and hence r ( x ) = £ > p(x), 
since χ e V„. 
Now we define q : A— [0,00) by 
q(x) = inf max(p(b) , r (x- b)) (x e A). 
beB 
Then q is a seminorm on A, q < r and q = ρ on B. And q is continuous 
since q < r. Furthermore, supq = s = sup p. • 
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3.4.21 Remark For an unbounded continuous seminorm on a submodule 
there may be no extension to the entire module. For example, let the valu­
ation on К be dense. Let {Α, τ) = (BK, I I ). Let ν on B¿ be defined by 
ν ( λ ) =
 Ϊ 4 λ ϊ ( λ ε β ^ · 
By Proposition 3.3.15, ν is a (semi)norm on B£ and ν ~ | |. Hence, vis τ |B¿-
continuous. But, obviously there does not exist a (semi)norm ρ on Βκ such 
thatp|B¿ = v. 
3.4.22 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βκ-module, let В be a closed 
submodule of A and let χ ε A\B. Then there exists a continuous seminorm 
ρ on A with ρ < 1 such that p(B) = {0} andp(x) = 1. 
Proof: Let q : В + со {χ} — [0, оо) be defined by 
. f i if M = 1, 
«<У + "*> = {0 ί ί | μ | < 1 , 
(у ε В, μ ε Βκ). Then q is well-defined. To this end suppose y,z e В 
and λ, μ s Βκ such that y + λχ = ζ + μχ. Then (λ - μ)χ = ζ - y ε Β. 
Hence, |λ - μ| < 1, since χ $ Β. Thus |λ| = 1 <=> |μ| = 1 and hence 
q(y + λχ) = q{z + μχ). It is not hard to verify that q is a seminorm on 
B+co{x}. Furthermore, q is continuous with respect to τ \B + со [χ]. For let 
(¿a ) aeι be a net in В + со {χ} such that z„ i 0. Let (y
a
 ) aei be a net in В and 
(μ«)αε/ a net in Βχ such that ζ« = ^ « + μ«χ (α E ƒ). Suppose not |μ
α
| < 1 
for large a. Then there exists a cofinal subset J of J such that z« = y
a
 + μ
α
χ 
and |μ
α
| = 1 for all α e J. Then (μαΜαε; is a net in BK and (μα1ζα)αε./ is a 
net in В + co {x}. From Proposition 3.1.29 we obtain that μ„ιζ
α
 ^ 0. That is 
to say that μα1 У a + x -* 0. This implies that μ„ιΎα — -x, and hence χ ε В, 
a contradiction. Thus, |μ
α
| < 1 for large a and hence q(z
a
) = 0 for large a. 
By the previous theorem there exists a continuous seminorm ρ on Λ which 
is an extension of q. Then p|B = q\B = 0 and p(x) = q{x) = 1. D 
3.4.23 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module and let В be a 
Βκ -module such that А с В. Then there exists a locally convex topology σ on 
В such that σ \A = т. If τ is Hausdorffwe may choose σ to be Hausdorfftoo. 
Proof: Let Τ be the collection 
{p | ρ is a bounded seminorm on В and p\A is τ-continuous}. 
Let σ be the f-topology. Then σ is a locally convex topology. 
Let T' = ip\A | ρ Ε Τ]. From Proposition 3.4.11 we obtain that σ\Α equals 
the У-topology. By using Theorem 3.3.4 we obtain that T' equals the col­
lection of all bounded continuous seminorms on A. Thus, σ\Α = т. 
Suppose τ is Hausdorff. We prove that σ is Hausdorff. Let χ E В. If χ ε A 
then there exists a bounded τ-continuous seminorm ρ on Л with p(x) > 0. 
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There exists a σ-continuous seminorm r with r\A = p. Then r(x) > 0. If 
χ ί A then we define ρ : A + co {χ} — [0, oo) as follows. 
. . fl if |λ| = 1, 
(y e A, Л e В*). Then ρ is abounded seminorm on A+со {χ}. Hence there 
exists a bounded seminorm r o n f i such that r\(A + co {χ}) = p. Then 
r(x) = 1 > 0. Now r\A = p\A = 0 and hence r\A is τ-continuous. This 
Implies r eT. 
Wee see that У is separating. Now use Proposition 3.4.7. D 
A Base of Seminorms for a Locally Convex Topology 
We first introduce the notions weakly saturated and saturated. 
3.4.24 Definition Let Л be a B^-module. A collection Τ of bounded semi-
norms on A is called weakly saturated if Τ has the following three proper­
ties. 
1. For all η e Ν: if p\,..., p
n
 e Τ then also pi ν · · • ν p
n
 e T. 
2. If ρ e Τ and о 0 then also cp e T. 
3. If ρ e Τ and q is a seminorm on A such that q < p, then also qsT. 
A collection Τ of bounded seminorms on A is called saturated if Τ is weakly 
saturated and 
4. If pi, p2, рз,... e Ρ and ρ = limn-«, p„ uniformly on A then also ρ e T. 
In locally convex vector space theory the requirements 1., 2. and 3. in the 
previous definition already imply that Τ is the collection of all continuous 
seminorms. Here we need an extra requirement, like 4., as we see in the 
following proposition. (In fact, requirement 4. is always satisfied in vector 
space theory, see also the subsection Base of Seminorms for Locally Convex 
Vector Spaces, page 90.) 
3.4.2 5 Proposition Let A be a BR -module and let Τ be a collection of bounded 
seminorms on A. Let τ be the T-topology. Then 
1. Τ is weakly saturated => pu e ? for every т-ореп submodule U of A. 
(For the definition of pu see Proposition 3.3.30.) 
2. Τ is saturated => Τ is the collection of all bounded τ-continuous semi-
norms. 
Proof: 1. Suppose Τ is weakly saturated. Let U be an open submodule of 
A. There exist an η e Ν, pi,... ,p
n
 E Τ and εχ,... ,e
n
 > 0 such that 
{χ e A I Pt(x) < Si (i = 1,... ,n)} с U. As Τ is weakly saturated we 
obtain that q = j^pi ν ... ν ^ p
n
 e T. Then {χ e A \ q(x) < 1} с U and 
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hence pu ^ q- By using again that Τ is weakly saturated we obtain pu e T. 
2. Suppose Τ is saturated. Let ρ be a bounded τ-continuous seminorm on 
A. We prove that ρ e T. In fact, let U
n
 = {x e A | p(x) < ^ } (η e Ν). 
Then t/„ is open and hence, by part one of the proof, pu
n
 e Τ for every 
и e N. Let s = sup ρ and let q
n
 = spu0 ν lpy, ν ... ν -¿pun ( n e N)· Then 
q n 6 ? for every η e N since Τ is saturated. Let q = spu0 ν lpu, ν \риг ν . . . 
. Then <ϊ = limn-» q
n
 uniformly on A and hence q eT. 
Now ρ <, q. For let χ e A. If ρ (χ) = 0 we are done. Suppose p(x) > 0. If 
χ £ i/o then q(x) ¿ spu0(x) = s > p(x). 
lîx eUo then let η > 1 such that χ e [/„-χ \ LV Then p(x) < ¿ = q(x). 
As ? is saturated we obtain that p e ? . D 
The following is an example of a collection seminorms on Βκ that is weakly 
saturated but not saturated. 
3.4.26 Example Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let Τ be the collection 
of all bounded seminorms q on Βκ such that there exist а с > 0 and an ε > 0 
such that q < с · рвсо.е)- It takes a standard verification to see that Τ is 
weakly saturated. Since Ker ρ Φ {0} for every q e Τ, we obtain that Τ is not 
saturated. In fact, I I is a bounded y-continuous seminorm on Βκ, but not 
a member of T. 
Now we shall introduce bases of seminorms for locally convex ifr-modules 
and compare them to the corresponding notion in locally convex K-vector 
spaces (see page 90). 
3.4.27 Definition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex B^-module. A collection Τ 
of seminorms on A is called a strong base of seminorms for τ if 
1. τ = f-topology, 
2. for every bounded continuous seminorm q on A there exists ар e Τ and 
а с > 0 such that q < cp. 
In Definition 3.4.35 we shall define weak bases of seminorms. In the follow­
ing example we will see that a strong base of seminorms need not be weakly 
saturated. 
3.4.28 Example Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. We consider the BR-
module (Βκ, I I). Let Ψ be the set of all increasing maps φ : [0,1] — [0, oo) 
such that go(t) = 0 <=> t = 0 and φ is continuous at 0. Let the collection 
Τ of seminorms on Βκ be given by 
<P = {φ ο I I Ι φ e Ύ]. 
By Proposition 3.3.15 each q e Τ is | l-continuous and hence the У-topology 
equals the | |-topology. Now let ρ be a bounded | |-continuous seminorm 
on Βκ· By Lemma 3.3.17, there exists a map φ e Ψ such that ρ < φ о | |. 
We see that У is a strong base of seminorms for the | |-topology. 
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As Ker q = {0} for every q e f w e have that pu e Ρ for no | |-open submod­
ule U of A and hence, by Proposition 3.4.25, the collection Ρ is not weakly 
saturated. 
3.4.29 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module and let Τ bea col­
lection ofseminorms on A such that 
1. τ = T-topology, 
2. Τ is closed under finite suprema and uniform limits, 
3. if ρ e Ρ and φ : conv (p{A))^ [0, oo) is an increasing function such that 
φ(ί) = 0 <=> t = 0 and φ is continuous at 0. Then also φ ° ρ e T. 
Then Ρ is a strong base ofseminorms for т. 
Proof: First we observe the following. Let ρ & Τ and let a > 0. Let 
φ : соп (р(Л)) —• [0, oo) be defined by φ( ί) = at ( t e [0, oo)). Then 
φ ο ρ = ар and hence, according to 3., ap e T. 
Let q be a bounded continuous seminorm on A. We prove that there exists 
ap s Τ such that q < p. For each fe e N let Vk = {x e A \ q(x) < ^ γ } . 
Now each Vjt is а У-ореп, hence there exist η e Ν, ρ ι,... ,ρ
η
 ε Τ> and 
fi,...,f
n
 > 0 such that {χ e A \ pi(x) < ει p
n
(x) < £*} с Vk. 
Then Ytpi e Τ for every i e {1,...,ri) and hence j^pi ν ... ν j^Pn e Τ* and 
{xeA\ ( ¿ p i . v . . . v ¿ p n ) W < H c V k . 
We see: for every к e N there exists a i j t e ? with {x e A \ qidx) < 1} с Vjt. 
We may assume that sup^fc < 1 for all к e N otherwise we take q>(qk) in­
stead of qk, where φ : conv (<?fc(A)) — [0, oo) is defined by 
, . ft if t < 1, 
φ ( ί )
- | ΐ i f t > l . 
Set 5 = sup q. Let 
Pk = .40 ν liji v . . . v - q k (fceN) 
and 
1 
ρ = sqo vlqi ν - q 2 v . . . . 
Then ρ = limfc_cD pk uniformly on A and hence ρ e P. In the same way as 
in 2. of the proof of Proposition 3.4.25 one verifies that q < p. Π 
In the proof we have seen that we can, without harm, substitute property 3. 
by the following two properties. 
3a. If ρ e ? and о 0 then cp e T. 
3b. If ρ e Ρ then also ρ л 1 e P. 
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3.4.30 Remark Ibis conditions on Τ for being a strong base of seminorms 
on A are minimal conditions in the following sense. 
1) If (Α, τ) is a locally convex Bjf-module and У is a collection of bounded 
seminorms such that only 
1. τ equals the ÍMopology, 
2. Τ is closed under finite suprema and uniform limits, 
3. cp G Τ for every ρ e Τ and every с > 0. 
Then Τ is not necessarily a strong base of seminorms for т. For example, 
let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let A = В к and let Τ = {с • | | | с > 0}. 
Let τ be the | |-topology. 
Then Τ satisfies property 1. , 2. and 3. but ГТ is a bounded ^-continuous 
seminorm and there does not exist a p e ? and а с > 0 such that VTT ^ cp. 
2) Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Bjc-module and let У be a collection of 
bounded seminorms on A such that only 
1. τ = y-topology, 
2. Τ is closed under finite suprema, 
3. if ρ e Τ and φ : conv (p{A)) — [0, oo) is an increasing function such that 
<p(£) = 0 <=> ί = 0 and φ is continuous at 0. Then also φ ° ρ e T. 
Then Τ is not necessarily a strong base of seminorms for т. For example, 
let (Α, τ) be a metrizable locally convex ifo-module such that there exists a 
base of zero neighbourhoods, (1/
η
)
η
>ι, consisting of submodules of A such 
that such that Ui^U2^U2^... . (For instance, (Α, τ) = (К, \ |), where the valuation on К is non-trivial.) 
Let T= {aipUx ν . . . ν я и ри п Ι η sN,ai α η > 0}. Then 
1. τ equals the У-topology: 
For every η G N we have that {x e A \ {рщ ν ... ν pUn)(x) < 1} = Un 
and hence U
n
 is open in the y-topology. We obtain that τ is weaker than 
the ÎMopology. 
Let q e Τ and let ε > 0. There exist an η e N and αϊ a
n
 > 0 such 
that q = a.\ pux ν ... ν a
n
pu
n
- Then q(x) = 0 for every χ e U
n
 and hence 
U
n
 с {χ e A I q(x) < ε]. We obtain that the P-topology is weaker than т. 
2. Τ is closed with respect to finite suprema: 
Let p i , . . . ,ρη e T. 
There exist fei,..., k
n
 G N and α}, . . . α ^ , . . . , α " , . . . , α"
η
 > 0 such that 
Pi = a\Pui v · · · v aÌiPuki (fe= 1,--. ,n) . 
Let m = max(fei fc„). 
Define alj = 0 for j G {fc¿ + 1 m}, (i = 1 , . . . , η). 
Let с,· = т а х ( я ] , . . . , α") (j = 1 m). Then 
Pi ν ... ν pn = cipy, ν ... v c
m
pu
m
 e У. 
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3. For every q e Τ and every increasing function φ : conv (q(A)) — [0, oo) 
with q?(i) = 0 <=> t = 0 and φ is continuous at 0 we have that φ o q e Τ: 
Let q e Τ and φ : conv(q{A)) — [0, oo) an increasing function with 
φ( ί ) = 0 <=> t = 0 and φ is continuous at 0. 
There exist η e N and ai,..., a
n
 > 0 such that q = CL\ρυ
χ
 ν ... ν a
n
pu
n
. 
Then q?oq = φ(αι)ρι/, ν ... ν <p(a
n
)pUn, for let χ e A 
- If χ ί [ƒ„, let t e {1,... ,η - 1} be such that χ e t/j and χ £ t/¿+i. 
Theníi(x) = íií+i v . . . v a „ and henee ep{q{x)) = φ(α.ί+\ . . . я„) = 
Φ(α
ί + ι ) ν . . . ν φ ( α η ) = (ρ(αι)ρ(/,(χ) ν . . . ν φ(αη)ρ(/„(χ). 
- If χ e Un then q(x) = 0 and hence <p(q(x)) = φ(0) = 0 and also 
φ(α,ι)ρυΜ) ν . . . ф(яп)р[/
П
(х) = 0. 
Now φ ( α ι ) , . . . , φ ( α
η
) > 0 for φ(ί) = 0 <=> t = 0 and hence φ о q e У. 
4. Now we show that Τ is not a strong base of seminorms. To this end let 
Ρ = Pui ν \ри
г
 ν
 fPc/з ν • • · • Then ρ = lim
n
_„ ρ
η
 uniformly on A where 
Pn = Pi/i ν 2py2 ν ... ν \pun f°
r
 all η e N. Now p
n
 e ? for all η e Ν, so ρ 
is a T-continuous seminorm. 
As Ker ρ = {0} and Ker q Φ {0} for every <? e Ρ we obtain that there do not 
exist a q e Τ and a с > 0 such that ρ < cq. 
We see that Τ is not a strong base of seminorms. 
Base of Seminorms for Locally Convex X-vector Spaces 
Recall that a norm || || on a K-vector space E is called a vector space semi-
norm if | |λχ| | = |λ| | |x| | for every λ e К and every χ e E. 
For a locally convex vector space (f, τ) over a non-trivially valued К the fol­
lowing is well-known. 
If У is a collection of vector space seminorms on E such that 
1. τ = y-topology, 
2. Τ is closed with respect to finite suprema, 
3. cp e Τ for every ρ <=T and every с > 0. 
Then for every τ-continuous vector space seminorm q there exists a ρ e У 
such that q <, p. 
Hence, here we may drop the condition that Τ is closed with respect to uni­
form limits and also that if ρ E У and φ : conv(p(£)) — [0,00) is an in­
creasing function such that φ( ί ) = 0 <=> t = 0 and φ is continuous at 0, 
then also φ op e T. (Compare Theorem 3.4.29.) 
However, on the subject of uniform limits we observe the following. 
If £ is a vector space over a non-trivial valued К and ρ and q are vector space 
seminorms on E such that s u p
x y 6 £ |p(x) - p(y)\ < 1 then ρ = q on E. 
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Hence if pi,p2, Pi, · • · are vector space seminorms on E and ρ = lim
n
-» p
n 
uniformly on E then p
n
 = ρ for large n. This means that every collection of 
vector space seminorms on E is closed with respect to uniform limits. 
Similarly, on the functions φ : conv(p(£)) — [0, oo) we observe the follow­
ing. 
3.4.31 Proposition Let the valuation on К be non-trivial Let A be а Вц-
module and ρ and q faithful seminorms on A such that there exists an in­
creasing function φ : conv (p(A)) — [0, oo) with q = φ ° p. Then: 
1. If the valuation on К is dense there exists а с > 0 such that q = cp. 
2. If the valuation on К is discrete then let π = max{|A| | λ e Bj¿]. Then 
there existo < C\ < Сг with c\ > іхсг such thatcip < q < Сгр. 
Proof: First we derive some properties for φ that are useful for the proofs 
of both 1. and 2.. 
If q = 0 we can take с = C\ = сг = 0 and we are done. Henceforth we assume 
q Φ 0. Then also ρ Φ 0. 
We first observe φ(0) = cp(p(0)) = q(0) = 0. 
Let t e (0, oo). Let у e A such that q(y) > 0. Then also p(y) > 0. There 
exists a λ e В
к
 \ {0} such that Шр(у) < t. Then cp(t) > φ{\λ\ρ{γ)) = 
φ{ρ{λγ)) = q{\y) = \\\q(y) > 0. 
Hence qp(t) = 0 <=> t = 0, in particular Kerp = Kerq. For χ & A with 
p(x) > 0 we define c(x) = ^ f f i " . 
Let x , y e A such that p(x) > p{y) > 0. Let λ e Вк \ {0}. 
If | λ |ρ(χ) < p{y), then |A|c(x)p(x) = |Л|ср(р(х)) = (ρ(ρ(λχ)) = 
φ ( | λ | ρ ( χ ) ) < (p(p(y)) = c{y)p{y) and hence |λ |ρ(χ) < ^мР(у). 
If | λ |ρ(χ) > p(y) then in the same way |λ |ρ(χ) ^ т$)РІУ)· 
Hence, if x, у e A such that p(x) > p(>0 > 0 and λ e Βχ\ {0}, then 
f |λ|ρ(χ) < p(y) => |λ|ρ(χ) < Щр(у) 
(
*'\\λ\ρ(χ) > р(у) => |λ|ρ(χ) > ^gp(y) 
Now we prove 1.. 
Let x,y e A such that p íx j .p íy) > 0. If p(x) = p(y), then c(x) = c(>>). 
Suppose p(x) * p ( j ) . By symmetry we may assume that p(x) > p(y) . Let 
0 < ε < 1 suchthat ρ (χ) > {l + e)p(y). As |K| is dense there exist λ, μ e Βχ 
such that 
(1 - E)p(y) < |λ |ρ(χ) < p(y) < |μ |ρ(χ) <; (1 + s)p(y). 
By using ( * ) we obtain that 
(1 - e)p(y) < |λ |ρ(χ) < ^rp(y) £ \μ\ρΜ ^ U + е)р(У). 
And hence 
c(x) 
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We obtain that c(y) = c(x). Thus, by taking с = с (χ), we obtain q = cp. 
Now we prove 2.. 
Let x,y e A such that p(x), p(y) > 0. By symmetry we may assume that 
p(x) > p(y). Let λ e В* such that |λ| = тт. Let η e N such that 
Шр(у) < | λ η | ρ ( χ ) < p(y) < Ι λ ^ Ι ρ ί χ ) < Ш^ріу). 
By using (*) we obtain that 
\\\p(y) < \λη\ρ(χ) < j^P(y) ϊ i^-'lpM ι \M~lp{y). 
And hence 
c(y) _i 
c(x) 
Let С = {c(x) | χ e Л, p(x) > 0}. Let c\ = inf С and c2 = supC. Then 
0 < c\ < C2, c\ > TTC2 and c\p <q< c2p. • 
The ТГ in 2. of this proposition is the sharpest bound as we see in the fol­
lowing example. 
3.4.32 Example Let (A", | |) = (Q3, | Ы- Then π = ^ = max|B¿|. LetA = B% 
and let ρ : A— [0, oo) be defined by 
3 4 / \ 
p(x) = т а х ( | х о І , 2 | х і І , - | х 2 | , - | х з І , . . . ) (x = (x0,xi,x2,-·-) e B%). 
Then ρ is a faithful (semi-)norm on A and 
n * i n 
p(A) = { 3 l | k < 0 } u [ J ( ( l + ¿ ) 3 k | fe < 0}. 
Let φ : [0,2] — [0, oo) be defined by 
Φ(0 = -
0 if t = 0, 
3 k if З^-1 < t < 3 k (fc<0), 
3 if К t < 2. 
Then φ is increasing, φ( ί ) = 0 <=> t = 0 and φ is continuous at 0. Hence, 
Φ ο ρ is a seminorm on A (and φ° ρ ~ p). 
фор is also faithful. For let χ e Λ and λ e Βκ. There exists а к < 0 such that 
|λ| = 3 k . Leti < 1 suchthatS'- 1 < p(x) < 3'. ТЪепЗ^ 1- 1 < |λ |ρ(χ) < 3 k + l 
and hence φ(ρ(λχ)) = <ρ(|λ|ρ(χ)) = 3 k + t = 3 k3' = | λ |φ(ρ(χ)) . 
N o w 2 ^ ^ = . ^ = l a n d 2 ^ ) l = 2 ü ^ l = - l r f o r a U n 2 : l . 
PteoJ i рке
п
) i + i i + i 
(Here e
n
 is the element of A with a 1 on the η ώ place and a 0 on the other 
places (n e Ν).) 
We see that p(x) < φ(ρ(χ)) <, 3p(x) (x e Λ) and there do not exist 
constants c\, сг with 1 < c\ < c2 < 3 such that cip < φ ο ρ < c2p. 
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3.4.33 Remark Proposition 3.4.31 is true in particular for a vector space E 
over a non-trivial valued К and vector space seminorms ρ and q on E. Thus, 
if the valuation on К is dense and У is a collection of vector space semi-
norms on a K-vector space E that is closed with respect to multiplication 
with scalars > 0 then it is also true that if ρ e Ρ and φ : [О, оо) — [о, <») 
is an increasing function such that also φ ο ρ is a vector space seminorm, 
then φ ο ρ g τ (and φ ο ρ is a multiple of p). 
This conclusion is in general not true if the valuation of К is discrete, but in 
that case there exists а с > 0 such that cp e Τ and φ ο ρ < ср. 
3.4.34 Remark Let (£, τ) be a locally convex vector space over a non-trivial 
valued К and let У be a collection of continuous vector space seminorms on 
E. Then it is well-known that the following two assertions are equivalent. 
1. For every continuous vector space seminoma q there exists а ρ E У and 
а с > 0 such that q < ср. 
2. The collection ({χ e E | p(x) < е])
ре
т,е>о is abase of zero neighbour­
hoods. 
For a locally convex Ifr-module (Α, τ) the counterpart of this equivalence 
does not hold. 
For example, let (Α, τ) = (К, I I), where | | is non-trivial. Let У = {| |}. Then 
the collection ({λ Ε Κ | |λ| < ε})£>ο is a base of zero neighbourhoods. But 
ГТ is a continuous (semi-)norm and there does not exist а с > 0 such that 
VTUcii. 
Other Definitions of a Base of Seminorms 
The observations in Remark 3.4.34 lead to an alternative definition of a base 
of seminorms that is in better correspondence with a base of zero neighbour­
hoods for the topology. 
3.4.35 Definition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex ifr-module and let ? be a 
collection of seminorms on A. Then Τ is called a weak base of seminorms 
for τ if the collection {{χ E A | p(x) < ε})
ρ 6ρ, £>o is a base of zero neigh­
bourhoods. 
3.4.36 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βχ-module. Then every 
strong base ofseminorm for τ is also a weak base of seminorms. 
This proposition will follow from Proposition 3.4.39. The following is easy 
to verify. 
3.4.37 Proposition Let (Ä, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module and let Τ be a 
collection of seminorms on A such that 
1. τ = T-topology, 
2. Τ is closed with respect to finite suprema. 
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Then Τ is a weak base ofseminorms for т. 
If, in addition, 
3. cp e Τ for all ρ e Τ and all c> 0, 
then the collection {{x e A \ p{x) < l }) p e ? is a base of zero neighbour­
hoods. 
Somewhere in between strong and weak base of seminorms is the following 
notion. 
3.4.38 Definition A collection Τ of continuous seminorms on a locally con­
vex Bjc-module {Α, τ) is called a * -base ofseminorms if for every continuous 
seminorm q on A there exists a ρ e У such that q is p-continuous. 
3.4.39 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βχ-module. Then every 
strong base of seminorms is a * -base and every * -base of seminorms is a 
weak base. 
Proof: The first part of this proposition can be seen as follows. Let У be a 
strong base of seminorms and let ρ be a τ-continuous seminorm on A. If ρ 
is bounded then, by 2. of Definition 3.4.27, there exists a q e ? and а с > 0 
such that ρ < cq. By using Lemma 3.3.17 we obtain that ρ is q-continuous. 
If ρ is not bounded, then ρ л 1 is a bounded τ-continuous seminorm on 
A and hence there exist a q e Τ and а с > 0 such that (p л 1) < cq. Let 
φ : [0, oo) — [0, oo) be defined by 
, , , , i\t if t < 1, 
then ψ ο ρ = ì ( p л 1) < q. Again by using Lemma 3.3.17 we obtain that ρ 
is q-continuous. 
We see that Ρ is a *-base of seminorms. 
The second part of this proposition can be proved as follows. Let У be a 
*-base of seminorms. Let U be a zero neighbourhood of A. There exist an 
η e Ν, τ-continuous seminorms pi , . . . , p
n
 and ει,... ,ε
η
 > 0 such that 
[xeA | ρ ι(χ) <ε ι p
n
(x) < ε
η
} cU.Letq = ^-pi ν ... ν ^ p „ . Then 
q is a τ-continuous seminorm and as Τ is a *-base there exists sar Ε Τ 
such that q is r-continuous. From Proposition 3.3.10 we obtain that there 
exists a δ > 0 such that {x e A \ r(x) < δ} с {χ e A | q(x) < 1}. Then 
also {χ e A | r{x) < δ] с {χ e A \ pi(x) < ti p
n
M < ¿n) с U. 
We see that Τ is a weak base of seminorms. Π 
3.4.40 Remark Recall that in Theorem 3.4.29 we have seen the following. 
Let Τ a collection of seminorms on a locally convex Βχ-module (Α, τ) such 
that 
1. τ = P-topology, 
2. Τ is closed with respect to finite suprema and uniform limits, 
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3. if ρ e У and <p : conv (p(A)) — [0, oo) is an increasing map such that 
φ(ί) =5 0 <=> t = 0 and q? is continuous at 0, then also φ ο ρ e у. 
Then У is a strong base of seminorms and hence also a *-base of semi-
norms. 
We want to weaken these conditions 1., 2., 3. in such a way that they still 
imply that У is a *-base of seminorms. 
The condition on the closedness with respect to uniform limits we cannot 
omit. For this consider again the second example of Remark 3.4.30. Then 
ρ = PUÌ ν \ρυ2 ν \р г ν ... is a continuous seminorm. 
Suppose there exists a q e У such that ρ is q-continuous. There exist η e N 
and α ϊ , . . . , α
η
 > 0 such that q = α.\ρυ
λ
 ν ... ν OnPu
n
- Then Ker ρ = {0} 
whereas Ker α = U
n
- This is in contradiction with Proposition 3.3.11. 
Hence, У is not a *-base of seminorms for т. 
Condition 3. can be weakened in the following way. 
3.4.41 Theorem Let (Α, τ) bea locally convex Βχ -module and let Τ bea col­
lection of bounded seminorms on A such that 
1. τ = Τ-topology, 
2. У is closed with respect to finite suprema and uniform limits, 
3. if ρ e У and о 0 then cp e У. 
Then Τ is a *-base of seminorms. 
Proof: Let q be a continuous seminoma. The set V
n
 = {x e A \ q{x) < M 
is a y-open submodule for every η > 1. Hence, according to 2. and 3., for 
all η > 1 there exists a p„ e У such that {x e A \ p
n
(x) < 1} с V
n
. As 
each p
n
 is bounded there exist c\ > сг > c¡ > ... with limn-«, c„ = 0 such 
that cnpn < ¿ for all η > 1. Let 
p =CiPi VC2P2 С3рз V. . . · 
Then ρ = lim„_oo p
n
 uniformly on A, where p
n
 - cipi ν ... ν c
n
p
n
 for all 
η > 1. As p„ e У for all η e N we obtain ρ e У. Let φ : [0, oo) — [О, oo) be 
defined by 
0 if t = 0, 
<p(t) = 
ci i f t > l . 
Then φ is increasing and cp(t) = 0 <=> t = 0. Furthermore, it is not hard 
to verify that φ о q < p. By Lemma 3.3.17, q is p-continuous. Π 
A drawback of this theorem is that the seminorms in У must be bounded 
and this condition can not be omitted as we see in the following example. 
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3.4.42 Example Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let τ be the | |-
topology on K. For every η > 1 let U
n
 = {λ e Κ | |λ| < ¿} and let the 
seminorm p n be defined by 
PnW = • 
0 if λ e u
n
, 
1 ìì\eUi\Un, | λ | η if |Λ| > 1. 
Let £ = {αϊpi ν агірг ν ... ν α
η
ρ
η
 | η e Ν,αϊ,.. . ,α„ > 0}. It is not hard 
to see that every q e £ is т-continuous. Furthermore, £ generates т. For 
let U be а т-ореп submodule of К. Then there exists an η e N such that 
L/„ с f/. Let q = pi ν . . . ν p
n
, then q e £ and {λ G К | q(A) < 1} = [ƒ„ с U. 
It is not hard to see that £ is closed with respect to finite suprema and mul­
tiplication by positive numbers . Let Τ be the collection of all seminorms 
on К that are uniform limits of a sequence in £ . Then every q e Τ is τ-
continuous and as £ с Í" it follows that the P-topology equals т. Now Τ 
is closed with respect to uniform limits. Moreover, Τ is closed with respect 
to finite suprema, for if r,r' e Τ then there exist sequences (r
n
)
ne
i\i and 
(^n)neN in £ such that r
n
-~ r and r
n
 -- r' uniformly on K. Then r
n
vr
n
&Q. 
for every η e N and r
r t ν rn — r ν r' uniformly on K. In the same way we 
see that Τ is closed with respect to multiplication by numbers > 0. 
We now prove that Kerq * {0} for every q e T. Let q e T. There exists 
a sequence (q
n
)neN in £ such that c¡n — q uniformly on K. There exists 
an N e N such that supX),gA ІЧп(х) - qm(y)\ < 1 f or all η , τη > N. Let 
αι,ίΐ2,... ,a
s
 > 0 such that q^ = αιρι ν агрг ν ... ν a
s
p
s
. Let η > Ν. 
Let foi,..., bk > 0 such that q
n
 = foipi ν ... ν bkpk- Suppose that к > s. 
Then for all λ e К such that |λ| > max(l, Ц· *£-, j £ , . . . , ^ f ) we have 
<ϊη(λ) -<Μλ) = bfc|Alfc -a
s
\M s = ІАІЧЬкІАІ*-' - ¿)- As Ь
к
| Л | к ^ - a
s
 > 1 
for large λ we obtain that q
n
W - φν(λ) > |λ|* > 1 for large λ, a contradic­
tion. 
Hence, к < s. We see that U
s
 с Ker q
n
 for all η > N and as q
n
 — q we obtain 
that U
s
 с Kerq and hence Kerq is non-trivial. 
Now | | is, of course, a т-continuous seminorm, with Ker | | = {0}. By using 
Proposition 3.3.11 we obtain that | | is q-continuous for no q e T. It follows 
that Τ is not a *-base of seminorms. 
Note that the fact that we take the collection of all seminorms that are a uni­
form limit of seminorms in £ is a trick to shorten the example. In fact one 
can prove that £ itself is already closed with respect to uniform limits. But 
the proof is long and not very interesting. 
Chapter 4 
More on Locally Convex 
βχ-modules 
In this chapter we wül develop some general theory on locally convex Βκ-
modules. We are not aiming at a systematic treatment. Most subjects in this 
chapter wül be useful for the theory of compactoids in the next chapter. 
4.1 Locally Convex Topologies on Βχ-modules of Fi­
nite Rank 
In section 3.3 of the previous chapter we have proved that each two norms 
on a torsion free Вк -module of finite rank are equivalent. Here we will prove 
that on such a module there exists only one Hausdorff locally convex topol­
ogy. 
4.1.1 Proposition Let E = Ke be a one-dimensional К-vector space. Let the 
norm ν on E be defined byv(\e) = |λ| (λ e Вк) Then the v-topology is the 
only locally convex Hausdorff (module) topology on E. 
Proof: Let τ be a locally convex Hausdorff topology on E. if \K\ is trivial 
then there exists а т-ореп submodule U of £ such that e £ U. This implies 
U = {0} and hence τ is discrete. Now ν is a trivial norm on E and hence τ 
equals the v-topology. 
Now suppose \K\ is non-trivial. Let (A«e)
ae
/ be a net in E. We prove 
A„e i 0 «=> |A„| - 0. 
Suppose A„e ~ 0. Let ε > 0. Let μ e Β
κ
 \ {0} such that |μ| < ε. As τ 
is Hausdorff there exists a τ-continuous seminorm ρ such that ρ(με) = 1. 
Now \
a
e i 0 and hence p{\
a
e) < 1 for large a. This implies |λ„| < |μ| < ε 
for large a. Thus, |λ
α
| — 0. 
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Suppose |λ
α
1 — 0. Then |λ
α
| < 1 for large a and since the scalar multipli­
cation BK χ £ — £ is continuous it follows that \
a
e — 0. Π 
4.1.2 Proposition Let E be a finite-dimensional K-vector space. Then there 
exists exactly one locally convex Hausdorff (module) topology τ on E. More­
over, τ is normable and (£, τ) is complete. 
Proof: By induction to η = dim£. The case η = 1 is the previous proposi­
tion. 
Let E be an η-dimensional vector space. Let e\,...,e
n
 be a (vector space) 
base for E. Then £ = [ei] [ег,... ,e
n
]. There exists a norm || Hi on [ei] 
such that τ equals the || ||i-topologyon[ei] andanorm || Иг on|>2.··· .ßn] 
such that τ equals the || ||2-topologyon[e2 e-n\- Let || || on £ be defined 
in the following way. Let χ e £. Let у e [ei ] and ζ G [e2,... ,en] such that 
χ = y + ζ. Then | |χ| | = \\yh ν | | ζ | | 2 . Then || || is a norm on E. Let (xa)aei 
be a net in £. We prove 
Χ « - 0 « ||x„|| - 0 . 
Let Ο Ό , ) « ^ be a net in Οι] and let (z
a
)
ae
[ Ъе a net in [ег,... ,e
n
] suchthat 
Xa = Уа + z
a
 for all of e I. 
Suppose x„ ^ 0. Assume that not | |у
я
| | - 0. Let (\a)ae¡ be a net in К such 
that у
a
 = \
a
ei for all i e I. Then not λ„ — 0. We may suppose (if necessary 
by taking a suitable cofinal subset oil) that there exists a μ G BK \ {0} such 
that |λ
α
| > |д | for all a e I. Let μ
α
 = μλ" 1 (α G I). Then (μ
α
)αεΐ is 
a net in BK and hence μ
α
χ
α
 = μe\ + μ
α
ζ
α
 — 0. Thus, μ
α
ζ
α
 ~ -μβ\. As 
[ß2.. . . , en] is complete and hence closed with respect to τ we obtain that 
-μβι G [e2i • • · ι en], a contradiction. 
Thus, A« — 0, which implies that ||A
a
ei Hi — 0 and hence y
a
 i 0. Then also 
z« = x
a
 - У a -^  0 and hence also | | ζ„ | | 2 — 0. 
We obtain that | |x
e
| | - 0. 
Suppose that ||x«|| - 0. Then | | j„ | | i - 0 and | | ζ „ | | 2 - 0. Thenj« - 0 and 
z
a
 ^ 0. Then also x
a
 — 0. 
Wee see that τ = || ||-topology and from Theorem 3.3.23 we obtain that 
(£, τ) is complete. Π 
4.1.3 Proposition Let Abe a Вк-module such that there exists exactly one 
locally convex Hausdorff topology on A. Let В be a submodule of A. Then 
there exists also exactly one locally convex Hausdorff topology on B. 
Proof: Let τ and σ be locally convex Hausdorff topologies on B. From Propo­
sition 3.4.23 we obtain that there exist locally convex Hausdorff topologies 
τ' and σ' on A such that т'\В = τ and σ'\Β = σ. Then τ ' = σ' and hence 
τ = σ. Π 
4.1.4 Proposition Let A be a torsion free Вк-module of finite rank. Then 
there exists only one locally convex Hausdorff topology τ on A. Moreover, 
this topology is normable and complete. 
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Proof: А с К <&в
к
 A and the latter one is a finite-dimensional K-vector space 
(see Remark 2.2.29). Combining Proposition 4.1.2 and Proposition 4.1.3 we 
obtain that there exists a unique locally convex Hausdorff topology τ on Л 
and τ is normable. From Theorem 3.3.25 it follows that (Α, τ) is complete. 
Π 
The following is a generalization of Proposition 3.3.26. 
4.1.5 Proposition Let \K\ he non-trivial. Let A,B be absolutely convex sub­
sets of К such that {0} с в с л . Let V = conv \B\. Let τ be a locally convex 
Hausdorff topology on A/B. 
1. If \K\ is discrete or \K\ is dense and V = [0,c) with с e \K\ then τ is 
discrete. 
2. If\K\ is dense and V = [0,c] with с e \K\ orV = [0,c) with с $ \K\ then 
either τ is discrete or τ equals the || || -topology, where || || is defined by 
ЦЛ + ВЦ = (|A| - c ) v 0 (λ e A). 
Proof: 1. We define d = inf{|A| | |λ| $ V}. Then d e \K\. Let μ e К such 
that \μ\ = ά. Then μ e A \ В. 
Let {Xa)aei be a net in A/B and suppose not x
a
 = 0 for large a. Let 
J = [β e I | Χβ Φ 0}. Then J is a cofinal subset of I. Let (Aß)ßSj be a net in 
A such that xß = λ
β
 + Β (β e J). Then \λβ\ £ Vand hence |λρ| > |μ| for 
all β G J. Then ^\ßl)ß<=} is a net in BK and μλγχ
β
 = μ + Β (β G J). As 
τ is Hausdorff we obtain that not μ\γχβ ~ 0. From Proposition 3.1.29 we 
obtain that then also not x„ i 0. 
Hence, if {x
a
)aei is a net in A/B such that x
a
 ^ 0 then x
a
 = 0 for large a. 
This means that τ is discrete. 
2. Suppose τ is not discrete. Let (x
a
)asi be a net in A/B. Let ( λ
α
)
α ε
/ be a 
net in A such that x
a
 = \
a
 + Β (α e I). We prove 
X o ' O » llxJI - 0. 
Suppose x
a
 i 0. Let ε >'0. Let μ e Λ such that с < |μ| < с + ε. Then 
μ + В * 0 and as τ is Hausdorff there exists а т-ореп submodule U of A/B 
with μ + Β ί U. Now х
а
 e U for large a and hence |λ«| < |μ| < с + ε for 
large α. This implies that | |χ
α
| | < ε for large a. We obtain | |x
a
| | — 0. 
Suppose ||x„ || — 0. Let U be а т-ореп submodule. As τ is not discrete there 
exists a y e U with y Φ 0. Let μ e A such that y = μ + В. Then |μ| > с. As 
ЦхдІІ — 0 we obtain that |λ
α
| < |μ| for large a and hence x
a
 = λ
α
 + В e U 
for large ex. We obtain that x
a
 -^  0. 
We see that τ is discrete or τ equals the || ||-topology. Π 
The following we will need in the proof of Theorem 5.1.6 in the next chapter. 
4.1.6 Corollary Let A be a Вк-module of rank 1. Then every Hausdorff lo­
cally convex topology on A is normable. 
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Proof: If Λ is torsion free the statement follows from Proposition 4.1.4. If 
A is a torsion module and τ is not discrete the statement follows from the 
previous proposition. If τ is discrete then || || defined by 
.. „ f0 ifx = 0, 
M =
 | l i f x * 0 
is a trivial norm on A and hence τ = || ||-topology. Π 
We do not know whether this corollary also holds for B^-modules of rank η 
with η > 1. 
4.1.7 Proposition Let A ε JK and let rank A = n. Let τ be a locally convex 
topology on A. Let В be an absolutely convex subset ofKn and let φ : В—» A 
be a surjective homomorphism. Leta be the unique locally convex Hausdorff 
topology on B. Then φ : (Β, σ) —> (Α, τ) is continuous. 
Proof: Let U be an open submodule of A. Let χ ε Kn. By Proposition 2.2.28 
there exists a λ e Вк \ {0} such that Ax ε В. As U is absorbing in A there ex­
ists a μ ε Βκ \ {0} such that μφ(λχ) ε U. ТЪепд)(ц\х) = μφ(λχ) ε t/and 
hence μλχ ε cp~l(U). We obtain that φ - 1 (U) is an absorbing submodule 
of В and hence open. Π 
4.1.8 Proposition Let К be spherically complete. Let A ε JK and let τ be a 
locally convex Hausdorff topology on A. Then (Α, τ) is complete and every 
submodule of A is closed. 
Proof: Let В be a submodule of A. Let (x
a
)aei be a Cauchy net in (В, т|В). 
For α e /let the set C« be defined by 
η 
{λιχ^-ι-- -· + \
η
Χβ
η
 Ι η e Ν, βι ßn> а, А
ь
. . . ,λ„ еВ
к
, £ λ
η
 = 1}. 
ι=1 
(That is to say C
a
 is the convex hull of {xp | β > a}.) Then (C
a
)aei is 
a collection of non-empty convex subsets of В with the finite intersection 
property. By Theorem 2.3.22 В is linearly compact and hence there exists 
an χ e В such that χ e Пае/ Ca- Suppose not χ« — χ. Then there exists a 
convex neighbourhood LT of χ such that for every α e ƒ there exists aß > ex 
suchthatxp £ U. Leta e JbesuchthatXy-Xß E U- {χ} for every β, y > oc. 
Let β > α be such that Χβ $ U. Let V = U - {x} + {x/j}. Then V is convex 
and Xy ε V for all у > β, hence Cß с V, and therefore also χ ε V. Then 
χ = u-x+Xß for some u ε U. Thenxp = x + x - u a n d x + x - u ε U, for U 
is convex. This is in contradiction with the choice of β. Hence, x„ — x. We 
see that every submodule of A is complete. In particular (Α, τ) is complete 
and as τ is Hausdorff every submodule of A is closed. D 
4.1.9 Remark Let К be not spherically complete. In Example 3.2.12 we have 
seen a normed Вк-module В = (Вк/В(0,г), || ||) that is not complete. Let В 
be the completion of В and let e ε В \ В. Then В + со {e} is a ßjc-module of 
finite rank and В is a submodule of rank 1 of В + co {e} that is not closed. 
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The Strongest Locally Convex Topology 
The following definition is suitable for arbitrary B^-modules, not only for 
BK -modules of finite rank. 
4.1.10 Définition Let Λ be a BK -module. The strongest locally convex topol­
ogy on A is the discrete topology if \K\ is trivial and, if \K\ is non-trivial, it is 
the topology generated by all the absorbing submodules of A. The strongest 
locally convex topology on A is denoted тд. 
4.1.11 Lemma Let A be a Βχ-module. Then 
1. Every seminorm on A is тд -continuous. 
2. ТА is Hausdorff. 
3. If В is a submodule of A then тд = TA\B. 
4. Every submodule of A isTA-closed. 
5. Let В be a submodule of A. Then т
А
/в equals the quotient topology of τ A-
Proof: If |К| is trivial the lemma is obvious. Hence we suppose \K\ is non-
trivial. 
1. Let ρ be a seminorm on A. Then {x e A | p(x) < ε} is an absorbing 
submodule for every ε > 0. By Proposition 3.3.7 ρ is тд-continuous. 
2. Let χ e A, χ * 0. Let the seminorm ρ on co {χ} be defined by 
ρ(λχ) = -0 i f | A | < l , 1 if|A| = l. 
By Theorem 3.3.4 we obtain that there exists a seminorm q on A with 
ijlco {x} = p. By 1. q is Тд-continuous and q(x) = 1. 
3. Let ρ be a seminorm on B. By Proposition 3.3.16 there exists a bounded 
seminorm q on В such that ρ ~ q. By Theorem 3.3.4 there exists a semi-
norm r on A such that r\B = q. This r is тд-continuous and hence q = r\B 
is тд IB-continuous and as ρ ~ q also ρ is тд IB-continuous. We see that ev­
ery seminorm on В is тд IB-continuous and hence Тд|В = тд. 
4. Let В be a submodule of A. If В = A then В is closed. Suppose В * A. Let 
χ e A \ B. Let ρ on В + co {x} be defined by 
p(fc + Ax) = {0 i f | A | < l , [1 if|A| = l, 
(i» e Β, A e BK). In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.4.22 we 
obtain that ρ is a well-defined seminorm on В + co {x}. From Theorem 3.3.4 
we obtain that there exists a seminorm q on A such that q\B + со {χ} = p. 
Let V = {y e A | q{y) < 1}. Then χ + V is тд-ореп and (x + V) η В = 0 . 
We conclude that В is closed. 
5. Let π : A—- А/В be the quotient map. Let U be an absorbing submodule 
in A/B. Then n~l(U) is an absorbing submodule of A. Hence, TT _ 1 (L0 is 
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тд-ореп. Then U = тг(тг_1 ([ƒ)) is open in the quotient topology of Тд. We 
see that every absorbing submodule of A/В is open in the quotient topology 
of ТА and hence this topology equals TA/B- Ό 
4.1.12 Proposition Let A e Ja- Then (А, ТА) is a complete normable Βχ-
module. 
Proof: We may assume that A = В/Кет φ, where В is an absolutely convex 
subset of some Kn and φ : В — A is a surjective homomorphism. From 
Proposition 4.1.4 we obtain that тд is normable and that (В, тв) is complete. 
By Lemma 4.1.11 the quotient topology of тд equals τ A • By using Proposition 
3.2.17 we obtain that {А, ТА) is normable and complete. D 
4.2 Як-modules of Countable Type 
The content of this section can also be found in [18]. Our goal is to prove that 
a submodule of a locally convex ifr-module of countable is again of count­
able type, see Theorem 4.2.14 
For this we need some algebra. 
Preliminaries: Countably Generated Бк-modules 
Recall from Definition 2.1.6 that a Ifo-module A is countably generated if 
there exists a countable subset X of A such that A = coX. 
A K-vector space £ is called a countably generated K-vector space if there 
exists a countable subset X of £ such that E = [X]. 
4.2.1 Proposition Let E be а К-vector space. Then E is a countably generated 
K-vector space <^=> E is countably generated as a Вк-module. 
Proof: If the valuation on К is trivial there is nothing to prove, so suppose 
that | | is non-trivial. 
=*) Let X be a countable subset of £ such that [X] = E. Let λ e К such that 
|λ | > 1. Let Χ*. = \nX := {ληχ | χ e X] ( n e Ν). Then U
ne
iN*n is a 
countable subset of £ and co UneN^n = [X] = £• Hence, £ is countably 
generated as а Βκ -module. 
*=) is obvious. Π 
4.2.2 Lemma Each Βκ-submodule of a countably generated K-vector space 
is countably generated. 
Proof: Let £ be a countably generated X-vector space and let A be a Βχ-
submodule of £. Let еі.ег.бз.··· e £ such that £ = [еі,е 2,ез.···]· For 
every η > 1 let V„ = Α η [ е
ь
. . . , β
η
]. Then A = UM>i Уп- Now п e fK for 
all η > 1 and by Proposition 2.2.44 each V
n
 is countably generated. Then 
also A is countably generated. Π 
4.2.3 Proposition Let A be a countably generated torsion free Вк-module. 
Let В bea submodule of A. Then В is also countably generated. 
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Proof: It is not hard to prove that К ®в
к
 A is a countably generated K-veclor 
space. As A is torsion free we obtain that A is embeddable in К ®в
к
 A and 
hence so is B. From the previous lemma we obtain that В is countably gene­
rated. D 
4.2.4 Proposition Let A be α countably generated Вк-module and let В bea 
submodule of A. Then В is also countably generated. 
Proof: The B^-module 
В™ := {(λι,λ2,λ3,...) | A„ eBK ( n i 1) and λ„ = 0forlargen} 
is torsion free and countably generated. Let х\,хг,хз,... e A such that 
A = co {xi,Хг,хз,.·· }· Let h : B¿N) — A be defined by 
oo 
Λ(λι,λ2,λ3,...) = ΣλίΧ ( (Ai1A2,A3,...)eB¿N)-
t = l 
Then h is a surjective homomorphism. Now h~l(B) is a submodule of BKN) 
and hence h_1 (B) is countably generated. Then also В = h{h~l (B)) is count­
ably generated. Π 
βχ-modules of Countable Type 
In p-adic Functional Analysis Banach spaces of countable type take over the 
role played by separable spaces in classical theory. (Recall that a JC-Banach 
space £ is called of countable type if there exists a countable subset X of 
£ such that [X] is dense in B.) We now introduce the corresponding notion 
for normed ifr-modules. 
4.2.5 Definition A normed Βχ-module (A, \\ ||) is called of countable type if 
there exist a countable subset X of A such that co AT is dense in A. 
4.2.6 Proposition Let (E, II \\) be a K-Banach space. Then (£, || ||) is a Ba­
nach space of countable type <=> (£, || ||) is a normed Βχ -module of count­
able type. 
The proof of this proposition is similar to that of Proposition 4.2.1 and will 
be omitted. 
4.2.7 Theorem Let (A, || ||) be a Вк-module of countable type. Let В be a 
submodule of A and let || ||д be the restriction of\\ \\ toB. Then also (В, \\ \\в) 
is of countable type. 
Proof: For every n i 1 let î/n = {χ e A | ||x|| < £}. As Λ is of countable 
type we obtain that A/U
n
 is countably generated for every n i l . For every 
η > 1 let тг„ : A — A/U
n
 be the quotient map. Then π
η
(Β) is countably 
generated for each η > 1. Let êf, ê", ê",... e ττ„(Β) be such that rr
n
(B) = 
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co {êi,è™.ê",...} (η > 1). For each η > 1 choose e",e",e",... e В such 
that n(ef) = e? (i £ 1). We prove that co {e" | i > 1, η > 1} is dense in 
B. To this end let у e В and let ε > 0. Let η e N such that ¿ < f. There 
exist ж e N and λι A
m
 e Вк such that ТТ„(:У) = Aie" + • • • + Л
т
е ^ = 
ττ
η
(λιβ? + · · • А„е* ). And hence \\y - (Aie? + · · · + A
w
e£) | | < £ < ε. Π 
4.2.8 Proposition lef (A, || ||) be a normed Вк-module of countable type. 
Let (B, || \\') be a normed Вк-module and φ : A—- В a continuous, surjec-
tive homomorphism. Then also (B, || ||') is of countable type. 
Proof: Let X be a countable subset of A such that coX is dense in (A, || || ). 
Then φ(Χ) is a countable subset of Б and со (φ(Χ)) = ф(соХ). By Propo­
sition 3.1.6 φ is uniformly continuous and hence, φ(ϋοΧ) is dense in 
(B,\\ II')-
We conclude that (B, || | |') is of countable type. D 
We recall the following from Proposition 3.4.16. Let Λ be a Bjf-module and 
let ρ be a seminorm on A. Then the norm ρ on A/Ker ρ is defined by 
p(x+ Kerp) = p(x) (x G A). 
4.2.9 Definition A locally convex B^-module (Α, τ) is called of countable 
type if for every continuous seminorm ρ on Λ the normed B/rmodule 
(A/Ker p,p) is of countable type. 
4.2.10 Proposition A continuous homomorphic image of a locally convex 
Вц -module of countable type is again of countable type. 
Proof: Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module of countable type. Let 
(Β, σ) be a locally convex Bjrmodule and let φ : A —* В be a continu­
ous surjective homomorphism. Let ρ be a continuous seminorm on B. We 
prove that (B/Kerp,p) is of countable type. In fact, ρ ο φ» is a continu­
ous seminorm on A and φ induces a continuous surjective homomorphism 
(A/Ker (ρ ο φ), ρ ° φ)—> (B/Kerp). Now (A/Ker (ρ о φ), ρ ο φ) is a normed 
module of countable type and hence, by Proposition 4.2.8, also (B/Ker p, p) 
is of countable type. 
We see that (Β, σ) is of countable type. D 
4.2.11 Definition Let A be a B^-module and let ρ be a seminorm on A. Then 
ρ is called of countable type if the locally convex space (A, ρ ) is of countable 
type. 
4.2.12 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module and let ρ be a seminorm on A. 
Then: 
ρ is of countable type <=> (A/Kerp, p) is of countable type. 
Proof: =>) (A,p) is of countable type and ρ is a p-continuous seminorm, 
hence (A/Ker p, p) is of countable type. _ 
«=) Let q be a p-continuous seminorm. We have to prove that (A/Ker q,q) 
is of countable type. From Proposition 3.3.11 we obtain that Kerp с Kerq. 
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By Proposition 2.1.27, the map φ : (A/Kerp, ρ) — (A/Kerq,q) defined by 
Φ (χ + Кегр) = χ + Kerq (χ e Λ) is a surjective homomorphism. From 
the fact that q is p-continuous it follows that φ is continuous. By using 
Proposition 4.2.8 we obtain that (A/Ker q,q) is of countable type. D 
4.2.13 Lemma Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex B¡c-module and let ρ bea semi-
norm of countable type on A. Let В be a submodule of A. Then p\B isa semi-
norm of countable type on B. 
Proof: It is not hard to verify that φ : (В/Кетр\В,р\В) — (A/Kerp, ρ) 
defined by φ(χ + Кегр|Д) = χ + Кегр (χ e Β) is a homeomorphism 
from (ß/Kerp|ß,p\B) in (А/Кегр,р). From the previous proposition 
we obtain that (A/Kerp, p) is of countable type and, by Theorem 4.2.7, 
(B/Kerp\B,p\B) is of countable type. Again by using the previous propo­
sition we obtain that p\B is of countable type. D 
4.2.14 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βχ -module of countable type. 
Let В bea submodule on A. Then also {В, т\В) is of countable type. 
Proof: Let ρ be a continuous seminorm on B. There exists a bounded 
seminorm q on В such that ρ ~ q. By Proposition 3.4.20 there exists 
a continuous seminorm r on A such that r\B = q. From Proposition 
4.2.12 we obtain that r is of countable type and hence, by Lemma 4.2.13, 
q = r\B is of countable type. Thus, (B/Kerq,q) is of countable type. Since 
Ker ρ = Kerq and the p-topology equals the q-topology we obtain that the 
map Ів/kerp : (ß/Кег p,p)— (B/Kerq,q) is a homeomorphism and hence, 
by Proposition 4.2.8, (B/Ker p, p) is of countable type. Π 
4.2.15 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βκ-module. Then: 
A is of countable type <=> For every zero neighbourhood V in A there exists 
a countable subset X of A such that А с V + coX. 
Proof: =>) Let V be a zero neighbourhood of A. There exists a continuous 
seminorm ρ on A suchthat {χ e A \ ρ (χ) < 1} с V. Now (А/Кегр, ρ) is of 
countable type and hence there exists a countable subset У of A/Ker ρ such 
that со У is dense in (A/Ker p,p). Let X be a countable subset of A such 
that π(Χ) = Y. We prove that A = V + coX. In fact, let ζ e A. There exists 
a y e co Y such that ρ(ττ(ζ) - y) < 1. Let y s coX such that n(y) = y. 
Then p(z - y) = ρ(ττ(ζ) - y) < 1 and hence ζ - y e V. This means that 
zey + V с V + coX. 
<=) Let ρ be a continuous seminorm on A. We prove that (A/Ker p,p) is 
of countable type. To this end, let U
n
 = {x e A | p(x) < ^} for 
each η > 1. There exist countable subsets Хі,Х2,Хз,... of A such that 
A = U
n
 + coX
n
 (n > 1): Let π : A — A/Ker ρ be the quotient map. Let 
Y = Tr(Uns:i^n)· We prove that со У is dense in (A/Kerp,p). In fact, let 
ζ G A/Ker p. Let ε > 0. Let η e N such that £ < ε. Let χ e A such that 
π(χ) = ζ. There exists а у e co X
n
 such that x-y eU
n
. Then n(y) e co У 
and p(z - тг(у)) = p(x - j ) < ¿ < ε. 
We see that (A/Ker ρ, ρ) is of countable type. Π 
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4.2.16 Proposition A product of locally convex BK-modules ofcountable type 
is of countable type. 
Proof: Let {(Ai,Tt)}ie/beacollectionof locally convex B^-modules of count-
able type. Let A = Y\ie¡ A,. Let V be an open submodule of A. We prove 
that there exists a countable subset К of A such that А с V + со Y. To this 
end observe that there exist η 6 N, ij i
n
 e I and open submodules 
ü i c A , [/„с Aln such that ПГ-і Л" 1 (^J) c v- F o r e a c h J e {1,.... n} 
there exists a countable subset X} of Atj such that Ah с I/, + coXj. For 
every je {1,... , η} let the subset У} of A be defined by 
Yj = {xsA | x(ij) e X, and x(fc) = 0 if fc*i,}. 
Let У = U?=i V;· Then i t : i s n o t hard to verify that А с + соУ. 
By using Proposition 4.2.15 we obtain that A is of countable type. Π 
4.3 Bounded Sets 
The following notion of boundedness is only suitable for Hausdorff locally 
convex BK-modules over non-trivially valued K. In this section we therefore 
assume all locally convex BK -modules to be Hausdorff. 
4.3.1 Definition Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let (Α, τ) be a locally 
convex BK -module. A subset X of A is called bounded if for every zero neigh­
bourhood U there exists а Л e Вк \ {0} such that \X с U. 
4.3.2 Remark If \K\ is trivial, then the above definition is not very useful, 
since with this definition a subset X of a locally convex Βχ-module (Α, τ) is 
bounded iff X с f){U \ U open submodule of A} and hence: 
X с A is bounded *=> p(x) = 0 (x G X) for every τ-continuous seminorm 
ρ on A. 
Thus, {0} is the only bounded subset of A. 
In the case that the valuation on К is trivial we make the following definition 
of a bounded subset. 
4.3.3 Definition Let the valuation on К be trivial. Let (Α, τ) be a locally con­
vex BK -module. A subset X of A is called boundedif every continuous semi-
norm on X is bounded. 
4.3.4 Remark From .K-vector space theory we know the following. 
Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let (Ε, τ) be a locally convex K-vector 
space. Let X be a subset ofE. Then: X is bounded <=> every continuous 
seminorm on E is bounded on X 
If \K\ is non-trivial then boundedness of a subset Xof a locally convex Βχ-
module A does not imply that every continuous seminorm on X is bounded. 
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For example, let the valuation on К be dense. Let {Α, τ) = (B¡¿, | | ). Then B¿ 
is bounded. Let ν on B¿ be defined by ν(λ) = y ^ · (λ e B¿). By Proposi-
tion 3.3.15 ν is a norm on B¿ and ν ~ | |. Hence, ν is continuous. But ν is 
not bounded on B¿. 
Let \K\ be non-trivial. Of course, if every continuous seminorm on a subset 
X of a locally convex Bjf-module (Λ, τ) is bounded then X is bounded. But 
there is a lot more to say, also in the case that | ^ | is trivial. See Theorem 
5.2.21. 
4.3.5 Theorem Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let (Α, τ) be a locally 
convex BK -module andX с A. Then: 
X is bounded <=> 1ігщ-о Ρ (Ax) = 0 uniformly on X, for every continuous 
seminorm ρ on A. 
Proof: =>) Let ρ be a continuous seminorm on A. Let ε > 0. Then the sub-
module U := {χ e A I p(x) < ε} is open and hence there exists a λ G ifr\{0} 
such that AX с U. Then ρ(μχ) < ε (χ e Χ) for every μ e Β
κ
 with |μ| ^ |λ|. 
We obtain Іітд-о ρ(λχ) = 0 uniformly on Χ. 
^) Let U be a zero neighbourhood. There exists an open submodule V 
of A such that V с U. Then pv is a continuous seminorm and hence 
Іітд-о Ρν(λχ) = 0 uniformly on X. Thus there exists a λ e B¡c \ {0} such 
that ρν(λχ) < 1 (χ e X). Then λΧ с {χ e A | p
v
(x) < 1} = V с U. Π 
4.3.6 Proposition Let (Λ, τ) be a locally convex Βκ-module and let В be a 
submodule of A. LetX с В. Then: 
X is bounded in (Α, τ) <;=> X is bounded in (В, τ\Β). 
Proof: Suppose that the valuation on К is trivial. Then Л is a K-vector space 
and В is a subspace of A. 
=0 Let ρ be a T|ß-continuous seminorm on B. Then ρ can be extended to a 
seminorm q on A. Now q is bounded on X and hence so is p. 
«=) Let ρ be a τ-continuous seminorm on A. Then p\B is τ IB-continuous 
and hence p\B is boundedon X. As ρ = p\B on X, also ρ is bounded on X. 
If the valuation on К is non-trivial the proof is easy by using Definition 4.3.1. 
D 
4.3.7 Examples Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Ifr-module such that there ex­
ists a λ G Βκ \ {0} with AA = {0}. Then A is bounded. 
If (Α,τ) is a locally convex Ifr-module then the set {x e A \ λχ = 0} is 
bounded in A for every λ G Βκ \ {0}. 
4.3.8 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module. Then we have 
the following. 
1. Finite subsets of A are bounded. 
2. X с A bounded => coX bounded. 
3. X с A bounded => X bounded. 
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4.XcYcA,Y bounded => X bounded. 
5. X с A bounded <=* Every countable subset ofX is bounded. 
6. X с Л bounded, A e К => λΧ bounded. 
Proof: It is not hard to see that the assertions are true if \K\ is trivial, so 
assume К is non-trivial. 
1. Let X be a finite subset of A. Let U be an zero neighbourhood in A. Then 
U is absorbing and as X is finite there exists a λ E BK \ {0} such that λΧ с U. 
2. Let U be a zero neighbourhood in A. There exists an open submodule V 
of A with V с U. There exists a λ e В
к
 \ {0} such that \X с V. Then 
AcoX = COAX с соV = V с U. 
3. Let Í/ be a zero neighbourhood. Then there exists an open submodule 
V such that V c_t/. Then V_ is also closed. There exists a A e Вк such that 
\X с V. Then AX с AX с V = V с U. 
4. trivial 
5. => follows from 4. 
*=) Suppose X is not bounded. Then there exists a zero neighbourhood U 
of A such that ÁX %U for every λ e BK\ {0}. Let Ai, A2, A3,... e BK such 
that |Ail > |A2| > |Аз| > ... and limn,oo |An| = 0. Then for every η > 1 
there exists an x„ e X such that A
n
x
n
 $ U. This is in contradiction with 
the boundedness of {χι, хг, хз,...}. 
6. Let U be a zero neighbourhood. Let μ e BK\ {0} such that μΧ с U. We 
may suppose that |μ| < |A|. Then | μ λ - 1 | < 1 and hence, by Proposition 
2.1.18, (μλ^ΜΑΧ) с (μλ^λίΧ = μΧ С U. Ώ 
4.3.9 Proposition lef (Λ, τ) and (Β, σ) be locally convex Вк-modules and let 
φ : А— В be a continuous homomorphism. LetX be a bounded subset of A. 
Then <p(X) is a bounded subset ofB. 
Proof: Suppose |.K| is trivial. Let ρ be a continuous seminorm on B. Then 
ρ ο φ is a continuous seminorm on A. Hence, ρ ο φ is bounded on X. This 
implies that ρ is bounded on φ(Χ). Thus, <p(X) is bounded. 
Suppose \K\ is non-trivial. Let U be a zero neighbourhood in B. Thencp-1(L0 
is a zero neighbourhood in A. Hence, there exists a A e Вк \ {0} such that 
AX с φ-1^). Then λφ(Χ) = φ(λΧ) ccpícp^iU)) CU. Π 
4.3.10 Proposition Let I be an index set and for every iel let (A
u
 rt) bea 
locally convex BK -module. Let A = Π te/ Λ and let τ be the product topology 
on A. For every i s I let Xt be a bounded subset ofAt and let X = Піе/ ^ι· 
Then X is a bounded subset of (Α, τ ) . 
Proof: Let U be a zero neighbourhood of A. Then there exist η e Ν, 
ii,... ,ίη e I and open submodules C/i с А
и > . . . ,Un с A^ such that 
Π"=ι P^iUj) с U. (Here Ptj : A— AtJ is the projection map (j = 1 n)). 
There exist A b . . . , An e BK \ {0} such that AjXtJ с Uj for all j e {1 η}. 
Let μ <=Βκ\ {0} such that |μ| < mini<jS n |Aj|. Then ί\,(μΧ) = μΡυ(Χ) = 
μΧ1} с Uj for all j e {1 η) and hence μΧ с П ^ і ^ 1 ^ ) с U. Π 
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4.3.11 Proposition Let η e N. If \K\ is trivial then Kn is bounded (with re­
spect to the discrete topology). If\K\ is non-trivial, then for every X с Kn: X 
is bounded (with respect to the unique locally convex Hausdorfftopology on 
Kn, see Proposition 4.1.2) <=> X is subset of a finitely generated BK-module. 
Proof: Suppose \K\ is trivial. Let ei,... ,e
n
 be the canonical base for Kn. 
Then ρ < max(p(ei),. . ., p(e
n
)) for every seminoma ρ on A. Hence Kn is 
bounded with respect to the discrete topology. 
Suppose \K\ is non-trivial. 
=> ) Let e\,..., e
n
 be the canonical base for Kn, Let II || be the max norm with 
respect to e
x
 e
n
. Let U = {x e Kn \ \\x\\ < 1}. Then U is open in Kn. 
Let λ e BK \ {0} such that \X с U. 
Let χ G X. There exist μι,. . . ,μ
η
 e К such that χ = μι6ι + ... + \х
п
е
п
. 
Then λχ = λμιβι = ... + λ μ
η
β
η
 and | |λχ| | < 1. Thus, \λμι\ < 1 and hence 
|μί| < lA-^foraUie {1 η}. 
We obtain that Л" с со{Л_ 1еі,... ,λ _ 1β„}. 
«=) Let У be a finite subset of Kn such that X с coY. With 1. and 2. of 
Proposition 4.3.8 we obtain that со Y is bounded and with 4. of the same 
proposition we obtain that X is bounded. Ρ 
Now we study boundedness in arbitrary modules in JK· 
4.3.12 Proposition Let A e JK· Then the following assertions are equiva­
lent. 
(i) A is a homomorphic image of a bounded absolutely convex subset ofKn 
for some η G N (i.e. Α Ε 3%). 
(ii) Ais a subset of a finitely generated Βχ-module. 
(ili) A is bounded with respect to every locally convex Hausdorff topology on 
A. 
(iv) A is bounded with respect to some locally convex Hausdorff topology on 
A. 
Proof: If \K\ is trivial then the assertions (i)-(iv) are all true and there re­
mains nothing to prove. Hence, suppose \K\ is non-trivial, 
(i) =* (ii) is Proposition 2.2.40. 
(ii) => (iii): Let С be a finitely generated Bjf-module such that Ac С There 
exists a finitely generated absolutely convex subset D of some Kn and a sur-
jécrive homomorphism φ : D — C. Let Β = φ~ι{Α). By Proposition 4.3.11 
В is bounded. Then φ\Β : (В, тв) —- (А, тд) is continuous (see Proposition 
4.1.7) and hence (А, тд) is bounded. Let τ be a locally convex Hausdorff 
topology on A. Then τ is weaker than тд and hence (Α, τ) is also bounded, 
(iii) => (iv): тд is a locally convex Hausdorff topology on Л and from (iii) it 
follows that (А, тд) is bounded. 
(iv) -• (i): Let τ be a locally convex Hausdorff topology on A such that (Α, τ) 
is bounded. Let η = rank A. Let В be an absolutely convex subset of Kn and 
let φ : Б — A be a surjective homomorphism. Let ν e Κ, \v\ > 1. By using 
Proposition 2.2.37 we obtain that there exists an elementary subset X of Kn 
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such that В с Л: с vB. Let m G Ν, let x
u
..., x
n
 G Kn and let С
ъ
...,С
т 
be absolutely convex subsets of К such that X = CiXi + • · · + C
m
x
m
. We 
prove that each C, is bounded. 
Let i e {1,..., m]. According to Proposition 2.2.28 we obtain that there ex­
ists a λ € К \ {0} such that λχ ( G В and φ(λΧι) * 0. As (Α, τ) is Hausdorff 
there exists а т-ореп submodule U such that ф(Лх
г
) £ U. Since (Α,τ) is 
bounded there exists a μ e Βκ \ {0} such that μ А с U. Let ρ G К such 
that \p\ > | λ μ _ 1 ν | and suppose that ρ e С
г
. Then v~V*i e ß. Then 
| λ ν μ ~ ν - 1 | < 1 and hence λ ν μ - 1 ρ - 1 e Βκ. Now 
φ(λχ,) = φ ί ί λ ν μ - ν Μ μ ν - ν ^ ι ) = ( λ ν μ - ν - 1 ) φ ( μ ( ν - 1 ρ * ι ) ) 
and (λνμ~1ρ~ι)φ(μ(ν~1ρχ
ι
)) = (λνμ - 1 ρ _ 1 ) ( μ φ ( ν _ 1 px t )). Now 
( λ ν μ - ν ^ ί μ ί Ρ ί ν ν ^ ) ) e (λνμ-ν_1)ί/ с I/ 
and thus φ»(\Χι) e [ƒ, a contradiction. Hence, Ct с {η G Κ \ \η\ < | λμ - 1 ν | } , 
which implies that Ct is bounded. Then also C\X\ + · · • + Cmxm is bounded 
and hence so is B. D 
4.3.13 Corollary Let A e JK- Let τ be a locally convex Hausdorff topology 
on A and letX с A. Then: 
X is bounded in (Α,τ) <=> X is bounded in (А,тд). 
An absolutely convex subset A of a K-vector space E that does not contain 
linear spaces except {0} is bounded with respect to some Hausdorff locally 
convex topology on [A], namely the topology induced by the Minkowsky 
function on [A]. To find out generalizations to ßjf-modules (see Theorem 
4.3.19) we introduce the notion of a divisible element. 
4.3.14 Definition Let A be a Як-module. An χ e A with χ Φ 0 is called a 
divisible element if for every λ e Βκ \ {0} there exists а у e A such that 
\y = x. 
Α Βκ -module which has divisible elements need not to contain a non-trivial 
divisible submodule as we see in the following example. 
4.3.15 Example Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let eo,е\,ег,.·- be 
the canonical unit vectors of KiN). Let λ G Κ, |λ| > 1. Let 
В = со{е0.АеьЛ2е2,-··} 
and let 
С = co{eo -ßbßo - £2·£ο -e-i,...}. 
We first observe that С с B. Let A := B/C. We shall prove that e0 + С is a 
divisible element of A, but that A contains no divisible submodules but {0}. 
The proof is divided into several steps. 
1. eo + С is a divisible element 
Proof: Let μ e Β
κ
, μ * 0. Let η G Ν such that |ЛГте < |μ| < |λ|~η + 1. Then 
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д-ημ-ι
 e BK N O W μ-ι£η + c = (\-ημ-ΐ)\ηβη + c eAand μ(μ _ 1 β„ + О = 
e
n
 + С = e0 + С. Π 
2. lef μ0 Цп e В/с. Then μ0βο + • • · + μη6η + С = (ΣΓ=ο Mt)ßo + С. 
Furthermore, if μ e В* such that peo e С fhen μ = 0. 
Proof: μ 0β 0 + · • · + Цпеп + С = (Σ?-ο**»)βο + I " = i ( - ^ ) ( e o - e , ) + С = 
(1Г-оЛ)ео + С. 
Furthermore, let μ e Βκ such that μβ0 e С. Then there exist η e N and 
vi,...v
n
 e Βκ such that цео = vi(eo - ei) + ... + v„(eo - e
n
). That is to 
say (μ - ΣΓ=ι vt)ßo + ν ι β ι + • • · + v„e„ = 0 and hence μ - ΣΓ=ι v t = 0 and 
vi = ... = v
n
 = 0. This implies μ = 0. • 
3. Let μι, . . . , μ„ e Βκ and /ef χ = μοβο + μιλβι + ... + μ
η
λ
η 6
η
 e Β. Then: 
χ G С <=> μ0, μιλ μ„λ
η
 e Β* and μ0 + μιλ + • · · + μ η λ
η
 = 0. 
Proof: «=) By 2., χ + С = (ΣΓ=ο М ' ) е 0 + С = 0e0 + С = С and hence χ € С. 
=>) There exist m^n and vi, . . . , v
m
 e В* such that χ = £ "
= 1 Vj (e0 - ßj). 
Then 
τη η η 
(μο - Χ vt)eo + Σ <*0*J + y j)ß j + Σ v J e J = 
ι=1 ./=1 J = n + 1 
η τη 
Σ μ./λ-'β, - Σ v j(ß j - βο) = Χ - Χ = 0. 
This implies that μ0 - Σ™ι vt = 0, μιλ + vi = ... = μ„λ
η
 + ν
η
 = 0 and 
ν
η + ι = ... = Vm = 0. 
Then, in particular, μο = ΣΓ=ι v t e Βκ and μχλ
ι
 = -v t e Βκ for i = 1,..., η . 
Furthermore, μο + μιλ + · • • + μ
η
λ
η
 = μο - ΣΓ=ι v t = 0. D 
4. Let y e Α. Letti еы andv0,... , пеВк such that у = Σ?=ο
 vj^Jej + c-
Suppose there exists an i e {1,... ,n} such f haf IvtAl| > 1. Then у is not a 
divisible element of A. 
Proof: Let к e {1,... ,n} such that \vk\k\ > 1. Suppose there exists a ζ e Л 
such that K~kz = y. 
Let τη > η and let po,..., p
m
 e Βκ be such that ζ = Σ™ι Pj e j + С. Then 
τη η 
Σ PjV-ke} + С = λ-"ζ = у = Σ У,А-»е, + С 
J = l J=0 
and hence Z"=o(PjW~k - VjÄ-Oe, + Σ™
η
+ι Pj^3~k^j e С. From 3. it follows 
that pk - Vk\k e Βκ. But pk e Βκ and vj^ k £ Βκ, a contradiction. 
We obtain that у is not divisible. Π 
5. Lef D be a divisible submodule of A. Then eo + C ( D. 
Proof: Suppose eo + С e D. 
Let μ e BK and y e D such that цу = eo + С. 
Let η e N and vo v„ e В* such that у = Σ"=ο νιλ*βι + С. Suppose 
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that ViA' e BK for all i > 1. Then e0 + С = μγ = Σ?=ο l*vlK
l
el + С = 
(Ц Σ " о νιλ ι)βο + С and hence ((1 - μν0) - μ ΣΓ=ο ,Л1)е0 G С. This implies 
Λ3ΐ(1-μν 0)-μΣΓ=ον,λ» = 0. ΒιιΙ |1-μν 0 | = 1 and ΙμΣΓ-о гАЧ < \μ\ < 1, 
a contradiction. 
Thus there exists an i e {1,..., η} with |vtA4 > 1 and this implies that у 
is not divisible, again a contradiction. Hence, во + С £ D. Π 
6. Let D be a divisible submodule of A. Then D = {0}. 
Proof: Let y e D. There exist η e N and μο μ
η
 ε Bjç such that 
y = Σ " = ο ί Μ ^ + С. Now >- is divisible and hence μι\ι e Я* for all 
i e {0 η}. Then у = ( Σ " ο ^A l )e 0 + С. Let ν = Σ? = 0 μ,λ*. 
Suppose ν Φ 0. Then there exists a ζ e D such that vz = y. Let m e N and 
po Pm £ Βκ such that ζ = Σ^ΐο Pj^Jej + С. As ζ is divisible we obtain 
that ptA
l
 e BK for all i e {0 m}. 
Now veo + С = y = vz = lT=ovPi^^j + С = (Σ™ι р
г
Л
1)е0 + С and 
hence (ν - ΣΪ^ο р
г
\1)е0 e С. Then 2. implies that Σΐ^ο Ριλ1 = 1 and hence 
ζ = eo + С, a contradiction. 
Thus, ν = 0 and hence у = 0. We obtain that D = {0}. Π 
4.3.16 Theorem Let A be a Вк-module that has no divisible elements. Then 
A is a homomorphic image of an absolutely convex subset of some К-vector 
space that contains no linear subspaces apart from {0}. 
Proof: According to Proposition 2.1.33 there exists an absolutely convex 
subset В of some vector space E and a surjective homomorphism φ : В — Α. 
Let D = {χ e Β Ι [χ] с Β]. Then D is a linear subspace of E. Let F be a 
linear subspace of E such that D ®F = E and let С = F η В. It it is not hard 
to verify that В = D θ С. Now С is an absolutely convex subset of E that 
contains no linear subspaces but {0}. 
Letx eD. Let μ еВ*\{0}. Τΐιεημ" 1 * eD ζχιάμφίμ^χ) = φ(χ). We see 
that φ(χ) is a divisible element of A. Hence φ(χ) = 0. 
We obtain that D с Ker φ. From Proposition 2.1.28 it follows that there ex­
ists a surjective homomorphism from B/D to A. As В = D С we obtain 
that B/D is isomorphic to C. And hence there exists also a surjective homo­
morphism from С to A. D 
4.3.17 Remark If the valuation on К is non-trivial, then the converse of the 
previous theorem is not true. Α Βχ-module A that is a homomorphic image 
of an absolutely convex subset that contains no linear subspaces may have 
divisible elements. It is even possible that Λ is a if-vector space ! 
For example, let 
со := {(Ло.Лі.Аг,...) I At G К for all ι e N and lim λ η = 0}. 
Π—οο 
Let 
Во = ί(λο,λι,λ 2,. . .) Ι At e Βκ for all i e N and lim λ„ = 0} 
η—οο 
be the unit ball of Co and let 
Boo = {(λο,λι,λ2,...) | At eBK for all i SNandA t = 0 for large i]. 
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Let A = Bo I Boo. 
Bo is an absolutely convex subset of Co that contains no non-trivial linear 
subspaces and the quotient map π : Bo —• A is a surjective homomorphism. 
Now A is divisible. For let χ e A and μ e Βκ \ {0}. Let λο, λι, Аг,... e В* 
with lim
n
_oo λ
η
 = 0 such that χ = (λο, Ль Лг,... ) + Boo· 
Let JV e N such that | λ
η
| < |μ| for all η ;> N. Then 
χ = (Ло.ЛьЛгі··.) + Boo = (0,... ,0,AJV,ÄN+1,·.• ) + Boo-
Now μ _ 1 λ„ e Βκ for all η > N and 1іт
п
_„о μ - 1 λ „ = 0. Thus 
(0 0 , μ - 1 λ
Ν ι
μ - 1 λ
Ν + ι , . . . ) + Β ο 0 ε Λ 
and 
μ(0,... ,0,ц~1\м,μ_1λΝ+ι,... ) + Β0 0 = (0 0,λ Ν ,λ Ν + 1 , . . . ) + Boo = Χ. 
We see that for every χ e A and every μ e Βκ \ {0} there exists а у 6 A 
such that μ}' = χ. Hence, A is divisible. 
A is also torsion free. In fact, let χ e A and μ e Βκ such that μχ = 0. Let 
Ло.Лі.Аг,... e BK with limn-«,λη = 0 such that χ = (λο,λι,λ2,...)+ Β0ο· 
Then μχ = (μλο,μλι,μλ2,...) + Boo. As μχ = 0 we obtain that 
(μλο, μλι, μλ2,... ) e Boo and hence there exists an N e N such that μλ
η
 = 0 
for all η > N. Then μ = 0 or A
n
 = 0 for every η > N. In the later case we 
havethatx = (λο,λι,λ2,...)+Βοο = (λο λ^-ι,Ο,Ο, ...)+Boo = В0о = 0. 
We see that if χ e A and μ s Βκ such that μχ = 0 then μ = 0 or χ = 0. 
Thus, A is torsion free. 
We obtain that A is a torsion free divisible Βχ-module and hence, by Theo­
rem 2.1.14, a K-vector space. 
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward. 
4.3.18 Proposition Let A be a Вк-module. Then 
P | λΑ = {0} υ {χ e A | χ is divisible}. 
ЛеВк\{0} 
If A is an absolutely convex set then Плев
к
\{0} λΑ is the largest linear sub-
space contained in A. 
4.3.19 Theorem Let A be a BK-module. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(i) A has no divisible elements. 
(ii) There exists an absolutely convex set В which contains no linear sub-
spaces * {0} and a surjective homomorphism φ : В — A such thatKer φ 
is closed with respect to the qa-topology on B. 
(ili) There exists a locally convex Hausdorff topology τ on A such that (Α, τ) 
is bounded. 
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Proof: (i) => (ii): From Theorem 4.3.16 we obtain that there exist an abso­
lutely convex set С that contains no linear subspaces Φ {0} and a surjective 
homomorphism φ : С — A. We prove that Ker φ is closed with respect to 
the i?c_topology on C. To this end, let Ker φ be the closure of Ker φ with 
respect to the qc-topology. Let χ e Ker φ. Let λ б Вк \ {0}. Then AC is ac­
open and hence (χ + AC) η Ker φ Φ 0 . Let у G С such that χ + Ay e Ker φ. 
Then φ{χ) = Aqp(-y). 
We see that for every λ G Вк \ {0} there exists a ζ G A such that λζ = φ {χ). 
Thus, φ (χ) is divisible and hence φ{χ) = 0. That is to say χ e Ker ср. 
We obtain Ker φ = Ker φ. 
(ii) =» (iii): Let В be an absolutely convex set that contains no linear sub-
spaces Φ {0} and let φ : В •— A a surjective homomorphism such that 
Ker φ is closed with respect to the ^B-topology. Now qB is a norm on В for 
В contains no linear subspaces. Furthermore, В is bounded with respect to 
qs since {АВ)\
е
в
к
\Ю} is a base of zero neighbourhoods for the i^-topology. 
Let ρ be the quotient norm of qs on ß/Ker φ. Then (B/Ker φ», ρ) is a locally 
convex ßjt-module and as the quotient map π : (B.qBÌ -~ (ß/Ker φ, ρ) is 
continuous we obtain that (ß/Ker φ, ρ) is bounded. As A ~ ß/Ker φ we ob­
tain that there exists a locally convex Hausdorff topology τ on Λ such that 
(Α, τ) is bounded. 
(iii) =* (i): Let τ be a locally convex Hausdorff topology on A such that (Α, τ) 
is bounded. Let χ be a divisible element of A. Let U be an open submodule 
of A and let λ e В
к
 \ {0} such that ЛА с U. Let у e A such that Ay = x. 
Then χ = Ay e (7. We obtain that χ G [ƒ for every open submodule f/ of A. 
As τ is Hausdorff it follows that χ = 0. Π 
4.3.20 Theorem Let A be а Вк-module without divisible elements. Then qA 
is α norm on A and the qA-topology is the strongest Hausdorff locally convex 
topology τ on A such that (Α, τ) is bounded. 
Proof: 1. Let χ G A such that ÍJA(X) = 0. For every A e Вк \ {0} we have 
that χ G AA and hence χ G Плев*\{0} λΑ. From Proposition 4.3.18 it follows 
that χ = 0. 
2. By Proposition 3.3.33 the collection (АА)л
е
в
к
\{0} is a base of zero neigh­
bourhoods for the qA-topology which implies that (А, <?д) is bounded. 
3. Let τ be a locally convex Hausdorff topology on A such that A is bounded 
with respect to т. Let U be а т-ореп submodule. There exists a A G Вк \ {0} 
such that А А с U. As A A is ^д-ореп it follows that also U is q^-open. 
Thus, τ is weaker than the q^-topology. D 
4.3.21 Proposition Let В be an absolutely convex set that contains no linear 
subspaces Φ {Ó}. Let С bea BK-submodule of В that is closed with respect to 
the qs-topology. Then the quotient norm ofqs on BIC equals qe/c-
Proof: Let ρ be the quotient norm of qs on В 1С. 
case 1. \K\ is discrete. Let χ G ß. Let A G К such that |A| = qe/cix + C). 
Then χ + С G A(ß/C), hence there exists a y G Aß such that x + C = y + C. 
Then p(x + C) = p(y + C) < qB(y) < |A| = qB/cix + C). 
As \K\ is discrete there exists а с G С such that ρ (χ + С) = qe(x + с). Let 
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μ e К such that qe(x + с) = \μ\. Thenx + c e ^fiandhencex + C e μ(Β/0. 
Then qn/cix + О < \μ\ = p(x + С). 
We obtain that ρ = qsic- • 
case 2. | # | is dense. Let χ e В. Let λ € К such that |λ| > qBic(x + С). Then 
χ + С e А(В/С) and hence, as in case 1., p(x + C) ^ |λ|. As |X| is dense we 
obtain that p(x + C) < qe/c(x + C). 
Let λ e BK such that |λ| > p(x + C). Then there exists а с e С such that 
q B (x + c) < |λ|. Thus,x + c e λΒ and hence, as in case 1., qBic(x + C) s |λ|. 
As |K\ is dense we obtain that qB/c(x + C) < p(x + C). 
We see that ρ = qe/c- D 
4.3.22 Remark Let \K\ be non-trivial. Let Λ be a ß^-module that is bounded 
with respect to every locally convex Hausdorff topology on A. Then not nec-
essarily A e к. 
For example, let λ e BK with 0 < |λ| < 1. Let A = Β%/λΒ%. Then \A = {0} 
and hence A is bounded with respect to every locally convex topology on A. 
But not A G JK, which can be seen as follows. Let eo, е\,ег,··· be the canon­
ical unit vectors in Βχ. Let тг : B% —» A be the quotient map. From Proposi­
tion 2.2.10 we obtain that со {тг(ео), · · · , тг(е
п
_і)} is η-generated for every 
η e N. By using Proposition 2.2.35 we can conclude that A can not be of 
finite rank. 
4.3.23 Theorem Let A be a Вк-module without divisible elements. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) A is bounded with respect to every locally convex Hausdorff topology on 
A. 
(ii) A is bounded with respect to the strongest locally convex Hausdorff 
topology on A. 
(iii) ΑΛ e
 к
 for some λ e Β
κ
 \ {0}. 
Proof: (i) =* (ii): trivial. 
(ii) =* (iii): Let At be the torsion part of A. Then At is bounded with re­
spect to the strongest locally convex topology on At, τ A,, since, by Lemma 
4.1.11, TAt = тд|Л{. As At is a torsion module, every submodule of At is 
absorbing and hence τ A, is discrete. Then {0} is open and hence there ex­
ists a λ 6 δ« \ (0) such that \At = {0}. Let 5A : A — A be denned by 
5
λ
(χ) = λχ (χ e A). Then Іт5д = λΑ and KerSA = At. Thus λΑ ~ A/At. 
Now A is bounded with respect to ТА and hence A/At is bounded with re­
spect to the quotient topology of τ A- By Lemma 4.1.11 the quotient topology 
on Al At equals τ AI A,- Now Al At is torsion free and hence embeddable in a 
vector space E such that [A/At] = E and A/At is bounded with respect to 
any locally convex Hausdorff (module) topology on E. Then E must be finite 
dimensional and hence, A/At e JK. From Proposition 4.3.12 we obtain that 
AlAt G к which implies that also λΑ e к· 
(iii) *> (i): Let τ be a locally convex Hausdorff topology on A. Then, by Propo­
sition 4.3.12, \A is bounded with respect to τ|λΑ and hence λΑ is bounded 
in A with respect to τ. Now A = λ - 1 (λΑ) and hence, by 6. of Proposition 
4.3.8, A is bounded with respect to τ . D 
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4.4 T" and τ + 
In this technical section we will introduce for locally convex Βχ -modules 
(Α, τ) over a densely valued К two related locally convex topologies: т~ 
and т + . These topologies are typical for Вк -modules; their counterparts in 
K-vector space theory are trivial. That is to say that for every locally convex 
^-vector space (£, τ) we have τ " = τ = τ + . They play an important role 
in the next chapter, where they will be used to study the (non-)openness of 
surjections between c-compact sets. 
In this section we assume that the valuation on К is dense unless clearly 
stated otherwise. 
The Minus Topology 
4.4.1 Definition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex ifr-module. A subset V of A 
is called τ " -open if for every у eV there exists а т-ореп submodule U and 
a λ G Κ, |λ| > 1 such that y + \UcV. 
4.4.2 Remark We could also define the minus topology for locally convex 
Bjf-modules (Α, τ) for arbitrary valued fields К (so as to include discrete 
valued K) by calling a subset V of Λ τ --open if for every у eV there exists 
an r > 1 and а т-ореп submodule U of A such that y + Al/ с V for every 
λ e К with 1 < |λ| <r. 
This definition is equivalent with the above one if | K\ is dense. If | К | is dis­
crete then τ - = т. 
4.4.3 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex B¡c-module. Thenr' is a lo-
cally convex topology on A. 
Proof: Let С be the collection of all т~-ореп submodules of A. 
(i) Every member of С is absorbing. In fact, let U be a member of C. Then 
there exists а т-ореп submodule V and a λ e Κ, |λ| > 1 such that AV с U. 
Now AV is absorbing since V is absorbing and hence also U is absorbing, 
(ii) For every finite subcollection J of С there exists a U e С such that 
U с C\f. hi fact, let J = {LTi U
n
] be a finite subcollection of C. Let 
Vi V
n
 be т-ореп submodules and let Ai,..., A
n
 e К, |Лі | , . . . , | λ
η
| > 1 
such that AjVj с t/i for all i e {1 η}. Let V = П"=і Vf and let A e К be 
suchthat 1 < |λ| <min{|Ai| |λ„|}. Then AV e С and AV с f lJ-
Now τ " equals the C-topology and by Proposition 3.1.26 this implies that 
τ " is locally convex. Π 
4.4.4 Proposition let (Α, τ) and (Β,σ) be locally convex Вк-modules. 
Let φ : (Λ, τ) —» (Β, σ) be a continuous homomorphism. Then the map 
φ: (Λ, τ - ) —* (Β, σ~ ) is also continuous. 
Proof: Let V be a σ " -open submodule of B. There exists a A e Κ, \ A | > 1 and 
a σ-open submodule U of В such that ALT с V. Then, by 2. of Proposition 
2.1.20, Α φ - 1 (Ю = ф_1(А[/) с <p_1(V). As q>~l{U) is т-ореп we conclude 
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that φ~ι (V) is τ "-open. 
Hence, φ : (Α,τ") — (Β, σ~) is continuous. Π 
4.4.5 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module. Let В bea sub-
module of Α. 1Ьепт-\В = (τ\Β)~. 
Proof: From the continuity of the inclusion map (Β,τ\Β) —» (Λ, τ) and the 
previous proposition it follows that τ~|Β< (т|В)~. 
Now let U be а (т|Б)~ open submodule of B. Then there exist а λ e К 
with |λ| > 1 and а т|Б-ореп submodule V of В such that AV с U. (Неге 
AV = {χ e В Ι λ _ 1 χ e V}.) By proposition 3.1.30 there exists а т-ореп sub-
module W of A such that V = W η B. Then AW is а т~-ореп submod­
ule of A and thus \W η В is а т~|Б-ореп submodule of В. Furthermore, 
\W η В = Л с U and hence also U is т~ |ß-open. 
We see that also (т|В)~ <. τ~\Β. Π 
4.4.6 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βχ-module. Then: 
1. τ - < т. 
2. τ " = τ - . 
Proof: 1. Let V be а т~-ореп submodule of A. Then there exists a λ e К, 
|λ| > 1 and а т-ореп submodule U such that λU с V. Then U с \U с V 
and hence V is also т-ореп. 
2. Let V be а т~-ореп submodule. Let λ e К with |λ| > 1 and let U be 
an open submodule of A such that AU с V. Let μ e Κ, \μ\ > 1 such that 
| μ | 2 < | λ | . 
Then μυ is т"-ореп and μ{μϋ) = μ2ί/ с \U с V. 
We see that every т~-ореп submodule is also τ -open. Together with 1. 
we obtain τ = τ~. Π 
4.4.7 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module. Let ρ bea semi-
norm on A and let λ e Βχ. Then p\ : A — [0, oo) defined by 
Ρ\{χ) = ρ(λχ) (χ e A) 
is a seminorm on A. 
We leave the proof to the reader. 
4.4.8 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module. Let Τ be a gener­
ating collection ofseminorms for т. Then т~ is generated by the seminorms 
Proof: 1. Let ρ e У and let μ e B¿. Let ε > 0. Then 
{χ e Λ Ι ρ μ (χ) < ε} = {χ e Α | ρ(μχ) < ε] = μ'1 {y e Α | p(y) < ε]. 
The latter set is т_-ореп and hence so is {x e Λ | ρ μ (χ) < ε}. 
From Proposition 3.3.7 we obtain that ρμ is τ "-continuous. 
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2. Let V be a τ "-open submodule. There exist a λ e К with |λ| > 1 and a 
T-open submodule U such that AU с V. 
There exist an η e Ν, pi Pn e Τ and ti e
n
 > 0 such that 
ПГ=і{* e A | p¿(x) <
 f¿} с [/. Now 
η η 
р | { х е л | (рі)л-.(х)<£і} = р | { * е > 4 ρ Λ λ ^ χ ) < £¿} = 
í=l í=l 
и 
λ р | { * 6 Λ | Ρί(χ) < £i) C\UCV. 
t = l 
We see that (ρμ)μεΒχ, per is a collection of T~-continuous seminorms on A 
that generates τ " . Π 
4.4.9 Remark In general, the collection 
ц)цеВк, ρ T-continuous seminorm on A 
is not the collection of all T~-continuous seminorms on A. It is even not 
always a *-base of seminorms for τ - . That is to say that there exists а τ~-
continuous seminorm q, for which there do not exist a τ-continuous semi-
norm ρ and a μ e В% such that q is p^-continuous (see Definition 3.4.38). 
For example, let 0 < r < 1 and let B(0,r) = {λ e Β
κ
 | |λ| < r}. Let 
А = Вк/В(0,г). Let, as in Example 3.2.10, the norm || || on A be defined by 
||/ι + Β(0,*·)|| = ( | μ | - τ · ) ν Ο (μ G B K ) . 
Let τ be the || ||-topology. We first prove that т~ = т. In fact, let ε > 0. Let 
A e í ¿ such that |A|(r + ε) > r. Then {x e A | | |x| | < |A|(r + ε) - r} is 
open in the || ||-topology and 
А - Ч х е А І | | x | | < | A | ( r + E ) - r } = 
λ-4μ + №,τ) | | ^ | < | A | ( r + £)} = {v + B(0,r) | |Av|< |A|(r + ε)} = 
{ν + B(0,r) | |v | < r + ε} = {χ E A \ | |x| | < ε]. 
We see that {x e A | | |x| | < f} is т"-ореп for all ε > 0. Hence the || ||-
topology is weaker than τ~. This, together with Proposition 4.4.6, shows 
that T~ equals the || ||-topology. Thus, || || is τ "-continuous. But let ρ be 
a τ-continuous seminorm on A and let μ e Bj¿. Then 
{χ e A I llxll < \μ\~ιγ-γ} cKerp^, 
whereas Ker || || = 0. Hence, not Ker || || с Ker ρ μ . By using Proposition 
3.3.11 we obtain that || || is not ρμ-continuous. 
We see that there do not exist a τ-continuous seminorm ρ and a μ e B¿ 
such that || || is ρμ-continuous. Hence the collection 
(ΡμΙμΒΒχ, ρ τ-continuous seminorm on A 
(P 
is not a *-base of seminorms for τ - . 
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4.4.10 Proposition Let {Α, τ) bea locally convex Βκ-module and let (x
a
)
a
ei 
be a net in A. Then: 
x<x T-~ 0 <=> \x
a
 ~ 0 for every λ e B¿ 
Proof: Let У be a collection of seminorms generating т. Combining Theorem 
4.4.8 and Proposition 3.4.5 we obtain that 
Xa T-~ 0 <=» PA (X«) — 0 for all ρ e Τ and all Λ e B¿ <=> 
ρ(λχ«) - 0 f or all ρ e У and all λ e B¿ <=> Αχ« - 0 for all λ e B¿. 
D 
4.4.11 Remark If (Λ, τ) is a Hausdorf f locally convex Βκ -module, then 
(A, T~) need not be Hausdorff. 
For example, let A = BJC/B¿ and let τ be the discrete topology on A. Then 
(Α, τ) is a locally convex Hausdorff Bjf-module. 
Let V be a т~-ореп submodule. There exists a λ e К with |λ| > 1 and a 
T-open submodule U such that AU с V. Then A = Л{0} с MJ с V and 
therefore V = A. 
Thus T~ is the indiscrete topology on A and hence (А, т~) is not Hausdorff. 
4.4.12 Proposition let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorff locally convex Вк-module. 
Then: (А, τ - ) is Hausdorff <=> A has no simple submodules. 
(For a the definition of a simple Ifo-module see Definition 2.4.15.) 
Proof: =») Let χ e A with χ * 0. Let V be а т~-ореп submodule such that 
χ ί V. There exists a A e i with |A| > 1 and а т-ореп submodule U such 
that \U с V. Then χ $ XU, which means that λ _ 1 χ ί LT. Then in particular 
λ
_ 1
χ Φ 0. Hence, {0} ^ со {λ_ 1χ} g со {χ}. That means that χ can not be 
a member of any simple submodule of A. We may conclude that A has no 
simple submodules. 
«=) Let χ e A, χ * 0. Then co {χ} is not a simple submodule of A, hence 
there exists a λ E B¿ such that λχ * 0. Let Î7 be а т-ореп submodule of A 
such that λχ ί I/. Then A - 1U is a τ "-open submodule and χ € KU. 
We see that (А, τ~) is Hausdorff. D 
4.4.13 Remark Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βκ -module and let M be the 
union of all simple submodules of A. Then M с V for every τ "-open sub-
module V of A. 
In fact, if V is a τ"-open submodule of A then there exists а Λ e Κ, |λ| > 1 
and а т-ореп submodule U such that \U с V. Then M с λ{0} с \U с V. 
Now we will provide two examples of locally convex Bjf-modules where the 
minus topology and the initial topology do not coincide. The first example 
is a Bjc-module of rank 1. The second one is a torsion free ß^-module. 
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4.4.14 Example Let 0 < r < 1 and let A = BK/B(0,r). Let the norm || || on 
A be defined by 
||A + B(0,r)| | = ( | A | - r ) v O (AeJfr). 
Let d be the discrete topology on A. We prove that dr equals the || ||-
topology. As A contains no simple submodules we obtain, by Proposition 
4.4.12, that d~ is Hausdorff. Furthermore, it is not hard to see that there 
does not exist a λ G Κ, |λ| > 1 such that λ{0} с {0}. Hence, {0} is not open 
in the d~ -topology and therefore d~ is not discrete. From Proposition 4.1.5 
we know that d and the || || -topology are the only locally convex Hausdorff 
topologies on A. Hence, d~ equals the || ||-topology. 
4.4.15 Example Let A = Βχ and let the norm || || on A be defined by 
11*11 = Ixol v suplx j* (x = (x 0 ,xi,x 2 , . . .) eB%) 
ι>1 v ' 
Let τ be the || ||-topology. Let σ be the product topology on A. We prove 
that τ " = σ. To this end we show the following. 
Let (x
a
)aei be a net in A. Then 
x<x -> 0 <=> Αχ« ^ 0 for every λ G Bj¿. 
=>) Let A G Βχ. Let ε > 0. Let N e N such that |A|N < ε. There exists a y G ƒ 
such that |(x
a
)fcl < ε for α > у for all к e {0,... ,Ν - 1}. Then 
| |λχ„| | = | λ χ „ | 0 ν max | (Лх„) к | к ν sup |(Ax„) k | k < ε ν ε ν \λ\Ν = ε. 
l<k<JV-l kzN 
We see that λχ« ~ 0. 
* ) Let η e N. We prove that KxoJnl — 0. For η = 0 we have that 
|(χ
α
)οΙ á χ | | λχ„ | | and ЦАх^ Ц — 0. Hence also |(x
a
)ol — 0. Suppose η ^ 1. 
Let ε > 0. Let λ G К such that 1 > | λ | η > \- Then Ax« - 0 and hence 
||Ax„|| < \εη for large a. In particular, | λ | η | ( χ „ )
η
| η = | ( λ χ „ )
η
Γ < ^fnfor 
large a. Together with |A|n > \ this implies that |(Xa)
n
l < £· 
We see that x„ ^ 0. 
By using Proposition 4.4.10 we obtain that τ~ = σ. 
We have σ * τ which can be seen as follows. Let eo. ßi. ^2. • • · be the canon-
ical unit vectors of A. Then en ~ 0, but ||cn | | = 1 for every η G N and thus 
not e
n
 -~ 0. 
We conclude this part with a theorem about the metrizability of the minus 
topology. 
4.4.16 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be α metrizable locally convex Βκ-module such 
that A has no simple submodules. Then also (Α, τ " ) is metrizable. 
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Proof: By Theorem 3.4.15 there exists a norm || || on A inducing т. We may 
suppose that sup || || < 1. Let λι, λ2,... e Βκ be such that |λχ | < |A21 < .. . 
and lim„-co | λ
η
| = 1. For all η > 1, let || | |
n
 be defined by 
llxlln = ІІЛпХІІ (χ e A). 
By Theorem 4.4.8, (|| ||M)nai is a countable collection of continuous semi-
norms generating т~. As A contains no simple submodules we have that for 
every χ e A there exists an η e N with \
n
x * 0. Then | |x | |
n
 = IIA
n
x|| > 0. 
Hence, (|| ІЫпаі is separating. Now apply Proposition 3.4.14. Π 
The Plus Topology 
4.4.17 Definition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex ßjf-module. A submodule 
V of A is called τ + -open if for every λ G Κ, |λ| > 1 the submodule AV is 
T-open. 
A subset W of A is called т+-ореп if for every y eW there exists а т+-ореп 
submodule V of A such that y + V cW. 
4.4.18 Remark Like in Remark 4.4.2 we can make the following definition 
that is also suitable for locally convex ifr-modules over fields with a discrete 
valuation. 
For a subset X of A and an r > 0 we define 
rA = |J{AA | Л е К , |λ| < r} . 
A submodule of a locally convex Βκ -module is called т+-ореп if for every 
r > 1 the submodule rV is T-open. 
A subset W of A is called т+-ореп if for every у e W there exists а т+-ореп 
submodule V such that y + V с W. 
This definition is equivalent with the above one if |AT| is dense, and if \K\ is 
discrete, then т + = т. 
4.4.19 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module. Then τ + is a 
locally convex topology. 
Proof: Let С be the collection of all submodules V of A for which Л is 
T-open for every λ e К with |λ| > 1. Then С is a base of zero neighbour­
hoods of т + . 
Let V e С. Let λ e К with |λ| > 1. Then λ ν is τ-open and hence absorbing. 
Then also V is absorbing. 
Let η e N and V
a
,..., V
n
 e С. Let λ e К with |λ| > 1. Then it is not hard to 
verify that 
A(Vi η ... η V
n
) = AVi η ... η AV
n
. 
The latter set is т-ореп as AV, is т-ореп for every i e {1,..., η}. 
Hence Vi η ... π V
n
 e С. 
We see that С is a collection of absorbing submodules of A such that for 
every finite subcollection J of С there exists a W e С such that W с flJF-
Then т + equals the C-topology and the latter is a locally convex topology 
according to Proposition 3.1.26. Π 
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4.4.20 Proposition Let (Α, τ) αηά(Β,σ) be locally convex Βκ -modules. Let 
φ : (Λ, τ) —- (Β, σ) be a continuous homomorphism. Then also the map 
φ: (Α, τ + ) — (Β, σ + ) is continuous. 
Proof: Let V be a σ+-ορεη submodule of В. For every λ e Κ, |λ| > 1 the set 
AV is σ-open and, by 2. of Proposition 2.1.20, Ag?_1(V) = (p_1(AV). The 
latter set is т-ореп for every A G Κ, |λ| > 1 and hence q?-1(V) is т+-ореп. 
Thus, φ : (А, τ + ) — (Β, σ+) is continuous. D 
4.4.21 Remark Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Bjf-module and let В be a sub-
module of A. As the inclusion map (В, т\В) — (Α, τ) is continuous we ob­
tain, by the previous proposition, that τ+\Β < (т |В)+ . 
But in general (т|В) + and τ + \B need not to coincide. 
For example, let К = Cp and let A = B%. Let τ be the product topology on 
A. Let В = pA = {x G в£ | \x
n
\ < ^ for every η e Ν}. Let 
U = {χ G Β I | x
n
| < - for all η e Ν}. 
That (7 is (т|В)+-ореп in В can be seen as follows. For every λ G Κ, |λ| > 1 
the set AU := {χ e В \ λ'1 χ e U] equals В and hence \U is τ IB-open for 
every\eKwith |λ| > 1. 
The following observations show that U is not τ + |B-open. Let eo,e\, ег,. •. 
be the canonical unit vectors in B%. Then e
n
 -~ 0. It is not hard to verify 
that then pe
n
 — 0 (see also Remark 4.4.28). Thus also pe
n
 — 0 in В with 
respect to т + \B. But pe
n
 G U for no η G Ν, hence U can not be τ + |B-open. 
WeseethatT + |B£(T |B) + . 
4.4.22 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βκ-module. Then: 
1. T < ; T + . 
2. τ + + = τ + . 
Proof: 1. Let U be а т-ореп submodule of A. Then \U is т-ореп for every 
\eK with |λ| > 1. Hence, U is т+-ореп. 
2. Let V be а т+ +-ореп submodule of A. Let λ G if with |Λ| > 1. Let μ G К 
such that 1 < |μ | 2 < |λ|. Then ц is т+-ореп and hence ц2 is т-ореп. 
Then also W is т-ореп, for μ2ν с AV. 
We see that every т+ +-ореп submodule is also т+-ореп and from 1. it fol­
lows that т + + = т+. D 
4.4.23 Corollary lf{A,r) is a Hausdorfflocally convex Βκ -module, then also 
(А, τ+) is Hausdorff. 
4.4.24 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βκ-module. Then 
1. τ + is the strongest among all locally convex topologies σ with σ~ = τ " . 
2. τ " is the weakest among all locally convex topologies σ with σ + = τ + . 
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Proof: 1. First we observe that τ + ~ = τ~. In fact, clearly τ~ <. τ + ~; we 
prove T + _ < τ~. To this'end, let U be т+~-ореп submodule of A. Then 
there exists a μ e К with |μ| > 1 and а т+-ореп submodule V of Л with 
ц с U. Let λ e К be such that 1 < |λ | 2 < |μ|. Then ÁV is т-ореп and 
А(Л ) = \2V с μν с U and hence U is т~-ореп. 
We see that τ + ~ = τ - . 
Let σ be a locally convex topology on A such that σ " = τ~. 
Let U be a σ-open submodule and let λ € AT with |λ| > 1. Then \U is σ~-
open and hence т~-ореп. Then \U is also т-ореп since т~ < т. 
We see that for every λ e К with |λ| > 1 the submodule \U is т-ореп which 
means that U is τ+-open. 
We obtain that σ < τ + . 
2. This part of the proof is in the same spirit as 1. and is left to the reader. 
Π 
Next we provide two examples in which we see that the plus topology and 
the initial topology do not coincide. 
4.4.25 Example Let 0 < r < 1. Let A = В*/В(0,г). Let d be the discrete 
topology on A and let τ be the || Ц-topology, where || || on A is defined by 
||А + В(0,г)|| = ( | Л | - г ) О (ДбВ,) . 
In Example 4.4.14 we have seen that d~ = τ on A. By using Proposition 
4.4.24 we obtain that τ + > d and hence, τ + = d Φ T. 
From Example 4.4.15 we can see that in general, even on torsion free Βχ· 
modules the plus topology and the initial topology do not coincide: 
4.4.26 Example We consider again the locally convex Βκ-module (В£, || || ), 
where || || is defined by 
ΙΙ(λο,λι,λ2....)ΙΙ = | λοΙν8 ΐ ιρ |λ„ | η ( (А 0 ,Л ь Л 2 , . . . )еВ£)) . 
n a l 
Let τ be the || ||-topology. In Example 4.4.15 we have seen that τ " = σ 
and τ Φ σ, where σ is the product topology on B%. Combining this with 
Proposition 4.4.24 we obtain that τ < σ + and hence σ + Φ σ. 
It is not true that σ+ = т. We will end this section with a more detailed 
study of the plus topology of the product topology on B%. 
4.4.27 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βκ-module. Let (x
a
)aei be 
a net in A. Then: 
λχ
α
 ~ 0 for every λ e Bj¿ «=> λχ
α
 -~ 0 for every λ e Bj¿ <=> 
τ
+ _ 
λχ
α
 — 0 for every Aefi K . 
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Proof: By using Proposition 4.4.10, Proposition 4.4.24 and Proposition 4.4.6 
we obtain the following equivalences. 
λχ„
 τ
-~ 0 for every λ e B¿ <=> χ« τ - 0 <=> x
a
 ~ 0 «=*> 
τ _ τ" τ
+
~ 
λχ
α
 — 0 for every λ e ß x < = > х „ - ' 0 < = » х „ - ' 0 < = > 
τ
+ _ 
λχ
α
 — 0 for every λ e Β
κ
. 
Π 
4.4.28 Remark Let (Λ, τ) be a locally convex B^-module and let (x
a
)aei be 
a net in A. The previous proposition implies that 
Xa -~ 0=> λχ
α
 T
-> 0 for every λ E B¿. 
But the equivalence 
Τ T + _ 
Xa — 0 <=> λχ
α
 — 0 for every λ e Β
κ
, 
like in Proposition 4.4.10 is in general not true, because that should imply 
that 
Xa T-~ 0 <=> X
a
 -^  0 
(see the proof of the previous proposition) and hence т~ = т. In Example 
4.4.15 we have seen that τ~ = τ is in general not true. 
4.4.29 Theorem Let (Α,τ) be a locally convex Вц-module and let ρ be a 
seminorm on A. Then: 
ρ is τ+-continuous <=> pA is τ-continuous for every λ e Βχ. 
Proof: =>) Suppose that ρ is τ+-continuous. Let λ e B¿ and ε > 0. Then 
{χ e Λ I PA(X) < ε] = {χ e Α \ ρ(λχ) < f} = λ_ 1{χ e A \ ρ(χ) < ε}. 
And the latter set is т-ореп and hence so is {x e A \ p\(x) < ε]. 
From Proposition 3.3.7 we obtain that p\ is τ-continuous. 
«=) Suppose that p\ is τ-continuous for every λ 6 B¿. Let ε > 0. Let μ e К 
with |μ| > 1. Then 
μ{χ e A I p(x) < ε] = {χ e A | ρ ( μ _ 1 χ ) < ε} = {χ e A | ρμ-ι (χ) < ε}. 
And the latter set is т-ореп. 
Thus, for every μ e К with |μ| > 1 the set μ {χ G A | ρ (χ) < ε} is т-ореп 
and hence {χ e A \ p(x) < ε} is т+-ореп. 
We see that ρ is τ+-continuous. Π 
The next proposition is about the quotient topology of the plus topology. 
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4.4.30 Proposition Let (Α; τ) be a locally convex Βχ-module. Let В be a sub-
module of A. Let σ be the quotient topology on A/B. Then the quotient topol­
ogy ofr+ on A/B equals σ + . 
Proof: 1. Let V be an open submodule in the quotient topology of τ + . 
Then there exists а т+-ореп submodule U of A such that n(U) = V. (Here 
π : A—' A/B is the quotient map.) 
Let λ e К with |λ| > 1. Then \U is т-ореп and hence n(\U) is σ-open. Now 
TT(AU) с λττ([/) and hence λττ((7) is σ-open. 
We obtain that V = n(U) is σ+-ορεη 
2. Let V be a σ+-ορεη submodule of A/B. Let λ e К with |λ| > 1. 
Then Л is σ-open and hence λ π - 1 (V) = π - 1 (AV) is т-ореп in A. 
We obtain that 7T_1(V) is τ+-open and hence V = тг(тг_1( )) is open in the 
quotient topology of т + . D 
4.4.31 Remark Proposition 4.4.30 does not remain true if we replace т + 
and σ + by τ~ and σ~ respectively. 
For example, let (Α, τ) = (BK, I I ). Let r e (0,1). Then B(0, r ) is a submod­
ule of A. 
Let || || onA/B(0,r) be defined by ||A+ B(0,r)| | = ( | A | - r ) v 0 (λ e Β
κ
). 
Let π : A — A/B(0,r) be the quotient map. 
From Proposition 4.4.12 we obtain that т~ is Hausdorff. By Proposition 
4.1.4 τ is the only locally convex Hausdorff topology on A and hence т _ = т. 
Now the quotient topology of τ " is equal to the quotient topology of the | |-
topology which is obviously the discrete topology d. 
Of course, the quotient topology of τ also equals d, and d~ is the || ||-
topology, which we have already seen in Example 4.4.14. 
Since the || ||-topology is not equal to the discrete topology we see that the 
quotient topology of τ - and the minus topology of the quotient topology of 
τ do not coincide. 
Now we want to mention some things on the metrizability of the plus topol­
ogy. First we observe the following. If Λ is a B^-module for which λΛ = {0} 
for every Aefi¿ then τ + equals the discrete topology for every locally con­
vex topology τ on A. 
One might think that on such a Βχ-module the discrete topology is the only 
locally convex topology. But that is not true. 
For example, let A = (BK/B¿)™. Then ΛΛ = {0} for every λ e B¿. It is not 
hard to see that the product topology on A induced by the discrete topology 
on Βκ/Βχ is not discrete. 
More general, if (Α, τ) is a locally convex Б^-module such that there exists 
а т-ореп submodule U of A such that \U = {0} for every λ e B¿, then τ + 
is discrete and hence metrizable. 
In general we can not say a lot about the metrizability of the plus topology. 
For Hausdorff locally convex Βχ -modules we can prove the following. 
4.4.32 Proposition Let (Λ, τ) be a Hausdorff locally convex Βκ -module such 
that τ+ is metrizable. Then there exists α λ e B¿ such that λΛ is т+-ореп. 
(Here XÂ is the closure of\A with respect to т.) 
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Proof: We start the proof with the observation that A A - = A, for every λ e K, 
|λ| > 1 (recall _that A~ = \J{\A | A 6 Βχ]). Hence, A~ is т+-ореп. 
Suppose that AA is т+-ореп for no λ e Bj¿. Let Ui э Í72 э С/з э ... be а 
base of zero neighbourhoods of т + . As A - is т+-ореп we may assume that 
U
n
 с A~ for every η > 1. 
Let λχ e B¿. Then AiA is not т+-ореп and hence not U\ с AiA. Thus there 
exists an x\ e U\ with Χι ί AiA. As U\ с A~ there exists а Лг e 5¿ such 
that χ ι e Λ2Α. Then |Λι| < |Л2 |. 
Now А2А is not T
+
-open and hence not 172 с λ2Α. Thus there exists an 
x 2 e t/2 with x 2 £ λ2Α. As 172 с A~ there exists а Аз e B¿ such that 
x2 e A3A. Then |A2| < |Л3 |. 
Now also Аз A is not т+-ореп and hence not i/3 с Аз A. Thus there exists an 
хз e Щ such that хз £ A3A. 
Continuing this way we find Аі,А2,Аз,... e B¿, |λι | < |λ 2 | < |Аз| < ... and 
Х\,Х2,хъ,... e A such that x
n
 e U
n
n λ
η
+\Α and x„ ί A„A for all η > 1. 
We can choose the A
n
's in such a way that |A
n
| > ^ ¡ - for every η > 1, and 
hence lim„-oo |A
n
| = 1. 
T + We obtain x„ — 0. By Theorem 3.4.22 there exist τ-continuous seminorms 
РиРг,Рз,··· on A such that p
n
 < 1, p
n
\\
n
A = 0 and p
w
(x
w
) = 1 f or all 
η > 1. It is not hard to verify that the map ρ on (Jnai A
n
A defined by 
p(x) = suppn(x) (x e (J A„A) 
is a seminorm, that sup ρ = \ and that 
:PlAiA = 0 
(p |A
n
A= (pi v p 2 v . . . v p n ) | A n A (n > 2). 
By Theorem 3.3.4 there exists a seminorm q on A with sup q = 1 such that 
4lUn>iA^A = p. 
Let η > 1. Then q|A„A = (pi ν ... ν p
w
)|A
n
A and as p i , . . . , p
n
 are τ-
continuous we obtain that q|A
n
A is τ-continuous. In particular, q|A
n
A is 
τ-continuous. Then also q\
n
 is τ-continuous, since q\
n
 = {q\\
n
A) о Мд
п
. 
(Here M\
n
 : A— A
n
A is defined by M\
n
 (x) = A
n
x (x e A), which is, by 3. 
of Proposition 3.1.7, a continuous map.) 
We see that q\
n
 is τ-continuous for every η > 1. From Theorem 4.4.29 we 
obtain that q is τ+-continuous. 
On the other hand, x
n
 — 0 but q(x
n
) ä pn(Xn) = 1 for η > 1, a contradic­
tion. 
We see that there exists a A e B ¿ such that AA is т+-ореп. Π 
4.4.33 Remark From this proof we obtain the following. Let (Α, τ) be a 
bounded Hausdorff locally convex B^-module. Let (х
п
)пеім be a sequence 
in A such that x
n
 T
-- 0. Then there exists a A e Bj¿ such that x n e AA for 
large η (here AA is the closure of AA with respect to τ). 
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In general it is not true that the plus topology of a metrizable locally convex 
topology on a Bjc-module A is metrizable. In Corollary 4.4.54 we will see that 
the plus topology of the product topology of Βχ is not metrizable, whereas 
the product topology itself is metrizable. 
The Inductive Limit Topology 
4.4.34 Definition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Bjç-module. A seminorm ρ 
on A is called Tm d -continuous if for every A e B¿ the seminorm ρ | АЛ is 
continuous with respect to т|АА. 
Tm d is the topology generated by the Tind-continuous seminorms. 
The Tind-topology is called the inductive limit topology. 
4.4.35 Proposition T tad is a locally convex topology. 
Proof: T t a d is generated by a collection of seminorms. D 
One could expect now that the following will be proved. 
Let (Α, τ) and(B,a) be locally convex BR-modules. Let φ : (Λ, τ ) — (Β,σ) 
be a continuous homomorphism. Then also φ : (A, Tind) — (Β, σ™ά) is con­
tinuous. 
We will do this later on: see Proposition 4.4.42. 
4.4.36 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module and let U be a 
submodule of A. Then: 
U is тш-ореп <=> U η АЛ is open in \A with respect to τ |ΑΛ for every 
AeB¿. 
Proof: =*) Suppose that U is Tind-open. Then ρ
υ
 is a Tind-continuous semi-
norm and hence ρυΙΑΛ is τΙΑΛ-continuous for every A 6 B¿. 
Then U η АЛ = {χ e АЛ | (р
у
|АЛ)(х) < 1} is τΙΑΛ-openfor all А e B¿. 
^) Suppose that U η АЛ is т|АЛ-ореп for every A e Βχ. 
Let V = U|A|<i(^ η АЛ). Then U η АЛ с V and hence ρ
ν
\λΑ = 0 on U η АЛ 
for all A e B¿. 
Let A e B¿. Then í/ηλΛ с {χ e АЛ | p
v
(x) < ε} for all ε > 0 and hence the 
latter set is т|АЛ-ореп for all ε > 0. This means that pv is τΙΑΛ-continuous. 
We see that pv is -¡-""'-continuous. 
Now 
{XGA | pv(x) < 1} = {xeA | x e \J(Un\A)}= \J(Un\A)cU 
|λ|<1 IAK1 
and hence U is т™а-ореп. • 
4.4.37 Proposition τ < тш <. т+. 
Proof: We only prove T t a d < т+. 
Let V be а т^-ореп submodule of Л. Let A e К with |A| > 1. The map 
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SA-I : (Α,τ) — (Α^Α,τΙΑ^Α) defined by SA-i (χ) = A_ 1x (x e A) is 
continuous and 
AV = {x e A | λ - 1 χ e V] = {χ e Λ | A~*x e V η λ_1Α} = S ^ (V η A-1A). 
The latter set is т-ореп and hence so is AV. 
We obtain that V is τ+-open. Π 
4.4.38 Proposition let (Α,τ) be a locally convex Вк-module. Then 
/Tind\ind _ j ind 
Proof: Let ρ be a (T ind) ind-continuous seminorm. Let μ e B¿. Let λ E Bj¿ 
suchthat |μ| <. |A|2. Tbenp|AAisTtad|AA-continuousonAA. Nowp|A(AA) 
is τ I λ2 A-continuous on λ2Α(= A(AA)). As цА с λ2 A we obtain that ρ is 
τΙμΑ-continuous on μ A. 
We see that every (T ind)md-continuous seminorm on A is also Tüld-
continuous. Thus, (r i n d) i n d <, Tind. From the previous theorem we obtain 
(-|-ind\ind _ -j-iiid ρη 
4.4.39 Theorem Let (Α, τ) bea locally convex Вк-module. Let (x
a
)aei be a 
net in A with the following properties. 
1) There exists a A e B ¿ such thatxa e AA for large a. 
2) x« — 0 with respect to т. 
Then x« — 0 with respect to Tind. 
Proof: Let ρ be а Tü,d-continuous seminorm on A. Let A e Bj¿ such that 
χ« e AA for large a. 
Now ρ |AA is continuous with respect to τ |AA and by Theorem 3.4.20 there 
exists a T-continuous seminorm q on A such that q\\A = p|AA. 
Then q(x
a
) — 0 and x
a
 £ AA for large a thus p(x«) = q(x
a
) for large a. 
Hence, also p(x
a
) — 0. 
We see that p(x«) — 0 for every Tind-continuous seminorm ρ and hence 
4.4.40 Remark The converse of the above theorem is not true: see Example 
4.4.55. 
4.4.41 Theorem let (Α, τ) be a locally convex torsion free BK-module such 
that (Α, τ) is topologically embeddable in a locally convex K-vector space 
(Ε,σ). ТЬептш = т+. 
Proof: Let A e Bj¿ \ {0}. Let the map MA : (Ε,σ) — (Ε,σ) be defined by 
Мл(х) = Ax (x 6 E). Then M\ is a homeomorphism. This implies that 
also the map S\ from (Α, τ) to (AA, τ|ΑΑ) defined by S\(x) = Ax (x e A) 
is a homeomorphism. 
Let U be a τ+-open submodule of A. Then A_1i/ is т-ореп in A and hence 
U η AA = AíA^LT) = ^ ( λ - 1 ! / ) is тІАА-орепіп AA. 
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We see that U η λ A is open in λ A for every λ e Β
κ
. By using Proposition 
4.4.36 we obtain that U is т^-ореп. 
Hence, т + <, T i n d and from Proposition 4.4.37 it follows that T t a d = τ + . Π 
4.4.42 Proposition Let (Α, τ) and (Β, σ) be locally convex Βχ-modules. 
Let φ : (Α, τ ) — (Β, σ) be a continuous homomorphism. Then the map 
φ : (Α, τ""1) — (Β, σ'η α) is also continuous. 
Proof: Let q be a Tmd-continuous seminorm on B. We prove that q ° φ is a 
Tind-continuous seminorm on A. To this end let λ e B¿. Suppose (xa)aei is 
a net in λ A such that x« ~ 0. Then there exists a net (y
a
)aei hi A such that 
x
a
 = Ky
a
 ( « e i ) . Then φ ( χ
α
) = Aq?(;y
a
) e AB for all α e I. Furthermore, 
ф(х«) ^ 0 in В since q? : (Α, τ) — (Β, σ) is continuous. By using Theorem 
4.4.39 we obtain <p(x
a
) — 0. Since q is Tma-continuous this implies that 
q°(p(x
a
) = q(qp(x
a
))-0. 
We see that q ο φ\ΚΑ is τΙλΑ-continuous. This is true f or all λ 6 BK and 
hence q ° φ is τ"111 continuous. 
We now prove that φ : (A, T i n d) — (Β, σ™ά) is continuous. To this end let U 
be a σ'^-ορεη submodule of В. Then py is а аш-continuous seminorm on 
B. Thus, pu ο φ is a Tind-continuous seminorm on A. Now the submodule 
{χ G A \ pu ° φ(χ) < 1} is Tmd-open in A and 
φ(ίχ e A | pc; ο φ(χ) < 1}) с {у <= В \ p
v
{x) <1} = U. 
Hence, q?_1({7) is т^-ореп. Π 
4.4.43 Remark Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex ifr-module and let В be a sub-
module of A. Then (T|B)m d and τώά\Β in general do not coincide. 
In the example in Remark 4.4.21 we have seen that, for the product topol­
ogy τ on Β™, (τ \B)+ and τ + \B do not coincide. Since (BJJ-, τ) is topologically 
embeddable in a locally convex К -vector space the above assertion follows 
from Theorem 4.4.41. 
Now we will give some examples of locally convex Βχ-modules (Α, τ) for 
which we determine τ " , τ + and тш<1. 
4.4.44 Example Let r e (0,1) and let B(0,r) = {λ e Β
κ
 | |λ| < r]. Let 
А = Βκ/B(0,r). Let τ be the || ||-topology, where || || on A is defined by 
||A + B(0,r)|| = ( | A | - r ) v O (λ e Β
κ
). 
Let d be the discrete topology on A. In the example in Remark 4.4.9 we have 
already seen that т~ = т. In Example 4.4.25 we have seen that т + = d. 
Furthermore T i n d = τ, for let U be a Tmd-open submodule. We prove that U 
is T-open. To this end let λ e B¿ with |λ| > r. Then U η AA is т|АА-ореп 
and hence there exists а т-ореп submodule V such that V η AA = U π AA. 
There exists an s > 0 such that {x e A | | |x| | < s] с V. We may suppose 
that 5 < |A| -r. Then 
{ x e A | | | x | |<5} = {|u + B(0,r) | M < 5 + r } c 
Ui + B(0,r) | |/ i |<|A|}cAA. 
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Thus {x e A | | |x| | <s}cVr\\A = Un\AcU and hence U is т-ореп. 
We see that τ is a locally convex topology on A with τ " = τ = T t a d ^ τ + . 
Furthermore, d is a locally convex topology on A with dr £ d = dind = d+. 
4.4.45 Example Let r e |B¿| \ {0}. LetB(0,r") = {λ e BK | |λ| < г}. 
Let Л = ßjf /B(0,r~) and let τ be the discrete topology on A (according to 
Proposition 4.1.5 τ is the only Hausdorff locally convex topology on A). 
Then of course τ + = T i n d = т. 
Let ρ : A — [0, oo) be defined by 
p(A + B(0,r-)) = ( | A | - r ) v O (λ e Вк). 
Then ρ is a seminorm on A and the p-topology equals τ " . 
For let U be a τ " -open submodule of A. Then there exists а т-ореп submod­
ule V and a λ G К with |λ| > 1 such that W с U. Then 
{ x e A | p ( x ) < | A | r - r } = {M + B(0,r-) | |/j|< |A|r} = 
{μ + B(O.r-) | |λ _ 1μΙ < r] = λ{0} с Л С U 
and hence U is open in the p-topology. 
Let U be a p-open submodule of A. There exists an ε > 0 such that 
{x e A | p(x) < f} с U. Let λ e Κ, |λ| > 1 such that |A|r < r + ε. Then 
λ{0} = {χ e A | Λ~χχ = 0} = {μ + B(0,r") | |λ- χ μ| < r} = 
{¿i + B(0,r-) | Ы|< |А |г} = { х б Л | p(x)<\\\r-r} 
and {x e A | p(x) < |Л|г - г} с {χ e A | p(x) < ε} с С/. Now {0} is a 
т-ореп submodule and hence U is т~-ореп. 
We see that τ - is equal to the p-topology. Hence, τ~ is not Hausdorff and 
{μ + B(0,r~) | |μ| < r] is the simple submodule of Λ. 
Thus, τ is a locally convex topology on A for which τ " £ τ = T i n d = τ + . 
The following example is a torsion free Hausdorff locally convex B^-module 
(Α, τ) for which τ + and T t a d do not coincide. 
4.4.46 Example Let A = В™. 
For every η e N let p
n
 : A— [0, oo) be defined by 
Ρη((λο,λι,λ2,...)) = |λ
η
Ι ((Ao,Ai.A2,...)eBj[). 
Let q : Λ— [0, oo) be denned by 
q ((λο,λι,λ 2,...)) = sup ((|ληΙ - Ь о ) . 
Let У = {q, pò, Pi, P2, • • ·} and let τ be the P-topology. 
Let r : A— [0, oo) be defined by 
г((А0,Лі,А2,...)) = 
1 if |A
n
| > \ for some η G 
0 if |λ„| < \ for all η G Ν. 
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Then r is a τ+-continuous, seminorm, which can be seen as follows. 
Let λ e Βχ. Let (x
a
)aei be a net in A such that x
a
 ~ o. Then q(x
a
) — О 
and hence sup
n e N((|(Xot)n | - \) ν 0) < \\h\~1 - \ for large a. Then 
\(.x
a
)n\ < ¿ΙΑΓ1 (η e П) for large α. Thus гл(х
а
) = r(\x
a
) = 0 for large 
a and hence гл(х«) ~ 0. We see that r\ is τ-continuous for every A e f i ¿ 
and hence r is T+-continuous. But we claim that r is not Tind-continuous. 
In fact, let λ e BK with \ < |A| < 1. Let Ао.Аі.Аг,... e BK such that 
Ιλ| = ΙΛοΙ > ΙλιΙ > |λ 2 | > ... and \ < | λ„ | < | + ¿ (η £ 1). Let 
x
n
 = A„e
n
 = (0 0, Λ„ ,0,...) (η e Ν). 
n'hplace 
Then Рк(х
п
) — 0 for all к e Ν, since Pk(Xn) = 0 for all η > к. Now 
q(Xn) = |A
n
| - \ < £ and hence also q(xn) -- 0. Thus x n ^ 0. 
Tlnd 
Furthermore, x n e АД for all η e N and hence xn — 0 (by Theorem 4.4.39). 
Now (r|AA)(x
n
) = r(Xn) = 1 for each η e N. Hence, it is not true that 
{r\\A)(x
n
) ^ 0. That means that r\\A is not τ-continuous and thus r is 
not Tind-continuous. 
We see that (Α, τ) is a torsion free Hausdorff locally convex B^-module and 
T ind φ T + > 
We will end this section with discussing the plus topology of the product 
topology on B£. 
An Example: The Plus Topology of the Product topology on 
RN UK 
We consider the Bjf-module B% provided with the product topology which 
we will denote т. Then the collection 
( { x e B # | |xol < ε | x
n
| < ε}) 
neN, ε>0 
is a base of zero neighbourhoods of т. 
τ is also generated by the norm || || which is defined by 
| |x| | = m a x - | x „ | (x = (x0,xi,X2,···) e í " ) . 
4.4.47 Proposition т + = τ ω . 
Proof: τ is induced by the product topology on KN, which is a locally convex 
vector space topology on KN. From Theorem 4.4.41 we obtain that τ + = τ""1. 
• 
4.4.48 Proposition Let x 1 ,x 2 , x 3 , . . . e B%. Then 
x
n
 L. о <=> 1. There exists a\sB^ such thatxn e АВ£ for large n. 
2. xn ~ 0. 
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Proof: =*) From Remark 4.4.33 we obtain that there exists a λ e BK such 
that Xn e ЛВ£ for large n. As λΒχ = Лв£ we obtain 1. Obviously we have 2. 
since τ < т + . 
«=) We have seen that T m d = τ + . Now apply Theorem 4.4.39. D 
4.4.49 Proposition The norm ρ on B% defined by 
p(x) = |x 0 | v m a x | x n | n (x = (x 0 ,xi,x 2 , . . .) e ^ ) 
ís т + -continuous but not τ-continuous. 
Proof: It is not hard to prove that p\ is τ-conünuous for every λ G B¿. By 
Theorem 4.4.29 ρ is τ+-continuous. 
Let ео,еі,в2,... be the canonical unit vectors of B%. Then e
n
 -^  0 and 
p(e
n
) = 1 for every η e N. Hence, ρ is not τ-continuous. (See also Example 
4.4.15 and Example 4.4.26.) • 
4.4.50 Remark It is not true that τ + equals the p-topology. To show this, 
let Ло,Ль Л2, ••• e BK be such that „.jL·-. < |λ„ | < <^ _ (η > 4). 
Let xn = A„e„ (n e Ν). Then p(x n ) < ¿ (η > 4) and hence p(x w ) — 0. 
As there does not exist a λ G Bj¿ such that x n € AB% for large η we obtain 
T + from Proposition 4.4.48 that not x n — 0. 
4.4.51 Remark Let ρ be as in he previous remark. In Example 4.4.15 we 
have seen that τ equals the p~-topology and hence, by Proposition 4.4.6 
τ
-
 = т. 
We want to characterize the т+-ореп submodules of B%. But first we prove 
the following lemma. 
4.4.52 Lemma Let В be a submodule of B%. Let со.Сі.сг,... > 0 and 
do, du dz, • ·. > 0 such that 
{χ eB% \ \х
г
\ < ct for allí G Ν] с В 
and 
{χ e в£ I |х,| < dt for all i G Ν} с В. 
Then also 
{χ G B% I |x,| < max(Ct, dt) for all i e Ν} с В. 
Proof: Suppose у e {χ G eg Ι |x t | < msx(cudl) for all ί G Ν}. Let 
S = О' G Ν I Ixjl < Cj}. Let u e B% defined by 
_[Ух if i e S, 
Щ
 ~' 0 if i G Ν \ S, 
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and let ν e ß£ be defined by 
_ Í0 i f t e S , 
І
~[УІ if t e N \ S. 
Then 
и e {χ e B% I Ixil < a for all i e Ν} с В 
and 
ν e {χ e в£ I Ixil < di for all i e Ν} с В. 
Hence, y = u + v e ß + ß = ß .D 
4.4.53 Proposition Let U bea submodule ofB^. Then 
U e т + <=> There exi'sf λ 0,λι,λ2,... e В* w/'fh |λοΙ < |λι | ^ |ЛгІ ^ ... < 1 
and lim | λ
η
| = 1 such that 
η — M 
{χ e в£ I |x„ | < |λ„ | for all η e Ν} η (Β^)~ с U. 
Proof: =>) Let μο,μι,μζ,·.· € BK suchthat |μ 0 | < ΙμιΙ < \Цг\ < • •· and 
limn-» \Цп\ = 1. 
μο1 U is T-open and hence there exist No e N and an εο e (0,1] such that 
{xeB% I |x 0 | < £ O , . . . , | X N O I <CO} C ^ Ö 1 ! / . 
Then the set 
{x eB% | |x0 | < Ыоко,.·.. ,l*jv0l < lA/olfoand |x k | < ΙμοΙ forallfc>N 0} 
is contained in U. Now μ{λυ is т-ореп, hence there exist Ni e N and an 
ει e (0,1] suchthat 
{ х е в £ Ι |χοΙ < c i IXNII < d J c^f 1^. 
Then the set 
{xeB# | |xol < |¿/i|£i,... |xWl | < |μι |ει and |x fc | < Ы for all fe > Νχ] 
is contained in U. We can arrange that Ni > No. By Lemma 4.4.52 then also 
{ x e B £ ЦхоІ < \μ0\ε0,...\χΝο\ < \μο\ε0, |ΧΝ 0 +Ι! < ΙμοΙ, 
. . . , Ι Χ Ν , Ι < ІМоМхкІ < ΙμιΙ for аЦ к > Νχ} c l / . 
Repeating the process we obtain No < Ni < N2 < ... e N such that 
{ x e ß £ ЦхоІ < Ιμοΐ£ο \XN0\ < ΙμοΙ^ο. I*N 0 +II < ΙμοΙ І*лг,І < ΙμοΙ, 
|XNI+II < ΙμιΙ,··.· .І*лг2І < ΙμιΙ |ЛГЛ^_І+ІІ < Ιμ^-il 
\XNJ\ < líij-il. Ixfcl < Uol for all к > Ν,·} с U 
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for every j e N. Let 
V= {x€B# ЦхоІ < IAIOI«о \XN0\ < \μο\ε0, |хлг0+іІ < ΙμοΙ.···, 
Ixjvil < \μο\,\ΧΝι+ι\ < Ші\ \XN2\ < ІАІІІ,|ХЛІ2+ІІ < Шг\, 
• ..,\XNÌ\ < ^2І.|хлі3+іІ < ІА*зI \XNA\ < Ш,·-·}-
We prove that Vn(B%)~ с U. To this end let y e Vn(BJJ)-. Then y e (B%)~ 
and hence there exists а Л e B¿ with |λ| > |μ 0 | such that у e АВ£. Let j e Ν 
be suchthat |μ 7 | > |Α| > |μ,·-ι|. 
Now у e V and hence 
\Уі\ < ΙμοΙίο for allí <JV0, 
\УІ\ < |μ 0 | for all JVo < i < Ni, 
\Уі\ < \μι | for all Ni < i < N2, 
\Уі\ < l^j-il for all Nj-i < i < Nj 
and also \yt\ < |A| for all i e N thus in particular \yi\ < |Л| < Ιμ,Ι for all 
í> Nj. Hence, 
у e{x eB% | |xol < |μοΙίο,...,Ι*ΝοΙ < Inolio, \XN0+I I < IAOI, · · · , 
\XNI\ < І Й > І . І * Л І І + І І < Ι Α Ί Ι , - · · ,\XN2\ < l / i i l . · · · . 
\XNJ-1+I\ < liij-il,...,|xNyl < \Ц]-і\,\хк\ < Ι μ, I for all fc> Ν,·} с U. 
*=) LetAo,Ai,A2,... e BK with |λ 0 | < |ΛιΙ < |λ 2 | < ... and lim„-oo |λ„ | = 1 
such that { x e ^ l \x
n
\ < \K
n
\ for all η £ Ν} η (В£)" с U. Let μ e Χ with 
\μ\ > 1. Let Ν e Ν such that |λ„ | > ΙμΓ1 for all η > N. Then 
{ х е в £ I Ixol < |μ||λοΙ \xN\ < \μ\\\Ν\) С μο 
and hence μϋ is т-ореп. We obtain that U is т+-ореп. Π 
4.4.54 Corollary τ + is not metrizable. 
Proof: Suppose τ + is metrizable. By applying Proposition 4.4.32 we obtain 
that there exists a λ e B¿ such that AB$ is т+-ореп. Now AB$ = АВ£ and 
hence the latter set is т+-ореп. This is in contradiction with the previous 
proposition. 
Hence т + is not metrizable. Π 
In Proposition 4.4.48 we have seen that for a sequence (xw)
n
eN in B% with 
x
n
 — 0 (n - oo) there exists a A e B¿ such that x n e АВ£ for large n. 
However, in the following example we construct a net (x
a
)
a
ei in B% with 
x
a
 Ύ
-~ 0 such that for every A e B¿ the set {a e I | xa $ λ A} is cofinal. 
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4.4.55 Example Let 
V= {(μο,μι,μι,·.·) e 7$ | ΙμοΙ ^ ΙμιΙ ¿ |μ 2 | <:...< 1 and lim \μη\ = 1}. 
η—oo 
Let I = {(η, ν) Ι η e Ν, ν e V]. Let the partial order > on I be defined as 
follows. Let и = (μο, μι, μ2, · • · ) e V , ν = (vo, vi, v 2 l . . . ) e V and τη, η e Ν. 
Then 
{m,и) y (η, ν) if |μί| < |Vj| for all i e Ν. 
Let (Xaìaei be the net in A defined by 
X(n,v) = (vo Vn.0,0,...), for ν = ( о. і. г,...) e V a n d n e Ν. 
It is not hard to see that for every λ e 7?¿ there exist large α for which 
x
a
 £ A7$. We prove that x
a
 ~ 0. We first observe that x
a
 e (7$)~ for all 
α e ƒ. Let [/ be а т + open submodule of A. By Proposition 4.4.53 there ex­
ist λο,λι,λ 2, · · · e Βκ with |λ 0 | < |ΛιΙ < |λ 2 | < ... < 1 andlim n_„ |λ η | = 1 
such that {xeß j J I \xn\ < |λ„ | for all η e Ν} η (ß£)~ с [ƒ. 
Let у = (0, Ло, Ль Ä2,... ) e 7. Let oc e ƒ such that α >- γ. Let η e Ν and 
u = (μο.μι.μ2.···) e V suchthat α = (п,м). Then |μ
έ
| <. |A¿| for all i e Ν 
and hence 
χ« = (μο μ
η
,0 ,0 , . . . ) ε i x e ß j ^ l | х
и
| £ |λ„ | ( п е Р О ) п ( В ^ Г e t / . 
т
+ 
We see that χ
α
 — 0. 
4.5 Topologies on £(A, B) 
Introduction 
4.5.1 Definition Let A and В be locally convex ifo-modules. By £(A,B) we 
denote the set of all continuous homomorphisms A — B. 
4.5.2 Proposition Let А, В be locally convex Вк-modules. Then £(A, B) is a 
Βκ -module with respect to the natural operations. 
The proof of this proposition is obvious. For locally convex K-vector spaces 
( £ , T ) and (F, σ) it is customary to use the notation £(E,F) for the space 
of all continuous linear maps from (F, τ) to (F, σ). From Proposition 2.1.24 
we know that each homomorphism (F, τ) — (F, σ) is linear and hence the 
use of £ in Definition 4.5.1 does not cause ambiguity. 
4.5.3 Remark Let (A, || ||) and (B, || ||') be normed Вк-modules. Then the 
well-known formula 
r » s u p Œ ^ ( Т е Д Д В ) ) 
хеЛ \\X\\ 
ХФО 
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does, in general, not define a norm on £{A,B). 
For example, let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let ν on Βκ be defined by 
ν(λ) = |Λ|2 (λ e Βκ). From Proposition 3.3.15 we obtain that ν is a norm 
on BK and ν ~ | |. Hence, Τ : (BK, v) — (BK, | |) defined by Γ(λ) = λ (Λ e 
Βκ) is a continuous homomorphism. 
Now ^ ^ = щ for every λ e Β
κ
 \ {0} and hence 
|Г(Л)| 
SUp -γ- = 00. 
λεΒ
κ
 ν ( λ ) 
λ*0 
For normed K-vector spaces (E, || ||) and (F, || ||') the above formula is a 
norm on £(A,B), which induces the topology of uniform convergence on 
bounded subsets of E 
For normed ^-modules (A, || ||) and (B, || ||') the topology on £(A,B) of 
uniform convergence on bounded subsets of A is, in general, not normable. 
For example, let A = KN, provided with the product topology. The product 
topology is metrizable and hence, by Theorem 3.4.15, also normable as a 
locally convex module topology, hi vector space theory it is a well known 
fact that £(K™, К) = (К™)' = A"(N), where K(N) is provided with the strongest 
locally convex vector space topology. Furthermore, KiN) is not metrizable 
and hence not normable as a Bjf-module. 
Topologies on £(A, B) defined by Bornologies 
4.5.4 Definition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex ifr-module. A homology on 
Λ is a non-empty collection Θ of bounded subsets of A with the following 
property. 
If X, Y e β, then there exists a Ζ e e such that Χ υ Y с Ζ. 
4.5.5 Definition Let (A, τ) and (Β, σ) be locally convex ifr-modules. Then 
the topology, on £{A,B), of the uniform convergence on elements of 6 is 
defined as follows. 
Let (qpa)aei be a net in £(A,B) and let φ e £(A,B). Then φ
α
 -* φ in the 
topology of the uniform convergence on elements of 6 if φ
α
Μ -φ(χ) ~ 0 
uniformly on X, for every X e 6. 
The βχ-module £(A,B) provided with the topology of the uniform conver­
gence on elements of © is denoted £&(A,B). 
4.5.6 Proposition le i (Α, τ) and (Β,σ) be locally convex Βκ-modules. Let 
& be a homology on A. Then the topology of the uniform convergence on 
elements of & is a locally convex topology on £{A,B) and the collection 
Ce = ({ψ Ξ £(A,B) J φ(Χ) С V})x
e
e, V open submodule of в 
is a base of zero neighbourhoods for this topology. 
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Proof: It is not hard to verify that C e is a collection of submodules of 
£(A,B). Let ƒ = {Ui,... ,[ƒ„} be a finite subcollection of C a . We prove 
that there exists a V e С such that V с Ç]J. Let Χι X
n
 e 6 and let 
Vi,..., V„ be open submodules of В such that 
Ui = { φ £ ί ( Α , Β ) | cp(Xi) с Vi} for a l l i e t i , . . . , η } . 
As 6 is a homology on A there exists a Ζ e β such that Λι υ ... и Х
п
 с Ζ. 
Let W = Vi η ... η V
n
. Then VK is an open submodule of В and hence 
{(p 6 £{A,B) | <p(Z) с W} e C
e
. Furthermore, 
η 
{ере ДА, В) I ( p ( Z ) c ^ c f l ü i . 
t=l 
Suppose \K\ is non-trivial. Let Í/ e Ce. We prove that U is absorbing. To 
this end let X e 6 and let V be an open submodule of В such that 
U={qpe£(A,B) | <p(X)cV}. 
Let ψ E £(A,B). Then pv ° Ψ is a continuous seminorm on A (recall from 
Proposition 3.3.30 that the seminorm pv on В is defined by pv(x) = 0 for 
χ eV,pv(x) = 1 for χ e В \ V and that pv is continuous). As X is bounded 
we obtain from Theorem 4.3.5 that 1іт|л[-о Pv ° Ψ(λχ) = 0 uniformly on X. 
Hence there exists a μ e Βχ \ {0} such that pv ° Ψ(μχ) < 1 for every χ & A. 
That is to say that (μψ)(Χ) = ψ(μΧ) с V and hence μψ e U. 
From Proposition 3.1.26 we obtain that the Ce-topology is a locally convex 
topology and that C© is a base of zero neighbourhoods for the C
e
-topology. 
It now suffices to prove that the Ce-topology and the topology of the uni­
form convergence on elements of e coincide. An analogous assertion is 
known from vector space theory (see [6] and [16]); the proof is similar. Π 
4.5.7 Proposition 1er (Α, τ) αηα(Β,σ) be locally convex BR-modules. Lete 
be a homology on A. Then qxiP : £{A, B) — [0, oo) defined by 
4χ,ρ(ψ) = supp(<p(x)) (среДА.В)) 
xeX 
is a seminorm on £(A,B) for every X e G and every bounded continuous 
seminorm ρ on B. Moreover, the collection 
(Q.X,p >Хев, ρ bounded continuous seminorm on В 
is a weak base ofseminorms for the topology of the uniform convergence on 
elements of&. 
Proof: Let X e β and ρ a bounded continuous seminorm on B. 
1. We prove that qxtP is a seminorm on £{A,B). Properties (i), (ii) and (iii) 
are easy to verify. We check property (iv). 
If \K\ is trivial there is nothing to check, so suppose \K\ is non-trivial. Let 
φ e £(A,B) and let λι, Лг, Аз,... e Βχ such that 1ηη
η
^ο„ λ
η
 = 0. As X is 
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bounded and φ is continuous the image φ(Χ) is bounded. By using The­
orem 4.3.5 we obtain that Іітл_оР(А;у) = 0 uniformly on φ{Χ). Then 
Чх.р(Апф) = s u p
x e X ρ(ληψ(χ)) = supye(piX) p(Any) - 0 (n - oo). 
2. We next prove that qxiP is continuous. To this end let ε > 0. Then the 
submodule Β
ρ
( |ε) := {y e В \ p(y) < ¿ε} is open in В and 
{φ e £(Α,Β) Ι φ(Χ) С Β „ φ ) } С {(ρ e Χ(Α,Β) | qx,p((p) < ε}. 
Thus, {q? e Д А В ) | <?л,
Р
(ф) < ε) is open in Х (Λ,В). From Proposition 
3.3.7 we obtain that qx
wP is a continuous seminoma on £e(A,B). 
3. Finally we prove that the collection 
ЩХ,р ІХев, ρ bounded continuous semrnorm on В 
is a weak base of seminorms for the topology of uniform convergence on 
elements of e . To this end, let U be an open submodule of £@(A,B). Then 
there exists an. X e © and an open submodule V of В such that 
( φ Ε ί ( Λ Β ) | φ(Χ) CV} CU. 
Now pv is a continuous seminorm on В and 
{φ e £(A,B) | q
x
,pv{q>) < 1} С {φ e £(A,B) | φ(Χ) С V} С U. 
Π 
4.5.8 Examples Let A and В be locally convex Вк-modules. We have the fol­
lowing natural locally convex topologies on £{A, B) defined by a homology. 
1. The topology of uniform convergence on all bounded sets. This topology 
is obtained by taking for β the collection of all bounded subsets on A. 
2. The topology of pointwise convergence. This topology is obtained by tak­
ing for 6 the collection of all finite subsets of A. It is not hard to see that 
the collection (q
x
,p)XeA, P continuous seminorm on в, where qXtP is defined by 
flx.p(tp) = ρ(φ(χ)) ( Φ S £(A,B)), is a generating collection of semi-
norms for the topology. 
3. The topology of uniform convergence on 'bounded submodules of finite 
rank'. This is obtained by taking for 6 the collection of all submodules 
of A that are a member of ц- (Observe that by Proposition 4.3.12 these 
submodules are bounded.) 
4.5.9 Proposition Let the valuation on К be dense. For locally convex Βχ-
modules (Λ, τ), and (B, v) let, on £(A,B), σ(
τ
 be the topology of the uniform 
convergence on bounded submodules of finite rank and let σ be the topology 
of pointwise convergence. Then σ[
Τ
~ < σ < a¡T. 
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Proof: 1. We prove that σ&·_ < σ. Let (<p
a
)
a
ei be a net in £(A,B) such 
that φ
α
 * 0. Let λ e Bj¿. Let U be a σ^-ορεη submodule of £(A,B), Then 
there exists an X с A with X & к and an open submodule V of В such 
that {φ e L(A,B) \ φ{Χ) с V} с U. There exist χ ι , . . . ,x„ e A such that 
λΧ с co{xi,... ,x
n
} С X. Now {φ e Χ(Α,Β) | φ({χχ,... ,x
n
\) С V} is 
σ-open and as V is a submodule we obtain that 
{φ G £{A,B) | <p({xi,... ,Xnì) CV} = 
( φ ε ί ( Α , Β ) | <p(coUi x
n
})cV] 
and hence the latter set is also σ-open. Thus, 
φ
α
<Ξ {φ <=£(A,B) | ç>(co{xi x „ ) ) c V ) 
for large a. Let y & X. Then \y e co{xi xn} which implies that 
h<Pa(y) = фа(Ау) e tpo,(co{xi,... ,x
n
}) с V for large a. We obtain that 
λφ„ e {φ e £(A,B) | (p(X) с V) for large α. 
We see that \φ
α
 ~ 0 for every λ e Bj¿. From Proposition 4.4.10 it follows 
that φ
α
 σ
- 0. 
2. It is obvious that σ < σ&. Π 
In the following example we see that the inequalities in the previous propo­
sition are in general strict. 
4.5.10 Example Let the valuation on К be dense. Let A = (Βχ, I I) and let 
В = {Βκ/Βχ, d), where ci is the discrete topology onß. Then d is the quotient 
topology of the | |-topology. Let π : A — В be the quotient map. Then 
π e £(A,B). Consider the sequence π, π, π, Then Απ = 0 and hence 
Лтг - 0 for every λ e В%. This implies that π σ - 0. But not π - 0 since 
π(1) = 1 + B¿ Φ 0. Hence, σι
τ
~ < σ. 
Let Α = (£¿, | I). LetAi,A2,A3,... e B¿ such that 0 < |λ ι | < |A2| < ... and 
linin-« |λ
η
Ι = 1· Let Β = ΒχΙλχΒχ equipped with the discrete topology, 
which is the quotient topology of | |. Let ƒ„ : Д — В be defined by 
Μμ) = γ-(μ + λιΒκ) (μ e Α) (η > 1). 
Then ƒ„ e £(A,B) for everyn > 1, for/ι is the quotient map and ƒ„ = j^fi, 
where ¥• E BK- NOW ƒ„ ~ 0. For let μ G A. There exists an η 6 N such that 
\μ\ < |A
n
|. For m > η we have that λ ^ μ e B¿ and hence 
/тіЦ) = ^~(μ + MBK) = λ ι ( λ ^ μ ) + AiB¿ = AiB¿ = 0. 
Hence, /
η
(μ) — 0 (η — οο) in Β. Should f
n
 — 0, then f
n
 — 0 uniformly on 
Bj¿ since Bj¿ e Sjç. But /
η
(λ„) = Αι + AiB¿ for every η > 1. Hence, σ < σ^·. 
4.5.11 Remark If \K\ is discrete then, by Proposition 2.2.38, every bounded 
submodule of finite rank is finitely generated. It is not hard to prove that 
then afr = σ. 
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Duals 
For every non-zero if-vector space E we have that the algebraic dual E* (i.e. 
the set of all linear maps E — К) has non-trivial elements. That is to say 
that E* Φ {0}. For a non-zero Βχ-module A, however, it may happen that 
Н о т (А, К) = {0}, for instance if Л is a torsion module. Thus, in order to 
define a suitable notion of an algebraic dual for B#-modules we want the 
role of К in the above be taken over by a Вк -module С of rank 1 such that 
Hom (A, C) Φ {0} for every Βχ-module A. If the valuation on К is trivial then 
K(= Βχ) is the only B^-module of rank 1. Furthermore, every B^-module Ais 
a X-vector space and Hom (A, K) = L(A, K) Φ 0 . Hence we can take С = К. 
In the next proposition we will see that, if \K\ is non-trivial, we also have 
only one choice for C. 
4.5.12 Proposition Let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let С be а Вк-
module of rank 1 such that Нот (A, C) Φ {0} for every non-zero Вк-module 
A. ThenC ~K/B¿. 
Proof: 1. As rank С = 1 there exists an absolutely convex subset В of К and 
a surjective homomorphism φ : В — C. Let S = Ker <p. Then С ~ B/S. 
2. We prove В = К. By assumption there exists a homomorphism ρ : К — С 
with ρ Φ 0. Let λ0 e К be such that ρ(Λ0) Φ 0. Let μο Ξ В be such that 
φ(μ0) = ρ(λ 0 ). Then^oí S and hence S с B(0, | μ 0 | " ) . 
Let ν e К. We prove that ν e В. If |v| < Ι μο I we are done, so suppose 
|v | > |μ 0 | . Then^Ao e K a n d ^ p ( ^ A 0 ) = ρ(λ 0) Φ 0. This implies that also 
ρ(^λο) Φ 0. Let μ e В such that φ(μ) = ρ ( ^ λ 0 ) . Then φ ( ^ μ ) = ρ(λ 0) 
and hence ^μ. - μ0 e S. Then | ^ μ - μ0 | < ΙμοΙ and hence | ^ μ | = |μ 0 | , 
which implies that |v| = |μ|. As μ e В we obtain that also ν e В. 
Hence, В = К. Then С ~ K/S. 
3. Next we prove that S has the form B(0, |μ |") for some μ e К \ {0}. By 
assumption there exists a homomorphism ρ : Βκ/Βχ — С with ρ Φ 0. Then 
μ(1 + B¿) Φ 0. Let μ 6 Β be such that <ρ(μ) = μ(1 + B¿). Then for every 
λ e B(0, |μΓ) we have that 
φ(λ) = £(ρ(μ) = £μ(1 + B¿) = μ(£ + B¿) = p(0) = 0. 
г* г* M 
We see that В(0, | μ | _ ) с S. As μ £ S we obtain that S = B(0, |μΓ). 
4. The map ψ : K/Bj¿ — К/S defined by ψ (λ + B¿) = μλ + 5 is a bijective 
homomorphism and hence С ~ X/B¿. D 
We denote K/B¿ by Κι (Κι = X for trivially valued K). For a B*-module A 
we call Horn (Α, Κι ) the algebraic dual of A. In the following theorem we see 
that this causes no ambiguity in the case that A is a K-vector space. 
4.5.13 Theorem Let E be а К-vector space. Then Homif.Ki) ~ E *. 
Proof: If \K\ is trivial there is nothing to prove, so suppose \K\ is non-trivial. 
1. Let π : Κ — Κι be the quotient map. We define the homomorphism 
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Г : £ * - Н о т ( £ , К і ) Ъ у Г ( Я = т г о / ( / e £ * ) . 
Let ƒ e £* such that Γ ƒ = 0. Then тг о ƒ = о and hence ƒ (£) с B¿. As ƒ is 
linear this implies ƒ = 0. We see that Г is injective. 
2. We now prove that Τ is surjective. 
Let φ € Hom(£,Ki). We construct an ƒ e F* such that Γ ƒ = φ, in other 
words such that the following diagram commutes. 
ƒ 
E *-K 
Let χ eE. For every λ e К it is required that ƒ (Ax) e π - 1 (φ(λχ)), hence, 
by linearity of ƒ , 
fix) e Π λ ^ π - ^ Φ ί λ χ ) ) . 
We shall prove that this intersection is a singleton. In fact, let λ, μ e К with 
|λ| > |μ| > 0. Let-у e А- 17г_ 1(ф(Ах)). Then there exists a ζ e 7г_1(ф(Ах)) 
such that у = \~^z. Now μλ _ 1 6 Βκ and 
π(μλ~1ζ) = (μλ-Μττίζ) = (μλ-ι)φ(λχ) = φ^μλ^λχ) = φ(μχ). 
Thus, μ λ _ 1 ζ e 7Γ_ 1(φ(μχ)). Then у = λ - 1 ζ = μ _ 1 ( μ λ - 1 ) ζ and 
μ - 1 ( μ λ _ 1 ) ζ £μ _ 1 τΓ _ 1 (Φ(μχ)) · We obtain that 
λ"
1
ττ
_ 1 (φ(λχ)) с μ _ 1 π - 1 ( φ ( μ χ ) ) . 
Let λ еК\ {0}. Let ν,ΐί/ e А ^ п - Ч ф ^ х ) ) . Then Αν, Aw e 7г- 1(ф(Ах)). 
Thus, 
7τ(λ(ν - w)) = 7г(Аг») - тг(Агу) = φ(λχ) - φ(λχ) = 0 
and hence λ (ν -w) G B¿. Then \v -w\ < | λ _ 1 | · 
We obtain that сііатА-^-ЧфСАх)) < | λ | _ 1 . 
Summarizing we have the following. If λ, μ e К are such that |λ| ^ |μ| > 0 
шепА
_ % _ 1 (ф(Ах)) αμ _ 1 7Γ _ 1 (φ(μχ)) and 
lim (1іатА"17г"1(ф(Ах)) = 0. 
|λ|-~ 
As К is complete it follows that Пл*о λ - 1 π - 1 (φ(Αχ)) Φ 0 . We define ƒ (x) 
suchthat Г Ь О А ^ Т Т - Ч Ф С А Х ) ) = {/(χ)}. 
In this way we find a map ƒ : £ — K. 
That Τ o f = φ can be seen as follows. Let χ e E. Then 
f (χ) e f) λ ^ τ τ - ^ φ ί λ χ ) ) с π - ^ φ ί χ ) ) 
and hence Γ ο / ( χ ) = (ττ»/)(χ) - ττ(/(χ)) = φ ( χ ) . 
We prove that ƒ is linear. 
Let x, у e £. Let A e К \ {0}. Then 
f M + f (У) e А^ТГ-ЧФСАХ)) + А^тг-ЧфСАу)) 
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and 
λ-
1
π~
1(φ(λχ)) + λ-1π~1(φ{λγ)) = λ-1(π~1(φ(\χ)) + π'^φ^γ))) = 
λ ^ π - ^ φ ί λ χ ) + φ(λγ)) = λ-1π-1(φ{λ(χ + y))). 
V¡eseeibatf(x)+f(y)erix*ob-1n^(b{x + y))) = {f(x + y)}.Tbas, 
fix + y) = fix) + f (y). 
Let χ e E and μ e K. If μ = 0 then /(μχ) = /(О) = 0 = μ/(x), so sup­
pose μ Φ 0. Let λ e tf \ {0}. Then / ( χ ) e μ ^ λ ^ π - Η φ ί λ μ χ ) ) and hence 
μ/(χ) e μ(μ-1\-1)π-1(φ(\μχ)) = λ ^ τ Γ - ^ ν ί λ ί μ χ ) ) ) . 
We see that μ/(χ) e ГЬиоА^тт-ЧфСЛЫх))) = {/(μχ)}. 
Thus, ƒ (μχ) = μ f (χ). 
We obtain that ƒ e £* and Τ о ƒ = φ. 
We see that Γ : E* -* Hom (£, Κι ) is a bijective homomorphism. D 
We now move to the topological dual of a locally convex Bjf-module. From 
Proposition 4.1.5 we obtain that the discrete topology is the only locally con­
vex Hausdorff topology on K\ and from now on Κ ι will be equipped with this 
topology. 
4.5.14 Theorem Let E be a locally convex K-vector space. Then E' and 
£{E,Ki) are isomorphic as B¡c-modules. 
Proof: Again, if \K\ is trivial there is nothing to prove, so suppose \K\ is 
non-trivial. Let Τ be defined as in the proof of the previous proposition. We 
prove that T(E') = £(E,Ki). 
Let ƒ € £'. Then Γ ƒ = π о ƒ is continuous as π is continuous and ƒ is 
continuous, hence Γ ƒ e £(E,K\). 
Let φ e L(E,Ki). Then there exists an ƒ e E* such that Τ f = φ. Then 
тг о ƒ is continuous and hence f~l (B¿) = (тг о ƒ ) - 1 {0} is open in E. 
Let λ e BK. Then /
_1(AB¿) = A/ -1(B¿) and since £ is a locally convex K-
vector space we obtain that the latter set is open in E. 
As (AB¿ )λ€Β
Κ
 is a base of zero neighbourhoods in К we obtain that ƒ is con­
tinuous. Hence, φ e Τ {E'). 
As Γ is bijective it follows that Ε' ~ £(Ε,Κι). Π 
4.5.15 Remark In the proof we saw that for an ƒ G E* the f act that тг о ƒ is 
continuous implies that ƒ e E'. If E is only equipped with a locally convex 
module topology and f :E—> К such that π o f is continuous, then ƒ is not 
necessarily continuous. 
For example, let the valuation on К be non-trivial. Let E = К(Ю. Let || || on 
E be defined by 
| |(Ло,Л
ь
А2,...) | | = (|Ло|л1) т а х ( | Л п | и л 1 ) (Л ьЛ 2,Лз,... e К). 
п>1 
It is not hard to verify that || || is a (module) norm on E. 
Let ƒ : £— К be defined by 
00 
/((λ 0 ,λ 1 ,λ 2 , . . . ) )= Σλη (λ 0 ,λι,λ 2 , . . .ε/Ο. 
π=0 
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The map ƒ is well defined since λ
η
 = 0 for large n. It is easy to see that ƒ 
is linear. 
Now ƒ is not continuous.' In fact, let λ e Βκ with 0 < |λ| <, \. Then 
l|Ae
n
|| = | λ | η (η > 1) and hence lim
n
_« ||Ле„|| = 0 . (Неге ео,е\,ег,-.. are 
the canonical unit vectors of E.) 
Now ƒ (Ле
п
) = λ for every η > 1 and hence not ƒ (Ле
п
) -* 0. 
The following shows that πο ƒ is continuous. Let (xn)
n
eN be a sequence in E 
such that lim
n
_oo l|xnll = 0. For every η e N let λ£, λ?, \%,...eK such that 
x
n
 = (λ£,λ?,λ?,...). Then (ΙΑοΙ л 1) ν max i bi(|A?|* л 1) = | |x" | | < \ for 
large n. Hence, |Af | < 1 (i e N) for large n. Then | / ( x n ) | = Ι ΣΤ=οΚ\ * 
maXteN | λ" | < 1 for large η (observe that the sum is actually finite). 
Thus, ƒ (x n ) e B¿ for large η and hence тт о ƒ (xw) = 0 for large n. Thus 
π о f(xn) - 0. 
4.5.16 Notation Let Л be a locally convex Ifo-module. We will denote 
Hom (A, Κι ) by Ad and £ (A, Ki ) by A'. 
From the previous proposition we obtain that this last notation causes no 
ambiguity if Л is a locally convex ^-vector space. Note that in algebra, for 
an R-module A, the notation A* is used to denote the set Hom (A,R). 
We now prove the Hahn-Banach Theorem for Βκ -modules (compare [31]). 
First an algebraic version, next a topological one. 
4.5.17 Theorem Let К be spherically complete. Let A be a Вк-module and 
let В be a submodule of A. Let ƒ : ß — K\ be a homomorphism. Then there 
exists a homomorphism f :A—> K\ that is an extension off. 
Proof: By a standard application of Zorn's lemma (compare the proof of The-
orem 3.2.5) it suffices to prove the following. Let χ e A \ B. Then ƒ extends 
toB + co{x}. 
Suppose В does not absorb x. Then the sum ß+co {χ} is direct. It is not hard 
to verify that h : В ® со {χ} defined by h(y + \x) = f{y) (y e Β, λ e Β
κ
) 
is a homomorphism that is an extension of ƒ. 
Suppose that В absorbs x. Let V = {λ e BK \ λχ e В]. Let μ e V. Then 
μ - 1 {/(jux)} * 0 for every μ e V and^ _ 1 {/(^x)} с λ _ 1 {/(λχ)} for every 
λ,μ G V with |λ| < |μ|. 
Hence the collection (ц~1{/(цх)})це has the finite intersection property. 
As .Ki is linearly compact we obtain that С := Пре ^~Ч/(^х)} * 0- Let 
w e С Then pw = ƒ (μχ) for every μ ε ν . 
We define h : В + со {χ} by 
h(y + λχ) = ƒ (у) + \w (у sB, λ e Β
κ
). 
This is a good definition for suppose у, ζ e В and λ, μ e Βκ such that 
у + λ χ = ζ + μχ. 
If λ G V then μ G V and hence h(z + μχ) = f (ζ) + μτυ = f (ζ) + ƒ (μχ) = 
ƒ (ζ + μχ) = f(y + λχ) = f(y) + ƒ (λχ) = ƒ (y) + \w = h{y + λχ) . 
If λ ί νΊηεημ f V and ( λ - μ ) χ = z-y e Β. ΏιεηΗίζ + μ χ ί - ί ι ί ^ + λχ) = 
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(/(ζ) + μν)-{/{
γ
) + \<ω)=/(ζ-
γ
) + (λ-μ)ιν = /(ζ-
γ
)-/((λ-μ)χ) = 
f((z -y)- (λ' - μ)χ) = /(0) = 0 and hence h(z + μχ) = h(y + λχ). 
It is not hard to verify that h is a homomorphism and that h is an extension 
of/. Π 
4.5.18 Theorem Let К be spherically complete. Let (Α, τ) bea locally convex 
Bfc-module and let В be a submodule of A. Let f : В — Κι be a continuous 
homomorphism. Then there exists an f e L(A,K\) extending f. 
Proof: As ƒ is continuous we obtain that Ker ƒ is open in B. Hence there 
exists an open submodule S of A such that Ker ƒ = 5 η В (see Proposition 
3.1.30). Let πι : В — B/Kerf and 7Г2 : A — A/S be the quotient maps. 
Let i : В — A be the inclusion map. Then there exists an injective homomor­
phism j : В/Кет ƒ —• A/S such that the following diagram commutes. 
В 
-»•A 
щ 
πι 
В /Ker ƒ • 
-+A/S 
From Theorem 2.1.25 we obtain that there exists an (injective) homomor-
phism / i : Б/Кегƒ — K\ such that f\ ° щ = f. By Theorem 4.5.17 there 
exists a homomorphism /i : A/5 — Ki such that the following diagram 
commutes. ¿ 
В »•A 
m τη 
B/Kerf • •+A/S 
h 
K^ 
Let ƒ = /ι ° ΤΓ2. Then ƒ is an extension of ƒ and ƒ is continuous, since 
5 с Ker ƒ and hence Ker ƒ is open. Π 
4.5.19 Proposition Lef 5 be аВк-module of rank 1 and s e 5, s Ψ 0. ГЛел 
fhere exists an f s Hom (5, ΑΊ) with f (s) Φ 0. 
Proof: Let С be an absolutely convex subset of К and let ρ : С — 5 be a sur-
jective homomorphism. We may suppose that Вк с С and p(l) = Í . Then 
Ker ρ с B¿. We define φ : 5— Κι as follows. Let χ € 5. Let λ e С such that 
ρ(λ) = χ. Then φ ( χ ) := Λ + B¿. 
Then (ρ (χ) is well defined for Ker ρ с B¿. Furthermore, it is not hard 
to verify that φ is a homomorphism and from p(l) = 5 we obtain that 
Φ(ί) = 1 + B¿ .* 0. Π 
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4.5.20 Corollary Let К be spherically complete. Let Abe α Βκ -module. Then 
Ad separates the points of A. 
Proof: Let χ e Α, χ Φ 0. Then rank co {χ} = 1 and hence there exists a 
φ : co {x} — Ki with <p(x) Φ 0. By using Theorem 4.5.17 we obtain that 
φ can be extended to a homomorphism φ : A —· Κχ. Then φ e Ad and 
φ ( χ ) Φ 0. D 
4.5.21 Theorem Let К be spherically complete. Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex 
Hausdorff Βκ-module. Then A' separates the points of A. 
Proof: Let С be the collection of all open submodules of A. From Proposition 
3.1.31 we obtain that the homomorphism φ defined by 
Ф(х)(Ю=х + и (U e С, χ s A) 
is a homeomorphism from A in Псгес 4 /^. F° r every V e С let Pv denote 
the projection map from TluecA/U on A/V. 
Let χ e Α, χ Φ 0. As (Α, τ) is Hausdorff there exists a V e С such that χ $ V. 
From the previous proposition we obtain that there exists a p e (A/V) * with 
p(x + V) Φ 0. Then ρ is continuous as A/V is provided with the discrete 
topology. Now ρ о Py ο φ \ A — Κι is a continuous homomorphism and 
po p
v
 о <p(x) * 0. D 
In the following example we will show that Βκ and Ki are duals of each other. 
If the valuation on К is trivial this means K' = K, which is a well-known fact. 
In the example we therefore assume that \K\is non-trivial. 
4.5.22 Example We first determine the dual of Κι. We have K[ = Kf for K\ 
is provided with the discrete topology. 
Let ν e BK. Let <pv : Ki — Κχ be defined by φν(λ + B¿) = νλ + B¿. Then 
Φν e Κ[. Let Γ : Β
κ
 — Κ\ be defined by Γ(ν) = φ
ν
 (ν e Β
κ
). It is not hard 
to see that Г is a homomorphism. 
Let ν e Βκ such that φ
ν
 = 0. Then νλ e B¿ for every Λ e К. This implies 
ν = 0. Hence, Τ is injective. That Γ is also surjective we see as follows. 
Let ρ e K[. Ιΐ ρ = 0 then Γ(0) = p. Suppose ρ Φ 0. Let Λ0 e К such that 
ρ(λ0 + Βκ) = 1 +B¿. ThenlAol > 1. 
For every λεΚ with |λ| > |A0| let V\ с К be defined by 
ν
Α
 = λ-
1
π-
1 (Ρ(λ + Β^)). 
(Here π : К — Κι is the quotient map.) Then each VA is a convex set and 
diamVA = s|A|_1, where s = sup \B¿\. Furthermore, if λ,μ e К such that 
| λ | > | μ | > ІЛоІшеп д с 
As К is complete we obtain that there exists a ν e К with ПІАІ^ ІАОІ ^А = ( у Ь 
Then ν e д0, hence there exists аре тг
_1(р(Ао + B¿)) with ν = Aö1^. 
Then μ + Βκ = ρ(λο + B%) = 1 + 5¿ and hence |μ -11 < 1 which implies that 
|μ| = 1. Then |v | = |λοΙ - 1 |μΙ = ΙλοΓ1 ^ 1 and hence ν e Β
κ
. 
We prove that φ
ν
 = p. 
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LetAeK. If |λ| < |ЛоІ thenp(A + .B¿) = 0 = g?v(A + B¿), since |v| = |A0|_1. 
If |A| > [Aol then ν e д. hence Αν G п-г(р(\ + B¿)) and thus 
<Ρν(λ + Bj¿) = νλ + B¿ = 7τ(λν) = ρ(λ + Bj¿). 
We see that Γ : Βκ — K[ is a bijective homomorphism and hence ^ ~ Βκ. 
We now determine the dual of Βκ-
We define Γ : B¿ — Κι by Γ(/) = /(1) (ƒ e В
х
). It is not hard to verify 
that Γ is an injective homomorphism. Now Τ is also surjective since for 
every y e Κι the map fy : Β* — Κι defined by fy (A) = \y (A e Б#) is a 
continuous homomorphism and T(fy) = fy(l) = y: 
We see that Β'
κ
 ~ Κι. 
Chapter 5 
Compact-like Properties for 
βχ-modules 
5.1 Бк-modules of Finite Type and Locally Compac-
toids 
ßtf-modules of Finite Type 
From locally convex K-vector space theory we know the following notion of 
a tf-vector space of finite type, see [28], page 260. 
5.1.1 Definition Let £ be a ^-vector space and let ρ be a vector space semi-
norm on E. Then ρ is called a vector space seminorm of finite type if E/Кет ρ 
is a finite-dimensional K-vector space. 
5.1.2 Definition A locally convex K-vector space (£, T ) ÌS called of finitetype 
if every continuous vector space seminorm on E is of finite type. 
If we extend this notion to locally convex B^-modules we need just a slight 
modification. 
5.1.3 Definition Let Л be a Βχ-module and let ρ be a seminorm on A. Then 
ρ is called (a seminorm) of finite type if A/Ker ρ e Jx. 
5.1.4 Definition A locally convex Bjc-module (Α, τ) is called (a Вк-module) 
of finite type if τ is generated by a collection of seminorms of finite type. 
5.1.5 Remark Every member of JK equipped with any locally convex topol­
ogy is of finite type, since if A e Ja then A/Ker ρ is a homomorphic image 
of A and hence A/Ker ρ e JK for every seminorm ρ on A 
To show why we have to modify the definition of K-vector space of finite 
type we prove the following. 
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5.1.6 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a locally convexHausdorffBfc-module such that 
every continuous seminorm on A is of finite type. Then A e J χ. 
Proof: Suppose A £ J χ. Then Α Φ {0}. Let X\ G A, X\ Φ 0. 
The restriction of τ to co {xi} is a Hausdorff locally convex topology. By us­
ing Corollary 4.1.6 and Corollary 3.3.16 we see that there exists a bounded 
norm || ||i on co {x\} such that т |со {xj} equals the || Hi-topology. 
By Theorem 3.4.20, || || ι can be extended to a bounded τ-continuous semi-
norm pi on A. Then for every λ G Βκ-. Ρι(λχι) = 0 <=> λχι = 0. 
Furthermore, Ker pi Φ {0}, for if Ker pi = {0}, then A = А/Кет p\ G Jx. 
Let хг G Ker pi, x 2 * 0. 
Again by Corollary 4.1.6 there exists a bounded norm || ||г on со {x2} such 
that т |со [хг] equals the || Иг-topology. 
Therefore || Иг can be extended to a bounded τ-continuous seminorm рг 
on A. Then for every λ e Вк: Рг(Ахг) = 0 «=> λχ 2 = 0. 
Furthermore, pi ν р2 is a continuous seminorm and Ker (pi ν p-¿) Φ {0}, for 
i fKer(pivp 2 ) = {0},thenA = A/Ker(pivp2) e f χ. Letx3 eKer(p ivp 2 ) , 
Χ3Φ0, ... 
Repeating this process we find bounded continuous seminorms 
P I I P 2 . P 3 F - - · on A and Х І , Х 2 , Х З , . . . e A, with x
n
 Φ 0 for all η e Ν, 
such that for all η e Ν: 
Pk(Xn) = 0 f or all fe < η and for all λ G Βκ'. ρ
η
( λ χ
η
) = 0 <=> λχ
η
 = 0. 
We may assume ρ
η
 ^ 1, if necessary we take р „ л 1 instead of p
n
 (n G Ν). 
Then for every η e N the seminorm q
n
 := s u p i s n \pt is continuous and 
q
n
 — sup i e N qt uniformly on A, so q := sup i e N qt is a continuous seminorm 
on A. Hence, by assumption, A/Kerq G J χ. Thus there exist an η e Ν, an 
absolutely convex subset В of Kn and a surjective homomorphism <p from В 
to A/Ker q. For every i e N let yt G В be such that φ (yt) = xx + Ker q. Then 
yit··· ,Уп+і are linearly dependent. Hence, there exist λι,... ,λ„+ι e К, 
withA
m
 Φ Oforsomem G { l , . . .n+l} suchthatAiyi-i-· · - + \п+іУп+і = 0· 
Let lAjl =max{|A l | : 1 < i < n+1}. T h e n ^ G BK f or every i G {1,... , n + l } 
and j^yi + • • · + ^-уп+і = 0. Then also 
λι
χ ι + .. . + οψλΧη+1 + Κ(ίτ(1 = φ{^γι + . . . + ^yn+l) = 0 
Λ, Aj Aj Aj 
and hence ^ х і + · · • + ^f^Xn+i e Kerq. 
Let fe = min{í I 1 < i < η + 1, j^ -x,. * 0}. (Notice that the latter set is non­
empty, because -¿Xj = x} Φ 0.) 
Then ^Xfc + • • • + ^ х
п + і G Ker q с Kerpfc. 
Now also h^Xk+i + • • · + ^-Xn+i e Kerpt, because pt(x t ) = 0 f or all 
i> k and hence ^Xfc G Ker pt. This is in contradiction with ^ x t Φ 0. 
Thus, A G f χ. Π 
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The following is an example of a Βχ -module of finite type which is not a 
member of JK • 
5.1.7 Example Let A = Bj£. It is clear that A £ fK- Let || || on A be defined 
by 
||(хі,Х2,хз,..-)ІІ = s u p - | x „ | . 
n a l W 
It is easy to verify that || || is a norm on A, that induces the product topology 
on A. Let pn on A be defined by 
Pn((Xl, *2,X3, · · · ) ) = \Xn\ ( n i l ) . 
Then, for every η > 1, p„ is a seminorm on A and A/Kerp
n
 ~ Bjç e Jfjç. 
Hence, pn is a seminorm of finite type for every η > 1. 
It is not hard to prove that the collection {p
n
 | η > 1} generates the || ||-
topology. Hence, (A, || ||) is of finite type. 
5.1.8 Proposition A submodule of a Вк-module of finite type is of finite type. 
Proof: Let (Α, τ ) be a ifa-module of finite type and let В be a submodule 
of A. Let У be a collection seminorms of finite type on A generating т. Let 
T' = {p\B | ρ e Τ}. By using Proposition 3.4.11 we obtain that T' gener­
ates τ |B. Let q e Τ'. Then there exists a p e ? such that q = p\B. Now 
φ : В — А /Ker ρ defined by φ (χ) = χ + Ker ρ (χ e Β) is a homomorphism 
and Kercp = Ker ρ η В = Kerq. From Theorem 2.1.25 we obtain that there 
exists an injective homomorphism B/Kerq — A/Ker p. Now A/Ker ρ e JFK 
and thus, by Proposition 2.2.36, also B/Kerq e Ja- Hence, q is of finite type. 
We see T' is a collection seminorms of finite type on В generating т|В. 
Hence, ( B , T | B ) is of finite type. D 
5.1.9 Proposition A product of Βχ-modules of finite type is of finite type. 
Proof: Let ƒ be an index set and for every i e /let (Au Ti) be a B^-module 
of finite type. Let A = ПІ<=;АІ and let τ be the product topology on A. 
Let, for every i G I, Pi : A — Ai be the projection map on A¿ and let Ti 
be a collection of seminorms of finite type on Ai generating TÍ. Let Τ be the 
collection [poPi | i e I, ρ e Ti). From Theorem 3.4.12 we obtain that Tisa 
generating collection seminorms for т. We prove that each q e Τ is of finite 
type. To this end let q e T. Let i e J and ρ e Ti be such that q = ρ o p¿. 
Now (ρ : Λ — Аі/Кет ρ defined by φ(χ) = Pdx) + Ker ρ (χ e A) is a 
surjective homomorphism and Ker φ = Ker ρ o p¡ = Кег^. From Theorem 
2.1.25 we obtain that А/Кетq ~ Aj/Kerp. Now Aj/Kerp e J x and hence 
also A/Ker q e JK• Thus q is of finite type. 
We see that У is a collection seminorms of finite type on A that generates 
т. Hence, (Α, τ) is of finite type. Π 
5.1.10 Remark We can also prove here that a homomorphic image of a Вк-
module of finite type is again a B^-module of finite type, but this will follow 
from Theorem 5.1.16 and Proposition 5.1.15, see Corollary 5.1.17 (i). 
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5.1.11 Theorem (Representation theorem) Let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorf f lo­
cally convex Βκ-module. Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(α) (Α, τ) is of finite type. 
(β) (Α, τ) IS topologically embeddable in a product ofnormed BK-modules 
of finite rank. 
(y) (Α,τ) is topologically embeddable in a product of discrete torsion Βκ-
modules of finite rank. 
Proof: (a) => (β): Let У be a collection seminorms of finite type that gen­
erates т. In Proposition 3.4.16 we have seen that (Α, τ) is topologically em­
beddable in Y\peT(A/Kerp,p), which is a product of normed modules in 
?κ. 
(ß) => (У): Let (At)ieI be a collection of normed modules in Jx such that (Α,τ) is topologically embeddable in Π
ι ε ί
Α (. For every i e /let || | | t be a 
norm on At that generates the topology on At. 
Let A™ = AJ{x eAi | | | x | | t < ¿ } (η > 1). In the same way as in the proof 
of Proposition 3.1.31 one can verify that At is topologically embeddable in 
Π
η
>ιΑ™ for each i e I. Now A is topologically embeddable in П
іеІ
А
г
 and 
n i e/A t is topologically embeddable in Піе1Пп*іА*. Hence, A is topologically 
embeddable in П
іе
іП
пъ
іА?, which is a product of discrete torsion modules 
in Jx. 
(γ) =» (of): A discrete torsion module in J χ is of finite type. From Propo­
sition 5.1.9 and Proposition 5.1.8 it follows that a product of B^-modules of 
finite type is again of finite type and a submodule of a ifr-module of finite 
type is of finite type. Hence, (Α, τ) is of finite type. Π 
5.1.12 Corollary The completion of a Hausdorff Βκ -module of finite type is 
again α Βκ-module of finite type. 
Proof: Let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorff BK -module of finite type. By Theorem 5.1.11 
there exist discrete torsion modules (5 t) t e/ in J χ and an injective, contin­
uous and open homomorphism i : A — UieiSi- Now Піе/ St is complete, 
as each St is complete. The completion of A is topologically isomorphic to 
i{A) с Піе/ Si. The product Y[ie¡ 5, is of finite type since each 5 t is of finite 
type. Hence, i(A) is also of finite type, which implies that the completion of 
A is of finite type. Π 
5.1.13 Proposition Let (Α,τ) be a locally convex Βκ-module of finite type. 
Then (Α,τ) is of countable type. 
Proof: By the previous proposition we obtain that (Α, τ) is topologically em­
beddable in a product of discrete torsion modules of finite rank, say [Le/ Ft· 
By Proposition 2.2.44 we obtain that each Ft is countably generated, and 
hence Flt provided with the discrete topology is of finite type (recall that 
the discrete topology is normable). From Proposition 4.2.16 we obtain that 
YlieiFi is of countable type and by Theorem 4.2.14 then also (Α,τ) is of 
countable type. D 
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Locally Compactoids 
5.1.14 Definition A locally convex Bjf-module is called a locally compactoid 
(Вк-module) if A/U e J% for every open submodule U of A. 
5.1.15 Proposition A continuous homomorphic image of a locally compac­
toid BK -module is locally compactoid. 
Proof: Let (Α, τ) be a locally compactoid BK -module and let φ be a continu­
ous surjective homomorphism from A to a locally convex Βχ-module (Β, σ). 
Let U be an open submodule of B. Then φ~ι{ϋ) is an open submodule of 
A. Thus Α/φ'1 (U) e f χ. 
Now ρ : A — B/U defined by p(x) = φ(χ) + U (x e A) is a surjective 
homomorphism and Ker ρ = φ - 1 (If). From Theorem 2.1.25 we obtain that 
Α/φΉυ) ~B/[7 and hence also В/С/e JK- • 
5.1.16 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorff locally convex Вк-module. Then: 
A is a Вк-module of finite type ·*=> A is a locally compactoid Вк-module. 
Proof: =*) Let Τ be a collection seminorms of finite type generating т. Let 
U be an open submodule of A. Then there exist η e Ν, p\,..., p
n
 e Τ and 
ει,.. . ,ε
η
 > 0 suchthat {χ e A \ pt(x) < Si (t = 1, ,n)} с U. The map 
Ψ ·· A~ ПГ=і А/Кет pi defined by 
q?(x) = (x + Kerpi,... ,x + Kerp„) (x € A) 
is a homomorphism and Ker<p = Kerpi η ... η Kerp
n
. By using The­
orem 2.1.25 we obtain that there exists an injective homomorphism 
Л / ( К е г р 1 п . . . л К е г р п ) - П Г = И / К е г р і . Now Π?=ιΑ/ΚετΡί E fK as 
А/Кет Pi e JK for every t e {1,... ,n}. From Proposition 2.2.36 we obtain 
that A/ (Ker p\ η ... π Ker p
n
) e J * . Now Ker p\ η ... η Ker p
n
 с [/. Com­
bining Proposition 2.1.27 and Proposition 2.2.26 we obtain that A/U e JK· 
We see that (Α, τ) is a locally compactoid BK -module. 
<=) By Proposition 3.4.8, the collection {puîu open submodule of A generates т. 
Now А/Кет pu = A/U e JK for every open submodule U ot A since (Λ, τ) 
is a locally compactoid B^-module. Hence, {Α, τ) is of finite type. Π 
5.1.17 Corollary 
(i) A continuous homomorphic image of a Вк-module of finite type is of fi­
nite type. 
(ii) A submodule of a locally compactoid Вк-module is locally compactoid. 
(iii) A product of locally compactoid Вк-modules is locally compactoid. 
In [26] and [21] the following definition of a locally compactoid absolutely 
convex subset of a ^-vector space E is given. 
An absolutely convex subset A of a X-vector space E is called a locally com­
pactoid in E if for every zero neighbourhood U of E there exists a finite di­
mensional linear subspace D of E such that AcU + D. 
The connection between the definition of a locally compactoid BK -module 
and the above one is given in Theorem 5.1.18 and Theorem 5.1.19. 
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5.1.18 Theorem Let (£, τ) be a locally convex K-vector space and let A be 
an absolutely convex subset ofE, such that A is a locally compactoid in E. 
Then (Α, τ|A) is a locally compactoid Вк-module. 
Proof: Let U be а т|А-ореп submodule of A. Then there exists а т-ореп 
submodule V of E such that U = V η A. There exists a finite dimensional 
subspace D of E such that А с V + D. The inclusion map ί : A—> V + D 
induce a homomorphism φ : A —- (V + D) /V. Now Ker φ = A η V = U and 
hence, by applying Theorem 2.1.25, there exists an injective homomorphism 
A/U — (V + D)iy. Hence, by Corollary 2.1.26, (V + D)/V ~ D/(D η V). 
Now D / ( D n V ) i s a quotient of D and hence a member of JK· Then also 
AI U G Ju- We see that (А, т|А) is locally compactoid. Π 
5.1.19 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorf f locally convex Вк-module, that is 
topologically embeddable in a Hausdorf f locally convex K-vector space E. If 
(Α, τ) is a locally compactoid module, then there exists a locally convex space 
F with E с F such that A is a locally compactoid in F. 
Proof: If the valuation on К is trivial then a locally compactoid is also 
compactoid. For that case we refer to Theorem 5.2.7. Now suppose К is 
non-trivial. Let Τ be the collection of all continuous (vector space) semi-
norms on E. For every ρ e Τ let Ep = (E/Ker ρ, ρ) and let Êp be the 
completion of Ep. Then Ep is a Banach space for every ρ e T. For ρ Ε Τ 
let π
ρ
 : E —· Ep be the quotient map and ip : Ep — Ep the inclusion map. 
Then for every ρ e Ρ the map φ
ρ
 := ip ° ττρ : E — Êp is a continuous 
homomorphism. 
Let ρ 6 Τ and let t e (0,1]. Let eo, ei, ег, •. • be a t-orthogonal sequence in 
φ
ρ
(Α). We prove that e
n
 — 0. To this end suppose that not e
n
 -> 0. That is 
to say that not p(e
n
) —• 0. We may assume that there exists an ε > 0 such 
that p(e
n
) > f for every η e N. Let B(0, te) = {χ e Êp \ p(x) < te}. Let 
7Tt£ : Êp - £p/B(0,tf) be the quotient map. Let ρ : φ
ρ
{Α) - £P/B(0, ts) 
be defined as ρ = Trt£ ° L where ϊ : <pp(A) — £ p is the inclusion map. Let 
V = B(0,tf) η φ ^ ( Ι ) . Then Imp = 7Γ
ί£((ρρ(Α)) and Ker ρ = V. Hence, 
<PpTÄ7/V ~ τΓ£ε((ρρ(Α)). Now (Α,τ) is a locally compactoid ifr-module 
and φ
ρ
 : E — Êp is a continuous homomorphism, thus (pp (A) is a locally 
compactoid ßjc-module and hence also φ
ρ
(Α) is locally compactoid, since 
ψ ρ (A) is topologically isomorphic to the completion of A, which is a locally 
compactoid Ifr-module (see Theorem 5.1.16 and Corollary 5.1.12). 
V is an open submodule of φ
ρ
(Α), so cpp(A)/V E f К- Then also 
TTt£((pp(A)) <= J
к
. 
There exist η e Ν, an absolutely convex subset В of Kn and a surjective 
homomorphism ψ : В— тг{£(ФР(А)). 
Let xo,Xi,X2,... e В such that t//(x¿) = ntÏ(eu for each i e N. There 
exist λο λ„ e К such that λόχο + ... + λ
η
χ
η
 = 0 and A¿ Φ 0 for some 
i e {0,... η}. We may assume that λο,.. ., λ
η
 e Βκ and λίο = 1 for some 
ίο e {О η}. 
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Then ΤΓ{ε(λοβο +. . . + Anen) = ψ(λοΧο +. . . + λ η χ η ) = Ψ(0) = 0. And hence 
p(e¿0) < }ρ(λοβο + ... + Л„е
п
) <, \ΐε < ε. This is in contradiction with 
p(e
m
) > ε for every m e N. Hence, e„ — 0 (n -> eo). 
By using Theorem 6p in [19] we obtain that φ
ρ
(Α) is a locally compactoid 
subset of Êp and hence so is φ
ρ
(Α). 
The map Φ : £— Претор defined by (Ф(х))(р) = φ
ρ
(χ) (ρ eT,x e E) 
is a linear homeomorphism from E in ПреР Èp. 
Now ψρ(Α) is a locally compactoid subset of Êp for every ρ e Ρ, thus 
Прб?Фр(^) is a locally compactoid subset of Прер^р ( s e e Proposition 
1.2 in [21]). It is not hard to see that A is topologically embeddable in 
Прер Ψρ(Α)· Hence, A is also a locally compactoid in Прер^р- E 
5.1.20 Remark An absolutely convex subset of a locally convex К -vector 
space E that is a locally compactoid ifo-module need not be locally compac­
toid in E. In [21] Schikhof gives a counterexample. 
Now we will mention some results on metrizable locally compactoids. The 
following theorem is a generalization of Lemma 1.3 in [26] 
5.1.21 Theorem Let (A, r) be a metrizable, complete locally compactoidBK-
module. Let λ e B¿. Then there exist submodules Fi,F2,Fs,... of ranks 1 
of A with limn-« Fn = {0} such thatXA с cö"{Fi,F2,F3,...} с Α. 
Proof: If the valuation on К is trivial then a locally compactoid is also com­
pactoid. For that case we refer to Proposition 5.2.10. Now assume that \K\ is 
non-trivial. A is metrizable thus A has a countable base of zero neighbour­
hoods U\, U2, t/з,..., consisting of open submodules of A. Then for every 
η e N the quotient A/U
n
 is a discrete torsion module in JK· By Proposi­
tion 3.1.31 there exists an injective continuous and open homomorphism 
i :A— ПпепА/Un. 
For each η 6 N let fe„ = rankA/[7
n
, let C
n
 be an absolutely convex sub­
set of Kkn and let φ
η
 : C
n
 — A/U
n
 be a surjective homomorphism. Let 
c
 = rineN C
n
, provided with the product topology. From Proposition 4.1.7 
we obtain that φ
η
 is a quotient map for every η e N. By Proposition 3.1.18 
there exists a quotient map φ : С— Ппеіч^/^п· By Proposition 3.1.19 we 
may consider С as an absolutely convex subset of KN provided with the prod­
uct topology. Now С is closed for C
n
 is closed for every η e N and hence С 
is a complete locally compactoid in KN. 
Now <p-1(i(A)) is closed in С and is therefore a complete locally compac­
toid in KN. From Lemma 1.3 of [26] we obtain that there exist absolutely 
convex subsets Х\,Х2,Хъ,... of rank <, 1 of ΚΝ with lim
n
-<» X
n
 = {0} such 
that φ-ΗΗΑ)) с ¿*n с λ - ' φ ' Π ί ^ ) ) · Then 
λφ-HUA)) с ΧλΧ„ с φ-НіШ). 
Let G
n
 = φ(\Χ
η
) (η e Ν). Then гапкС
и
 = 1 for every η, lim„_e<, G
n
 = 0 
and i(AA) с cü{Gi,G2,G3,...} с í(A). We prove the last assertion. To 
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this end let ζ e ί{λΑ). Then there exists a y e A such that i(Xy) = z. 
Let w e φ~1(ί(Α)) be such that φ{ιυ) = Цу). Then q>(Xw) = z. Now 
Aw е £ Л Х
п
 and hence there exist wi,W2,iV3,... e ΣΧΧη such that 
limn-ooWn = Aw. Then(p(wi),cp(ti/2),<P(W3).··- e co{Gi,G 2,G 3 l...} and 
z = φ(λτι/) = limn-»qHwn) e co{Gi,G2,G3,...}. 
We see that ЦХА) с co{Gi,G2, G3,...}. As i(A) is closed we obtain that 
cô{Gi,G2,G3 l . . .}ci(A). 
LetFn = i~l(Gn) (n e Ν). ThenrankFn = 1 foreveryn e Ν, limn-«,Fn = 0 
andAAccö{Fi,F2,F3,...} с Α Π 
5.1.22 Corollary Lef Λ be я complete metrizable locally compactoid Βχ-
module and let U be an open submodule of A. Let A e í ¿ . Then there exist 
submodules Fi,... ,Fn of rank <, 1 of A such that XA с (Fi + - · -+Fn) + t/ с A. 
Proof: There exist rank 1 submodules Fi, F2, F3,... of Л with limn^œ Fn = 0 
such that λΑ с cü{Fi,F2,F3,...} с Л. 
As Fie — 0 there exists an η e N such that Fk CU for every k> n. 
Let χ e cü{Fi,F2,F3,...}. Then there exists а у e co {Fi,F2,F3,...} such 
that χ - у e U. There exist m e N and z\ e Fi z
m
 e F
m
 such that 
y = z\ + · · · + z
m
. If m < η then y e F\ + · • • + F
n
 and hence 
χ = y + (x - y) e (Fi + · • • + F
n
) + U. 
If m > η then z
n + i , . . . ,zm eU and 
χ = (zi + · · · + z„) + (z„+i + · · · + z
m
) + (x - y) e 
(Fi + ·•· + F
n
) + [/ + [/= (Fi + ••• + F
n
) + [ƒ. 
We see that cü{FbF2,F3,...} с (Fi + • · · + F„) + U. 
Then XA с (Fi + • · • + F
n
) + U с А Π 
5.1.23 Remark In Theorem 5.1.21 and Corollary 5.1.22 we can not omit the 
completeness of A. In Example 3.6 of [21] a metrizable locally compactoid 
Вк-module A is presented for which the conclusions of Theorem 5.1.21 and 
Corollary 5.1.22 are not true. 
5.2 Compactoids 
5.2.1 Definition A locally convex fix-module {Α, τ) is called a compactoid 
(Βκ-module) if A/U e % for every open submodule U of A. 
5.2.2 Remark If the valuation on К is trivial then JK = Βκ and hence every 
locally compactoid is also a compactoid. 
One might think that, for trivially valued K, the notion of compactoid is triv­
ial (that is to say that every compactoid is a member of Βκ) but that is not 
true. In fact, in Example 5.1.7 we have seen a a Вк-module of finite type that 
is not a member of JK, even if К is trivial. If К is trivial this module is also 
a compactoid. 
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5.2.3 Proposition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module. Then: 
(Α, τ) is a bounded locally compactoid <=> (Α, τ)· is a compactoid. 
Proof: =*) Let U be an open submodule of A. We prove that A/U e Ък-
As (Α, τ) is a locally compactoid we obtain that A/U e JK- Since (Α, τ) is 
bounded we obtain, by using Proposition 4.3.9, that A/U is bounded with 
respect to the quotient topology on A/U (which is the discrete topology). 
Proposition 4.3.12 then implies that A/U e Ък-
<= ) By definition (Α, τ) is a locally compactoid Βκ-module. We now prove 
that A is bounded. Let С be a base of zero neighbourhoods of τ consist­
ing of submodules of A. Then A/U e Έχ for every U e С, since (Λ,τ) is 
a compactoid. By Proposition 3.1.31, (Α, τ) is topologically embeddable in 
UuecA/U, and the latter set is bounded since each A/U is bounded (see 
Proposition 4.3.10). Hence, by Proposition 4.3.6, (Α, τ) is bounded. Π 
The following proposition is a consequence of Proposition 5.2.3. 
5.2.4 Proposition 
1. A submodule of a compactoid Βκ-module is compactoid. 
2. A continuous homomorphic image of a compactoid Βκ-module is compac­
toid. 
3. A product of compactoid Βκ-modules is compactoid. 
4. The completion of a compactoid Βκ-module is compactoid. 
Proof: 1. Combine Proposition 5.2.3, Corollary 5.1.17 and Proposition 4.3.6. 
2. Combine Proposition 5.2.3, Proposition 5.1.15 and proposition 4.3.9. 
3. Combine Proposition 5.2.3, Corollary 5.1.17 and Proposition 4.3.10. 
4. Combine Proposition 5.2.3, Theorem 5.1.16, Corollary 5.1.12 and Propo­
sition 4.3.8. D 
5.2.5 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorff locally convex Βκ-module. Then: 
(Α, τ) is a compactoid <=> (Α, τ) is topologically embeddable in a product of 
finitely generated discrete torsion modules. 
Proof: =*) Let С be the collection of all open submodules of A. 
For each U G С the quotient A/U is a discrete torsion module in Ък and 
hence, by Proposition 2.2.40, there exists a finitely generated discrete tor­
sion B/f-module Au such that A/U с Au. 
From Proposition 3.1.17 we obtain that YluecA/U is topologically embed­
dable in fluecAu- As (Α,τ) is topologically embeddable in YluecA/U, we 
obtain that (Α, τ) is also topologically embeddable in YluecAu-
<=) Let (Bi)iej be a collection of finitely generated discrete torsion modules 
in Ък such that (Α, τ) is topologically embeddable in В := Піе/ B
x
. Then 
each Bt is a compactoid and hence, by 3. of the previous proposition, also В 
is a compactoid. As (Α, τ) is topologically embeddable in В it follows from 
1. of the same proposition that also (Α, τ) is a compactoid Bjf-module. Π 
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5.2.6 Remark If К is spherically complete then, by Theorem 2.2.21, every 
finitely generated torsion ßjf-module is a product of 1-generated torsion Βχ-
modules. Thus, for a Hausdorff locally convex Βχ-module over a spherically 
complete К we have even the following. 
(Α, τ) is compactoid <=> (Λ, τ) is topologically embeddable in a product of 
discrete 1-generated torsion Βχ-modules. 
In the following theorem the relation between the notion of an absolutely 
convex compactoid subset of a ^-vector space £ and that of a compactoid 
Βχ-module is given. 
5.2.7 Theorem Let A be an absolutely convex subset of a Hausdorff locally 
convex К -vector space (£, τ ) . Then: 
(Α, τ \A) is a compactoid Βχ-module <=> for every zero neighbourhood U of 
E there exist Xi,... ,x
n
 € E such that А с U + co{xi,... ,x
n
} (i.e. A is a 
compactoid in E). 
Proof: => ) Let U be a zero neighbourhood in E. There exists an open sumod-
ule V of E such that V с U. If \K\ is discrete let λ = 1, if \K\ is dense let 
λ e Βχ\{0}. As χ ·- λχ is a homeomorphism in (£,τ) we obtain that also 
W is an open submodule off. Let W = \VnA. Then W is an open submod­
ule of A and hence A/W e Έχ. By Proposition 2.2.41 there exists a finitely 
generated module X such that A(A/W) cXc (A/W). Let ei e„ e A/W 
such that X = co {ei,..., e
n
}. Let xi, . . . ,xM e A such that e¿ = Xi + W for 
i e { l , . . . , n } . ThenA.A с W + co{xi,... ,x
n
}- Hence, 
А с X~lW + со {Λ - Ιχι,... , λ _ 1 χ„} с V η λ_ 1Λ + со {λ-1*!,... , λ _ 1 χ
η
} 
с U + со {λ_ 1Χι,..., λ _ 1 χ „ } . 
<=) Let U be an open submodule of A. Then there exists an open submod­
ule V of £ such that U = V η A. There exist x\ x„ e £ such that 
AcV + co{xi х
и
}. The inclusion map Л— V + co{xi,... ,x
n
] induces 
a homomorphism φ : Λ— (V + co{xi,... ,x
n
})/V. Now Ker<p = U, thus 
there exists an inj ective homomorphism φ : Λ/ί7— (V + co{xi,... ,xnì)/V· 
Now 
(V + co{xi,... , x n }) /V~ (co{xi x„}/(co{xi,... ,x„} η V), 
thus (V + co{xi,... ,x
n
})/V is a quotient of co{xi x
n
} and hence a 
member of к- As A/U is embeddable in (V + co{xi,... ,x„})/V we ob­
tain that also A/U e 2*. 
We see (А, т|Л) is a compactoid B^-module. D 
In [14] Katsaras proved the following theorem. 
Let A be an absolutely convex compactoid subset of a locally convex Haus­
dorff К-vector space ( £ , T ) . If \K\ is discrete let λ = 1, if \K\ is dense let 
λ e Κ, |λ| > 1. Then for every zero neighbourhood U of E there exist 
xi, . . . ,x
n
 e AA such that А с l7 + co{xi,... ,x
n
}· 
A proof of this theorem can also be obtained from the proof of Theorem 
5.2.7. For compactoid B^-modules we modify Katsaras' Theorem as follows. 
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5.2.8 Proposition Let (Λ, τ) be a compactoid Вк-module. If\K\ is discrete 
let A = 1, if \K\ is dense let A e Βχ. Let U be an open submodule of A. Then 
there exist X\,... , x
n
 € A such that KAcU + co{xi, . . . , x n } с A. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.2.41 there exists a finitely generated submodule Y 
of Л/С/ such that A(A/L7) с У с A/U. Let yi,... ,у
п
 e A/U be such that 
У = co{yi,... ,ynì- Let χι,... ,xn e A be such that yi = ХІ + U for all 
i e {1,... ,n}. Then AA с U + co{xi x
n
} C A D 
5.2.9 Remark The converse of Proposition 5.2.8 is not true: let the valua­
tion on К be dense. If {Α, τ) is a locally convex Bjc-module such that for 
open submodule U and every A e B ¿ there exist x\,..., xn e A such that 
\A с U + co{xi,..., x
n
}, then A need not be compactoid. 
For example, let A = {Βχ/Βχ )N, provided with the discrete topology, observe 
that the discrete topology is locally convex since {0} is absorbing. For every 
open submodule U of A and every Aef i jwe have that ΑΛ = {0} с U. But, 
A is not a compactoid, since {0} is open and A/ {0} = A, and A £ к, which 
is easy to verify. 
The counterpart of Theorem 5.1.21 for compactoid ifr-modules is also true. 
We even do not need the completeness of the compactoid as we see in the 
following proposition. 
5.2.10 Proposition Let (Α, τ) bea metrizable compactoid Вк-module. If\K\ 
is discrete let λ = l,if\K\ is dense let λ e Βχ, |λ| < 1. Then there exist 
Хі,Х2,хз,·.. e AwitMiirin-ooXn = 0 such that \A с cö{xi,X2i*3i···} с Α. 
Proof: Suppose \K\ is dense. Let A = Щ э Ι/χ э t/г э ... be a base of zero 
neighbourhoods consisting of submodules of Л. Let АьЛг.Лз,... e Bj¿ such 
that ІАіЦАгІІАзІ · · · > |A|.-There exist X\,... ,x
n
, e Л such that 
Αχ А с t/i + co{xi x
n
,} с A. 
Now U\ is a compactoid Βχ -module and U-¿ = U2 η U\ is an open submodule 
of U\, hence there exists x„ 1 + i , . . . ,x„2 e U\ such that 
\2Ui С U2 + СО {Хщ + 1 хпг] с Ui. 
Then 
AiA2AcA2í/i+co{xi xn ,} с U2+co{xi Х щ . Х щ + ь - ,Xm) ^ A. 
Continuing this process we find 0 = no <, щ < n2 < П3,... € N and 
Χι, x2, *3i.. . e A such that хП к+і, • · •, х л ы e t/fc f or all к E N and 
AiA2---AkAc Uk + co {χι хПк} с A (к > 1). 
Then limn-» Xn = 0 and 
AA с [/к + со{хі,х2,Хз,...} с А ( к > 1 ) . 
Hence, 
AA с со"{хі,х2,Хз,...} с А. 
If the valuation on К is discrete then (Α, τ) is a pure compactoid module 
(see Proposition 5.2.15). For that case we refer to Theorem 5.2.20. D 
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5.2.11 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorff compactoid BK-module. Then 
there exists a locally convex K-vector space of finite type E, an absolutely con­
vex compactoid subset S of E, with [5] = E and a quotient map φ : 5 -- A. 
Proof: 1. From the proof of Theorem 5.2.5 we know that there exist a collec­
tion (Ct) tei of discrete torsion modules in к and a homeomorphism j from (Α, τ) in Піб/ Ct, where Y\ieI Cx is provided with the product topology. 
For every i e I let n t e Ν, SI a bounded absolutely convex subset of К
Пі 
and ψι : 5i —» Ct a surjective homomorphism. Each 5 t is provided with 
the unique locally convex Hausdorff topology (see Proposition 4.1.4). From 
Proposition 4.1.7 it follows that every φ, is continuous. As the topology on 
each С
г
 is discrete we obtain that each φ
χ
 is a quotient map. By using Propo­
sition 3.1.18 we obtain that the map Φ : Піе/ si — Π te/ c i defined by 
(Ф(х))(і) = Ф,(х(і)) (i e/) (х = ( х ( і ) ) ,
е
, е П ^ і ) 
is a quotient map. 
2. We consider j as a homeomorphism A— j(A). Then j ' 1 о (Ф|Ф_1 (j(A))) 
is a quotient map Ф _ 1 0(А))— A. 
For every i e I the set St is a compactoid in £" ' and hence, YiteiSi is a 
compactoid subset of Y\ie¡Kn·. Now Ф_1(і(А)) с Піе/Si and hence also 
Ф
_10'(А)) is a compactoid subset of Y\ieI Kn·. 
3. Let £ = [Ф_10'(А))] с Uie¡Kn'. Then £ is the linear span of a 
compactoid subset and hence, by Corollary 1.5 in [21], E is of finite type. 
Moreover, Ф- 10'(А)) is a compactoid subset of E and the homomorphism 
j - i о(Ф|ф- 1 0(А))):ф- 1 0'(А))— A is a quotient map. D 
5.2.12 Theorem Every Hausdorff compactoid Вк-module is topologically 
embeddable in a divisible locally compactoid Вк-module. 
Proof: Let (Α, τ) be a compactoid Bjf-module. By Theorem 5.2.11 there ex­
ists a locally convex .K-vector space (£, т) of finite type, an absolutely convex 
subset 5 of £ such that [S] = E and a quotient map qp:S-^ A. 
There exists an injective homomorphism j : S/Кет φ —· E/Кет φ such that 
the following diagram is commutative. 
-»•£ 
5/Ker φ *· E /Кет φ 
j 
(Неге ί, π are the natural maps.) 
Then j is of course a homeomorphism in E/Кет φ. Hence S/Кет φ is topo­
logically isomorphic to j(S/Ker φ). As (Α, τ) is homeomorphic to 5/Ker φ, 
provided with the quotient topology, we obtain that (Α, τ) is embeddable in 
£/Ker<p. 
It is obvious that (£, τ) is also a Вк-module of finite type and hence a locally 
compactoid. Then, by Proposition 5.1.15, also £/Ker φ is a locally compac­
toid BK -module. That £/Ker φ is divisible is easy to check. Π 
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5.2.13 Remark Let A, E and φ be as in the above proof. If we view Λ as a 
subset of £/Ker φ we can prove the following Katsaras-like theorem. 
If \K\ is discrete let\ = l and if\K\ is dense let\eK with |λ| > 1. Then for 
every open submodule U of£/Ker<p there exist xlt... ,x„ 6 AA such that 
A c U + co{xi,... ,x„}. 
Pure Compactoids 
5.2.14 Definition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Bjc-module. A is called a 
pure compactoid Ufr-module) if for every open submodule U of A the quo­
tient A/U is a finitely generated Вк-module. Clearly a pure compactoid is a 
compactoid. 
5.2.15 Proposition let the valuation on К be discrete. Then every compac­
toid Вк-module is a pure compactoid. 
Proof: Let (Α, τ) be a compactoid Ifr-module and let U be an open submod­
ule of A. Then A/U e
 к
. From Proposition 2.2.38 we obtain that A/U is 
finitely generated. Π 
5.2.16 Proposition 
1. A product of pure compactoid Βχ-modules is a pure compactoid Βχ-
module. 
2. A continuous homomorphic image of a pure compactoid B¡c -module is a 
pure compactoid Вк-module. 
Proof: 1. Let / be an index set and for each í e I let (A„ Tt) be a pure com-
pactoid B/c-module. Let A = Πιεζ-Αι and let τ be the product topology on 
A. 
Let U be an open submodule of A. Then there exist η 6 Ν, t i , . . . , i
n
 e I and 
open submodules Ui с A „ , . . . , U
n
 с Atn such that П"=і Ρ,"
1
 (üj ) с U. (Here 
Ph : A—> Atj is the projection on Ah for each j € {1 n}.) Now AtJ/Uj 
is finitely generated for every j e {1, . . . ,n) and hence so is ΓΤ?=ι A,/£0· 
The map ρ : Α— Π"=ι Ah /UJt defined by 
p(x) = (P
n
(x) + C/i Pln(x) + Un) (x e A), 
is a surjective homomorphism and Кегр с U. Combining Theorem 2.1.25 
and Proposition 2.1.27 we obtain that there exists a surjective homomor­
phism П"
= 1 Atj/Uj — A/U. Hence, also A/U is finitely generated. We see 
that (Α, τ) is a pure compactoid ifo-module. 
2. Let (Α, τ) be a pure compactoid B^-module. Let (Б, σ) be a locally convex 
Вк -module and let φ : A—· В be a continuous surjective homomorphism. 
Let U be an open submodule of B. Then φ induces a surjective homomor­
phism Α/φ~ι ([/)— В/U. Since <p~l{U) is an open submodule of A we ob­
tain that Α/φ~ι (U) is finitely generated. Then B/U, as a homomorphic im­
age of Α/φ~ι (U), is also finitely generated. 
We see that (Β, σ) is a pure compactoid Bjf-module. D 
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5.2.17 Proposition let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βκ-module. Then: 
(Α, τ) is α pure compactóla <=» For every open submodule U of A there exist 
Xi,... , x n £ A such that A = U + co{xi,... , x n b 
Proof: =» ) Let U be an open submodule of A. Then A /U is finitely generated. 
Letei , . . .en e A/t/such that A/Í/ = co{ei,... ,en). Letxi, . . . ,xn e Asuch 
that e¿ = Xi + U (i = 1,... ,n) . Then A =U + co{xi,... ,xn]. 
<= ) Let U be an open submodule of A. Then there exist x\,..., xn G A such 
that A = I/ + co{xi,... , x n } . Then A/t/ = со {xi + [ƒ,... ,x n + [/}. Hence, 
AIU is finitely generated. D 
5.2.18 Remark Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex K-vector space. Let A be an 
absolutely convex subset of E. From the previous proposition it follows that 
(Α, τ | A) is a pure compactóla Вк-module <=> A is a pure compactoid subset 
ofE. 
Recall that A is called a pure compactoid subset of (£, τ) if for every zero 
neighbourhood U of E there exist an η e N and χ ι , . . . ,x
n
 e A such that 
А с U + co{xi,... ,x
n
}. 
5.2.19 Proposition Let (Α, τ) bea locally convex Вк-module. Then: 
A is a pure compactoid Вк-module <=> The completion A of A is a pure 
compactoid Βκ -module. 
Proof: => ) Let U be an open submodule of A. Then V := U η A is an open 
submodule in A. According to Theorem 5.2.17 there exist xi, . . . ,x
n
 e A 
such that A = V + co{xi,... ,x
n
}· ThenÂ с U + co{xi,... ,x
n
}. To show 
this, let y e A. Then there exists an χ G A such that y - χ G U. There exist 
ν e V and λχ,..., λ
η
 e Βκ such that χ = ν + (λιΧι + · · · + λ „ χ
η
) . Then 
y - χ = y - (λιΧι + • · • + λ
η
χ
η
) - i / e l / and hence 
y - (λιΧι + · · • + λ„χ
η
) sU + V = U. 
Thus y G [/+ (λ]Χι + · • · +\
n
x
n
) с I/ + co{xi,... ,x
n
}. 
*= ) Let U be an open submodule of A. Then there exists an open sub­
module V of A such that U = V η A. There exist Χι,..., χ
η
 G A such 
that А с V + co{xi x
n
} . Let 3/1,... ,y
n
 G A such that xt- yi eV for 
i = 1,... ,n. Then also Â с V + co{yi,... ,ynì· To show this, let χ G A. 
Then there exist ν G V and λι, . . .λ„ G BK such that χ = ν + ΣΓ=ι AfXi. 
Then 
η η η 
Σ
 A¿x¿ - Σ λ ^ ί = Σ Λ*(*ί - ЭТ) e V 
i=l ί=1 t=l 
and 
η η η 
Х = + ( £ Л І Х І - Х\ІУІ) + Х\іУі£ + со{уі,...,у
п
} 
¿=1 ¿=1 ί = 1 
Then А с V η Α + со{уі ynì = (Z + coí^i Уп\- • 
We now prove a proposition on metrizable pure compactoid modules. 
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5.2.20 Proposition Let (Λ, τ) be a metrizable pure compactóla Βκ-module. 
Then there exist Хі.хг.хз,... e A with limn-eoXn = 0 such that 
А = со{хі,х2,хз,...}. 
Proof: Let A = Щ э U\ э \J2 э ... be a base of zero neighbourhoods 
consisting of submodules of A. There exist n.\ e N and x\,... ,x„, e A 
such that 
A = Ui + co{xi Хд,}. 
Letn 2 >ni sndyni+1 упг e AsuchthatA = U2 + со{ущ+и-.. ,Упг)· 
There exist x„ 1 + i , . . . ,x„2 6 Ui and z„ 1 + i , . . . ,zm e cofxi,... ,x n i } such 
that ух = x
x
 + zt for i = ni + 1,..., пг. Then 
Α = t/2 + co{xi,... ,Xn2}. 
Continuing this process we find 0 = no < ni < П2 < пз < ... and 
xi, хг,хз,... e A such that x
n t +i. ·. •. х п ы
 e
 f^c f° r every к е м and 
A = [/fc + co{xi,.. .,x„ t} (fc>l). 
Then limn-» x
n
 = 0 and A = со{хі,Х2,хз,...}. Π 
We will conclude this part with the following equivalence theorem. 
5.2.21 Theorem Let (A, r) bea locally convex Βκ-module. Then the follow­
ing assertions are equivalent. 
(α) (Α, τ) is a pure compactoidВк-module. 
(β) Every continuous seminorm on A is bounded. 
(y) Every continuous seminorm on A has a maximum on A. 
(δ) IfUo с Ui с Ü2 с ... are open submodules of A such that \J
ns
x Un = A, 
then there exists annsN such that U
n
 = A. 
For the proof we need the following algebraic lemma. 
5.2.22 Lemma Let M be a Вк-module such that every seminorm on M is 
bounded. Then M is finitely generated. 
Proof: 1. We first prove the lemma for torsion free ifo-modules. Hence, sup­
pose M is torsion free. Then M is an absolutely convex subset of a tf-vector 
space E, with E = [M] (namely E = К ®в
к
 Μ). E has a vector space base 
( ß i ) l 6 / . 
Then I is finite. For suppose not. Then there exists an injection j : N —» I. 
Let 
Do = [(et)teAj(N)] and D\ = [(et) iej(N)]. 
For each η e N there exists a λ„ e Βκ\{0} such that \
n
^j(n) e M. 
Define ρ : E — [0,00) as follows. Let χ e E. Let у e Do and ζ e Di such 
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that χ = y + ζ. Let (μ
η
)π6Ν e К such that ζ = ΣηεΝ ^η^(η). here μ
η
 = О 
for large η . Then 
p(x) = m a x n ^
n
A - 1 | 
neN 
It is easy to see that ρ is a (vector space) seminoma on E. Then p\M is a 
seminorm on M. 
For every η e N we have that \
n
ej(n) ε M and р|М(Л
п
ед„)) = η. Hence, 
p\M is not bounded, a contradiction. 
Thus I is finite and hence E is finite dimensional. Let e i , . . . , e
n
 be a (vector 
space) base of E. 
By Lemma 4.2.2 M is countably generated. Suppose that M is not finitely 
generated. Let λι,. . . ,λ„ G і?к\{0} such that λίβί e M (i = 1,... , η). 
Then co {λίβί,... ,A
n
e
n
} * Μ. 
Let /ο := 0. As Μ is countably generated there exist fi, f г, / 3 , . . . e M such 
that 
M = co {λίβί,... ,A„e„, fi, ƒ2, ƒ3,...} 
and 
/
m
 £ со{Аіе
ь
. . . ,A„e
n
,/i,... ,/
m
_i} (m > 1). 
We define ρ : M — [0,00) by 
p(x) = min { т е м | xGco{Aiei A
n
e„,/i,... ,/
m
}} 
. Then 
(i) 0 e co {λίβί... ,A
n
e„},hencep(0) = 0. 
(ii) Let x,y eM. Let l, m e N such that p(x) = I and p{y) = m. We may 
assume τη > l. Thenx + ^ e co{Aiei,... ,\
n
e
n
, fu··· ,fmì and hence 
p(x + y) < m = max(p(x), p{y)). 
(iii) Let χ e M and A e Βκ. Let m e N be such that ρ (χ) = т . Then 
χ eco{Aißi A„e„,/i /
ш
} and therefore also 
Ax eco{Aißi Ane„,/i / m } . Hence ρ (Αχ) < m = p(x). 
(iv) Letx e M and let (μ&)*εΝ e Βκ such that μ& - 0 (fe - 00). Nowx e £, 
hence there exist vi, . . . , v„ e К such that χ - viei + · · · + v
n
e
n
. As 
Цк — 0, we have that f^cVfl < |A¿| for large fe (t = 1,... ,n) . Hence, 
μ^χ e co{Aiei,... ,А
п
е
и
} for large к and therefore ρ(μ&χ) = 0 for 
large k, so ρ(μ&χ) -* 0 (к — <»). 
We see that ρ is a seminorm. For each m G N we have that p(f
m
) = m, 
which means that ρ is not bounded, a contradiction. 
Thus, M is finitely generated. 
2. Now we prove the lemma for torsion 5x-modules, hence suppose M is a 
torsion B/f-module. Note that \K\ is non-trivial in this case. 
(i) We first prove that there exists a A G BK\{0] such that AM = {0}. 
Let ν G Βκ, 0 < |v| < 1. Then At := {x e M | v 'x = 0} is a submodule 
of M for each t G Ν, ДО С ΛΙ С A 2 С ... and UteN M = M. We define 
p : M ^ [ 0 , o o ) b y 
p(x) = min{i e Ν I χ G Ai). 
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It is not hard to see that ρ is a seminorm. By boundedness of ρ there exists 
an η e N such that A
n
 = M, that is to say v n M = {0}. 
(ii) We now prove that there exist an η e N and e\,..., e
n
 e M such that 
M = co{ei,.... e
n
) + M~. 
Let тг : M—- M/M~ be the canonical map. 
Let (êt)«E/ be a base for the k-vector space M/M~. 
Suppose that I is not finite. Then there exists an injection j ' : N — J. We 
define a seminorm ρ on M/M~ as follows. Let χ e M/M~. Then there ex­
ist а у e [(êl)ie/\j(N)] and (μ
η
)ηεΝ e к with μ
η
 = 0 for large η such that 
* = У + Z"=o^nêj(n)· Then p(x) := max{n | μ„ * 0}. 
Now ρ is not bounded for р(,ё}(П)) = η ( n e Ν). Then ρ о тг is an un­
bounded seminorm on Μ, a contradiction. 
Hence, J is finite. Say ê\ ên is a base for M/M~. Let e\,..., en e M such 
that ττ(βι) = êi (i = 1,... ,n) . Then M = co{ei βη} +M~. 
(iii) Finally we prove that M = co{ei,..., e
n
]. 
If the valuation on К is discrete, there exists a μ e Βκ with 0 < |μ| < 1 such 
that Μ - = μΜ. 
If \K\ is dense, let μ0,μι,μ2,··- e B*\{()} suchthat |μ 0 | < ІМіІ < \Цг\ < ••• 
andlimjt-ю |μ&| = 1. 
Let В
т
 = со{еі,... ,е
п
] + ^
m
M . Then B
m
 is a submodule of M for every 
m e Ν, Во с Bi с В2 с ... and UBm = M. 
The seminorm q : M— [0, oo) defined by 
q(x) = min{i e N | χ e Bt} 
is bounded on M, hence there exists an τη G N such that B
m
 = M. Then 
M = co{e b . . . ,e„} + ^ m M and | μ „ | < 1. 
Thus in both cases there exists a μ e B¿\ {0} such that 
M = co{ßi,... , e„} + μΜ. 
Let χ e Μ. Then there exist a z\ e co{ei,... ,e
n
} and a y i Ε M such 
that χ = z\ + μγι. There exist u»2 e co{ei e
n
] and >>2 e M such that 
yi =w2 + μγζ· Let Z2 = z\ + μυ/2 e co{ei,..., en]. Then χ = Z2 + μ2^2· 
In this way we find zi, z 2,Z3,... e co{ei,... ,en} ааауі,у2,уз,... e Msuch 
that 
X = Zfc + μ ^ (fe e Ν). 
From (i) we know that there exists a λ G ifa\{0} such that AM = {0}. Let 
l G N such that |μ ! | < |λ|. Ή ι ε η μ 1 ^ = 0, so χ = z¿ G co{ei en}. 
Thus M = co{ei,... ,e„}. 
3. Finally, let M be an arbitrary B^-module on which every seminorm is 
bounded. Let Mt be the torsion part of M. Then M /Mt is torsion free and 
every seminorm on M /Mt is bounded, for if ρ is a seminorm on M /Mt then 
ρ о тг is a seminorm on M. (Here π : M — M/Mt is the canonical map.) 
From 1. we obtain that M /Mt is finitely generated. Let e\,..., e
n
 e M be 
such that тт(еі) тт(е
п
) is a minimally generating collection for M/Mt. 
Then M = co{ei e
n
} +Mt. 
That this is a direct sum is seen in the same way as in the proof of Proposi­
tion 2.2.13. It follows that Mt ~ M/co{ei,..., en) and thus every seminorm 
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on Mt is bounded. From 2. we see that Mt is finitely generated, hence so is 
Μ. α 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.21: 
(a) => (y): Let ρ be a continuous seminorm on A. If ρ = 0 we are done. 
Suppose ρ * 0. Let «5 e (0, oo) such that δ < sup p. Let 
U = { x e A | p(x) <δ} . 
Then [ƒ is an open submodule of A. By Proposition 5.2.17 there exist 
xi x
n
 e A such that Λ = U + co{xi,... ,x„}. We prove that ρ has 
its maximum in one of the points x\ x
n
. To this end let χ G A be 
such that p(x) > 5. There exist а и e U and λι,. . . ,Л
И
 б В
к
 such that 
χ = и + ΣΛ=Ι λίΛΓί. Then 
π 
ρ(χ) = p(u + ^AiXt) <max(p(u),p(xi) p(x
n
)). 
t = l 
Nowmax(p(u),p(xi) p(x
n
)) = max(p(xi),... ,р(х
и
)), because of the 
fact that p(x) > p(u). Thus, p(x) < max(p(xi),... ,p(x„)). 
(y) =* (δ): Let i/o с l/i с U2 с ... be open submodules of A such that 
UneN ^ n = A. Define ρ : Л — [0, oo) by 
p(x) = min{n 6 Ν I χ e U
n
}. 
Then ρ is a seminorm on A (property (iv) is satisfied because Uo is open and 
hence absorbing) and ρ is continuous, for Ker ρ is open. As ρ is bounded 
there exists an η e N such that ρ <n. Then U
n
 = A. 
(δ) => (β): Let.ρ be a continuous seminorm on A. Let 
U
n
 = {x e A I p(x) < n} (n > 1). 
Then each [7
n
 is an open submodule, U\ с Ui с LT3 с ... and (Jnai ^n = A. 
By (δ) there exists an η e N such that U
n
 = A. Then p(x) <n (x e A). 
(P) => (a) : Let U be a zero neighbourhood in A. We may assume that U is a 
submodule of A. Let ρ be a seminorm on A/ [ƒ. Then ρ o Trisa seminorm on A 
(гг : A —Ά/1/ is the quotient map) and ρ о тг is continuous, for U с Ker ρ ο π . 
Hence ρ о rr is bounded, which implies that also ρ must be bounded. From 
Lemma 5.2.22 we obtain that A/U is finitely generated. Π 
Relative Compactoidity 
5.2.23 Definition Let (Β,τ) be a locally convex B^-module and let A be a 
submodule of B. Then A is called a compactoid in В if for every open sub-
module U of В there existxi,... ,x
n
 e В suchthat А с U + co{xi,... ,xnì-
From Proposition 5.2.17 it follows that a pure compactoid (Α, τ) is compac­
toid in itself and conversely, a locally convex B^-module (Α, τ) that is com­
pactoid in itself is a pure compactoid. 
In the next theorem we prove that compactoidity for a locally convex Βχ-
module A is the same as that A is compactoid in В for some В D A. More 
precisely, 
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5.2.24 Theorem Let (Α, τ) bea Hausdorff locally convex Βχ-module. Then: 
(Α, τ) is a compactoid Βχ-module «=> There exists a (pure compactoid) Βχ-
module (Β, σ), and a homeomorphism j from (A, r) in (Β, σ) such thatj(A) 
is a compactoid in (β, σ). 
Proof: =>) In Theorem 5.2.5 we have seen that there exist finitely generated 
discrete torsion Βχ-modules (A¿)tej such that (Λ,τ) is topologically em-
beddable in Піеі-Аі· Let Β := ΠίεΜί and let σ be the product topology on 
B. 
Let j be a continuous, open and injective homomorphism from (Α, τ) in 
(β, σ). Then (Α, τ) is topologically isomorphic with (j(A),a\j(A)). 
Now (Β, σ) is a pure compactoid Ifr-module, since every Ai provided with 
the discrete topology is a pure compactoid Βχ-module. 
Let U be an open submodule of B. Then there exist x\,... ,x
n
 e ß such 
that В с U + co{xi x„}. Then also j(A) с U + co{xi,... ,x
n
]. 
We see that j(A) is a compactoid in (β, σ). 
<=) Let (Β, σ) be a locally convex Bjc-module and let j : (Α, τ) — (Β, σ) be 
an injective, continuous and open homomorphism from (Α, τ) in (Β, σ), 
such that j(A) is compactoid in (5, σ) . 
Let U be an open submodule of j(A). Let V be an open submodule 
of В such that U = V η j'(A). There exist x\,... ,x
n
 e В such that 
j{A) с V + co{xi x
n
]. Let π : В —• B/V be the quotient map. Then 
TT(J'(A)) С СО{ТГ(ХІ) ττ(χ
η
)}. NOWCO{TT(XI) π ( χ
η
) } G
 К
 and 
hence n(j(A)) e
 к
. Let ρ := π o i : j(A) — ß/y, where i : j(A) — β 
is the inclusion map. Then Imp = TT(J'(A)) and Kerp = U. Hence, 
j(A)/U ~ πΟ'(Α)) and therefore also j{A)/U e
 к
. 
We see that (j(A),a|j(A)) is a compactoid ß/rmodule and as (Α,τ) is 
topologically isomorphic with (j(Α), σ \j(A) ) we obtain that also (Α, τ) is a 
compactoid βχ-module. D 
5.2.25 Remark We can also define the notion locally compactoid in as fol­
lows. 
Let (ß, τ) be a locally convex Βχ-module and let A be a submodule of B. Then 
A is called a locally compactoid in В if for every open submodule UofB there 
exists a submodule 5 of unite rank of В such that А с U + S. 
It is not hard to prove that a product of local compactoids in itself is again 
a local compactoid in itself. 
In the same way as we proved Theorem 5.2.24 we can prove the following 
for a locally convex β*-module (Α, τ) 
(Α, τ) is a locally compactoid <=> There exists a locally convex Βχ-module 
(Β, σ) (that is a locally compactoid in itself) and a homeomorphism j from A 
in В such that j (A) is a locally compactoid in B. 
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5.3 c-compactness 
In this section we assume that К is spherically complete. 
5.3.1 Definition A locally convex Hausdorff B^-module (Α, τ) is called 
c-compact if the following assertion is true. 
If С is a collection of non-empty closed convex subsets of A with the finite 
intersection property, then Π С Φ 0 . 
5.3.2 Remark This definition of c-compactness is literally taken over from 
A>vector space theory, so the following will not be amazing. 
Let (£, τ) bea locally convex К-vector space and let A be an absolutely convex 
subset of E. Then 
(Α, τ \ A) is a c-compact Вк-module <=> A is a c-compact subset of E. 
5.3.3 Remark For a torsion module in f к and for modules over trivial 
valued Вк the discrete topology is a locally convex topology. For these 
Βχ-modules linear compactness (see Definition 2.3.10) is the same as c-
compactness with respect to the discrete topology. Furthermore, every 
Вк-module in JK equipped with any locally convex topology is c-compact 
since it is linearly compact (see Theorem 2.3.22). 
5.3.4 Definition Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк -module, let f be a filter on 
A and let χ e A. We say J converges to xjf U e J f or every neighbourhood 
U of x. We call χ adherent on J if χ e A for every A e J7. 
For the following lemma we recall that a filter is called convex if it has a 
convex base. 
5.3.5 Lemma Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module and let M be a max­
imal convex filter on A. Let χ e A. Then: 
M converges to χ •*=> χ is adherent on M. 
Proof: =>) Let С e M. For every neighbourhood U of χ we have U e M and 
hence С r\U Φ 0 . Thus, χ e С. This is true for every С e M and hence χ 
is adherent on M. 
*=) Let U be a neighbourhood of χ in A. Then there exists a convex neigh­
bourhood V of χ such that V с U. We have χ e С f or every С e M, hence 
V η С Φ 0 for all С e M. As M is a maximal convex filter it follows that 
V e M, which implies that also U G M. We see that M converges to χ. Π 
5.3.6 Theorem Let{A,r) be a locally convex Вк-module. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent. 
(i) (Λ,τ) iscrcompact. 
(ii) Every convex filter on A has an adherent point χ e A. 
(ill) Every maximal convex filter on A converges. 
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Proof: (ii) <=> (Ш) follows from Lemma 5.3.5 and from the fact that every 
convex filter can be extended to a maximal convex filter. 
(i)=>(ii): Let (Α, τ) be c-cqmpact._Let J be a convex filter on A. Let S be a 
convex base of J. Then := {B \ В G } a collection non-empty closed 
convex subsets of A with the finite intersection property. Since (Α, τ) is c-
compact there exists an χ e Λ such that χ e В f от every В e . Then also 
χ G D for every D G J. Thus χ is adherent on J. 
(ii)=>(i): Let С be a collection of non-empty closed convex subsets of A with 
the finite intersection property. Let (Jbe the filter generated by С Then 
there_exists an χ e Л such that χ e D for every D G <g. Then, of course 
χ e С = С for every С e С. Π 
5.3.7 Theorem A c-compact Вк-module is complete. 
Proof: (See also the proof of Proposition 4.1.8.) Let (x
a
)aei be a Cauchy net 
in A. For a G /let 
C« = { ^ λβΧβ | λβ 6 Βκ, λβ Φ 0 for finitely many β and ]Γ λβ = 1} 
be the convex hull of [Χβ \ β > a}. Then each C
a
 is convex. Let С be the 
collection (Са)о[6/ and let J be the filter generated by C. By Theorem 5.3.6 
there exists an χ e Л such that χ is adherent on J. 
Suppose not x
a
 — x. Then there exists a convex neighbourhood U of χ such 
that for every a e I there exists a β > a such that xp f Í7. (Here > is the 
partial order on I.) 
Let « e ƒ such that xy - Χβ G U - {χ} for every β, y >• a. Let β > a such 
that Χβ £ Í/. Let V = I/ - {x} + {x^}. 
V is convex and open and hence also closed. Furthermore, xY e V for all 
y > β, hence Cß с V, and therefore also x G V. Then χ = u - χ + Χβ f or 
some u G I/. Then Χβ = x + x-u and χ + χ - u G U, f or L/ is convex. This 
is in conflict to the choice of β. Hence, x
a
 — x. 
We see that {Α, τ) is complete. Π 
5.3.8 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be c-compact. Let В be a closed submodule of A. 
Then (Β, τ |ß) is also c-compact. 
Proof: Let С be a collection of non-empty closed convex subsets of В with 
the finite intersection property. Then every С G С is also closed in A. Thus, 
there exists an x G Л such that x G f) С. And C\C с В, hence x G В. D 
5.3.9 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a c-compact Вк-module. Let (Β, σ) be a locally 
convex Вк-module and let φ : A — В be a continuous surjective homomor-
phism. Then (Β, σ) is c-compact. 
Proof: Let С be a collection of non-empty closed convex subsets of В with 
the finite intersection property. Let Ό be the collection (cp~l(C))cec- Since 
every С G С is non-empty, convex and closed and φ is continuous we have 
that every D e B non-empty, convex and closed. 
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LetDi D„ e Τ). Let Ci,...C
n
 e С with D, = φ-HQ) (i = l , . . . n ) . 
Then ПГ=і C
v
 Φ 0 and hence 
η η η 
Π Dt = f) cp-4Ct) = φ-1 (f) С,) Φ 0 . 
t=l ι=1 ι=1 
Thus, Ό has the finite intersection property and as (Α, τ) is c-compact there 
exists an χ e A with χ e f| T>. Then <p(x) e Π С. 
We see that (Β, σ) is c-compact. Π 
5.3.10 Proposition Let (Α, τ) bea c-compact Βκ-module and let φ bea con­
tinuous homomorphism from (Α, τ) to a Hausdorff locally convex Βκ-module 
(Β, σ). Let С bea non-empty convex closed subset of A. Then qp(C) is closed 
inB. 
Proof: Let χ e С. Let Г_
х
 : A — A and Τ
φΜ
 : В — В be the trans­
lation maps as defined in Proposition 3.1.6. Then T-X(C) is a closed sub-
module of A and thus (Г_
Х
(С), т|Г_
х
(С)) is c-compact. Then, by Theorem 
5.3.9, (φ(Τ-
χ
(0),σ\φ(Τ-
χ
(0)) is c-compact and hence, by Theorem 5.3.7, 
complete. As (Β, σ) is Hausdorff we obtain that çp(T-x(C)) is closed. Then 
qp(C) = Г(р(ЛГ)(ф(Г_х(С))) is also closed. Π 
5.3.11 Corollary Let С be a non-empty closed convex subset of a c-compact 
Βχ-module (Α, τ ) . Let λ € Βκ- Then AC is closed in A. 
Proof: The map M\ : A —- A defined by M\ (x) = \x (x e A) is continuous 
and T\{C) = AC. Now apply Proposition 5.3.10. Π 
5.3.12 Lemma Let (Α, τ) bea locally convex Βκ-module and let be a base 
of a maximal convex filter M on A. Let φ bea continuous surjective homo­
morphism from (Α, τ) to a locally convex Βκ-module (Β, σ). Then <p(2?) is a 
convex base for a maximal convex filter on B. 
Proof: It is clear that φ(Έ) is a base for a convex filter f on B. We show 
that J is a maximal convex filter. 
Let С be a convex subset of B. Then q?_1 (C) is a convex subset of A. 
If φ~ι(0 e M then there exists а Б e S such that В с φ'1 (С). Then 
Φ (В) с С and hence С e J . 
If cp_1 (С) ί M there exists а В e S such that Β η φ'1 (С) = 0 . Then also 
q)(B)nC = 0 . 
We see that for every convex subset С of Б either С £ J or С η D = 0 for 
some D e J. Hence, by Proposition 2.3.8, J is a maximal convex filter on 
β. Π 
5.3.13 Theorem Let I be an index set and for every i e I let (A
u
 τι) be a 
c-compact Βκ-module. Then A := Y\ieiAi· provided with the product topol­
ogy is also c-compact. 
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Proof: Let M be a maximal convex filter on A. We prove that M converges. 
From Lemma 5.3.12 we see that Р
г
{М) is a base for a maximal convex filter 
Mt on At for each t e / . From Theorem 5.3.6 we obtain that for each i e I 
there exists an xt e At such that Мг converges to xt. 
Let χ e Л such that РЛх) = x
x
 ( i e /). We prove that M converges to x. 
Let U be a neighbourhood of χ in A. Then there exist η e Ν, ίχ in si 
and U\ U
n
 with U¡ с Ax¡ is a neighbourhood of x^ for j e { 1 , . . . , η} 
such that П7-1 рГ^и^с υ · 
Let j e {1 η}. Then U} s M} , for JVÍ, converges to Xj. Hence there 
exists aVjG PtJ(M) such that V, с I/,. NowP^iV,) e M, for V, = Ptj(Ç/) 
for some C, e 3Í. Then also P~^(Uj) in 3Í. 
This is true for all j e { 1 , . . . , η], and therefore also ПГ=і К1 (Uj) e M. And 
hence also U e M. 
From Theorem 5.3.6 we see that A provided with the product topology is 
c-compact. Π 
The next theorem connects c-compactness with local compactoidity. 
5.3.14 Theorem let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorf'f locally convex Βκ-module. Then: 
(A, T) ¿S locally compactoid and complete *=> (А, т) is c-compact. 
Proof: =») As (A, T) is complete, (Α, τ) is topologically isomorphic to a 
closed submodule of Псгес^/^. where С is the collection of all open sub-
modules of A. Now A/U is a torsion module in J к for every U e С. In Re­
mark 5.3.3 we have seen that then each A/U is c-compact with respect to the 
discrete topology. By Theorem 5.3.13 also П и е с ^ / ^ is c-compact. Finally, 
Theorem 5.3.8 implies that also (А, т) is c-compact. 
<=) (А, т) is c-compact and hence complete. Furthermore, for every open 
submodule U of A the quotient A/U is c-compact with respect to the dis­
crete topology. By using Theorem 2.3.22 we obtain A/U e JK- We see that 
(A, T) is locally compactoid. Π 
5.3.15 Remark As an easy consequence of Proposition 5.2.3 we obtain the 
following for a locally convex B^-module (А, т). 
(Α, τ) is bounded and c-compact <=> (Α, τ) is я complete compactoid. 
The following lemma resembles Proposition 2.3.18. We need it for the proof 
of Theorem 5.3.17 and Theorem 5.3.18. 
5.3.16 Lemma Let (Α, τ) be a c-compact Βκ-module and let (Β, σ) be a Haus-
dorff locally convex Βκ-module. Let φ : А— В be a continuous surjecttve ho-
momorphism. Let С be an absolutely convex subset of К and let ρ : С— В be 
a homomorphism. Then there exists a homomorphism 9 : С —» A such that 
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the following diagram commutes. 
φ 
A »•B V 
с 
Proof: case 1. There exists a μ e К such that С = со {μ}. Let χ € A such 
that φ(χ) = ρ(μ). We define 9 : С— A by 9(A) = J x (λ e С). Obviously 
9 satisfies the requirements (see also case 1. of the proof of Proposition 
2.3.18). 
case 2. There does not exist а μ G К such that С = со {μ}. Then there exist 
Лі,А2,Лз,... G К with |λ χ | < |АгІ < I A31 < · · · suchthat 
С = со{Аі,А2,Аз,...}. 
In this case the proof is exactly the same as in case 2. of Proposition 2.3.18. 
The only thing we have to show is that for every m, η e N with m < η the 
set ^ Ф - 1 (ρ(λ
η
)) is closed. In fact, let m, η G N with m < η . The singleton 
set ίρ(λ
η
)} is closed and hence <p_1(p(A
n
)) is a closed subset of A. Then 
also ^φ~1(ρ{λ
η
)) is closed in Λ (see Corollary 5.3.11). Π 
5.3.17 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a c-compactΒχ-module. Let U be an open sub-
module of A. Then there existn e N and submodules Fi, F2 F
n
 of rank 
< 1 of A such that A = U + F\ +F2 + · • · + Fn. 
Proof: Let π : A—- A/U be the quotient map. (Α, τ) is c-compact and hence, 
by Theorem 5.3.14, a locally compactoid B^-module. Thus A/U e JK- Let 
η = rank A/t/. By using Theorem 2.2.42 we find submodules Bi,... ,B
n
 of 
rank 1 of A/U such that A/U = Bi + ... + B„. 
Let C\,.... C
n
 be absolutely convex subsets of К and for every i e {1,... . n} 
let pi : СІ^ Bi be a surjective homomorphism. From the previous lemma 
we obtain that for every i e {1,..., η} there exist a map &t : C¿ — A such 
that TT о &i = pi. Then &i(Ci),... , -
п
(С
п
) are rank < 1 submodules of A 
and A = U + 9i(Ci) + · · · + 9
n
(C„). D 
As already announced in section 2.4 we prove the following theorem about 
edge completeness. 
5.3.18 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be an edge complete, c-compact Βχ-module. Let 
(Β,σ) be a Hausdorff locally convex Вк-module and let Τ: (Λ,τ)— (Β,σ) be 
a continuous, surjective homomorphism. Then (Β, σ) is edge complete and 
c-compact. 
Proof: That (Β, σ) is c-compact follows from Theorem 5.3.9. We prove that В 
is edge complete. To this end, let ρ : B¿ —> В be a homomorphism. By Lemma 
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5.3.16 there exists a homomorphism 9 : B¿ — A such that the following 
diagram commutes.
 φ 
A *~B 
\ / 
Since A is edge complete there exists a homomorphism В : Вк —· A that is an 
extension of 9. Then φ о 9 is a homomorphism Вк —» В that is an extension 
of p. Π 
5.3.19 Remark The following is in general not true. 
Let (Α, τ) be a c-compact fl^-module and let (Β, σ) be a Hausdorff locally 
convex Вк -module. Let φ : Α — В be a continuous homomorphism. Let С 
be a closed submodule of A that is edged in A. Then T(C) is (c-compact 
and) edged in B. 
For example, С = A = В = BK/B¿, provided with the discrete topology and 
φ = 0. 
We conclude this section with some observations on the on the plus topology 
on c-compact Вк -modules. 
5.3.20 Remark Let the valuation on К be dense. Let (Α, τ) be a c-compact 
Bjç-module. Then (А, τ+) need not be c-compact. 
For example, Let A = (Β^/Β^)Ν and let τ be the product topology on A 
induced by the discrete topology on Βκ/Βχ. By Remark 5.3.3, Βκ/Βκ is c-
compact with respect to the discrete topology. From Theorem 5.3.13 we ob­
tain that then also A is c-compact. In the remarks that precede Proposition 
4.4.32 we have seen that т + is discrete. It is not hard to see that A í JK and 
hence, by Theorem 2.3.22, A is not linearly compact. This implies {А, τ + ) 
is not c-compact. 
On the metrizability of the plus topology on torsion free c-compact modules 
we have the following theorem (compare Corollary 4.4.54). 
5.3.21 Theorem let the valuation on К be dense. Let (Α, τ) be a torsion free, 
bounded c-compact Вк-module. Then: τ + ismetrizable <=» A e к-
Proof: ^ ) By Proposition 4.4.32 there exists a λ € B¿ such that \A is τ + -
open. (Here \A is the closure of \A with respect to т.) From Corollary 5.3.11 
we obtain tfyat \A is closed with respect to т. Then \A = ЛЛ and hence ЛЛ 
is τ+-open. 
Let μ € Вк such that |λ| < |μ| < 1. Then μΑ = (μ\~1)\Α, for A is torsion 
free. Now |μλ - 11 > 1 and hence, by definition of τ + , μΑ is т-ореп. 
By Theorem 5.3.17 there exists a submodule S of A with S e J к such that 
A = S + μΑ. 
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Let χ e A. Then there exists a y e S and a ζ e Λ such that χ = y + μζ. 
There exist y' e S and ζ ' e A such that ζ = y' + μζ'. Then 
χ = γ + μζ = γ + μ{γ' + μζ') = (y + цу') + μ2ζ' e S + μ2Α. 
Continuing this process we see that χ e S + μηΑ for every η e Ν. 
Let U be an open submodule of A. As A is bounded there exists an m e N 
such that μ171 А с U. Then AcS + μΎηΑ cS + U. 
We obtain_that А с S + U for every open submodule U of A and this implies 
that ACS. 
By Theorem 2.3.22 5 is linearly compact, thus ( S , T | S ) is c-compact and 
hence complete. As (Λ, τ) is Hausdorf f it follows that S is closed in A and 
hence A = S = 5 e f к • Since A is bounded we obtain A e к-
«= ) By Proposition 4.1.4 there exists only one Hausdorf f locally convex topol­
ogy on A and this topology is metrizable. Π 
5.4 Almost-Openness of Surjections 
In this section we no longer assume that К is spherically complete, but in­
stead we assume that the valuation on К is dense. 
We will prove here that a continuous homomorphism from a metrizable lo­
cally compactoid B^-module (Α, τ) to a locally convex Hausdorff Я*-module 
(Β, σ) is almost open. More precisely, the homomorphism is open if we re­
place σ on В by σ + . 
The main part is also proved in [27] for compactoids instead of locally com-
pactoids. The definition of a compactoid in [27] is slightly different from 
the definition given in this chapter. Moreover, in [27] no plus- and minus 
topology are involved. So we set up the theory from scratch. 
5.4.1 Lemma Let(A,r) be a locally convex Βχ-module. Let В be a closed sub-
module of A and let F be a submodule of rank 1 of A. Let С с К be absolutely 
convex and let φ: С — F bea surjecttve homomorphism. Let λ e B¿. 
Let (ba)aei be a net in В and let (ca)aei be a net in С such that 
x
a
:=b
a
 + <p(c
a
) - 0 . 
Then c
a
 — 0 or λ χ
α
 e В for large a. The latter occurs if В absorbs all ele­
ments ofF. 
Proof: Suppose not c
a
 — 0. Then there exists a ν € С, |v| > 0 and a cofinal 
subset J of ƒ such that \Cß\ > |v| f or all β e J. Now Χβ = bß + ф(с^) — 0. 
As vcp1 e Вк for β e J we obtain that vc^Xß = vc^bß + φ(ν) - 0. And 
hence -vc^bß — φ(ν). Then <p(v) G В for В is closed. 
We see that <p(v) e В for every ν e С with |v| < limsupagj \c
a
\. 
Now \c„\ < |A| - 1 l imsup0 6 / \cß\ forlarge a, hence |Ac«| < limsup^e/ \Cß\ 
which implies that \q>(ca) = q>(\ca) e В for large a. 
Then λχ
α
 = Ab
a
 + Aqp(Ca) e В + В = В for large α. 
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Suppose that В absorbs all elements of F. If not c
a
 — 0 then λχ
α
 e В for 
large a as we have already seen. 
Suppose c„ — 0. Then there exists a μ e С \ {0} such that \c
a
\ < |μ| for 
large ex. Then f^ e Βχ for large a and ^* — 0. As В absorbs φ (μ) we obtain 
that cp(Cc) = ^φ(μ) e В and hence χ
α
 e Б for large α. Π 
We need the following proposition for the proof of the next lemma. 
5.4.2 Proposition Let {Α, τ) be a locally convex Βκ-module. Let В be a sub-
module of A. Then Be с В*. Furthermore, Be is closed <=> В с Be <=> 
AB с В for every λ G B¿. 
Proof: Suppose χ e В*. Then there exists a net (x«)
a e
/ hi Be such that 
x
a
 — x. Then for every λ e B¿ we have that ( λ χ
α
)
α ε
/ is a net in В and 
λχ
α
 — λχ. Hence λχ e В. 
We obtain χ e 5 е . _ 
Furthermore, suppose Be is closed. Let χ E B. Then χ e ß e = Be. Hence, 
В с В
е
. 
Suppose В с Ве. Let λ e B¿. Let χ e Β. Then χ e Ве and hence λχ e В. We 
see AB с B^_ 
Suppose AB с В for every A e B¿. Let (х
а
)
а
еі be a net in Be and χ e A such 
that x« - x. Let A e 5 ¿ . There exists a μ e B¿ such that |μ | 2 > |λ| (recall 
that we assume the valuation to be dense). Then (μχ
α
)αεΐ is a net in В and 
μχ
α
 — μχ· Then μχ e В and as μβ с В we obtain that Ax e ß. 
We see that Ax e β for every A e í ¿ and hence χ e ße. Thus, ß e is closed. 
D 
5.4.3 Lemma Let (Α, τ) bea locally convex Βκ -module and let В bea closed 
submodule of A. Let F be a submodule of rank 1 of A. Then (B+F)e is closed. 
Proof: By Proposition 5.4.2 it suffices to prove that В + F с (ß + F)e. 
Let С be an absolutely convex subset of К and let φ : С— F be a surjective 
homomorphism. 
Let χ e ß + F. Let (x«)ae/be a net in В + F such that x
a
 — x. Let (Ь
а
)«е/ 
be a net in В and (c
a
)
a
ei be a net in С such that x« = b
a
 + qp(c
a
) (a e ƒ). 
The net (x« - Xß)(a,ß)sixi tends to 0. Let λ E ß£. From Lemma 5.4.1 we 
obtain that either ca - Cß — 0 or λ(χ
α
 - χ β) e В eventually. 
In the first case the net (c
a
)
a
ei converges in С f or К is complete and С is 
closed in K. Let с e С such that с« — с. Then i>« = χ
α
 - g?(c«) — χ - qp(c) 
and as ß is closed we obtain that χ - qp{c) 6 b. Then 
χ = (x - (p(c)) + cp(c) e ß + F с (ß + F)e. 
In the second case let y e ƒ such that λ(χ
α
 - xY) e ß for every a > γ. 
Then Аф(с„ - Су) = λ(χ
α
 - x y ) - Á(ba - bY) G В - В = В and hence 
λχ« = λχ^ + \(b
a
 - by) + λφ>(ε„ - cy) e λχ^ + Β for a > у. Hence 
λχ e АХу + В = λΧ), + В с (AB + AF) + В С В + F. 
We see that Ax e ß + F for all λ e ß£ and hence χ e (ß + F)e. Π 
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5.4.4 Lemma Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex B¡c-modüle and let В bea closed 
submodule of A. LetF\ F
n
 be submodules of rank 1 of A. Then 
(B+(Fi + •·• + F„))e is closed. 
Proof: By induction. The case η = 1 is Lemma 5.4.3. 
Let η e N be such that (B + (Fi + • • • + F
n
) ) e is closed for all submodules 
Fi , . . . , F
n
 of A with rank F¿ = 1 (i = 1 η). Let Fi F
n
+i submodules 
of rank 1 of A. By induction (B + (Fi + • · · + F
n
) ) e is closed. From Lemma 
5.4.3 we obtain that ((B + (Fi + · · • + F
n
)) e + F
n + i ) e is closed and hence, by 
Proposition 5.4.2, 
В + (Fi + • · · + F
n + i) с (В + (Fi + ... + F„)) e + F n + i С 
((B+(Fi + - - - + F
n
) ) e + F
n + i ) e . 
From Proposition 2.4.5 we obtain that 
((В + (Fi + · · · + F„))e + F
n + i ) e = (В + (F! + • • · + F„ + F„ + i)) e . 
By using Proposition 5.4.2 again we obtain that (B + (Fi + · · · + F
n
 + F
n
+i)) e 
is closed. Π 
5.4.5 Lemma Let (Α, τ) bea locally convex Βχ -module and let В bea closed 
submodule of A. Let Fi , . . . , F
n
 be submodules of rank 1 of A, such that В 
absorbs every element of F\ + · · · + F
n
. If λ e Βχ and (x
a
)aei is a net in 
В + (Fi + · · · + F„), with x
a
 — 0, then \x
a
 e В for large a. 
Proof: Let μι, . . . ,μ
Λ
 € B% such that 1 > Ιμιμ2··-μη1 2 > |λ|. Clearly, 
x
a
 e В + (Fi + · · · + F„_i) + F
n
. Then Lemma 5.4.1 implies that 
μ
η
Χα e В + (Fi + • • · + F„_i) for large a. 
As (B + (Fi + · · · + F
n
_i)) e is closed (by Lemma 5.4.4) we obtain by Propo­
sition 2.4.5 that 
B + (Fi + - - - + F
n
_ i ) С (В + (Fi + · · · + F
n
_i)) e 
and hence μ
η
χ
α
 e (В + (Fi + · • · + F
n
-i)) e for large a. Then 
μ
π
χ „ e В + (Fi + · · · + F„-i ) С B + (Fi + - - - + F
n
_ 2 ) + Fn_i 
for large α. By repeating the above argument we find for even larger α that 
¿4-1*4*« e В + (Fi + • · · + F
n
_2). 
Continuing this way we obtain 
μι μ | · • • Цпха e В for very large a. 
And as |μιμ 2 · · · μ η | 2 > |λ| we obtain that λχα e В eventually. D 
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5.4.6 Theorem Let (Α, τ) and (Β, σ) be Hausdorff locally convex Βχ-
modules. Let Γ : A — В be a continuous homomorphism. Let С be a 
complete metrizable locally compactoid submodule of A and let D be a 
closed submodule of В. Then (TC + D)e is closed. 
Proof: Let λ e B¿. We prove that АГС + D cTC + D (see Proposition 5.4.2). 
ЬеІцо,рі,Ц2,Цз,-.· eB¿ suchthat |μ 0 | > ΙμιΙ > |μ 2 | > · · • > Ιλ|. By using 
Theorem 5.1.21 we obtain that there exist submodules Fi,F2,F3,... of rank 
< 1 of С with lim„_„o F
n
 = {0} such that ц0С с cü{Fi, F2l F3,...} с С. 
Then limn-« TFn = {0} and 
цоТС = Τ{μ0Ο с r(cü{Fi,F2 lF3) . . .}) с ГС. 
LetC
n
 = cü{Fn,F„+i,F„+2,...} (η > 1). Thenlimn-ooC„ = 0. Now 
μ0ΤΟ + D С //o(rC + D) = ц0ТС + μ0Γ> С ГСі + D. 
From Lemma 5.4.3 we obtain that (TFi + ГС2 + D)e is closed and hence 
TFV+TCT+D С ( T F I + TC2 + D)e. 
This impUes that 
—TCi +D = — TFi + TC2 + DC —TFi + TC2+DC TFi + TC2 + D. μο μο μο 
And in the same way 
-f^-TCn + DcTF
n
 + TC„+i + D ( n > l ) . 
μη-ι 
Now let χ e ÁTC + D. Then 
χ G —цоТСТо с — TCi+D = — ( ^ - r C i + D ) с 
μο μο μι μο 
— (TFi + T C 7 T D ) С TFI + —TC2+D. 
μι μι 
Hence there exists а у ι e Fi and a z\ e ^ГСг + D such that χ = Fy\ + ζ\. 
Now zi G ^ - T C T T D С T F 2 + j^ -ГСз + D and hence there exist a y2 ε F2 
and a z 2 e ±TC3 + D such that zx = Гу 2 + z2. Then χ = (Гуі + Ty2) + z2. 
Continuing this process we find уі,у2,уз,... e С with yn e F n (η > 1) 
and z i ,z 2 l Z3,. . . e В with z„ e -^TC^TD (η > 1) such that 
* = ΣΓ=ι Tyi + z
n
 (η > 1). Now lim
n
^O0 yn = 0 as yn e F n (n > 1) and 
limn-oo F
n
 = {0}. As С is complete Σΐΐι УІ exists. By Proposition 4.1.7, Γ is 
continuous and hence lim„-oo z„ exists and is equal to ζ := χ - Γ(ΣΠ=ι УІ)· 
Let η 2.1. Then z
m
 e ГС
П
 + D for all ж > η and hence ζ e TC
n
 + D. 
Then ζ e Π
η
>ι ГС
П
 + D = D, for D is closed and lim
n
_« TC
n
 = 0. 
Then χ = ΣΤίι Tyi + z = Γ(Σ"-ι J Í ) + ζ e ГС + D. 
We obtain that АГС + D с ГС + D. This is true for all λ e JB¿ and hence 
Tero С (ГС + D)e. The latter implies that (ГС + D)e is closed. Π 
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5.4.7 Corollary Let (Α,τ) and (Β,σ) be Hausdorff locally convex BR-
modules. Let С be a complete metrizable locally compactoid submodule 
of A. Then: 
(i) If Τ : A — В is a continuous homomorphism, then (ГС)е is closed. 
(ii) If Ό is a closed submodule of A, then (C + D) e is closed. 
Proof: (i) This is Theorem 5.4.6 with D = {0}. 
(ii) This is Theorem 5.4.6 with (Β, σ) = (Α, τ) and Γ is the identity map. Π 
5.4.8 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a complete Hausdorff locally compactoid BR-
module. If К is not spherically complete we assume that (Α, τ) is metrizable. 
Let Τ be a continuous and injective homomorphism from (Α, τ) to a Haus­
dorff locally convex Βχ-module (Β,σ). 
Let (Xa)aei be a net in A such that Tx
a
 — 0 in B. Then \x
a
 - 0 in A for 
every λ e B¿. 
Proof: case 1. К is spherically complete. 
From Theorem 5.3.14 we see that (Α, τ) is c-compact. Let λ e B¡¿. Let 
U be an open submodule of A. By using Theorem 5.3.17 we obtain that 
there exist an η 6 N and submodules Fi F„ of rank 1 of A such that 
A = U + (Fi + · · · + F„). Then TA = TU + (TFj + · · • + TF
n
). 
Now U is open and hence closed in A. From Proposition 5.3.10 we obtain 
that TU is closed in B. TU is absorbing in Г A for U is absorbing in A. 
TFi, . . . , TF
n
 are submodules of rank 1 of В and TU absorbs every element 
ofFFi + --- + rF„. ( r x„ )„ e / i s ane t in r í7+( rF i + · · - + rF n ) and Гх„ - 0. 
By using Theorem 5.4.5 we obtain that Γ(λχ
α
) = \Tx
a
 G TU for large a. 
As Γ is injective we obtain that λχ
α
 G U for large a. 
We see that λχ
α
 - 0. 
case 2. К is not spherically complete. Then (Α, τ) is metrizable. 
Let λ G B¿. Let μ e Βχ such that |μ | 3 > |λ|. Let U be an open submodule 
of A. By Corollary 5.1.22 there exist submodules Fi,... , F
n
 of A of rank < 1 
such that μ А с (Fi + · · • + F
n
) + U с A. Now TFi,... , TF
n
 are submodules 
of rank < 1 of В and μΓΑ с (FFi + · • • + TF
n
) + TU с ТА. 
Furthermore, Ù is open and hence closed and therefore a complete metriz-
able locally compactoid submodule of A. From Corollary 5.4.7 we obtain 
that (TU)e is closed. 
Now U is absorbing in A and hence TU is absorbing in ГА. Furthermore, 
(μΤχ
α
)αεΐ is a net in (TU)e + (TFi + • • · + TF
n
) and (TU)e absorbs ev­
ery element of TFi + • • · + TF
n
. From Lemma 5.4.5 we then obtain that 
μ2Τχ
α
 G (TU)e for large a. Then μ3Τχ
α
 G TU for large a. 
As |λ| < |μ | 3 we also have that Τ(λχ
α
) = λΓχ„ e TU for large a. Then 
λχ
α
 G U for large a, for Г is injective. 
We see that λχ
α
 - 0. Π 
5.4.9 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a complete Hausdorff locally compactoid Βκ-
module. If К is not spherically complete we assume that (Α, τ) is metrizable. 
Let (Β,σ) be a Hausdorff locally convex Βχ -module and let Τ : A — В be 
a continuous surjective homomorphism. Let U be an open submodule of A. 
Then X~lTU is open in В for every λ G Bj¿. 
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Proof: Let λ e BK. Decompose Г in the following way. 
A +B 
Then φ is bijective and continuous. 
Suppose that λ'1 TU is not open in B. Then it is not a zero neighbourhood, 
hence there exists a net (za)ae¡ in В with za — 0 and za í \~lTU for all 
a e I. 
Let (xa)aei be a net in А/Кет Τ such that φ(χ
α
) = z
a
 (a e I). 
If К is spherically complete then (Α, τ) is c-compact and hence А/Кет Τ pro­
vided with the quotient topology is c-compact. That is to say that A/Ker Γ 
is a complete (Hausdorff) locally compactoid. 
If К is not spherically complete then (Α, τ) is metrizable and hence, by 
Theorem 3.4.15, normable. Ker Τ is a closed submodule of A. By using 
Proposition 3.2.17 and Theorem 5.1.15 we obtain that A/Ker Γ is a complete 
normable and hence metrizable locally compactoid Βχ -module. 
Hence, we can apply Theorem 5.4.8 and obtain that \x
a
 — 0 in A/Ker Γ. 
Now n(U) is open in A/Ker Τ and hence \x
a
 e n{U) for large a. Then 
λζ
α
 = λφ(Χα) = φ(λχ
α
) E ф(тг([/)) = TU and hence z
a
 e А
_1
ГС/ for 
large a. A contradiction. 
Hence λ_ ΙΓΙΓ is open. Π 
Now we will formulate the previous results in terms of the plus- and minus 
topologies. 
5.4.10 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a complete Hausdorff locally compactoid BR-
module. If К is not spherically complete we assume that τ is metrizable. Let 
(Β, σ) be a Hausdorff locally convex Вк-module and let Τ : A — В bea con­
tinuous surjective homomorphism. Then: 
1) Г : (Α, τ) — (Β, σ + ) й open and Τ : (А, τ + ) - (Β, σ + ) й a quotient map. 
2) If the map Τ is bijective, then Τ : (Α,τ") -* (Β,σ) й open and 
Τ : (Α, τ~) — (Β, σ~) and Τ : (А, τ + ) — (В, т + ) are homeomorphisms. 
Proof: In this proof we will use Proposition 2.1.20 several times. 
1) We first prove that Τ : (А, τ + ) —<• (Β, σ+) is a quotient map. The continuity 
of Τ : (А, τ + ) — (Β, σ + ) follows from Proposition 4.4.20. We prove that 
Γ : (А, τ + ) —• (Β, σ + ) is open. To this end let U be а т+-ореп submodule of 
A. Let λ 6 К with |λ| > 1. Let ν e К such that 1 < |v | < |λ|. Then vC7 is 
T-open in A and hence $T(vU) is σ-open in B. Now 
-T(vU) с -(vTU) = (-v)TU = \TU 
V V V 
and hence KTU is σ-open in B. 
We see that TU is σ+-ορεη. 
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Hence, Τ : (А, τ + ) — (ß, σ + ) is a quotient map. That Γ : (Α, τ) — (ß, σ + ) is 
open follows from the openness of Γ : {Α, τ + ) — (ß, σ + ) and the fact that 
τ < τ + (see Proposition 4.4.22). 
2)(i) We prove that Τ : (Α, τ~ ) — (Б, σ) is open. 
Let (7 be a τ "-open submodule of A. Then there exists a λ e AT with |λ| > 1 
and a T-open submodule V such that AV с U. Now АГ is σ-open in В and 
АГ = Г(А ) с TL/, thus TU is σ-open in B. 
(ii) The continuity of Τ : (Λ, τ " ) — (ß, σ~) follows from Proposition 4.4.4. 
We prove that Τ : (Α,τ - ) —· (β,σ~) is open. To this end let U be а τ~-
open submodule of A. Then there exists a λ e К with |Л| > 1 and а т-ореп 
submodule V of A such that AV с U. 
Let ν e К such that 1 < |v| < |A|. Then vTV is σ-open (see Theorem 5.4.9) 
and hence АГ = £(vTV) is σ~-ορβη. Now АГ = Г(А ) с TU and hence 
TU is σ~-ορεη. 
(iii) From 1) we know that Γ : (А, τ+) — (Β, σ + ) is a quotient map. As Τ is 
bijective we obtain that Γ : (Λ, τ + ) —« (Β, σ + ) is a homeomorphism. Π 
5.4.11 Remark If the map Γ in Theorem 5.4.10 is not bijective, then 
Γ : (Α, τ " ) — (Β, σ) need not be open. 
For example, let r G (0,1). Let B(0,r) = {A e BK | |A| < r} . Let A = BK 
and В = Βκ/B(0,r). Let the norm || || on ß be defined by 
||A + B(0,r)|| = ( | A | - r ) v O (\eBK). 
Then Г : (A, | | ) - (ß, || || ) defined by 
Γ(λ) = A + B(0,r) (A 6 A) 
is a continuous homomorphism. 
In Remark 4.4.31 we have seen that | | " = I I, but Γ : (A, | |) -~ (B, || ||) is 
not open for B(0, \r) is open in A and Г(В(0, \r)) = {0}, which is not open 
in the || ||-topology. 
In Theorem 5.4.10 we cannot substitute т + by T t a d as we see in the following 
example. 
5.4.12 Example Letß = ßjf/B(0,r) and let || || be as in Remark 5.4.11. Then 
the || ||md-topology equals the || ||-topology (see Example 4.4.44). 
Now lag : (ß, d) — (В, || || ) is continuous but not open. 
Thus idÄ : (ß, d) — (ß, || ||ind) is also not open. 
For a compact Hausdorff space neither a strictly weaker Hausdorff topology, 
nor a strictly stronger compact topology exists. In the next two corollaries 
we obtain the version of this fundamental compactness property for locally 
convex ßjrmodules. 
5.4.13 Corollary Let (Α, τ) be a complete locally compactoid Вк-module. If 
К is not spherically complete we assume that τ is metrizable. Let σ be a lo­
cally convex Hausdorff topology on A which is weaker than т. Then r~ < σ. 
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Hence, if A contains no simple submodules, then τ~ is the weakest Hausdorff 
topology on A that is weaker than т. 
Proof: The map id¿ : (Α, τ) — (Α, σ) is continuous and from Theorem 5.4.10 
we obtain that ісЦ : (А, т~) —· (Α, σ) is open. 
Thus τ~ < σ. Π 
5.4.14 Corollary 
(i) Let К be spherically complete. Let (Α, τ) be a c-compact module. Let 
σ be a locally convex topology on A that is stronger than τ, such that 
(Α, σ) is also c-compact. Then σ < τ + . 
(ii) 1er (Α, τ) be a complete metrizable locally compactoidΒκ-module. Leta 
be a locally convex topology on A that is stronger than τ such that (Α, σ) 
is a complete metrizable locally compactoid Βκ-module. Then σ < τ+. 
Proof: ThemapicU : (Α,σ) — (Α, τ) is continuous and from Theorem 5.4.10 
we obtain that id¿ : (Α, σ) — (А, τ + ) is open. Hence, σ < τ+. Π 
5.4.15 Remark In general it is not true that if К is spherically complete and 
(Α, τ) is a c-compact Βκ -module, then (А, τ + ) is also c-compact as we have 
already seen in Remark 5.3.20. (See also Theorem 5.3.21.) 
It is also not true that if (Α, τ) is a complete metrizable locally compac­
toid Βκ -module, then (А, τ+) is also metrizable. In fact, in Corollary 4.4.54 
we have seen that the plus topology of the product topology on в£ is not 
metrizable, whereas the product topology itself is metrizable. 
The Discrete Case 
If the valuation on К is discrete (then in particular К is spherically complete), 
we can prove that a continuous homomorphism between two c-compact Βκ -
modules is open. The proof follows more or less the same way as in the case 
К is dense. But it is much easier. 
From now on we assume the valuation on К to be discrete. 
5.4.16 Lemma Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Βκ-module. Let В be a closed 
submodule of A and let F be a submodule of rank 1 of A. Let С с К be abso­
lutely convex and let φ : С — F bea surjectìve homomorphism. Let (Ь
а
)«еі 
be a net in В and let (c
a
)
a
ei be a net in С such that x
a
 := b
a
 + q?(c«) ~ 0. 
Then c
a
 -Ό or x
a
 & В forlarge a. The latter occurs if В absorbs all elements 
ofF. 
The proof is a slight modification of that of Lemma 5.4.1. Here we have that 
limsupßg/ \Cß\ belongs to {|cp| | β si}, which gives us this stronger result. 
From this lemma it is not hard to prove the following (compare Lemma 5.4.3). 
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5.4.17 Lemma Let (Α, τ) be a locally convex Вк-module. Let В be a closed 
submodule of A and let F bea rank 1 submodule of A. Then B + F is closed. 
The next lemma is obtained by induction (compare Lemma 5.4.4). 
5.4.18 Lemma Let (Α, τ) bea locally convex Вк-module and let В be a closed 
submodule of A. L e m e N and let Fi, . . . ,F
n
 be rank 1 submodules of A. 
Then В + Fi + · • · + F
n
 is closed. 
Now it is not hard to prove the following (compare Lemma 5.4.5). 
5.4.19 Lemma Let (Α, τ) bea locally convex Вк-module and let В be a closed 
submodule of A. Let Fi , . . . , F
n
 be submodules of rank 1 of A, such that В 
absorbs every element of Fi + · · -+F
n
. If{x
a
)aei isanetinB+{Fi + - • -+F
n
), 
with x
a
 — 0, then x
a
 e В for large a. 
From here we obtain the next theorem (compare Theorem 5.4.8). 
5.4.20 Theorem Let (Α, τ) be a c-compactВк-module. Let Τ be a continuous 
and injective homomorphism from {Α, τ) to a Hausdorff locally convex Вк-
module (Β,σ). Let (x
a
)asi be a net in A such that Tx
a
 — 0 in B. Then 
x
a
 — 0 in A. 
Finally, we can state: 
5.4.21 Theorem Let (Α, τ) bea c-compact Вк-module. Let (Β, σ) bea Haus­
dorff locally convex Вк-module and let Τ : Α — В be a surjective continuous 
homomorphism. Then ((Β, σ) is c-compact and) Τ is open. 
The proof of this theorem is in the same spirit as that of Theorem 5.4.9. 
5.4.22 Corollary Let (Α, τ) be a c-compact Вк-module. Let φ bea bijective 
continuous homomorphism from (Α, τ) to a locally convex Hausdorff Вк-
module (Β, σ) . Then φ is a homeomorphism. 
5.4.23 Corollary Let (Α, τ) be a Hausdorff c-compact Вк-module. Then 
there does not exist a Hausdorff locally convex topology on A that is strictly 
weaker than т. Moreover, there does not exist a locally convex topology σ, 
strictly stronger than τ, such that {Α, σ) is c-compact 
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Summary 
A valuation | | on a field К is called non-archimedean if it satisfies the strong 
triangle inequality: 
|λ + μ |£ΐωχ( |λ | , |μ | ) ( λ , μ ε ί ) · 
It is a crucial point that the unit ball BK := {λ e Κ | |λ| <, 1} is a ring; a 
so-called valuation ring. 
In this thesis we introduce a basic theory for locally convex Bjf-modules. 
Most of the theory is developed for the use of the main Chapter 5. We point 
out that therefore the basic theory is far from complete. 
Chapter 5 is about (locally) compact-like ßjf-modules.We there introduce the 
notions of finite type, local compactoid, (pure) compactoid and c-compact. 
These are generalizations of the notions carrying the same name in JC-vector 
space theory. 
In Chapter 2 we treat the algebraic theory about Ifa-modules, needed in the 
rest of the thesis. This theory can be found in several books about mod-
ules. Here we discuss the very simple notions torsion, divisibility, homomor-
phisms, submodules and quotients. Also notions like finitely generated Βχ-
modules, Βκ -modules of finite rank and linearly compact Βχ -modules are in­
troduced. We prove, among other things, that for spherically complete К a 
finitely generated Βκ -module is a direct sum of cyclic Βχ-modules, see Corol­
lary 2.2.21. 
In the final section of this chapter we introduce the notion edge complete 
(Definition 2.4.7), inspired by the notion of an edged absolutely convex set. 
This algebraic notion indicates if a module has 'edges '. It is an interest­
ing concept, different from the 'classical' one and deserves more research. 
However, it plays no further role in the setup of this thesis. 
In Chapter 3 we start with locally convex Βχ -modules. This is a module, pro­
vided with a topology, for which the addition and the scalar multiplication 
are continuous. Furthermore, there exists a base of zero neighborhoods con­
sisting of submodules. We discuss here norms and seminorms. The require­
ments for a (semi)norm on a ifr-module are (and have to be) more relaxed 
compared to those for a (semi)norm on a K-vector space. The equivalence of 
two (semi)norms ρ and q therefore does not imply that there exist constants 
ci and сг such that c\p < q < Сгр. Here the equivalence can be described 
by monotone functions (see Theorem 3.3.19 en Theorem 3.3.20). 
like in К-vector space theory, a locally convex topology on a Βχ -module can 
be described by continuous seminorms. We discuss various definitions for 
a base of seminorms for such a locally convex topology. 
A major part of Chapter 4 consists of tools for the theory on (local) compact­
like Βχ -modules. Here we prove that on a torsion free Βχ -module of finite 
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rank there exist exactly one locally convex Hausdorff topology, see Propo­
sition 4.1.4. We also introduce Βκ -modules of countable type and prove that 
a submodule of such a module is also of countable type. 
In this chapter we also discuss the notion of boundedness. Boundedness of 
a subset X of a locally convex ifr-module does not imply that every contin­
uous seminorm on X is bounded, see Remark 4.3.4. 
Also the plus and minus topology are introduced here. These topologies do 
not occur in locally convex if-vector space theory and play a basic role in 
Chapter 5. 
Finally we pay attention to the dual A of a B^-module. The concept that we 
propose here is a generalization of the notion dual space for locally convex 
K-vector spaces, but it is neither Horn (A, K) nor Horn (Α, Βκ), see Proposi­
tion 4.5.12 and Theorem 4.5.13. We prove, among other things, the Hahn-
Banach Theorem, see Theorem 4.5.18). 
In Chapter 5 we treat, as mentioned before, the (locally) compact-like Βκ-
modules. We present a complete connection between the notions (local) 
compactoids, of finite type and c-compactness, see Theorem 5.1.16, Propo­
sition 5.2.3 and Theorem 5.3.14. Among permanence properties, see e.g. 
Proposition 5.2.4, we prove that a B^-module of finite type is embeddable 
in a product of normed modules of finite rank, see Theorem 5.1.11 and that 
a compactoid ifo-module is embeddable in a product of finitely generated 
discrete torsion modules, see Theorem 5.2.5. Another interesting thing 
that we prove is that a locally convex Βκ -module on which every continuous 
seminorm is bounded, must be a pure compactoid B^-module, see Theorem 
5.2.21. 
We also prove that a continuous homomorphism φ between two complete 
metrizable local compactoids A and В need not be open, but, if we provide 
В with the plus topology, φ is open, see Theorem 5.4.10. 
Finally, we show that on a complete metrizable locally compactoid Βκ-
module (Α, τ) each Hausdorff locally convex topology on A, that is weaker 
than τ, must be stronger than τ " . Moreover, if σ is a locally convex topol­
ogy on A, stronger that τ, such that (Α, σ) is a complete metrizable locally 
compactoid, then σ is weaker than τ + , see Corollary 5.4.13 and Corollary 
5.4.14. 
Samenvatting 
Een waardering | | op een lichaam К heet niet-archimedisch als | | voldoet 
aan de sterke driehoeksongelijkheid: 
|λ + μ | £ ΐ η ϋ χ ( | λ | , | μ | ) (\,μ<=Κ). 
Een belangrijk gegeven is dat de eenheisdbol {λ e К | |λ| < 1} een ring; een 
zogenaamde valuatie ring is. Deze ring geven we aan met BK. 
In dit proefschrift ontwikkelen we een fundamentele theorie voor lokaal con­
vexe BK -modulen. Het grootste deel van deze theorie staat in dienst van het 
belangrijkste deel van dit proefschrift: Hoofdstuk 5 over (lokaal) compact-
achtige B^-modulen. We wijzen er dan ook op dat de fundamentele theorie 
verre van volledig is. 
In Hoofdstuk 5 worden de begrippen van eindig type, lokaal compactoid, (zui­
ver) compactoid en c-compact besproken. Dit zijn generalisaties van de ge­
lijknamige begrippen uit de theorie van de iC-vectorruimten. 
In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt de algebraische theorie behandeld over B^-modulen 
voor zover we die nodig hebben in de rest van het proefschrift. Deze theorie 
is in verschillende boeken over modulen terug te vinden. Hier worden hele 
simpele begrippen als torsie, deelbaarheid, homomorflsmen, deelmodulen en 
quotiënten behandeld. Ook begrippen als eindig voortgebracht BK-moduul, 
BK -moduul van eindige rang en lineair compacte BK -modulen worden bespro-
ken. Bewezen wordt, onder andere, dat voor sferisch volledige К een eindig 
voortgebracht Bjc-moduul een directe som is van cyclische ifa-modulen, zie 
Corollary 2.2.21. 
In de laatste paragraaf van Hoofdstuk 2 wordt het begrip edge complete in­
gevoerd (Definition 2.4.7), geïnspireerd door de gerande absoluut convexe 
verzamelingen. Het is een algebraisch begrip dat aangeeft of een moduul 
'randen' heeft. Edge complete is een interessant begrip, dat verschilt van 
het 'klassieke', dat verder onderzoek verdient. Het speelt echter geen rol in 
de rest van het proefschrift. 
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt het begrip lokaal-convex Вк-moduul ingevoerd. Dat 
is een Bjf-moduul voorzien van een topologie zodat de optelling en de sca-
lairvermenigvuldiging continu zijn. Bovendien moet er een basis van nu­
lomgevingen zijn, bestaande uit deelmodulen. Ook normen en seminormen 
worden hier behandeld. De eisen voor een (semi)norm op een ifa-moduul 
zijn (noodzakelijk) minder zwaar dan die voor een (semi)norm op een K-
vectorruimte. De equivalentie van twee (semi)normen ρ en q impliceert dan 
ook niet dat er constanten c\ en сг bestaan zodat c\p < q< сгр. Hier kan 
de equivalentie beschreven worden met behulp van monotone functies (zie 
Theorem 3.3.19 en Theorem 3.3.20). 
Net als in ^-vectorruimte theorie kan een lokaal-convexe topologie op een 
Вк-moduul beschreven worden met behulp van continue seminormen. Er 
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worden verschillende definities voor een basis van seminormen voor zo'n 
lokaal convexe topologie gegeven. 
Hoofstuk 4 is een bijeenraapsel van wat onderwerpen uit de lokaal-convexe 
BK -moduul theorie. Een belangrijk gedeelte is gereedschap voor de theorie 
in Hoofdstuk 5. Zo wordt er bewezen dat op een torsievrij B^-moduul van 
eindige rang er slechts één lokaal convexe Hausdorff topologie bestaat (zie 
Proposition 4.1.4). Ook worden Βχ-modulen van aftelbaar type ingevoerd 
en bewezen wordt dat een deelmoduul van zo'n moduul weer van aftelbaar 
type is (zie Theorem 4.2.14). 
In dit hoofstuk wordt ook het begrip begrensdheid ingevoerd. De begrensd­
heid van een deelverzameling X van een lokaal convex moduul betekent niet 
dat elke seminorm op X begrensd is (zie Remark 4.3.4). 
Ook worden de min en plus topologie hier ingevoerd. Deze topologieën ko-
men niet voor in de theorie van lokaal convexe K-vector ruimten. Ze spelen 
een rol in Hoofstuk 5. 
Tenslotte wordt aandacht besteed aan de duale van een %-moduul. De de-
finitie van de duale van een Βχ-moduul A die we hier voorstellen is een uit­
breiding van het begrip duale voor lokaal convexe K-vectorruimten, het is 
echter niet Ram{A,K) of Hom (Д BK), zie Proposition 4.5.12 en Theorem 
4.5.13. We bewijzen onder andere de stelling van Hahn-Banach, zie Theo­
rem 4.5.18. 
In Hoofdstuk 5 behandelen we, zoals al eerder is vermeld, de (lokaal) 
compact-achtige Ifo-modulen. We geven de verbanden tussen de begrippen 
(lokaal) compactoid, van eindig type en c-compact, zie Theorem 5.1.16, 
Proposition 5.2.3 and Theorem 5.3.14. Naast behoudseigenschappen, zie 
o.a. Proposition 5.2.4, bewijzen we dat een B^-moduul van eindig type is in 
te bedden in een product van genormeerde modulen van eindige rang, zie 
Theorem 5.1.11 en dat een compactoid B^-moduul is in te bedden ineen 
product van eindig voortgebrachte discrete torsiemodulen, zie Theorem 
5.2.5. Een ander interessant feit dat wordt bewezen is dat een lokaal convex 
Bjf-moduul, waarvoor alle continue seminormen begrensd zijn, een zuiver 
compactoid is, zie Theorem 5.2.21. 
We bewijzen hier ook dat een continu homomorfisme φ tussen twee volle­
dige metrizeerbare lokale compactoiden A en В niet open hoeft te zijn, doch 
als men В voorziet van de plus topologie dan is φ wel open., zie Theorem 
5.4.10. 
Tenslotte laten we zien dat op een compleet metrizeerbaar lokaal compac­
toid (Α, τ) elke Hausdorff lokaal convexe topologie, die zwakker is dan τ, 
sterker is dan τ " . Bovendien, als σ een lokaal convexe topologie is op A, 
sterker dan τ, zodat (Α, σ) een compleet metrizeerbaar lokaal compactoid 
is, dan is σ zwakker dan τ + , zie Corollary 5.4.13 en Corollary 5.4.14. 
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Stellingen behorende Ьц het proefschrift 
Locally Convex Modules over Valuation Rings 
van Saskia Oortwijn 
1. Er bestaat een oplossingsconcept voor NTU-spelen dat efficiënt, 
symmetrisch, monotoon en covariant met affiene transformaties 
is en samenvalt met de τ-waarde voor TU-spelen en met de Kalai-
Smorodinsky oplossing voor onderhandelingsproblemen. (Zie P. 
Borm, H. Keiding, R.P. McLean, S. Oortwijn en S.H. Tijs, The Com­
promise Value for NTU-games, International Journal of Game The­
ory 21 (1992), 175-189.) 
2. Niet elk zuiver NTU-spel met een niet-lege onderhandelingsver­
zameling is zwak gebalanceerd. (In Dekpuntstellingen en de On-
derhcmdelingsverzameling, doctoraalscriptie van Saskia Oortwijn, 
1989. Naar een open probleem van Vohra in An Existence Theo­
rem for a Bargaining Set, Journal of Mathematical Economics 20 
(1991), 19-34.) 
3. Een oplossingsconcept voor een onderhandelingsspel dat Pareto 
optimaal, covariant met affiene transformaties en onafhankelijk 
van irrelevante alternatieven is, is ook individueel rationeel. Zo'n 
oplossingsconcept is noodzakelijkerwijs een dictatoriale oplos­
sing of een (niet noodzakelijk symmetrische) Nash-oplossing. 
(Zie ook J.C. Harsany en R. Selten, A Generalized Nash Solution 
for Two-Person Bargaining Games with Incomplete Information, 
Management Science 18 (1972), 80-106 en R. de Koster, H.J.M. 
Peters, S.H. Tijs en P. Wakker, Risk Sensitivity, Independence of 
Irrelevant Alternatives and Continuity of Bargaining Solutions, 
Mathematical Social Sciences 4 (1983), 295-300.) 
4. Normaal-waarschijnlijkheidspapier geeft geen uitsluitsel of een 
stochast normaal verdeeld is. Het aantal ogen bij een worp 
met een (zuivere) dobbelsteen wordt als bij benadering normaal 
verdeeld aangewezen. 
5. Als het aantal leerlingen dat onterecht wiskunde В kiest blijft stij­
gen — ondanks pogingen dit aantal terug te dringen — zit er niets 
anders op dan het niveau van dit vak te verlagen. 
6. Docenten wiskunde op middelbare scholen en universiteiten die­
nen er zich terdege van bewust te zijn dat, doordat de huidige wis­
kundige opvoeding van jongeren zeer toepassingsgericht en con­
creet is, formele aanpakken door hen niet meer, zoals vroeger, 
voor zoete koek worden geslikt. 
7. Het gedogen van het massaal overtreden van de verkeersregels 
doet vermoeden dat deze regels slechts gehandhaafd worden ter 
wille van het niveau van het theoretisch gedeelte van het rijexa­
men. 
8. Het Kijk woordenboek wiskunde (bladzijde 232) geeft als omtrek 
van de ellips met halve assen α en b 
Een veel betere benadering van de omtrek is 
2π\-γ-) · 
waarbij ρ = ϊπ log2 ; de maximale fout is kleiner dan 4 promille. 
9. Het wetenschappelijk klimaat in Nederland valt niet af te lezen 
aan de waardering die Nederland heeft voor de grote wiskundigen 
die het zelf heeft voortgebracht. 
10. Wiskunde-onderwijs aan heterogene groepen kan het best gege­
ven worden volgens de montessori-methode. Het is dan ook een 
goede greep van de minister om in 1998 onder de vlag van de 
tweede fase het montessori-onderwijs integraal in de bovenbouw 
van het havo en vwo in te voeren. 
11. Het getuigt van arrogantie als men zich over andere volkeren 
slechts weet uit te drukken in stereotypen. 


